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Foreword 


As the U.S. Army has evolved in the past half-century, the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps has been an important part of its maturing 
ability to provide effective military force to meet a broad range of chal- 
lenges. Since the opening days ofAmerican involvement in Vietnam, the 
U.S. Army has been working to meet national security objectives under 
close public scrutiny in complex, demanding situations. Those condi- 
tions call for commanders to make full use of all available staff input, 
and the special training of the Staff Judge Advocate has often made the 
lawyer one of the most important sources of insight. This volume 
recounts numerous instances when new challenges would not have been 
met so effectively had that specialized staff work not been available. 

At one level this is the chronicle of judge advocates at work in the 
theater of active operations. It provides valuable information on the 
organization, tasks, and performance of legal offices in a wide array of 
activities. The author uses the term "combat" to evoke the theater of 
active operations-justifiable shorthand, but calling too little attention 
to the operations other than war covered very ably in the last chapter. 
Throughout, the reader is introduced to Army lawyers who met unex- 
pected requirements while working under tough, demanding conditions. 

At another level, this is the history of the evolution of "operational 
lawn-the concept that put those Army lawyers at the right hand of 
commanders during the deployments of the 1990s so that everything 
from Status of Forces Agreements to application of the principles of the 
Law of Land Warfare would be integrated into the planning and execu- 
tion of operations such as JUST CAUSEand DESERT STORMas well as the 
many "peacekeeping" operations and deployments in support of civil 
authorities. This operational focus of judge advocate staff suppor t in  
addition to traditional legal support-has enhanced mission success in 
the politically charged and militarily ambiguous operations that have 
become common in our era. 

Commanders and staff officers should read this book to see how 
the Army lawyer's role has evolved. Judge advocates should read it 
because it offers a shortcut to knowledge that ordinarily is gained only 
through experience. Those interested in the Army's history should read 
it because it provides details published in no other source. It provides 
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Preface 


This is a narrative history of Army lawyers in military operations from 
1959-when the first judge advocate reported for duty in Vietnam-to 
1996-when the last Army lawyers participating in United Nations 
operations in Haiti returned home to the United States. Its principal 
theme is the evolution of the role of judge advocates in military opera- 
tions and how this development has enhanced commanders' ability to 
succeed. As this role changed dramatically during this period, Judge 
Advocates in Combat explores how soldier-lawyers have evolved from 
their Vietnam-era responsibility simply to provide traditional legal ser- 
vices-military justice, claims, legal assistance, administrative law-to 
today's practice of "operational law'' in whch Army lawyers provide a 
broad range of legal services that directly affect the conduct of an oper- 
ation. This new judge advocate role, and the accompanying emergence 
of operational law-a process that came to full bloom in the 1990s-has 
increased commanders' ability to achieve mission success in a variety of 
environments, from conventional combat to operations other than war. 

The book explores this theme by examining what individuals did as 
judge advocates in Vietnam, Grenada, Panama, the Persian Gulf, 
Somalia, Haiti, and selected other deployments. When people read 
about those who served at home and abroad as soldier-lawyers, they 
want answers to at least three questions: Who was there? What did they 
do? How did that enhance the commanders' ability to accomplish the 
assigned mission? 

In answering the first two questions, Judge Advocates in Combat 
identifies the men and women who deployed in a particular military 
operation, and it looks at selected courts-martial, military personnel 
and foreign claims, legal assistance, administrative and contract law 
issues, and international and operational law matters handled by those 
judge advocates. Examining who was there and what they did is impor- 
tant, because it captures for posterity the contributions of judge advo- 
cates of an earlier era. Viewed from this perspective, Judge Advocates 
in Combat is a contemporary branch history. But, in light of the princi- 
pal theme-the evolution of the Army lawyer's role fi-om that of a spe- 
cial staff officer providing traditional legal support to the current role 
in which judge advocates are integrated into operations at all levels- 
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Judge Advocates in Combat answers the third question by also focusing 
on those events where Army lawyers blazed new paths, enhancing mis- 
sion success in nontraditional ways. 

During the Vietnam era, lawyers who took on nontraditional roles 
did so on an individual basis; there was no institutional recognition that 
such matters were appropriate issues for judge advocates. In 1960, for 
example, during a coup d'etat led by disaffected South Vietnamese 
paratroopers, Army judge advocate Lt. Col. Paul J. Durbin left the safe- 
ty of his home to observe the rebels in action. As a result, Durbin was 
able to see-and explain-to an American adviser accompanying the 
coup leader that "advising" this Vietnamese paratroop colonel did not 
include participating in a rebellion against the Saigon government. Lt. 
Col. George C. Eblen, who followed Durbin as the lone Army judge 
advocate in Vietnam, decided to begin monitoring war crimes cornrnit- 
ted by the Viet Cong against Americans. Eblen's decision to tape record 
all interviews of U.S. personnel claiming mistreatment resulted in a 
command policy that a military lawyer participate in all future debrief- 
ings involving war crimes. Again, like Durbin, Colonel Eblen stepped 
outside his traditional role. 

Similarly, then-Col. George S. Prugh, the staff judge advocate for 
the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), from 1964 to 
1966, spearheaded a number of unique efforts ranging from compiling 
and translating all existing Vietnamese laws to establishing a legal advi- 
sory program that monitored the real-world operation of South 
Vietnam's criminal justice system. Of particular significance was 
Prugh7s successful effort in persuading the South Vietnamese military 
that its conflict with the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese was no longer 
an internal civil disorder. This was a significant achievement for, once 
its military leaders had accepted the international nature of the conflict, 
the South Vietnamese government also acceded to this view-and 
agreed that the provisions of the 1949 Geneva Convention on Prisoners 
of War would be applied. 

Persuading the South Vietnamese armed forces to change their 
position concerning the conflict-and therefore their view of the status 
and treatment of Viet Cong and North Vietnamese prisoners-was not 
a judge advocate responsibility, and Colonel Prugh had not been tasked 
with resolving this matter. Recognizing, however, that the increasing 
number of Americans captured by the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese 
would have significantly enhanced chances to survive if South Vietnam 
applied the Geneva Prisoners of War Convention to enemy soldiers in 
its custody, Prugh and his staff spearheaded the efforts to bring about 
this change. 
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After Prugh's departure from Vietnam, Col. Edward W. Haughney, 
his successor as MACV staff judge advocate, continued using the law 
to support the mission in related ways. Thus, while the MACV provost 
marshal was primarily responsible for advising the Vietnamese on pris- 
oner of war issues, Haughney and his staff promulgated the first proce- 
dural framework for classifying combat captives, using so-called 
Article 5 tribunals. They also took the initiative in establishing a 
records system identifying and listing all prisoners of war. 

The individual initiatives of Colonels Durbin, Eblen, Prugh, and 
Haughney illustrated how judge advocates could provide support on a 
broad range of legal and nonlegal issues associated with operations at 
the Military Assistance Advisory Group and the Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam. Their efforts also demonstrated that Army lawyers 
could properly focus on more than the traditional peacetime issues of 
military justice, claims, administrative law, and legal assistance. 

As an institution, however, the Judge Advocate General's Corps 
was slow to recognize that the role of the judge advocate should go 
beyond traditional peacetime legal support. Consequently, while a num- 
ber of Army lawyers assigned to Vietnam after Durbin, Eblen, Prugh, 
and Haughney did provide support beyond the traditional judge advo- 
cate niche, the corps institutionally held fast to its traditional view of 
the proper role of the judge advocate. That is, while appreciating that 
individual initiatives could enhance mission success, the corps as an 
organization continued to envision the role of the judge advocate in 
combat operations as one of providing essentially the same legal ser- 
vices as those offered in a peacetime garrison setting. Accordingly, with 
the enactment of sweeping changes to the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice in 1968, most military lawyers continued to concentrate on 
courts-martial in their day-to-day work. 

The Army's experience in Vietnam did, however, plant the seeds for 
an end to the almost exclusive focus of judge advocates on military jus- 
tice and peacetime legal issues. The murders at My Lai, and the inves- 
tigations and courts-martial that followed, all culminated in a 1974 
Department of Defense directive taslung Army judge advocates with a 
new mission: ensuring that all U.S. military operations complied strict- 
ly with the Law of War. Accomplishing this new responsibility now 
required Army lawyers regularly to immerse themselves in many 
aspects of operational planning and execution-and thus to assume a 
role that earlier judge advocates did not see as a part of their duties. 

A number of perceptive judge advocates realized that this new legal 
mission inexorably meant judge advocate integration into operations at 
all levels, and they initiated efforts to move the Corps toward this end. 
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These efforts, however, were both fragmented and slow. The real cata- 
lyst for change occurred in late 1983, when American forces launched 
Operation URGENT FURY.This operation was a "wake-up call": the wide 
range of nontraditional legal issues confronted by judge advocates in 
Grenada propelled the Corps' leadership to move toward a formal 
recognition that a contingency-oriented Army required judge advocates 
adept at handling more than traditional peacetime legal missions. It was 
essential that judge advocates now be schooled in a new role and a new 
legal discipline: operational law-a compendium of domestic, foreign, 
and international law applicable to U.S. forces engaged in military 
operations at home and abroad. 

Beginning in 1986, the Corps reconfigured its assets and training 
to define and support this new judge advocate role. By 1989, when U.S. 
forces successfully removed Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega from 
power during Operation JUST CAUSE, judge advocates were filly pre- 
pared to advise commanders on a broad range of legal and nonlegal 
issues. Thus, Lt. Col. James J. Smith, the 82d Airborne Division staff 
judge advocate, parachuted into Panama with the lead elements of the 
assault command post so that he would be able to provide accurate and 
timely support from the outset of the operation. Less than a year later, 
when U.S. forces deployed to the Persian Gulf in Operations DESERT 
SHIELDand DESERT STORM,the evolution in the role of the judge advo- 
cate was virtually complete. Commanders at all levels now saw their 
judge advocates as important force-multipliers. They were first-class 
attorneys who prosecuted and defended courts-martial, adjudicated 
claims, and provided legal assistance. But their new role meant that 
these same lawyers also contributed to mission success in countless 
other ways-from drafting rules of engagement and providing advice 
on targeting, using combat contracting to purchase special fabric for 
force protection, and assisting division intelligence (G-2) personnel in 
gathering war crimes evidence, to constructing bunkers and fighting 
positions, investigating friendly fire incidents, and drafting war trophy 
policies. By the time judge advocates deployed to Somalia in Operation 
RESTOREHOPE and to Haiti in Operation UPHOLD theyDEMOCRACY, 
were enhancing mission success in still other ways-organizing "cash 
for gunsy7 programs, overseeing the operation of detainee centers, and 
even advising on critical political-military matters ordinarily consid- 
ered the exclusive domain of professional diplomats. 

In describing this transformation in the role of the judge advocate in 
the Army-and in answering "Who was there? What did they do? How 
did this enhance mission success?'-Judge Advocates in Combat exam- 
ines major and minor operations, both at home and overseas. Separate 
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chapters are devoted to Vietnam, Grenada, Panama, the Persian Gulf, 
Somalia, and Haiti. A final catch-all chapter looks quickly at judge advo- 
cate participation in eleven operations other than war: the U.S. interven- 
tion in the Dominican Republic in 1965 and 1966, Cuban refugee reset- 
tlement efforts in the United States in the early 1980s, activities of the 
Multinational Force and Observers in the Sinai in the 1980s and 1990s, 
Hurricane Hugo relief work in the U.S. Virgin Islands in 1989, disaster 
relief operations in Western Samoa in 1990, humanitarian operations in 
northern Iraq in 1991, relief operations in Bangladesh after a cyclone 
struck that country in 1991, migrant camp activities at Guantanamo Bay 
Naval Base from 1991 to 1994, the Los Angeles civil disturbance opera- 
tions of 1992, relief efforts in south Florida in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Andrew in 1992, and humanitarian aid efforts in Rwanda in 1994. Some 
deployments receive a fuller treatment than others, but the goal of all is 
to record accurately the story of Army lawyers participating in the full 
spectrum of military operations. 

Having explained what the book is about, it is just as important to 
state what it is not about. It is not a history of the Judge Advocate 
General's Corps. It is not a history of wartime legal issues, nor a social 
history of the Army as seen from the judge advocate perspective. It also 
is not a collection of "lessons learned" or a history of operational law, 
although the origin of the Judge Advocate General's Corps' institution- 
al recognition of operational law will be obvious to the reader. 
Consequently,Judge Advocates in Combat does not address such top- 
ics as the Corps' training base, personnel acquisition, or legal philoso- 
phy or the role of the Office of the Judge Advocate General on the 
Army Staff--except where those matters illustrate the evolution of the 
role of the judge advocate between 1959 and 1996. 

The story of judge advocates in military operations from Vietnam 
to Haiti is a rich and varied one, and this book offers some interpreta- 
tions about the participation of Army lawyers in such deployments. 
Ultimately, however, conclusions about the impact of judge advocates 
on Army operations-and the continuing evolution of the role of the 
judge advocate-are best left to each reader. 

In December 1995, then-Brig. Gens. John D. Altenburg, Jr., and 
Walter B. Huffman and Maj. Gen. Michael J. Nardotti, Jr., then the 
Judge Advocate General, decided to capture the history of judge advo- 
cates in recent contingency operations. But for their vision, Judge 
Advocates in Combat: Army Lawyers in Military Operations from 
Vietnam to Haiti would not exist. Moreover, this project would not have 
been brought to a successful conclusion without the continuous encour- 
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agement and support that followed from Generals Altenburg and 
Huffman after their promotions to be the Assistant Judge Advocate 
General and the Judge Advocate General, respectively. 

The project got under way in February 1996 with an initial confer- 
ence involving Chief Historian Dr. Jeffrey J. Clarke and a group of pro- 
fessional historians and book production experts at the U.S. Army 
Center of Military History. The original concept was a 250-page man- 
uscript that would begin with the experiences of Army lawyers in 
Vietnam and end with a discussion of the role played by judge advo- 
cates in Bosnia. What began as a one-year project ended five years later 
with this book. Its contents reflect the contributions of more than two 
hundred individuals who consented to be interviewed and material 
gleaned from hundreds of official documents and secondary sources. 

Many people deserve credit and my thanks, but four deserve spe- 
cial recognition: Dr. Joel D. Meyerson, Col. David E. Graham, Maj. 
Gen. John D. Altenburg, Jr., and Maj. Gen. (Ret.) George S. Prugh. Dr. 
Meyerson, a truly outstanding historian at the Center of Military 
History and an expert on the U.S. Army's experience in Vietnam, spent 
many hours discussing-and editing-the chapter on lawyering in 
Vietnam. But even after I had stopped researching and writing on 
Vietnam, Dr. Meyerson continued discussing the book with me and 
made invaluable suggestions for improvement. At the Pentagon, 
Colonel Graham, serving as Chief of the International and Operational 
Law Division at the Office of the Judge Advocate General, put his own 
important work aside to read and reread each page of the manuscript. 
Colonel Graham also spent many hours reworking the Vietnam portions 
of the book, for which I am most grateful. General Altenburg's partici- 
pation in this project was pivotal. He and I spent many hours talking 
about the evolution of the role of the judge advocate. He saw more 
clearly than anyone else the radical metamorphosis that the role of 
judge advocates had undergone in the last twenty years and the impor- 
tance to the Corps and the Army that someone write about this changed 
role. Judge Advocates in Combat would not exist without his frequent 
guidance and unwavering and direct support when it was needed most. 
Finally, Maj. Gen. George S. Prugh, the Judge Advocate General from 
1971 to 1974 and the author of Law at  War, the first historical work 
ever published on judge advocate operations in a combat environment, 
deserves special thanks. General Prugh wrote letters, sent books and 
articles, shared his private papers, and spent hours on the telephone 
with me. His perspective was invaluable. 

Those involved in providing research, editing, proofing, page lay- 
out, and production of Judge Advocates in Combat also deserve special 
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mention. Mr. James Boyd aided my research in military personnel 
records at the National Archives. Ms. Susan Carroll spent hours editing 
the manuscript and made many helpful suggestions that improved the 
text. She also prepared the index. Mrs. Rosemary Land ably keyed suc- 
cessive iterations of changes. At the Center of Military History's 
Production Services Division, Ms. Catherine Heerin, Mrs. Diane S. 
Arms, and Ms. Diane Donovan proofread and checked printer's proofs. 
Under the supervision of Mr. Steve Hardyman, Ms. Sherry Dowdy drew 
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VIETNAM 

"Will you go to Vietnam?" I was asked in late 1958. 
I said:"Where is that?And what will I do?"' 

-Col. Paulj. Durbin 
First judge Advocate in Vietnam 

The American involvement in Vietnam began at the end of World War 
11. Believing that Ho Chi Minh and the Viet Minh would establish a 
Communist state if the French were forced out of Indochina, the United 
States went to the active aid of the French. For the next thirty years, 
Vietnam was the centerpiece of U.S. containment policy in Southeast 
Asia and the battleground for America's longest war. Before its involve- 
ment ended in 1975, some 3.5 million members of the Army, Navy, Air 
Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard would serve in Vietnam, and 
roughly 58,000 would lose their lives there. 

The U.S. Army's presence in Vietnam began in August 1950, when 
President Harry S. Truman established the U.S. Military Assistance 
Advisory Group (MAAG), Indochina. Initially, the advisory group fun- 
neled American equipment to the French and advised only on the use 
of this materiel. With the departure of the French and the creation of the 
Republic of Vietnam in 1955, however, American soldiers assigned to 
the renamed Military Assistance Advisory Group, Vietnam, began 
advising South Vietnamese Army units on tactics, training, and logis- 
tics-any matter that would improve combat effectiveness. (Map 1) 

By mid-1960, the MAAG numbered nearly 700 U.S. Army, Navy, 
Air Force, and Marine Corps personnel, all of whom advised their 
counterparts in the roughly 150,000-man Republic of Vietnam armed 
forces. Since the Army of the Republic of Vietnam, with a strength of 
about 140,000, made up the bulk of the SouthVietnamese military, U.S. 





Army personnel were the largest advisory component, and the chief of 
the Military Assistance Advisory Group was a senior Army general 
officer. 

With the Korean War in mind, the primary mission of the South 
Vietnamese military forces was to resist an external attack from the 
north.2 This meant delaying any North Vietnamese invasion until the 
arrival of American reinforcements. Consequently, advisers helped 
organize the South Vietnamese Army into standard infantry divisions 
compatible with this conventional task. In time, the advisers busied 
themselves with every aspect of the new army, from administrative pro- 
cedures, personnel management, logistics, and intelligence to unit 
training, mobilization, war planning, and leadership.' 

After President John F. Kennedy took office in January 1961, the 
United States assumed an increasingly greater role in South Vietnam in 
response to a growing internal Communist insurgency. Soon U.S. Army 
Special Forces teams and Army helicopter units arrived there. Advisers, 
who previously had been placed at the division level, were now perma- 
nently assigned to infantry battalions and certain lower-echelon combat 
units.4 Many began to see active combat. In February 1962 the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff created the United States Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam (MACV), as the senior American military head- 
quarters in Vietnam. Although the MAAG was not formally dissolved 
until May 1964, MACV now directed the ever-expanding American 
involvement in that country. By 1962 U.S. forces had increased to 
11,000 men, and the MACV commander, a four-star Army general, 
worked diligently to combat the growing strength of the guerrillas who, 
aided by the North Vietnamese, were everywhere undermining the gov- 
ernment of President Ngo Dinh Diem. 

The Military Assistance Advisory Group, 1959-1 962 

The mission of the MAAG staff judge advocate was to render legal aid 
and advice to the members of the advisory element and to act as legal 
adviser to the Director of Military Justice, the Judge Advocate General 
equivalent in the South Vietnamese armed force^.^ As the U.S. embassy 
in Saigon had no lawyer among its personnel, the MAAG staff judge 
advocate also provided legal advice to the ambassador and his staff. 

The first military lawyer assigned for duty in Vietnam, Lt. Col. 
Paul J. Durbin, arrived in June 1959. Other than a part-time Vietnamese 
secretary assisting with typing, he had no staff-nor had he received 
much guidance from the Judge Advocate General's Office in 
Washington, D.C., or JAG0 as it was known. Overseas communication 



Lt. Col. Paul J Durbin, deputy stafjudge advocate of US.Army, 

Paczjic, left, and Pfc. Matthew Guarino, a legal clerk in the 25th 


Infantry Division, during a milita y exercise in Thailand, June 1963. The 

f i s t  militay lawyer in Vietnam, Durbin sewed as MAAG stafljudge 


advocate, June 1959-July 1961. 


was difficult, and judge advocates in those days were unaccustomed to 
requesting technical assistance from the Pentagon, much less coordi- 
nating with it on a routine basis. Colonel Durbin was thus on his own.6 

At the time an international agreement provided MAAG officers 
with diplomatic status, which carried with it complete criminal and 
civil immunity from Vietnamese law. Enlisted soldiers enjoyed diplo- 
matic status equivalent to that of clerical personnel assigned to the U.S. 
embassy. The government of South Vietnam thus had neither criminal 
nor civil jurisdiction over those soldiers assigned to the advisory group, 
and criminal jurisdiction over MAAG personnel was exercised exclu- 
sively under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, an arrangement that 
continued throughout the duration of the conflict.' 

Colonel Durbin and the Army lawyers who immediately followed 
him thus provided a full range of traditional judge advocate legal ser- 
vices to members of the advisory component, ranging from wills, 
powers of attorney, and tax assistance to advice on domestic relations, 
civil suits, and the filing of claims for damaged property. But no 
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courts-martial were convened prior to Colonel Durbin7s arrival or dur- 
ing his tenure as staff judge advocate. The small size of the advisory 
element and the quality of people assigned meant that there was little 
crime that could not be handled under Article 15 of the Uniform 
Code. 

In order to deal with claims, Durbin established a claims office for 
Vietnamese whose property was damaged by MAAG members, mostly 
in traffic accidents involving military vehicles. He discovered, howev- 
er, that the concept of filing a claim against the U.S. government was 
completely foreign to the Vietnamese; they did not make claims against 
their own government, and thus did not readily pursue claims against 
the United States.' 

A few months after settling his family in Saigon, Colonel Durbin 
found himself in the midst of an attempted coup against the Diem gov- 
ernment. On 11 November 1960, three battalions of South Vietnamese 
paratroopers surrounded the presidential palace and demanded 
reform^.^ That morning, Durbin awoke in the dark to the sound of auto- 
matic weapons fire. He finally ventured out that afternoon, heading 
toward the presidential palace. En route, he noticed a jeep pass with a 
Vietnamese paratrooper colonel, accompanied by an American Army 
captain. Immediately he flagged down the jeep, asked the American 
officer if "he was advising on the coup," and subsequently "advised" 
him to return to his quarters.'' But the whole incident forced Durbin to 
consider how one might handle such unanticipated legal issues should 
they reoccur in the future. As a result, on 28 June 1961, he produced 
written guidance for MAAG personnel in the "event of a breakdown of 
internal law and order withp South Vietnam," which later became part 
of the legal annex to MAAG Vietnam Operations Plan 61-61, which 
addressed such contingencies." 

Looking for other ways to enhance MAAG success, and believing 
that South Vietnam's military justice system would work better if mod-
eled after American, rather than French, military law, Durbin met reg- 
ularly with the head of the Vietnamese Directorate of Military Justice 
in order to draft a new criminal code for Saigon's armed forces. The 
1928 US. Manualfor Courfs-Martial, he thought, would be "ideal for 
the Vietnamese Army, as it was much more simple than the 1951 
Manual-not necessarily better-just simpler." His work on a new 
Vietnamese Code of Military Justice was never finished, however, and 
the project was abandoned after his departure in July 1961." 

Durbin was replaced by Lt. Col. George C. Eblen. Fluent in French, 
Eblen was well suited to work with Vietnamese government officials, 
many of whom were French-educated. But to accommodate a growing 
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workload, he was soon joined by 
an Air Force and a Navy lawyer as 
well as by two more Army judge 
advocates.13 Together they contin- 
ued to provide traditional judge 
advocate legal services to MAAG 
members. Significantly, however, 
they quickly moved beyond the 
delivery of such services and 
began to investigate alleged viola- 
tions of the Law of War. Several 
Special Forces advisers captured 
by the Viet Cong had escaped, and 
Eblen interviewed them, tape 
recording their allegations of mis- 
treatment. His work prompted a 
MAAG policy requiring that mili- 
tary lawyers participate in all 
interviews or debriefings involv- 
ing alleged war crimes, and by 
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war crimes later became the basis for the first MACV directive requir- 
ing the reporting and investigation of all such incidents, one of the first 
major command decisions that clearly reflected the impact that judge 
advocates could have on traditionally "nonlegal" operational concerns. 

In the area of traditional military justice, Colonel Eblen decided in 
early 1962 that the advisory group's increased size, and the related 
increase in criminal misconduct, made it desirable to convene sumrna- 
ry and special courts-martial in Vietnam.15 No general courts-martial 
were convened during his tenure as staff judge advocate, however, as 
the advisory group was not a general court-martial convening authori- 
ty. Consequently, when a general court was appropriate, charges were 
preferred and an Article 32 investigation held in Vietnam. For referral, 
the accused and the entire case packet were then sent to Schofield 
Barracks in Hawaii or to Clark Air Force Base or Subic Bay Naval Base 
in the Philippines, depending on the accused's branch of service.16 
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MACV and U.S. Army Support Group, Vietnam, 1962-1 965 

The creation of MACV as a unified command in February 1962 and the 
establishment one month later of the U.S. Army Support Group, 
Vietnam, as the Army component under MACV headquarters heralded 
a greater commitment of men and materiel to Vietnam, including 
lawyers. In August 1962, Colonel Eblen was replaced by Lt. Col. George 
F. Westerman, and a year later, in 1963, Westerman was replaced by Lt. 
Col. Richard L. Jones. All Army attorneys were assigned to the adviso- 
ry group but served both MAAG and MACV headquarters, advising the 
commands on nonjudicial proceedings under Article 15 of the Uniform 
Code and assisting with a few summary and special courts-martial. In 
any event, no general courts-martial were conducted. 

The full-time claims judge advocate at MACV headquarters was 
fully engaged. For example, Maj. William Myers, who arrived in 
December 1963, was an experienced military attorney and handled all 
monetary claims filed in Vietnam and payable under the Personnel 
Claims Act, the Military Claims Act, or the Foreign Claims Act. The 
most serious were those filed by the Vietnamese under the Foreign 
Claims Act, generally for property damage or personal. injury suffered 
in traffic accidents involving MACV vehicles. These claims were set- 
tled promptly to promote better relations between U.S. forces and the 
Vietnamese.l7 

Complementing the lawyer buildup at the advisory group and 
MACV was the addition of an Army attorney to the U.S. Army 
Support Group. Capt. Arthur H. Taylor arrived in September 1962 and 
acted as a one-man legal adviser to the brigadier general in command. 
Taylor's conditions were less than ideal. His office was a tent open to 
the local weather, in which desktops were quickly covered with 
insects, paper clips rusted so quickly that they could be used only 
once, and the frayed electrical wire strung about the makeshift office 
caused the canvas cloth to catch fire. Security was also a concern. 
Shortly after arriving, Taylor learned that a Viet Cong attack was 
imminent, but could find no spare personal weapons for his use. He 
had his brother in the United States quickly send him a .45-caliber 
semiautomatic pistol.18 

Although the support group headquarters was located at Tan Son 
Nhut airport in Saigon, Taylor fi-equently journeyed by helicopter and 
plane as far north as Da Nang and as far west as Bangkok to provide 
legal advice to the command and its soldiers. Most of his work con- 
cerned military justice and legal assistance. One of his most time-con- 
suming tasks, however, was updating commanders on amendments to 
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Article 15 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Congress had 
amended the article in 1962 by increasing a commander's power to pun- 
ish nonjudicially, thus providing a better alternative to trial by court- 
martial for minor offenses. Ultimately, Taylor had an airplane assigned 
to him for travel throughout Vietnam to see that these changes were 
properly implemented.I9 

Capt. Charles Baldree replaced Taylor in 1963 and was in turn 
replaced by Capt. Alfred A. McNamee a year later. A former infantry 
officer before entering the Judge Advocate General's Corps in 1963, 
McNamee also found himself serving as a doorgunner on helicopter 
missions and doing other odd jobs, such as developing hostile-fire pay 
policies for the command. For this and other "nonlegal" staff work, 
McNamee received the Legion of Merit." Once again, a judge advocate 
had stepped out of the "traditional," restricted role of the military 
lawyer and become a more integrated part of the overall command. 

With the formal disestablishment of the Military Assistance 
Advisory Group in May 1964, Lt. Col. Robert J. DeMund became the 
first MACV staff judge advocate. He was followed in November by 
Col. George S. Prugh. Prugh, a graduate of the Army War College, was 
the first judge advocate colonel to serve in Vietnam as a lawyer. A com-
bat veteran of the World War I1 Pacific theater, he instinctively appre- 
ciated many of the difficulties encountered by American soldiers in 
Vietnam. But having also been a judge advocate since 1949, with three 
previous tours in the Pentagon and overseas lawyering in Germany and 
Korea, he would prove adept at handling legal policy questions at a high 
level. In fact, because of his broad experience, he was also to serve as 
legal adviser to the U.S. embassy, the U.S. Information Service, and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development. Prugh was also the last 
judge advocate officially to have his family with him; the bombing of 
the Brink Hotel on Christmas Eve 1964, and subsequent guerrilla 
attacks on U.S. forces at Pleiku and Qui Nhon, resulted in the return of 
all dependents to the United States in February 1965." 

A Break with Tradition 

The staff judge advocate's operation at the MACV was so small that 
there was minimal formal organization. However, Colonel Prugh 
assigned his three-person staff specific responsibilities. He tasked Lt. 
Col. George R. Robinson with the claims mission; his Navy lawyer, the 
sole legal assistance officer, with administrative law and international 
affairs; and his Air Force judge advocate with military justice and dis- 
cipline operations. All four men, however, provided legal assistance and 
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command legal advice as necessary. Again, these responsibilities 
reflected the traditional legal services provided by judge advocates 
since World War 11. 

As the senior American legal officer in Vietnam, however, Colonel 
Prugh made a decision that would prove a benchmark for change in the 
way the Judge Advocate General's Corps, and the Army as a whole, his- 
torically viewed the role of military attorneys. Shortly after his arrival, 
he identified three major areas that were, at the time, deemed beyond 
the scope of "traditional" judge advocate responsibilities. The first 
involved the status and treatment of captured enemy personnel, the sec- 
ond concerned the investigation and reporting of war crimes, and the 
third dealt with assisting the South Vietnamese with resource control. 
Each would take the Army lawyers into uncharted waters. 

By the end of 1964, more than 24,000 American soldiers were in 
Vietnam, with many participating in combat operations. A few were, 
inevitably, captured by the enemy. Although some survived, Colonel 
Prugh learned that both sides-Viet Cong and South Vietnamese-
often killed enemy soldiers wounded or captured on the battlefield. The 
fratricidal nature of the war explained these killings, at least in part. But 
some guerrillas were executed by the South Vietnamese simply because 
they viewed the guerrillas as "Communist rebel combat captives" who 
deserved summary treatment as illegitimate insurgents. In short, the 
Saigon government rehsed to treat Viet Cong captives as prisoners of 
war (POWs), maintaining that the Geneva Conventions addressed only 
armed conflicts between states and not civil insurrections such as the 
one taking place in South Vietnam. In fact, those guerrillas who did sur- 
vive capture in the field were generally imprisoned in provincial and 
national jails along with political prisoners and common criminals.22 In 
sum, the South Vietnamese government viewed the enemy as criminals 
and treated them accordingly. The Viet Cong were usually even harsh- 
er in their treatment of captives, executing South Vietnamese soldiers 
falling into their hands as a matter of routine. Initially, captured U.S. 
advisers were spared, but when the government of South Vietnam pub- 
licly executed a number of enemy agents, the Viet Cong killed several 
captured U.S. advisers in retrib~tion.~~ 

Prugh and his staff quickly concluded that the Viet Cong might rec- 
iprocate with better treatment of U.S. captives if South Vietnam were to 
reverse its position regarding the status of Viet Cong prisoners. A uni-
lateral decision by the Saigon government to acknowledge the applica- 
bility of the Geneva Prisoners of War Convention might also, he felt, 
"ameliorate domestic and international criticism of the war."24 Prugh 
and his staff thus worked to convince Col. Nguyen Monh Bich, the 
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Director of Military Justice, that it was in South Vietnam's best interest 
to construct prison camps for enemy captives and to ensure their 
humane treatment during imprisonment. In fact, the more enemy POWs 
there were in custody, the more likely that an exchange of South 
Vietnamese and American POWs could be effected. 

In December 1964, Colonels Prugh and Bich visited Vietnamese 
confinement facilities throughout South Vietnam. By American stan- 
dards, conditions were exceptionally poor-overcrowding, insufficient 
food, and a shortage of qualified security personnel prevailed. In Da 
Nang, for example, Prugh saw that one jail, built by the French to house 
250 individuals, contained 750 people. Not only were far too many con- 
fined in the facility, but combat captives were mingled with prostitutes, 
thieves, and other criminals, as well as juvenile^.^' But persuading the 
South Vietnamese to reverse course proved agonizingly slow. Both the 
MACV commander and the U.S. ambassador strongly supported 
Prugh's position, but to no immediate avail. Not until mid-1966 did the 
South Vietnamese set up suitable POW facilities, and the number of 
such prisoners rose to nearly 36,000 by the end of 197 1. On the other 
hand, the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese never acknowledged the 
applicability of the Geneva Convention, and their treatment of 
American and South Vietnamese captives continued to be brutal. 
Nevertheless, the humane treatment eventually afforded Viet Cong and 
North Vietnamese Army prisoners exerted constant pressure on the 
enemy to reciprocate, and more American soldiers and airmen did 
begin to survive capture.26 Colonel Prugh7s decision to take on this issue 
again served as an example of the positive results that could be 
achieved when a judge advocate chose to act beyond the scope of his 
traditional legal responsibilities. 

The second issue of critical importance to Colonel Prugh involved 
war crimes investigations. When he arrived in 1964, Prugh discovered 
that MACV had no official policy on how violations of the Law of War 
should be investigated or on who should conduct such investigations. 
Believing that the command not only needed "uniform procedures for 
the collection . . .of evidence relative to war crimes incidents," but that 
it also must "designate the agencies responsible for the conduct of 
[such] investigations," Prugh authored MACV Directive 20-4, 
Inspections and Investigations of War Crimes.27 In preparing the direc- 
tive in early 1965, he produced a document that defined the different 
types of war crimes and prohibited acts and that required their report- 
ing to the MACV staff judge advocate. Prugh's original directive gov- 
erned only investigations of war crimes committed against U.S. forces. 
Subsequently, however, MACV lawyers revised it to include war 
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crimes committed both by and against U.S. military and civilian per- 
sonnel. By mid-1965, MACV judge advocates were advising, assist- 
ing, and reviewing all war crimes investigations in Vietnam. Again, 
this was a significant responsibility not previously assumed by Army 
lawyers, and it remained a major mission for MACV lawyers until the 
end of the war.28 

The third area identified by Colonel Prugh concerned resource 
control in South Vietnam. Believing that the defeat of the enemy was 
impossible without a "plan of national pacification in the form of the 
blockade of all enemy sources of supply," the Saigon government had 
issued nearly one hundred legal decrees controlling the distribution of 
resources.29These were to be implemented by a decentralized adminis- 
trative structure of province and district chiefs as well as many military 
commanders who had been assigned area responsibilities, with viola- 
tors being tried by military courts. Materiel critical to the enemy 
effort-food, medicine, transport, and other items-was to be strictly 
controlled by monitoring its use and by storing excess supply in gov- 
ernment-controlled buildings. In the absence of an effective civil court 
system in South Vietnam, MACV judge advocates not surprisingly 
became a focal point for advice on enforcement of resource control reg- 
ulations. Effective advising, however, meant collecting, translating, 
indexing, interpreting, mimeographing, and distributing all relevant 
government decrees and directives. It also meant learning the mechan- 
ics of resource control so that practical guidance could be provided to 
U.S. advisers in the field.30 

Intervention 

The arrival of the 173d Airborne Brigade in May 1965 marked the end 
of relatively small-scale U.S. Army involvement in Vietnam and the 
beginning of direct intervention. The unit was soon followed by a host 
of others, Army and Marine Corps alike, as well as support units and 
air units of all types and kinds. More soldiers also meant more lawyers 
and major changes in judge advocate operations, particularly in the area 
of military justice. In fact, due to the rising number of U.S. soldiers, it 
was on this subject that the Judge Advocate General's Corps would 
increasingly focus the bulk of its attention and resources. Legal advi- 
sory missions and other ''unconventiona1" endeavors would grow com- 
paratively less significant to those toiling on the battlefield. 

The decision to intervene with ground troops quickly established 
battlefield patterns that would see the United States through the next 
four years of war. In entering upon this course of escalation, no source 
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of military pressure was overlooked. The bombing of North Vietnam, 
begun in Februzlry 1965, was one part of an evolving American war 
strategy. In the south, support for Saigon's pacification effort in the 
countryside continued, but the main f o w  was on ground combat 
againstthe enemy's main forces, bothNorthVietmnese andViet Cong, 
wherever they could be found. And it was inMering this mission-
managing an ever-expanding ground war by maneuver elements of the 
U.S.Army and Marine Corps--that G e n d  William C.Westmoreland 
and MACV headquartersheld center stage?' 

Westmoreland exercised ope ra t i d  control over U.S.p u n d  
forces through three corps-size commands: I Field Force and U Field 
Force for U.S.Army units and III Marine Amphibious Force for the 
marines. Each was mated with a SouthVietnamese regiod command. 
The field forces were the senior Army tactical commaads, and they 
reported directly to Westmoreland in Saigon. But, in addition to exer-
cising operatioflztl control wer U.S.units (and any Australian, South 
Korean, or other allied forces subordinate to them), the two field forces 
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were "to maintain close liaison with MACV's senior advisers with 
Vietnamese troops" and coordinate with Vietnamese Army corps com- 
manders in their areas of ~peration.'~ 

All Army units arriving in Vietnam were assigned to U.S. Army, 
Vietnam (USARV), the service component, which exercised command, 
less operational control of combat forces, and was headed by the senior 
Army lieutenant general in Vietnam. Established in July 1965, the 
USARV command grew rapidly-a burgeoning establishment of logisti- 
cal, engineer, signal, medical, military police, and aviation units. The 
numbers tell the story: of the Army's eighteen divisions, seven were in 
Vietnam by the end of 1967.33 These divisions were the 1st Cavalry 
Division (Airmobile); the Ist, 4th, 9th, 23d, and 25th Infantry Divisions; 
and the lOlst Airborne Division. The 23d Infantry (Americal) Division 
was formed in Vietnam as an amalgamation of the 1 1 th, 196th, and 198th 
Light Infantry Brigades. At the peak of the buildup in early 1969, there 
were 543,000 U.S. troops from all the services in Vietnam, including 
recently deployed units such as the 3d Brigade, 82d Airborne Division, 
and the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized). Joining these 
soldiers were some 1,100 U.S. civilian employees of the Department of 
Defense and about 9,000 U.S. civilian employees of U.S. contractor^.^^ 

The typical U.S. Army division or separate brigade had a designat- 
ed area of operations, usually. covering several Vietnamese provinces 
within one of the four Vietnamese corps areas, in which subordinate 
elements sought out the enemy's forces. The 1st Cavalry Division in 
1969 illustrates how a typical division operated. Its main headquarters, 
the location of the commanding general and his principal staff, was 
north of Saigon at Phuoc Vinh, protected by a battalion-size "palace 
guard." The division rear headquarters was at Bien Hoa, the location of 
most of its logistical and administrative support. The 1 st Cavalry's three 
brigades were dispersed, with their respective headquarters at three dif- 
ferent base camps located 50 to 100 miles from each other. Battalions 
in these brigades were located at still other bases, usually settled in with 
artillery, and the battalions themselves were often dispersed into two or 
three smaller bases. In sum, the 1st Cavalry Division was spread among 
a dozen or more base camps and firebases. While the division and 
brigade bases were fairly permanent in location, the firebases were not, 
opening or closing depending on the division's mission. Helicopters 
linked the firebases with base camps, ferrying troops, supplies, and 
equipment to and from them. Platoon- and company-size elements left 
their firebases-either on foot or by air-to conduct operations. Most 
combat operations in Vietnam were no larger than company size. Many 
were run at night." 
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From 1965 to 1969, the number of Army lawyers in Vietnam mir- 
rored the ground combat buildup. In early 1965 there were only four 
Army lawyers in Vietnam-three at the Military Assistance Command 
and one at the Support Command; by 1969 more than 135 U.S. Army 
attorneys were "in co~ntry."'~ From 1965 to 1969, lawyers served at the 
headquarters of Military Assistance Command, Vietnam; U.S. Army, 
Vietnam; I and I1 Field Forces; and every division and separate brigade, 
as well as at a number of large support organizations such as trans- 
portation and engineer commands. Map 2 shows the locations of all 
units with judge advocate support between 1965 and 1969. Chart 1 
illustrates the legal organization of U.S. Army units in Vietnam during 
the same period. 

Lawyering at MACV 

In early 1965, the MACV staff judge advocate's office provided legal 
support in the areas of claims, legal assistance, military justice, inter- 
national law, and administrative law and also advised the Vietnamese 
Director of Military Justice and his staff. The reorganization of the 
American command stxcture that year resulted in the disappearance of 
certain of the traditional lawyering tasks. By late 1966, for example, the 
MACV staff judge advocate had transferred responsibility for claims 
adjudication to U.S. Army, Vietnam. Additionally, the command no 
longer convened courts-martial; this mission fell to USARV judge 
advocates and those assigned to its subordinate units. Consequently, by 
1967 the MACV legal office had a slimmed-down organizational struc- 
ture: a Civil Law and Military Affairs Division, a Criminal and 
International Law Division, and an Advisory Division. 

In the Civil Law and Military Affairs Division, MACV judge advo- 
cates advised on currency control and black marketeering, ruled on 
civilian contractor employees' privileges and access to U.S. military 
installations and facilities by U.S. civilians, and made determinations of 
unacceptability for employment under U.S. government contracts. This 
same division also advised on real estate matters, such as compensat- 
ing owners for land appropriated for use as military bases or facilities 
and negotiating commercial leases of property (there were more than 
1,300 such leases in Saigon alone by 1970). Finally, it advised the 
Central Purchasing Agency, Vietnam, on importing, distributing, and 
selling all post exchange items in Vietnam. 

MACV's Criminal and International Law Division furnished 
"advice and guidance" to subordinate commands on disciplinary and 
criminal matters. In the area of international law, the division main- 
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tained files of war crimes investigations and issued opinions on the 
1949 Geneva Conventions and the Law of War.37 The Advisory 
Division coordinated with the Vietnamese Directorate of Military 
Justice, participated in legal society and educational programs in 
Saigon, and monitored the activities of its judge advocate field advis- 
ers. These lawyers worked in all four Vietnamese corps areas on legal 
issues ranging from desertion control, resource control, and security 
operations to obtaining transportation for Vietnamese judge advocates, 



providing storage for records of trials, and obtaining material for local 
pri~ons.'~Several Vietnamese attorney-advisers and interpreter-trans- 
lators served in the office, as well. 

MACV's multiservice composition meant that one or more Air 
Force and/or Navy judge advocates were always assigned to the MACV 
legal staff, acting as liaisons with their respective services in addition 
to performing legal tasks. An Army colonel always served as the 
MACV staff judge advocate (SJA), however, as Army personnel con- 
stituted the largest MACV component. The number of Army attorneys 
at MACV headquarters ranged from a low of three in 1965 to a high of 
nine in 1967. In early 1967, for example, eight Army attorneys worked 
for the staff judge advocate, Col. Edward W. Haughney, along with 
three Navy and five Air Force lawyers, one of whom was a colonel who 
served as Haughney's deputy staff judge advocate. Supporting these 
American attorneys were seven Vietnamese lawyers and some fifty 
Vietnamese clerks and translator^.^^ Chart 2 shows the organization of 
the MACV Office of the Staff Judge Advocate in 1967. After that date, 
the number of Army lawyers at MACV headquarters steadily declined. 

By 1967 the MACV staff judge advocate's office was formulating 
legal policy in three major areas: prisoners of war and war crimes, dis- 
cipline and criminal law, and claims. Agreed-upon policies were pro- 
mulgated in MACV directives, and over the next few years MACV 
lawyers wrote and periodically updated more than twenty regulations. 

On the subject of prisoners of war and war crimes, MACV continued 
to develop legal policy based on the 1949 Geneva Convention for the 
Protection of War Victims (GPW) and U.S. policy. As previously noted, 
by August 1 965 the South Vietnamese had acceded to the American view 
that the ongoing hostilities constituted an armed international conflict, 
that North Vietnam was a belligerent, and that the Viet Cong were agents 
of the government of North Vietnam. Shortly thereafter, the MACV com- 
mander directed that all suspected guerrillas captured by U.S. combat 
units be treated initially as POWs and that U.S. units be responsible for 
prisoners fi-om the time of capture until their release to Vietnamese 
authorities. The decision was made, as well, that prisoners would be 
detained by U.S. units only long enough to be interrogated for tactical 
intelligence. Thereafter, they were sent to a combined U.S.-Vietnamese 
center for classification and fkther processing by the South Vietnamese. 
However, although Vietnamese authorities took custody of all prisoners, 
Article 12 of the GPW Convention required that the United States ensure 
that Vietnamese treatment of these captives complied with the conven- 
tion. MACV lawyers helped to implement a program that ensured that 
Vietnamese POW camps complied with international law. 
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Note: Judge advocate advisers in I, 11, and IV Corps were assigned to the 
MACV corps advisory headquarters in each of these military regions. The judge 
advocate adviser for I11 Corps was a member of the MACV Staff Judge 
Advocate's Office in Saigon. 

MACV judge advocates assumed the lead on several other prison- 
er issues. Most noteworthy was the work done during Colonel 
Haughney's tenure as the MACV staff judge advocate from July 1966 
to July 1967. Haughney and his staff promulgated the first procedural 
framework for classifying combat captives using so-called Article 5 tri- 
bunals. Under that article of the GPW Convention, a "competent tri- 
bunal" was used to determine if a person was entitled to POW status. 
MACV Directive 20-5, Prisoners of War-Determination of Eligibility, 
first issued in September 1966 and updated in March 1968, established 
and provided authority for a procedural framework for Article 5 tri-
bunals. The directive explained that "the responsibility for determining 



the status of persons captured by U.S. forces rests with the United 
States" and that no combat captive or detainee could be transferred to 
the Vietnamese until "his status as a prisoner of war or non-prisoner of 
war" was determined. Consequently, a tribunal of three or more offi- 
cers, including at least one lawyer familiar with the GPW Convention, 
would hold a formal hearing to decide each doubtful case. 

No Article 5 tribunal was required for persons who "obvious1y" 
were prisoners of war, such as North Vietnamese Army or Viet Cong 
regulars captured while fighting on the battlefield. A tribunal was need- 
ed only for a detained person whose legal status was in doubt. This was 
often the case in Vietnam, however, as rarely did the Viet Cong wear a 
recognizable uniform, and only occasionally did the guerrillas carry 
their arms openly. Additionally, some combat captives were compelled 
to act for the Viet Cong out of fear of harm to themselves or their fam- 
ilies. Despite these complications, however, the tribunal could still find 
that such a person merited POW status. Or it could determine that an 
individual was a "civil defendant" subject to Veitnamese courts or an 
innocent civilian who should be released. Detailed guidance on con- 
ducting an Article 5 tribunal was contained in Annex A of MACV 
Directive 20-5, including the rights of the detainee and counsel, voting 
procedures, powers of the tribunal, and posthearing procedures. The 
MACV staff judge advocate reviewed all tribunal decisions "to insure 
there were no irregularities in the proceeding^."^^ However, the issue 
regarding the treatment of those regarded as political prisoners by these 
tribunals remained unaddressed. 

In the area of war crimes investigations, MACV attorneys contin- 
ued the work started by their predecessors, setting out detailed written 
guidance on investigating and reporting war crimes. Significantly, the 
command decided, as a matter of policy, that the MACV staff judge 
advocate-as opposed to the provost marshal or any subordinate head- 
quarters legal officer-would oversee all war crimes matters. Thus, by 
mid-1968 an updated MACV Directive 2 0 4 ,  Inspections and 
Investigations, War Crimes, required the reporting of all war crimes 
committed by or against U.S.forces. All investigations were to be coor- 
dinated with MACV lawyers, with technical assistance furnished by 
qualified criminal investigators. 

By the time American troop strength peaked in 1969, MACV 
Directive 2 0 4  and other MACV directives contained a significant 
body of law that defined, prohibited, and provided for the investigation 
of war crimes. During this time, the most grievous of breaches of the 
Geneva Conventions were those committed by the enemy. However, 
American soldiers also committed war crimes, and from 1965 to 1973 
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Vietnam. That study concluded that the ambassador could issue police 
regulations for all U.S. citizens in Vietnam, provided that the regula- 
tions did not conflict with U.S. or Vietnamese laws.43 The study also 
concluded that armed forces police could be used to enforce these reg- 
ulations and that civilians who violated Vietnamese or American laws 
could be punished through administrative measures, such as the with- 
drawal of military privileges and the loss of employment. 

The increase in serious crimes committed by U.S. civilians, howev- 
er, soon made criminal prosecutions appropriate. But who would pros- 
ecute? Although some American laws applied extraterritorially, only 
two practical possibilities existed: the U.S. military or Vietnamese civil- 
ian authorities. While American military authorities could exercise con- 
trol over uniformed personnel using the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice or MACV directives, their authority over civilians in Vietnam 
was tenuous at best. Although Article 2 of the Uniform Code did per- 
mit the courts-martial of civilians "accompanying an armed force in the 
field," that provision applied only "in time of war," and it was unclear 
as to whether the fighting in Vietnam legally constituted a "war." 
Additionally, even if such was the case, criminal jurisdiction over civil- 
ians extended only to those civilians accompanying U.S. forces "in the 
field." Consequently, while civilian employees of government contrac- 
tors engaged on military projects, war correspondents with troops on 
combat missions, and merchant sailors unloading cargo in U.S. Army 
ports might be subject to military criminal jurisdiction, the more than 
6,000 U.S. civilian employees of private contractors, independent busi- 
nessmen, and tourists in Vietnam were not subject to the Uniform Code 
under any circumstances. Furthermore, the Vietnamese were either 
unable or unwilling to prosecute Americans. 

As a result, the MACV staff judge advocate devised a two-pronged 
approach toward civilian misconduct. First, administrative sanctions 
were meted out to punish and deter civilian wrongdoing. Withdrawing 
the privilege of a civilian to use the post exchange and commissary or 
denying him entry onto military bases, along with notification to his 
employer that this official action had been taken, generally resulted in 
the civilian offender's having his employment terminated.44 Beyond the 
loss of employment, however, nothing could be done. Moreover, if an 
employee refused to leave Vietnam following the termination of his 
employment, there was little American authorities could do other than 
ask the Vietnamese to deport him.45 Consequently, the use of adminis- 
trative sanctions to punish civilian misconduct was complemented with 
a second MACV policy that authorized, when absolutely necessary, the 
military prosecution of civilians accompanying U.S. forces. With the 



approval of Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, a few such civilian cases 
were prosecuted by U.S. Army, Vietnam, and 1st Logistical Command. 
However, this practice was terminated in 1970 when the U.S. Court of 
Military Appeals declared that civilians were not subject to military 
criminal jurisdiction in Vietnam.46 

In an effort to curb American criminal activity in Vietnam, MACV 
judge advocates like Col. Lawrence H. Williams worked with the 
Irregular Practices Committee. Formed in August 1967 and consisting 
of three U.S. embassy representatives and the MACV staff judge advo- 
cate, the committee had no operational resources. Rather, it coordinat- 
ed the work of those elements of the U.S. mission-such as the Military 
Assistance command-that had resources to suppress black-marke- 
teering, currency manipulation, and other illegal activities adversely 
affecting the Vietnamese economy.47 

Setting uniform criteria for reporting, investigating, processing, 
and supervising claims in Vietnam was the last major area in which 
MACV judge advocates formulated legal policy. The buildup of troops 
and materiel from 1965 to 1969 resulted in an increase in claims for 
compensation, and MACV lawyers designed and implemented an 
indemnification program to compensate individuals for losses resulting 
from U.S. government activity. This effort promoted two important pol- 
icy goals. First, it was hoped that fair and timely restitution would show 
the Vietnamese that the government was interested in justice and the 
welfare of its citizens. Second, an effective claims program was viewed 
as supporting the war against the guerrilla^.^' 

Lt. Col. George R. Robinson, MACV claims judge advocate from 
November 1964 to November 1965, was chiefly responsible for imple- 
menting a fast and fair claims service during the early months of the 
U.S. buildup. In early 1965 Robinson headed the revision of MACV 
Directive 25-1, Claims,which governed the payment of claims for non- 
combat damage. When reissued in May 1965, the new directive was 
easier for nonlawyer unit claims officers to understand and included 
trilingual (English, Vietnamese, and Chinese) claims forms and a sam- 
ple letter of condolence, in both English and Vietnamese, for use in 
making a solatia payment. Such a payment or gift reflected institution- 
al compassion for a serious personal injury or death incurred, and 
MACV headquarters encouraged unit claims officers to utilize this cus- 
tom. As a result, a solatia payment, accompanied by the letter found in 
MACV Directive 25-1, would routinely be made by a unit's claims offi- 
cer in appropriate s i t~at ions.~~ 

The more difficult policy issue was the payment of combat-related 
claims. Traditionally, the host country is responsible for such claims, 



but, initially at least, the Republic of Vietnam had no program to com- 
pensate its citizens for injuries or damage suffered in combat situations. 
For example, in August 1965 a U.S. Air Force B-57 bomber returning 
from a combat mission crashed in the city of Nha Trang, killing a nurn- 
ber of civilians and destroying a great deal of property. Viet Cong radio 
broadcasts accused the United States of criminal recklessness, and the 
incident generated adverse feelings toward Americans. Colonel 
Robinson flew immediately to Nha Trang with two other members of the 
MACV staff judge advocate's office and began accepting claims from 
Vietnamese civilians. While Robinson was processing claims, however, 
the Pentagon issued a statement that no compensation for this disaster 
could be paid, as damage resulting directly or indirectly from combat 
was not permitted under the Foreign Claims Act. Colonels Robinson and 
Prugh, however, convinced MACV headquarters that payments to 
claimants would gain the goodwill of the people, and Defense 
Department contingency funds were subsequently used to pay them. 

Similar situations resulted in the Military Assistance Command's 
recommendation that the Foreign Claims Act be amended to allow pay- 
ment of certain claims indirectly related to the combat activities of U.S. 
forces, and Congress made such a change to the law in 1968. 
Subsequently, claims such as those Colonel Robinson had handled in 
Nha Trang in August 1965 could be honored dire~tly.~' 

Believing that "a successful counterinsurgency program" required 
respect for law and order, the MACV staff judge advocate established 
an Advisory Branch in July 1965.51 Using the law and lawyers to fur-
ther the allied mission in Vietnam was a unique approach, and by late 
1965 the work done by the Advisory Branch accounted for roughly 40 
percent of the MACV staff judge advocate's total workload.52 

At the Saigon level, the advisory effort was aimed at the 
Directorate of Military Justice and other Vietnamese government agen- 
cies and focused on improving such matters as budgeting, desertion 
control, tables of organization and equipment, and the administration of 
the courts and prison systems. Outside Saigon, the Advisory Division's 
field advisers, located in each of the four corps areas, were the eyes and 
ears of the MACV staff judge advocate, monitoring military discipline 
in South Vietnamese units, the effectiveness of resource control, and 
the hnctioning of South Vietnamese military courts and prison^.^' 
Inevitably the pervasive administrative corruption in South Vietnam, 
coupled with the inherent weakness of Saigon's now troubled civil and 
military justice system, greatly limited the effectiveness of such 
endeavors, no matter how strongly pressed. But whatever their ultimate 
success, the fact that Army lawyers were attempting to address such 



problems institutionally rather than on an indivi'dual basis represented 
a major change in itself. 

Lawyering at USARV 

The mission of the U.S. Army, Vietnam, staff judge advocate was to 
provide legal services for the USARV commander, deputy commander, 
and staff, as well as for all major subordinate commanders. He also 
"exercised staff supervision over all judge advocate activities in the 
U.S. Army, Vietnam."" When organized in 1965, the USARV staff 
judge advocate office had five military lawyers--one colonel, two 
majors, and two captains. It expanded rapidly, however, and between 
1966 and 1969 no fewer than ten lawyers occupied the headquarters 
office. Initially, the operation was divided into two sections. A Military 
Affairs Division, with Legal Assistance, Claims, and International 
Affairs Branches, handled all noncriminal legal matters. A Military 
Justice Division, with Trial, Inferior Courts, and Review Branches, pro- 
vided all criminal law support. This two-part framework had been the 
norm for staff judge advocate operations since World War 11. However, 
when Col. John Jay Douglass became the USARV staff judge advocate 
in July 1968, he determined that this traditional way of providing legal 
services was no longer suitable and restructured the office into four 
divisions: Civil Law, Claims, Military Justice, and Legal Assistan~e.~~ 
(Charts 3 and 4) 

From 1965 to 1969, approximately sixty judge advocates served at 
U.S.Army, Vietnam, headquarters. Staff judge advocates during these 
years were Cols. Dean R. Dort (1965-66), Hal H. Bookout (1966-67), 
William B. Carne (1967-68), John J. Douglass (1968-69), and Wilton 
B. Persons, Jr. (1969-70). Colonel Persons later served as the Judge 
Advocate General fi-om 1975 to 1979. Other notables were Maj. John 
L. Fugh and Capt. Kenneth D. Gray. Fugh later served as the Judge 
Advocate General from 1991 to 1993, and Gray as the Assistant Judge 
Advocate General from 1993 to 1997. 

The USARV staff judge advocate Civil Law Division prepared 
opinions and advised on the interpretation and application of laws, reg- 
ulations, and directives. Subjects handled by the division included 
issues involving the status of USARV military and civilian personnel 
(except criminal matters), military security, operations, logistics, and 
civil affairs. Lawyers in this division reviewed, for legal sufficiency, 
investigations concerning post exchanges, clubs and messes, security 
violations, and postal losses; reports of survey; elimination boards; and 
collateral investigations involving aircraft accidents. The division also 
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arranged for the travel of soldiers from Vietnam to the United States 
when they were needed as witnesses in legal proceedings, issued legal 
opinions on international law, monitored Geneva Convention lectures 
to USARV troops, provided counsel for respondents at administrative 
elimination boards, and advised on procurement law matters. 

The Army exercised single-service responsibility for processing 
claims in favor of or against U.S. forces in Vietnam. As MACV had 
ceased processing claims by 1966, USARV judge advocates had sole 
responsibility for administering a claims program. The number of claims 
for damaged or destroyed possessions, equipment, and clothing grew 
rapidly as the war intensified. Similarly, the buildup of American forces 
in Vietnam brought with it increased claims by Vietnamese nationals for 
personal injury and property damage. The impact of heavy military 
truck traffic on a people accustomed to the bicycle, small car, and ani- 
mal-drawn wagons also led to many claims.j6 By the end of 1969, the 
number of claims filed and the resulting backlog were significant. 

The USARV commander had the authority to create two foreign 
claims commissions with a monetary jurisdiction of up to $15,000 each 
and twelve single-man commissions with a monetary jurisdiction of up 
to $1,000 each. An award in excess of $5,000 was subject to approval 
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by the appointing authority, and the USARV staff judge advocate was 
delegated by the USARV commander to act for him in claims matters." 
The line between combat and noncombat claims was often difficult to 
draw, but since in almost every case innocent victims required relief, 
the Vietnamese and Americans worked together so that compensation 
was available, regardless of cause.58 

Whatever its importance, claims work continued to be overshad- 
owed by the more traditional labor of military justice, specifically pros- 
ecuting and defending during military courts-martial. The Military 
Justice Act in 1968 required more trained lawyers to serve as defense 
counsel and as judges, greatly increasing the burden on trial lawyers, 



while implementing the changes to the code necessitated a new Manual 
for Courts-Martial, which was published just in time for the 1 
September 1969 effective date of the new act. The gross numbers tell 
the story. USARV and its subordinate units conducted roughly 25,000 
courts-martial between 1965 and 1969. Of these, 9,922 courts-martial 
were tried in 1969 alone, at the peak of the U.S. buildup, of which 377 
were general courts, 7,314 were special courts, and 2,23 1 were sum- 
mary courts. Similarly, a large number of Article 15s were administered 
between 1965 and 1969-66,702 in 1969 alone. And while there were 
few illegal drug prosecutions in 1966, a constantly rising drug use rate 
among U.S. troops translated into more and more criminal prosecu- 
tions. By 1969 roughly 20 percent of the special courts tried in Vietnam 
were for drug-related offense^.'^ 

Perhaps the best known criminal incident occurring in Vietnam 
between 1965 and 1969 was the killing of Vietnamese civilians by sol- 
diers in My Lai in 1968. On 16 March 1968, members of Company C, 
1st Battalion, 20th Infantry, an element of the Americal Division, mur- 
dered approximately 350 Vietnamese civilians at the small village of 
My Lai in southern I Corps. There was no official knowledge of the 
atrocity until April 1969, when a veteran who had heard of the killings 
wrote to General Westmoreland, then Army Chief of Staff, describing 
his suspicions and requesting an inquiry. The Army's Criminal 
Investigation Division determined that 1st Lt. William L. Calley and 
twelve men under his command were primarily responsible for the 
killings. In September 1969 Calley was charged with the murder of 109 
Vietnamese civilians, and in November of that same year a second sol- 
dier, S.Sgt. David Mitchell, was charged with multiple counts of mur-
der and assault with intent to commit murder. Eleven other soldiers 
were also charged with murder.60 Of the thirteen men charged, only 
Calley was convicted. Proceedings against six of the accused were dis- 
missed for insufficient evidence. The others were tried by court-martial 
and found not guilty. 

Of the twelve Americal Division officers accused of covering up 
the atrocity, only Calley's company commander, Capt. Ernest L. 
Medina, and his brigade commander, Col. Oran K. Henderson, came 
to trial. Both were court-martialed, and both were acquitted. Charges 
against Maj. Gen. Samuel W. Koster, the division commander, for 
failing to report the killings to MACV headquarters were also dis- 
missed. Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor, however, punished 
Koster administratively by demoting him from major general to his 
permanent grade of brigadier general and revoking his Distinguished 
Service Medal.6' 



On 29 March 1971, Calley was found guilty of premeditated mur- 
der by a general court-martial convened at Fort Benning, Georgia, and 
was sentenced to life imprisonment. On 20 August 1971, the com- 
manding general, Third U.S. Army, took action as the general court- 
martial convening authority. He approved the findings of premeditated 
murder against Calley, but reduced his sentence to twenty years' con- 
finement. In April 1974, after both the Army Court of Military Review 
and the U.S. Court of Military Appeals had rejected Calley's appeals 
and had affirmed the findings and his sentence, the newly appointed 
Secretary of the Army, Howard H. Callaway, reduced his sentence fur- 
ther, to ten years. With time served, this made Calley eligible for parole 
after six months and, after serving a short time in jail at Fort 
Leavenworth, Kansas, he was paroled in November 1974.'j2 

While the war crimes committed at My Lai caused much conster- 
nation and soul-searching among Americans generally, the ramifica- 
tions of this tragedy on the Army were just as far-reaching. The Peers 
Inquiry, so-named because its senior member was Lt. Gen. William R. 
Peers, thoroughly investigated the murders. In addition to identifying 
thirty individuals involved in the My Lai killings or in the subsequent 
cover-up at the America1 Division, the Peers Inquiry also examined the 
causes of the incident. For Army lawyers, the most significant Peers 
Report finding was the determination that inadequate training in the 
Law of War was a contributory cause of the killings. Particularly darnn- 
ing was the report's finding that Law of War training in Calley's unit 
was deficient with regard to the proper treatment of civilians and the 
responsibility for reporting war crimes. 

Almost immediately, senior members of the Judge Advocate 
General's Corps began examining ways to correct this deficiency. In 
May 1970 the regulation governing Law of War training was revised 
so that soldiers received more thorough instruction in The Hague and 
Geneva Conventions. Significantly, the revised regulation also 
required that such instruction be presented by judge advocates, 
"together with officers with command experience, preferably in com- 
bat." This ensured that the training had a firm grounding in real-world 
experience, while also demonstrating that Law of War instruction was 
a command responsibility. 

Of even greater importance, however, was the initiative taken by 
retired Col. Waldemar A. Solf. In 1972, while serving as the chief of the 
International Affairs Division at the Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, Solf recommended that the Army propose to the Defense 
Department that it create a DOD-level Law of War Program. This idea 
was wholeheartedly endorsed by General Prugh, who was then serving 



as the Judge Advocate General. As a result of Solf's recommendation, 
DOD Directive 5 100.77, promulgated by the secretary of defense on 5 
November 1974, not only established a uniform Law of War Program 
for the armed forces but also made the Army Judge Advocate General's 
Corps the lead organization in its implementati~n.~~ 

In establishing the Law of War Program, DOD mandated that not 
only must extensive Law of War training be provided to armed forces 
personnel, but that judge advocates must be involved in both the devel- 
opment and review of operations plans (OPLANS) in order to ensure 
that these plans complied with Law of War requirements. This action 
was of particular significance as it represented the first institutionally 
mandated involvement of military attorneys in the operational planning 
process. It was this event that served both as the initial step in modify- 
ing the historic mindset of the Army regarding the "appropriate" role to 
be played by attorneys within the military and as the precursor for the 
later development of operational law. 

Lawyering in the Field 

Each major American combat and support unit had its own legal staff. 
Initially, the Army's table of organization and equipment authorized 
five lawyers for a division: one lieutenant colonel, two majors, and two 
captains. A division deployed in Vietnam, however, was often over- 
strength by one or more judge advocates. Additionally, non-judge 
advocate attorneys often supplemented a staff judge advocate opera- 
tion, particularly after the passage of the Military Justice Act in 1968, 
when more lawyers were needed. For example, although the 1st Cavalry 
Division was authorized only five attorneys, its staff judge advocate 
office had fifteen in 1969, roughly half of whom were not members of 
the Judge Advocate General's Corps." 

From 1965 to 1969 more than 350 judge advocates served at units 
in the field, outside of MACV and USARV: Their work focused almost 
exclusively on the traditional legal tasks of the judge advocate, partic- 
ularly that of military justice. The experiences of judge advocates in the 
lOlst Airborne Division serve to illustrate. The 1 st Brigade, 101 st 
Airborne Division, and its sole judge advocate, Capt. Frank R. Stone, 
arrived in Vietnam in July 1965. The division's remaining elements did 
not deploy until December 1967. Although its table of organization and 
equipment authorized five judge advocates, the division had seven 
lawyers by 1968, headed by Lt. Col. Victor A. DeFiori as the staff judge 
advocate and Maj. Steven R. Norman as the deputy staff judge advo- 
cate. In accordance with doctrine, DeFiori and most of his lawyers were 
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located at the division rear headquarters at Bien Hoa, outside of Saigon. 
In December 1969, however, the newly arrived staffjudge advocate, Lt. 
Col. George C. Ryker, moved most of his lawyers to the division main 
headquarters at Camp Eagle in I Corps. Ryker's rationale was that he 
and his attorneys could provide better legal support at this location, as 
Maj. Gen. Melvin Zais, the division commander, and his principal staff 
were there. In addition to Ryker, his deputy, and five judge advocates, 
five more lawyers, both enlisted men and officers, served with the divi- 
~ ion .~ 'They worked and lived in wooden huts. During the dry season, 
ceiling fans provided some relief from the 100-degree days, but d d n g  
monsoon weather, from November to February, almost everyone used 
an electric blanket or sheet to keep both dry and warm.66 

Military justice practice in the lOlst Airborne was typical of that 
for a deployed division, with the majority of the offenses being absence 
without leave, disobedience of orders, and assaults. These were prose- 



cuted at general, special, or summary courts, depending on the severi- 
ty of the offense. Marijuana use generally was handled under Article 15 
of the Uniform Code. Special courts were usually tried by a panel; a 
military judge was used only if the case turned on a particular legal 
issue. Initially, at least, confinement of soldiers both before and after 
trial was a significant problem. Camp Eagle was more than 300 miles 
from Long Binh Jail, the confinement facility for all U.S. Army troops 
in Vietnam, and it took nearly a week to send two guards on a C-130 
aircraft to deliver or return a jailed soldier. Consequently, in December 
1969 the division began sending its pretrial and posttrial confinees to 
the Marine Corps Brig in Da Nang. Overall, military justice functioned 
fairly well, although basic reference materials were often lacking. For 
example, the division had only one copy of the newly published Manual 
for Courts-Martial. Its owner, the new deputy staff judge advocate, 
Maj. Thomas R. Cuthbert, had received it while attending the new 
Special Court Judge's Course prior to coming to Vietnam and guarded 
the book closely until more copies arrived six months later.67 

The amendments to the Uniform Code contained in the Military 
Justice Act of 1968 became effective on 1 September 1969. Some com- 
manders, however, opposed relinquishing control over special courts- 
martial, even after lawyers began serving as defense counsel. For exam- 
ple, in convening special courts, the division's aviation group and 
artillery commanders continued using nonlawyers as prosecutors, 
believing that a line officer, rather than a judge advocate, would better 
represent the command's interest. These commanders accepted that 
felony-level general courts required judge advocates, but did not appre- 
ciate the intrusion of lawyers into their special courts, which they saw 
as tools of discipline rather than as instruments of justice. However, as 
nonlawyer trial counsels often did not do well against legally trained 
defense counsels, even the most reluctant special court-martial conven- 
ing authorities eventually accepted the presence of judge advocates at 
these courts. By mid- 1970, when USARV regulations required all juris- 
dictions in Vietnam to attempt to secure a military judge in all special 
courts-martial, control over special court proceedings passed irrevoca- 
bly to military lawyers.68 

Legal assistance for division soldiers was provided primarily by 
enlisted lawyers. For example, Pfc. Howard R. Andrews, an Alabama 
lawyer who had been serving in one of the division's field artillery bat- 
talions, joined the legal assistance shop at Camp Eagle. While there, 
Andrews applied for and received a commission in the Judge Advocate 
General's Corps, and Maj. Gen. John M. Wright, Zais' successor, per- 
sonally administered his oath of office on the day Andrews was pro- 
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Defense counsel in the "Green Beret Affair," in which Special Forces 
members were accused of murdering a South fietnamese double agent, 
1969. Left to right, Capt. J William Hart, XYIV Corps; Capt. Myron D. 

Stutzman, USARK and Capt. J Stevens Berry, I1Field Force. 

moted from private, first class, to captain. After becoming a judge 
advocate, Captain Andrews was transferred to the 25th Infantry 
Division and was killed in a helicopter crash only a few months later.69 

As the number-two lawyer in the division, Major Cuthbert did "a 
little bit of everything," but "because he could speak artillery" by 
virtue of his prior service as a line officer with the 1st Cavalry 
Division, his major responsibility became that of reviewing friendly 
fire investigations. Although such investigations could have been con- 
ducted pursuant to Army regulations, Generals Zais and Wright direct- 
ed that all friendly fire incidents be investigated under paragraph 32b 
of the 1969 Manual for Courts-Martial. This provision required a 
commander with immediate jurisdiction over a wrongdoer to "make or 
cause to be made, a preliminary inquiry into the charges or the sus- 
pected offenses." As a result, an experienced major in the division was 
directed to interview witnesses and collect other evidence essential to 
determining fault in a particular friendly fire incident. After the inves- 
tigation was complete, Major Cuthbert would conduct a review. This 
meant examining regulations on fire control and applying the princi- 
ples of causation and negligence. After receiving Cuthbert's review 



and pursuing further discussion with principal staff officers in the 
division, usually the adjutant and operations officer, the division com- 
mander would take appropriate action. If the investigation led to a 
finding of misconduct, the individual at fault usually received an 
Article 15 as puni~htnent.~~ 

Lawyering in the Final Years, 1970- 1975 

Although American offensive operations continued after 1970, 
President Richard Nixon had decided to withdraw U.S. forces from 
Vietnam. He called his strategy Vietnamization, and its intent was to 
create a strong South Vietnamese military capable of carrying the bur- 
den of fighting. Under this new policy, all American operations were 
designed to buy time for the South Vietnamese in order that they might 
improve and modernize their forces. Primary targets for U.S. forces 
were enemy bases in South Vietnam and across its borders. The denial 
of these bases as staging areas for enemy operations seemed the best 
way of reducing the long-term threat to South Vietnam. 

As a result, while American troops began withdrawing, with most 
units leaving in 1970 and 1971, aggressive operations continued. One 
of the largest of these began on 1 May 1970, as units of the 1st Cavalry 
Division, 25th Infantry Division, and 11 th Armored Cavalry Regiment 
pushed into Cambodia. The Americans discovered large, well-stocked 
storage sites, training camps, and hospitals, all recently occupied. But 
most enemy units had retreated beyond the self-imposed limit of the 
U.S. advance. Despite mixed success in Cambodia, the South 
Vietnamese, with U.S. aviation support, moved across the border into 
Laos in February 1971. The aim was to sever the Ho Chi Minh Trail, 
the enemy supply line into South Vietnam. The result, however, was 
near-disaster for the South Vietnamese, whose operational weakness at 
all levels of their army became embarrassingly obvi~us.~ '  

From 1970 to 1972 the number of Army lawyers at MACV head- 
quarters ranged from three to five, with an Army colonel continuing to 
serve as the staff judge advocate. While providing the same types of 
legal services as their predecessors, they again became more involved 
with advising the Vietnamese. In Saigon, these efforts focused on the 
organization and budget of the Directorate of Military Justice. The 
Americans also collected, translated, and indexed Vietnamese laws and 
decrees, prepared staff studies, and participated as members of various 
MACV and joint MACV-Vietnamese committees.72 Everywhere the 
policy of Vietnamization lent to their work a sense of urgency that had 
been absent since 1965. 
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In the field, judge advocates' advisory activities varied widely. 
Some judge advocates worked with their Vietnamese counterparts on a 
daily basis and devoted most of their time to Vietnamese military jus- 
tice procedures, the operation of Vietnamese provincial jails and mili- 
tary prisons, the Vietnamese claims program, desertion control, 
resource control, and security programs. As the judge advocate field 
advisers were collocated with senior U.S. advisers, they sometimes also 
functioned as command judge advocates. As always, a field adviser's 
success depended on many nontraditional factors, ranging from his 
own personality and ability to establish rapport with his Vietnamese 
colleagues to the support provided him by the local U.S. commander. 
More than anything else, however, a field adviser had to be innovative, 
identifying problems and discovering practical solutions. Sometimes, 
the most pressing problems were nonlegal, such as arranging trans- 
portation for Vietnamese legal officers, providing storage for trial 



records, or obtaining materials and equipment to improve the 
Vietnamese military courts and prisons.73 (May, 3) 

Although most advisory efforts during this period focused on pro- 
grams already in existence, a new challenge was that of working with 
the Vietnamese military prison system. In the American Army, con- 
finement facilities are the responsibility of the Military Police Corps; 
in the Vietnamese armed forces, prisons were administered by the 
Military Justice Corps. Consequently, U.S. Army lawyers at the MACV 
staff judge advocate's office in Saigon served as advisers to the military 
prisons, a role for which they had little preparation. Most of the work 
consisted of periodic visits to the prisons in each corps area, monitor- 
ing progress, providing administrative assistance (to obtain building 
supplies, for example), and coordinating advisory programs with the 
field advisers. As a practical matter, the MACV staff judge advocate 
also augmented its advisory staff with a U.S. Military Police Corps 
officer, who focused on pretrial confinement facilities under 
Vietnamese ~ontrol.~%ut, as elsewhere in the advisory effort, the effec- 
tiveness of the efforts of judge advocates depended on the willingness 
of the Vietnamese to accept American advice, and on many key issues 
the two cultures remained far apart. 

Until December 1972, when U.S. Army, Vietnam, merged with the 
Military Assistance Command, USARV judge advocates also provided 
the same range of legal services-military justice, administrative law, 
legal assistance, and claims-offered by their predecessors. The num- 
ber of military lawyers at USARV headquarters from 1970 to 1972 
ranged from eight to twelve. The changing makeup of the corps was 
reflected in the assignment of a husband and wife "JAG team" to 
Vietnam, Capt. Nancy W. Keough at U.S. Army Area Command and 
Capt. James E. Keough at U.S. Army Procurement Agency. Although 
not the first, Nancy Keough was one of the few female judge advocates 
to serve in Vietnam.7s 

After 1970 USARV headquarters lawyers handled all courts-mar- 
tial conducted for U.S. support troops in Vietnam. With more than 
40,000 personnel in this category, they found themselves with the 
largest general court-martial jurisdiction in Vietnam. These same attor- 
neys also provided guidance and assistance to thirteen subordinate gen- 
eral court-martial jurisdictions and approximately a hundred special 
court-martial convening authorities. This large number of special court 
jurisdictions resulted from Article 23 of the Uniform Code, a provision 
that permitted the commanding officer of a detached battalion to con- 
vene a special court. In Vietnam, this resulted in some divisions having 
as many as fifteen special court-martial convening authorities. 
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With the implementation of the Military Justice Act of 1968 and 
the resulting lawyer participation at special courts-martial, the many 
special court-martial convening authorities made managing legal activ- 
ity difficult. Lawyers, court reporters, and legal clerks who previously 
had limited roles in the operation of special courts now discovered that 
prosecuting, defending, transcribing, and processing these courts-mar- 
tial had increased their work by more than twentyfold injust one year.16 
Consequently Colonel Persons, the USARV staff judge advocate, urged 
field force and division staff judge advocates to convince their com- 
manding generals to consolidate their special courts at the brigade 
level. Most did, but some did not. As a result, uniformity in military 
justice matters was not always a~hieved.~' 

While thousands of courts-martial were successfully prosecuted in 
Vietnam, the military justice system was severely challenged. The 
breakdown of order and discipline in the Army, beginning in the late 
1960s, created extraordinary institutional turbulence in Vietnam and 
elsewhere, raising questions about the Uniform Code and the effective- 
ness of the military justice system in a combat environment. Drug 
addiction, racial strife, mutinous behavior on the battlefield indicated 
that the Army, like the nation, was mired in a crisis of confidence in its 
mission; fewer and fewer soldiers, especially young draftees, were will- 
ing to risk their lives in an unpopular war. 

Army leaders looked to the military justice system as a weapon in 
the fight against rampant drug use. In 1970 Army authorities in 
Vietnam arrested 11,058 soldiers for illegal drug possession, sale, or 
use, of which 1,146 cases involved either opium or heroin. Many of 
these arrests resulted in courts-martial." 

Racial tension also played a part in the decline of discipline in 
Vietnam. Although blacks and whites were united by common needs 
during combat, the story was different in rear areas, where race rela- 
tions were often poor. Some black soldiers viewed the military as a 
racist institution and saw Vietnam as a white man's war.79 This belief, 
combined with their experience of discrimination in the United 
States, made some black soldiers suspicious of the mostly white offi- 
cer and noncommissioned officer corps. They resented the attempts 
of Army leaders to prohibit, as contrary to good order and discipline, 
expression of racial pride, such as black bootlace jewelry and neck 
chains, "Afro" haircuts, and "dapping," a racial salute involving a 
series of mirrored, uniform motions. Sometimes, racial unrest esca- 
lated into violence. Although most brawls involved only a few sol- 
diers, there were some major confrontations. In 1968 more than 200 
black prisoners rioted at Long Binh Jail, and in 1970 a race riot 



exploded at Camp Baxter in Da Nang." Years later, one judge advo- 
cate observed that the unpopularity of the war, the perception that 
black soldiers were disproportionately represented in the combat 
arms, and racial dissent in the United States were major contributing 
factors in the deterioration of discipline and the complementary chal- 
lenges to authority." 

The breakdown in discipline was also reflected in "combat 
refusals," the official term for disobedience of orders to fight. 
Although most refusals involved individuals, on at least two occasions 
company-size units resisted lawful orders. In September 1969 a com- 
pany of the 196th Light Infantry Brigade refused to recover bodies 
from a downed helicopter, and in April 1970 CBS Evening News 
reported the reluctance of a company in the 1st Cavalry Division to 
advance down a dangerous 

The most serious mutinous activity, however, was not combat 
refusal, but the lulling or attempted killing of officers and noncommis- 
sioned officers. Called fragging, slang derived from the fragmentary 
grenade, it was carried out by soldiers against unpopular or overly 
aggressive leaders. Because most fiaggings, or "assaults with explo- 
sives" as they were officially called, resulted in injury rather than death, 
the Army concluded that "in the majority of cases the intent is to intim- 
idate or to scare." Nonetheless, with 209 reported fraggings in Vietnam 
in 1970, some resulting in death, and with similar attacks continuing 
over the next two years, Army leaders again looked to the military jus- 
tice system for a sol~tion.~' At the same time, some commentators 
began to voice concerns about the adequacy of the military justice sys- 
tem. They blamed it, at least in part, for failing to maintain good order 
and discipline during combat operation^.^^ 

Claims remained a significant part of USARV legal operations. 
Since those payable to Americans under the Military Personnel Claims 
Act were handled by unit claims officers, almost all work done by 
lawyers at the USARV Foreign Claims Division involved claims filed 
by Vietnamese or other foreign nationals. However, as U.S. law still 
prevented paying compensation for combat-related damage, and as the 
Vietnamese government was responsible for paying all claims arising 
from the combat activities of American forces, USARV lawyers theo- 
retically adjudicated only noncombat claims. In practice, however, 
Vietnamese claimants always found it easier to approach American 
officials on such matters and construed their particular cases accord- 
ingly. Thus, with 70 to 90 percent of the total processing time in a for- 
eign claim spent in the investigation stage, USAW claims officials 
often found themselves devoting considerable time to claims that even- 



tually were found to be the result of combat.85 The time spent on such 
claims and the inability to pay them posed a constant problem. 

By January 1970 the USARV Foreign Claims Division operated two 
three-man foreign claims commissions with an approval authority for 
claims up to $15,000. Located in downtown Saigon, one commission 
processed only those claims arising out of an April 1969 explosion at the 
Da Nang ammunition supply point. Extensive damage to civilian prop- 
erty from the explosion resulted in some 9,000 claims being filed by 
November 197 1. Some were fraudulent and others were untimely, but all 
had to be pro~essed. '~ The other three-person commission processed the 
routine workload received from the field at a rate of about 225 claims 
per month; all cases that could not be settled by one of twelve one-man 
commissions in an amount of $1,000 or less were forwarded to this com- 
mission. The unusual case that exceeded the jurisdiction of this three- 
man commission would be forwarded to the Pentagon for a decision by 
the assistant secretary of the Army (financial management)." 

During these final years of lawyering in Vietnam, USARV claims 
judge advocates looked for solutions to three major questions. First, 
should compensation be paid for combat-related damage or loss based 
on the reckless and wanton conduct of U.S. forces? Second, who should 
have claims responsibility upon the complete withdrawal of U.S. forces 
from Vietnam? Finally, what should be done about increasingly violent 
Vietnamese-American confrontations over claims for damage or loss? 

Under U.S. law, appropriated monies could not be used to compen- 
sate for combat-related damage or loss of life. Due to the nature of the. 
war in Vietnam, however, this prohibition resulted in inequities. The 
battlefield was anywhere and everywhere, with no identifiable front 
lines. Innocent civilians could not avoid the war or its suffering. 
Recognizing that compensation for losses relating to the combat activ- 
ities of U.S. forces could not be paid under the Foreign Claims Act, but 
believing that this position did not best serve U.S. interests, MACV 
determined that its assistance-in-kind funds could be used to pay for 
some combat-related damage. As a result, the USARV Foreign Claims 
Division processed Vietnamese claims springing indirectly from com- 
bat, provided the loss or damage was caused by the reckless or wanton 
conduct of U.S. forces. While injuries resulting from a firefight 
between U.S. troops and guerrilla forces were not compensable, loss of 
life or damage to property caused by a soldier on patrol who indis- 
criminately fired his weapon into a village was. Paying these claims 
demonstrated that the Americans took responsibility for their behavior, 
showed the Vietnamese people that the law could confer a benefit, and, 
it was hoped, fostered popular respect for the law in Vietnam.s8 
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Who should have claims responsibility upon complete withdrawal 
of U.S. forces from Vietnam? As early as October 1971,Maj. Ralph G. 
Miranda, chief of the Foreign Claims Division, had recommended to 
the USARV staff judge advocate that a plan be formulated for process- 
ing foreign claims submitted after U.S. forces departed Vietnam. 
Miranda anticipated that Vietnamese nationals would continue filing 
claims then handled by the USARV Foreign Claims Division. He also 
believed that when departing U.S. forces returned leased real properties 
prior to the expiration of the leases, Vietnamese landlords would file 
substantial claims against the United States. Anticipated as well was the 
fact that, as U.S. troop strength decreased and various support agencies 
terminated operations, the need for local national employees would 
diminish and claims for termination pay would result.89 Finally, claims 
would also arise out of contracts with Vietnamese businesses for goods 
or services. After coordination with the Military Assistance Command 
and the Air Force and Navy, it was decided that the Army would con- 
tinue to process foreign claims at U.S. Army, Pacific, the theater-level 
component headquarters in Hawaii. Subsequently, foreign claims were 
accepted at the Defense Attach6 Office in Saigon and by the U.S. con- 
sular staff throughout South Vietnam and forwarded to Army head- 
quarters in Hawaiigo 

The third claims issue of personal interest to claims judge advo- 
cates was that of the actions that could be taken "to cool off potential- 
ly explosive situations" involving claims for loss or damage. After 
1970, as the Vietnamese saw American units departing and as the back- 
log of claims cases increased, a general officer reported that "they visu- 
alize that the only means of getting a prompt and adequate settlement 
is via the confiontation appr~ach."~' On one occasion, several hundred 
Vietnamese claimants blocked the entrance to a U.S. military com- 
pound in the XXIV Corps area, refusing to leave until their claims were 
paid. The disturbance was quelled only after the chief of the USARV 
Foreign Claims Division flew fiom Saigon to Da Nang, met personally 
with the village and hamlet chiefs, and assured them that "we would do 
all within our power to settle the problem as soon as possible."92 

Matters were often not that simple. In May 1970 a 2 1/2-ton Marine 
Corps truck struck and killed a young Vietnamese boy. Almost at once, 
a crowd of more than a hundred Vietnamese surrounded the truck con- 
taining the marines. The local commander requested that Capt. Donald 
A. Deline, the new Da Nang claims officer, go to the accident scene at 
once. Arriving with some claims forms in his old International 
Harvester truck, Deline discovered that concertina wire had been 
placed around the Marine Corps truck. The dead child was lying on an 



altar in front of the truck, and the boy's mother and others were praying 
loudly. South Vietnamese soldiers were also on the scene, and they, 
together with the local mayor, informed the captain that they wanted 
money. Late that evening, at 11 P.M., a Marine Corps officer appeared 
on the scene. After making a small solatia payment to the victim's fam- 
ily, he and Deline started to leave the house in which the discussions 
had taken place. Although armed with a .45-caliber pistol, Captain 
Deline was held down in his chair, and the Marine officer was escort- 
ed out. For the next two to three very tense hours, Deline and the 
marines in the truck remained captive. 

Early the next day, at 2 A.M., a Marine Corps colonel arrived by 
jeep with $3,000 to $5,000 in Vietnamese piasters of his own money. 
The crowd permitted the colonel and the marines in the truck to depart, 
leaving Deline at the scene. The Marine Corps colonel returned his men 
to their barracks and sent two military policemen for Deline. At the 
time, the captain was undecided as to whether he and the police should 
use force and "push our way out or not." Finally, they did force their 
way out of the house, and although the Vietnamese were yelling angri- 
ly and striking the three Americans, Deline and the two military police- 
men managed to escape.93 Such was the initiation of the young JAG 
officer to his tour in Vietnam. 

During this period, one of the most celebrated investigations 
reviewed by USARV lawyers did not involve a claim or a war crime. 
Rather, it concerned the attack by enemy sappers on Fire Support Base 
MARY ANN, an America1 Division outpost in I Corps. In March 1971 a 
group of fifty to sixty well-prepared enemy penetrated MARY ANN'S 
perimeter and, tossing grenades and satchel charges into the tactical 
operations center, killed or wounded virtually all of the officers. An 
investigation concluded that the failure of the officers in charge to post 
guards or follow other proper defensive procedures was grossly negli- 
gent and contributed directly to the heavy American casualties-thirty 
dead and eighty-two wounded.94 Maj. William K. Suter, newly assigned 
to the USARV staff judge advocate office, was tasked with reviewing 
the MARY ANN investigation, fixing responsibility for the incident, and 
recommending an appropriate course of action. After digesting the 
classified report's eleven volumes, Suter briefed Lt. Gen. William J. 
McCaffrey, the USARV deputy commander. He recommended no 
courts-martial, but urged reprimands, administrative elimination 
actions, and adverse efficiency reports. General McCaffiey approved 
all of these recommendation^.^^ 

Until the last combat units departed Vietnam in 1972, judge advo- 
cates lawyered actively with these units. The experiences of military 



attorneys at the 1st Cavalry Division illustrate the lawyering in the final 
years of U.S. presence in Vietnam. By 1970 fifteen lawyers were pro- 
viding legal services in the division. One of the attorneys trying courts- 
martial was Capt. Royce C. Lamberth. Lamberth had served briefly as 
a judge advocate at XVIII Airborne Corps at Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina, before arriving at Phuoc Vinh in November 1969, where he 
immediately assumed a heavy courts-martial caseload, serving as both 
prosecutor and defense counsel. While the general courts-martial were 
tried at division headquarters, the inferior courts-martial were often 
tried at the brigade bases, as the commanders did not want witnesses 
"leaving the field." Consequently, Captain Lamberth, accompanied by 
the military judge and his opposing counsel, routinely flew in a small 
unarmed observation helicopter to these bases for the trials. 
Proceedings were typically held in a tent.g6 

During his year in Vietnam, Captain Lamberth tried more than 200 
cases. The most memorable involved defending a team of six Rangers 
accused of mutilating the bodies of enemy soldiers. The Rangers had 
ambushed some North Vietnamese soldiers bicycling down the "Jolley 
Trail," a major infiltration route into South Vietnam. One or more of the 
Rangers later boasted over a few beers that, after killing the enemy sol- 
diers, they had "cut open the bodies from throat to groin and stuffed 
them with rice" from the 100-pound burlap bags strapped to the enemy 
bicycles. This "calling card" was intended to strike fear into any enemy 
who later happened upon the dead men. The Rangers, however, soon 
regretted their braggadocio as their alleged mutilation of the dead was 
reported by others as a war crime. 

A lieutenant colonel with the MACV inspector general's office 
arrived at the 1st Cavalry Division to interview the six Rangers. Each 
man told the same story: they had ambushed and killed the enemy, but 
no mutilation of the dead had occurred; that had just been bragging. 
After reducing their statements to writing, the investigator asked the six 
Rangers to submit to a polygraph. They balked. All asked for a lawyer, 
and Captain Lainberth was assigned to represent all six men. With his 
clients facing courts-martial, Lamberth filed a motion requesting that 
Maj. Gen. Elvy B. Roberts, the division commander, "produce" the 
bodies of the dead North Vietnamese. He argued that only if the bodies 
were produced would the six Americans "be able to establish their inno- 
cence." After a late-night staff meeting that included the chief of staff 
and the G-3 (operations), the commanding general decided that it 
would be consistent with planned operations in the area to send an aer- 
ial rifle platoon to search for the bodies of the North Vietnamese. Lt. 
Col. Ronald M. Holdaway insisted that the defense counsel go on the 



mission to ensure that there would be no later claim of a cover-up. As 
a result, Lamberth learned he would be departing by helicopter at first 
light. 

Air Force jets and Cobra helicopter gunships "prepped" the inser- 
tion site for the Huey utility helicopter, or "Slick," carrying Lamberth 
and the six Rangers. Then, about 100 feet above the bomb crater where 
the insertion was to occur, the engine stalled and the helicopter crashed. 
Believing that they had been shot down, Lamberth, the only officer 
aboard other than the warrant officer pilot, and the Rangers "fired like 
hell" from their perimeter into the jungle. When no fire was returned, 
the men realized that mechanical failure had caused the crash. They 
radioed for a Sky Crane helicopter to recover the crashed aircraft and 
for a new Slick to retrieve them. Meanwhile, Lamberth and the Rangers 
proceeded on foot down the Jolley Trail, eventually finding the bicy- 
cles, burlap bags containing rice, and much blood. One soldier came 
across an enemy bunker, which was blown up with hand grenades; oth- 
ers located a bridge along the trail, which was also destroyed. But no 
bodies were found. Lamberth and his clients returned without further 
incident, and in the absence of corroborative evidence no courts-mar- 
tial charges were preferred. 

Last Army Lawyers, 1 972- 1 975 

The continued withdrawal of U.S. forces meant decreasing mobility, 
firepower, intelligence, and air support. When the North Vietnamese 
Army launched its Easter offensive in March 1972, total U.S. military 
strength in theater was about 95,000, of which only 6,000 were combat 
troops. Responsibility for countering the enemy invasion thus fell 
almost completely on the South Vietnamese Army, strongly supported 
by U.S. advisers and American airpower. In the end Hanoi's conven- 
tional troops were thrown back, but only after heavy losses had been 
suffered by both sides. Subsequently, the United States, North and 
South Vietnam, and the Viet Cong signed an armistice that went into 
effect early the following year, promising a cease-fire and national rec- 
onciliation. Almost immediately, the U.S. military command stood 
down, all remaining American troops in Vietnam departed, and direct 
American military involvement there came to an end. U.S. advisers, 
who had provided the backbone of the South Vietnamese command 
structure, were also withdrawn, never to return. 

For Saigon, the U.S. withdrawal proved calamitous. Far from end- 
ing the fighting, the armistice left South Vietnam competing with the 
enemy for territory. Soon the inherent weakness' of the Saigon regime 



and its military forces became increasingly apparent. At the same time 
a war-weary U.S. Congress steadily reduced American military aid, 
forcing Saigon to reduce its tempo of operations in order to husband its 
diminishing resources. The end was not long in coming. In January 
1975 North Vietnamese military forces seized Phuoc Long Province in 
I11 Corps and, when the United States failed to respond, continued their 
offensive. When President Nguyen Van Thieu withdrew his forces to 
defend Saigon to the south, the action provoked panic among both 
troops and civilians, malung a coordinated defense impossible. Some 
~ o i t h~ietnameseunits fought well, but most disintegrated. Saigon fell 
to the enemy on 30 April 1975, and the remaining American techni- 
cians, embassy personnel, and others were hastily evacuated. 

The agreement that had ended American participation in the war, 
known popularly as the Paris Peace Accords, had been signed on 27 
January 1973. Initially, it provided for a Four-Party Joint Military 
Commission for sixty days to oversee a mutual troop withdrawal, serve 
as a forum for communication among the four parties, and assist in the 
implementation and verification of the agreement. Additionally, the 
commission was to arrange the return of prisoners of war and gather 
information about tho22 missing in a~tion.~' The four parties quickly 
agreed to create the main commission in Saigon, supported by seven 
regional commissions throughout the country. Military representatives 
from each of the four parties were appointed to each of these cornmis- 
sions. Having determined that Army judge advocates should participate 
in the work of the Joint Military Commission, Col. Joseph Tenhet, the 
USARV/MACV staff judge advocate, selected Maj. Paul P. Dommer, 
the incumbent chief of the Advisory Division, as the legal adviser to the 
U.S. delegation to the central Four-Party Joint Military Commission in 
S a i g ~ n . ~ ~Junior judge advocates from Tenhet's office were detailed as 
legal advisers to the regional commi~sions.~~ 

Capt. Vahan Moushegian, Jr., was one of those selected to serve as 
a regional Joint Military Commission legal adviser. Assigned to the 
USARV staff judge advocate office, Moushegian joined the Joint 
Military Commission in Region 5, located in Bien Hoa, a few kilome- 
ters north of Saigon. Col. Walter F. Ulmer, the chief of the U.S. delega- 
tion, informed Captain Moushegian that he was to be "the delegation's 
expert on the Paris Peace Accords," and, in the formal meetings of the 
Region 5 Commission that followed, Moushegian advised and assisted 
both Ulmer and the deputy chief of the U.S. delegation. 

Because Colonel Ulmer's Viet Cong counterpart "never came out of 
the jungle" to represent the Provisional Revolutionary Government, the 
commission's four deputy chiefs of delegation soon were meeting a few 



hours every other day around a square table covered with green felt. In 
discussing the intent and implementation of the Paris Peace Accords, the 
participants wrangled constantly over how the provisions should be 
interpreted. Little was achieved at the formal sessions. The topics of the 
meetings ranged from the significant (repatriation of American and 
South Vietnamese prisoners of war), to the ordinary (the ability of the 
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegations to travel freely throughout 
Region 5), to the absurd (whether the fans at the conference table ade- 
quately cooled the attendees). While the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government and the North Vietnamese generally supported each other, 
the Americans and the South Vietnamese were sometimes at odds, mak- 
ing it difficult to present a united front or to pursue a common strategy 
in the talks. Additionally, as the accords required any decision reached 
by the Joint Military Commission to be unanimous, one party's objection 
blocked any progress. 

Captain Moushegian's role evolved over time. He assumed, in addi- 
tion to his responsibilities as the legal adviser, the duties of principal 
liaison officer for the U.S. delegation. Thus, when the deputy chiefs of 
delegation stopped meeting formally due to a lack of measurable 
progress, the liaison officers were instructed to meet regularly to ensure 
that dialogue continued on the implementation of the accords. That said, 
"almost nothing was accomplished by the Joint Military Commission,'' 
in Moushegian's view, because "there were only eight weeks [and] the 
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese would agree to nothing, knowing that 
the United States was leaving Vietnam." 

On 27 March 1973, the U.S. military headquarters stood down and 
the last American combat troops left Vietnam. The Four-Party Joint 
Military Commission also ceased to function, and Major Domrner, . 
Captain Moushegian, and the other judge advocates working with it left 
for the United States. A new organization, the Four-Party Joint Military 
Team, now replaced the Joint Military Commission. From the perspec- 
tive of the U.S. delegation, this new body had two main functions: locat- 
ing and recovering the remains of Americans who had died in captivity 
and discovering the whereabouts of Americans still missing in action. 

A lone Army lawyer now served in Vietnam, assigned as the legal 
adviser to the U.S. Delegation to the Joint Military Team. The first 
adviser was Maj. Charles R. Murray, who served with the team from 
the end of March until the middle of July. His replacement, Capt. 
Jerome W. Scanlon, Jr,, arrived in July 1973. Met by Murray and a dri- 
ver in a government sedan at Tan Son Nhut airport, they unexpectedly 
found themselves under fire en route to their quarters. Traveling in 
front of their vehicle had been a Vietnamese Army truck filled with 



Capt. Jerome FY Scanlon, Jr, legal adviser to the Four-Party Joint 

Military Team, examines documents provided by the North Vietnamese at a 

6 March 1974 meeting in Hanoi. Although a judge advocate, Scanlon wore 


general staff insignia at the direction of the chief of the US. delegation. 


prisoners. When one of them jumped from the truck and ran past the 
sedan carrying Scanlon and Murray, a Vietnamese Army guard, with no 
hesitation, opened fire on the escapee. His bullets missed the prisoner, 
but struck the sedan. Fortunately, no one was hurt, and the prisoner was 
recaptured. Yet, as this was his first day in country, Captain Scanlon 
was sure "it would be a long year."loO 

Arriving without h t h e r  incident at the Joint Military Team's 
offices, Scanlon assumed his duties at the Negotiation Division, advis- 
ing Col. William W. Tombaugh, the chief of the U.S. delegation, on the 
rights and obligations of all parties under the Paris Accords. Gaining 
information concerning U.S. personnel who had died while prisoners or 
who remained missing in action required the compilation of files on 
missing Americans and the excavation of areas under North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong control. The captain participated in all meet- 
ings of the Joint Military Team and reviewed files on missing persons 
prior to the release of these papers to the North Vietnamese or Viet 
Cong. The United States possessed information, obtained from prison- 
ers of war already released, that particular individuals had been seen 
alive in North Vietnamese or Viet Cong custody. When the latter denied 



any knowledge of the missing person, the U.S. delegation would release 
the relevant information it held. Scanlon's task was to examine each 
file, ensuring not only that the information in it was accurate, but that 
any information disclosed was properly declassified. During his year in 
South Vietnam he journeyed by C-130 aircraft to Hanoi more than ten 
times. Captain Scanlon finally departed Vietnam in July 1974. His 
replacement, Maj. J. Lewis Rose, continued providing the same legal 
services. When Saigon fell on 30 April 1975, Rose was performing 
temporary duty in Hong Kong. He was the last judge advocate to serve 
in Vietnam. 

Conclusion 

How did the sixteen years of service by judge advocates in Vietnam affect 
the manner in which the Judge Advocate General's Corps would 
approach its delivery of legal services in the future? Institutionally, the 
Corps failed to view its years in Vietnam as a basis for engaging in any 
substantial modification of the way in which it had traditionally practiced 
military law. With the exception of an extensive effort to incorporate 
Vietnam lessons learned into both the Law of War training materials pre- 
pared and provided by the Judge Advocate General's School, little was 
done to capture the unique aspects of the Corps' Vietnam experience. 

Looking back, however, it is clear that a metamorphosis in the role 
of the Army lawyer was under way. The efforts of individual judge 
advocates in Vietnam to do more than simply provide legal services 
identical to those offered in a peacetime garrison environment often 
contributed to mission accomplishment. Army lawyers proved to be 
principal players in dealing with such issues as the investigation and 
documentation of war crimes, the classification of detainees and treat- 
ment of prisoners of war, Law of War instruction, and the provision of 
advice to host nation authorities on a wide range of subjects. 

Yet, while these initiatives were significant, it was the development 
of the 1974 DOD Law of War Program-a direct result of the Army's 
efforts to respond to the Peers Report on My Lai-that would most 
directly affect the future role of judge advocates in the Army. Whether 
these judge advocates realized it or not at the time-and most did not- 
successful implementation of the Law of War Program would require 
that they begin to communicate directly with commanders and their 
staff principals throughout the operational planning process, identify- 
ing and resolving issues of both a legal and a nonlegal nature. 

Not until 1983, however, following the deployment of judge advo- 
cates to Grenada in Operation URGENTFURY,would the Judge Advocate 



General's Corps fully appreciate the need to implement and institution- 
alize a process by which Army lawyers would be trained in and practice 
a newly conceived and formulated body of law directly applicable to 
the conduct of military operations. Although "operational law" was 
then a concept beginning to take shape in the minds of some judge 
advocates, it was not yet a reality. However, the Vietnam experience had 
laid the psychological and cultural foundation in the U.S. military for 
the transformation that would soon take place. 
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Grenada 
Army Lawyers in Transition 

Grenada was a real wake-up call for us.' 

-Cap Gary L. Walsh 
judge Advocate, 82d Airborne Division 

Early on 25 October 1983, U.S. Army Rangers spearheaded Operation 
URGENTFURY, attacking Point Salines airport on the Caribbean island 
of Grenada in a daring parachute assault.' The Ranger mission was to 
seize this airstrip and then evacuate the several hundred American stu-
dents attending St. George's University Medical School. A U.S. Marine 
Corps battalion landed at approximately the same time on the other side 
of Grenada, seizing the nearby Pearls airport. Units from the 82d 
Airborne Division arrived shortly thereafter to clear the island of 
enemy resistance and ultimately provide an occupation force. All told, 
URGENTFURYinvolved two battalions of some 650 Rangers from Fort 
Stewart, Georgia, and Fort Lewis, Washington; six battalions compris- 
ing roughly 6,100 paratroopers from the 82d Airborne Division, Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina; and a marine amphibious unit of approximate- 
ly 2,000 marines. Additionally, Army, Navy, and Air Force special oper- 
ations forces from various U.S. locations participated in this operation, 
as did a small number of personnel fiom the XVIII Airborne Corps. 

Although the Rangers at Point Salines were opposed by elements of 
the 1,200-man Grenadian People's Revolutionary Army and some 700 
armed Cuban construction workers at the airfield, enemy ground fire was 
suppressed fairly quickly, and Ranger casualties were relatively light.' 
The Marine heliborne assault against Pearls was unopposed, and ele- 
ments of the 82dAirborne Division arriving later that same day also land- 
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ed with only minor opposition. Although some resistance from Cuban 
and People's Revolutionary Army personnel continued over the next few 
days, by 3 November 1983 hostilities had ended, and Vice Adrn. Joseph 
Metcalf 111, the commander of the joint task force with overall responsi- 
bility for URGENT FURY,passed military operations to Army Maj. Gen. 
Edward L. Trobaugh, the commander of the 82d Airborne Division, who 
became Commander, U.S. Forces, Grenada. (IMap 4) 

Background 

What was the legal authority for the U.S. intervention in Grenada? 
Grenada had become independent in 1974. Although a British gover- 
nor-general had continued in residence, he played only an advisory 
role, and Great Britain divorced itself from the affairs of state in this 
former colony. Since elections held in 1979, the Marxist-oriented New 
Jewel Movement had governed Grenada. Its leader, Maurice Bishop, 
had invited Cuba, the Soviet Union, and other Communist states to 
assist the young island nation. The Cubans provided considerable aid, 
including military advisers and troops. By 1983, however, a feud 
between two factions of the New Jewel Movement had led to blood- 
shed, and conditions on Grenada had deteriorated. Prime Minister 
Maurice Bishop was killed, the elected government collapsed, and a 
"Revolutionary Military Council" took power. When that council 
declared martial law, including "the closing of travel to or from 
Grenada, a news blackout, and a 24-hour shoot-on-sight curfew,774 the 
Reagan administration concluded that this turmoil had "converted the 
long-term problem of a Cuban presence in the Windward Islands into 
an immediate dangerv5 for the almost 1,000 U.S. citizens on the island. 
Consequently, the United States cited the protection of the lives of U.S. 
citizens, accomplished through a noncombat evacuation operation, as 
one legal basis for intervening in Grenada. In doing so, the United 
States justified URGENT FURY,in part, under international law, as a form 
of self-defen~e.~ 

Additionally, the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States 
(OECS)' made the decision at a 21 October meeting that conditions on 
Grenada posed a threat to regional security and stability. Consequently, 
the organization requested that Barbados, Jamaica, and the United 
States participate in a collective security force. This OECS invitation to 
join in a peacekeeping operation supported a 24 October 1983 request 
from the governor general of Grenada, Sir Paul Scoon, for a "peace- 
keeping force . . . in Grenada to facilitate a rapid return to peace and 
tranquility and also a return to democratic rule."' The OECS invitation 



to the United States to join a collective effort to ensure the peace and 
security of the Eastern Caribbean constituted a second legal basis for 
undertaking URGENT FURY. Implicit in the acceptance of such an invi- 
tation was a U.S. willingness to assist the OECS and Grenadian author- 
ities in restoring a democratic government on the island. 

Army lawyers, one of whom arrived with the first wave of the 82d 
Airborne on 25 October, would have a continuous presence in Grenada 
until 15 December 1983.' Initially, Army leaders expected these 
lawyers to focus only on specific issues related to the status and treat- 
ment of prisoners of war and civilian detainees. In addition, it was 
anticipated that judge advocates would deal with those types of admin- 
istrative and criminal law matters routinely generated by the commands 
they supported at home station. In other words, a commander's expec- 
tation of the type of legal support to be provided by judge advocates 
was still being driven by a concept of the role traditionally played by 
Army lawyers. 

Army judge advocates, however, had now been involved in the 
detailed review of OPLANs, pursuant to the My Lai-generated DOD , 
Directive 5100.77 of 1974, for almost nine years and were far more 
aware of the potential for encountering legal issues impacting on the 
conduct of an operation. As a result of this increased awareness, 
lawyers on the ground in Grenada sought out and became involved in 
numerous issues, and the resolution of these matters proved critical to 
the success of URGENT FURY. Such issues included the preparation of 
rules of engagement and related guidance for both the combat and the 
peacekeeping phases of URGENT FURY; formulating a command policy 
on war trophies; advising on the treatment of captives; and advising the 
State Department on the preparation of a Status of Forces Agreement. 
Judge advocates also created a centralized procedure for paying claims 
for damaged and seized property; advised the Grenadian government 
on drafting domestic law; and provided liaison with various U.S. gov- 
ernment agencies and other non-U.S. organizations such as the 
Caribbean Peacekeeping Force and the International Committee of the 
Red Cross. Finally, Army lawyers learned that they must be better pre- 
pared to provide timely and more comprehensive assistance to both 
deployed troops and their families back home. This required the cre- 
ation of a Family Assistance Center at Fort Bragg designed to provide 
continued assistance with personal legal problems, including the draft- 
ing of wills and the execution of powers of attorney. 

This account of the operations of the Judge Advocate General's 
Corps during URGENT FURY details the expanding "nontraditional" 
roles assumed by Army attorneys during the three phases of the opera- 



tion: the "preparation and hostilities" phase, the "State of Emergency" 
phase, and the "stabilization" phase. Each section deals with what 
Army lawyers accomplished, both in Grenada and at Fort Bragg, in 
support of Operation URGENT FURY. 

Phase I, Preparation and Hostilities (24-28 October 1983) 

Judge advocates faced a significant handicap in planning for URGENT 
FURY: military lawyers had little knowledge of the projected operation 
until a few days prior to departure. The need for secrecy and security, 
in fact, hampered military planning at many levels, as the U.S. defense 
community's organization for rapid, joint contingency operations of 
this nature was still rudimentary. The first judge advocate on the 
ground in Grenada had little more than twelve hours' notice of his 
deployment. 

The XVIII Airborne Corps' deputy staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. 
David McNeill, Jr., was the first military lawyer at Fort Bragg to learn 
of Operation URGENT FURY. He was briefed on the deployment by the 
corps deputy chief of staff on Sunday afternoon, 23 October, and told 
to research the "extent 'of 'martial law' powers on foreign soil."10 
Shortly thereafter, McNeill relayed this conversation to his chief, the 
corps' staff judge advocate, Col. Michael M. Downes. Although both 
Downes and McNeill were interested in the upcoming combat opera- 
tion, they knew that no corps lawyers would be deploying to Grenada 
with the initial invasion force. General John W. Vessey, Jr., chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had decided against using the XVIII Airborne 
Corps as a follow-on unit, relieving the special operations troops after 
the initial assault. Too many "high-ranking officers on the ground," the 
chairman believed, would only "increase the perception that the United 
States was overreacting in Grenada."" 

Consequently, Vessey "directed that only two battalions of the 82d 
Airborne be deployed to Point Salines airfield after the assault was fin- 
i~hed."'~Judge advocate tasks on the ground would thus be handled by 
elements of the 82d Airborne Division. Its staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. 
Quentin Richardson, had yet to be informed about the operation. 

Downes contacted Richardson in the early evening hours of 
Monday, 24 October, relaying to a surprised Richardson that the 82d's 
movement into Grenada was expected the next day. Colonel 
Richardson had only that evening and the early morning hours of the 
next day to prepare for departure-and with travel on a C-141 sched-
uled for Tuesday, 25 October, at 10 A.M., he had little time to plan 
judge advocate operations. Due to the fact that judge advocates had 



rarely become involved in tactical operations in the past, their absence 
from the planning process in this instance was neither remarkable nor 
an oversight. 

At 8 P.M., 24 October, the entire division was placed on alert, and 
all of its judge advocates reported for duty. At 10 P.M., as a member of 
the division's special staff, Colonel Richardson attended a division 
briefing on URGENTFURY at which members of the assault command 
post were identified. There, General Trobaugh, Commanding General, 
82d Airborne Division, stressed that his Civil Affairs (G-5) staff sec- 
tion would be "particularly busy" in refugee matters, but he included no 
lawyer in his small assault command post." Richardson, however, 
quickly convinced the chief of staff, Col. Peter J. Boylan, that the com- 
mand group would require legal support from the beginning of the 
operation, and, as General Trobaugh was deploying, Richardson deter- 
mined that the staff judge advocate must deploy as well. The G-3 (oper- 
ations) officer was quickly told to include a lawyer in the initial com- 
mand party. Although this decision, which resulted in another staff offi- 
cer's staying behind, was unpopular in some quarters, Richardson later 
reflected that it "was the smartest thing I did."14 

While Colonel Richardson was the lone lawyer in the command 
post, an officer who would later join the Judge Advocate General's 
Corps was working alongside him. This was Infantry 1st Lt. James E. 
Macklin, who, as an assistant G-3 operations officer, was primarily 
responsible for deploying the thirty-man assault command post to 
Grenada.IS 

While Richardson was working with the division staff, the 2d 
Brigade trial counsel, Capt. Glenn E. Murray, and Capts. Carlton L. 
Jackson and Clyde J. Tate, both division legal assistance officers, 
reported to the 2d Brigade headquarters. As this brigade was providing 
the battalions for the initial assault, these lawyers began the legal chores 
necessary to prepare soldiers for active operations, including preparing 
and executing wills and powers of attorney.I6 The possibility of combat 
made a will attractive to many young soldiers, most of whom had never 
cared to address the issue previously. Similarly, few had prepared those 
powers of attorney documents necessary to enable spouses or parents to 
negotiate paychecks and write checks. 

At approximately 11:30 P.M., Richardson drew a weapon and pro- 
tective mask and reported with his pack to division headquarters, later 
gathering C-rations, a poncho liner, a flak jacket, and a parachute. 
Along with these items, Richardson took Field Manual 27-10, The Law 
of Land Warfare, the Manual for Courts-Martial, paper, and several 
pens. This would have to serve as his legal library. At 10 A.M., 25 



October 1983, he departed Pope Air Force Base on a C-141 aircraft 
with the command party. 

The assault command post aircraft arrived at Point Salines airport 
around 2 P.M. Although the airport had been seized by the Rangers ear- 
lier that day, sniper fire could still be heard. Consequently, the plane 
circled, waited for this sniper fire to die down, and then landed about 
3:15 P.M. For the next three days, Colonel Richardson, along with the 
rest of the command post, operated in the Point Salines terminal. Duty 
was two hours on, four hours off. No further contact was made with the 
enemy. Conditions were primitive, and the command post was without 
lights, water, or latrines. On 26 October, the day following his arrival, 
Richardson's real work began. 

Prisoner of War Issues 

Initially, Colonel Richardson focused his attention on the growing num- 
ber of prisoners of war, detainees, and civilians in American hands. The 
U.S. military commanders had not expected to assume control over so 
many persons, so quickly. The Rangers had set up a prisoner of 
warldetainee camp on the previous morning, 25 October. The camp, 
located on a high hill to the rear of the airport terminal, consisted of 
recently abandoned sleeping quarters for Cuban construction workers. 
The Rangers had been relieved of their responsibility for the camp that 
afternoon by the Caribbean Peacekeeping Force. However, this force, 
consisting of some 300 peacekeepers from two OECS member states- 
Barbados and Jamaica-had no experience in administering such 
camps." Food was in short supply; there was no electricity and very lit- 
tle water; and sanitary facilities were minimal. In addition, security was 
lax. No list of the camp's members had been compiled, nor had any 
attempt been made to classify them by status. Now, control and opera- 
tion of the prisonerldetainee camp was to pass from the Caribbean 
Peacekeeping Force to the 82d Airborne Division. 

The classification issue proved to be a thorny one. U.S. forces were 
opposed by Cuban military personnel and the Grenadian People's 
Revolutionary Army. Although there was no declaration of war accom- 
panying Operation URGENTFURY-the United States and Cuba never 
stated that they were at war-Army lawyers determined that a de facto 
state of hostilities existed. This meant that common article 2 of the 
1949 Geneva Conventions for the Protection of War Victims (GPW) 
applied. Under that article, neither a formal declaration of war nor a 
recognized state of war is required in order for the conventions to apply. 
Article 2 states that "the present Convention shall apply to all cases of 



declared war or of any other avmed conflict which may arise between 
two or more of the High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is 
not recognized by one of them [emphasis supplied]." 

Consequently, Army lawyers at the Office of the Judge Advocate 
General in Washington, D.C., in conjunction with DOD and State 
Department authorities, determined that the 1949 GPW Convention 
applied and that all persons captured should be treated as prisoners of 
war. This was a significant decision. Individuals afforded prisoner of 
war status actually receive more rights and privileges than persons 
placed in a "retained status or civilian internees. Thus, although the 
United States recognized the convention's differentiation between pris- 
oners of war, retained personnel,'' and civilian internees, all individuals 
taken into military custody were regarded as prisoners of war and treat- 
ed as such until a more informed determination of their status could be 
accomplished. 

As a result, the 440 Cuban civilian construction workers captured 
on Grenada were treated as prisoners of war, along with all other Cuban 
nationals and other persons captured by Caribbean Peacekeeping Force 
and U.S. personnel. Treating these workers as prisoners of war pending 
a decision on their actual status benefited commanders, as there was no 
time to classify these individuals during the brief hostility phase. 
Treating all Cubans and Grenadians taken into custody as prisoners of 
war also proved to be a wise public relations decision. As considerable 
criticism resulted from the U.S. intervention, this determination 
demonstrated that the United States was serious about meeting its 
responsibilities under international law. 

When the 82d Airborne Division's acting provost marshal and a 
military police unit arrived on 28 October, Colonel Richardson advised 
them and the Caribbean Peacekeeping Force that the legal decision had 
been made to treat all those in the prisonerldetainee camp as prisoners 
of war, regardless of their actual status under the Geneva Conventions. 
Later, all detained persons were screened and classified as either POW, 
retained personnel, or civilian internees. In the meantime, the wounded 
and sick received care, and the Red Cross was invited to observe the 
detention conditions of all personnel. Wounded and sick Cuban per- 
sonnel, as well as some Cuban medical personnel, were eventually 
repatriated to Cuba, and Cuban and Grenadian prisoners were permit- 
ted contact with their next of kin within seven days of capture. 

Day-to-day operation of the prisoner of warldetainee camp passed 
from the Caribbean Force to the military police, with Richardson con- 
tinuing to provide legal advice on the treatment of captured personnel. 
For example, he advised that the twenty to thirty Cuban medical per- 



sonnel captured were entitled to "protected" status under the Law of 
War and must be permitted to minister to the sick and wounded in the 
camp. Richardson also advised that a list containing the name of each 
individual held in the camp was required. In both instances, his advice 
was followed. In fact, the utility of having judge advocates on the scene 
was demonstrated repeatedly in a variety of more minor matters. When, 
for example, one U.S. military intelligence officer told the prisoner of 
war camp commander that using Cuban evaporated milk to feed 
refugee babies "was in violation of the Geneva Convention," 
&chardson intervened, noting that such was not the case." 

Other Legal and Nonlegal Issues 

Next to providing legal and practical advice concerning the administra- 
tion of the prisonerldetainee camp, the most important task for Army 
lawyers in Grenada was the provision of legal support to their own 
troops. On 27 October Richardson's lone operation was bolstered by the 
arrival of Capt. Glenn Murray, trial counsel for the 2d Brigade, and 
Capt. Gary L. Walsh, trial counsel for the 3d Brigade. Murray arrived 
first, thus becoming the second judge advocate on the island. Walsh 
arrived a short time later that same morning. 

While Colonel Richardson briefed Murray on issues that he might 
face as a judge advocate, Captain Walsh went directly on patrol with his 
unit in order to gain a feel for the operation. Prior to leaving Fort Bragg, 
Walsh had asked to draw an M16 from his headquarters company arms 
room. This request was refused. While other officers were issued rifles, 
"a .45-caliber pistol was considered sufficient protection for a JAG." 
But Captain Walsh put his handgun to good use. When his reconnais- 
sance platoon took small-arms automatic fire from Cuban and People's 
Revolutionary Army elements, Walsh took cover in a ditch and returned 
fire, now regretting that he had not insisted upon receiving an M16 
from the armorer. Walsh did not shy away fi-om undertaking further 
military tasks as well, and when a battalion commander later asked him 
to lead a patrol escorting investigators to a helicopter crash site, 
Captain Walsh-still lightly armed with his .45-willingly accepted the 
mission.20 

Colonel Richardson had expected that legal assistance for 
deployed troops would be limited. However, due to the rapidity of the 
deployment with little advance notification, he found that "long lines 
of soldiers were waiting to talk with JAG officers" about wills, debt 
payments, and other legal issues." Additionally, as URGENTFURYwas 
initiated close to an end-of-month payday, with few powers of attorney 
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in effect, many spouses at Fort Bragg would soon be receiving ser- 
vicemembers' paychecks without the ability to cash them.22 
Consequently, powers of attorney prepared by judge advocates in 
Grenada had to be returned to Fort Bragg as quickly as possible for use 
by military dependents. 

Colonel hchardson was also called upon to solve problems in three 
other areas. About 5 P.M. on 26 October, Rangers rescued 240 American 
students from the St. George's medical school campus located near 
Point Salines airport. In the absence of the G-5, Richardson and the 
division command sergeant major organized the evacuation of these 
students to the United States. The last group of students was on a 
C-14 1 to Charleston Air Force Base, South Carolina, within four hours. 

Richardson then learned of a substantial supply of food located at 
a Cuban camp about one mile from the Point Salines airstrip. The chief 
of staff ordered the logistics officer ( G 4 )  to provide the needed vehi- 
cles and, protected by an escort provided by the operations officer 
(G-3), Richardson traveled to the camp and discovered enough food to 
feed 1,000 people for several weeks. Certain supplies were taken for the 
prisonerldetainee camp. 

The Army's graves registration team did not arrive until Friday, 28 
October. Two days earlier, however, the presence of bodies had become 
a health problem. When General Trobaugh queried his staff regarding 
the applicable health and legal requirements, kchardson advised that 
the dead should be buried, the graves marked with identifying informa- 
tion, and the names and locations recorded on a master written roster. 

Lessons Learned by D+3 

By the end of the day on 28 October, Army lawyers had already drawn 
specific conclusions from their three days in Grenada. First, judge 
advocates must be included in the planning of contingency operations 
from the beginning; lack of notice hinders preparation for potential 
legal problems. Additionally, giving correct and complete legal advice 
depends on understanding the nature and purpose of the deployment, as 
well as the legal authority for the U.S. military action in issue. Second, 
providing soldiers legal advice prior to deployment is critical. Legal 
assistance, however, will be a continuing need for both deployed troops 
and their families. Third, the operation had shown that Army lawyers 
must be prepared to solve or advise on nonlegal or quasi-legal opera- 
tional issues, as well as legal matters associated with the conduct of the 
operation, and that many of these issues cannot be anticipated. 
Examples included the evacuation of U.S. nationals and the setting up 



of a graves registration system. Traditional issues of military justice 
were found to be of minimal concern initially; deployed soldiers were 
far too busy to get into serious trouble. Army lawyers did not render 
criminal law advice during their first few days on Grenada, except to 
provide guidance on potential nonjudicial proceedings for minor mis- 
conduct. Finally, the patrolling experiences of Captain Walsh demon- 
strated that judge advocates must expect to take on decidedly nonlegal 
responsibilities. 

Phase 11, State of Emergency, 29 October-15 November 1983 

Although an official end to hostilities came with Governor General 
Scoon's proclamation of a State of Emergency on 1 November 1983, 
the fighting on Grenada was over by 29 October. The three days 
between that date and the official start of the State of Emergency was 
a twilight period during which U.S. forces maintained order and pre- 
pared for the official return of a lawful, democratic government in 
Grenada. 

As additional legal expertise was required for the State of 
Emergency phase, Army lawyers from outside the 82d Airborne 
Division began arriving on 29 O~tober.~' Although the XVIII Airborne 
Corps had no follow-on mission in URGENT FURY, most of these new 
lawyers did come from that corps. As the corps was the 82d's higher 
headquarters and collocated with it at Fort Bragg, corps judge advo- 
cates had established a prior working relationship with the division. 

Colonel Downes, the corps staff judge advocate, had quickly 
deployed corps lawyers Lt. Col. John P. Weber, Maj. Normand J. 
Hamelin, and Capt. Marc L. Warren to Grenada. Working together, 
corps and division judge advocates focused on the requisition and 
seizure of Cuban and Grenadian property, both personal and real; relat- 
ed claims by owners for compensation; criminal matters; and adminis- 
trative law, to include the drafting of orders regulating the conduct of 
U.S. troops in Grenada. They also provided advice to the acting attor- 
ney general of Grenada on drafting a preventive detention ordinance 
and to U.S. State Department personnel on drafting a Status of Forces 
Agreement applicable to U.S. personnel in Grenada. Aside from the 
continuing need to provide legal assistance to troops and advice to 
those administering the prisoner of war camp, they also handled Law of 
War and other international law issues, including the alleged illegal 
bombing of a Grenadian hospital, the classification of detainees, the 
status of foreign diplomatic personnel, and issues surrounding the pos- 
session of war trophies. Additionally, judge advocates led the invesii- 
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gation of a friendly fire incident and drafted rules of engagement for 
the use of force by U.S. troops during the State of Emergency phase. 

Law ofWar and Other International Law Issues 
The 82d Airborne Division After Action Report for URGENTFURY 
records that ?he law of war responsibilities [were] perhaps the most 
unpredictable and the most difficult with which to deal.'m Given the 
lack of a declared state of war between the Unikd States and Grenada 
or Cuba and the resulting complexity of the prisoner of war issue in 
Grenada, the division's comment is not surprising. 

Responsibilities for Law of War issues in the State of Emergency 
phase passed to Major Hamelin,an international law specidist assigued 
to the XWIl Airborne Corps. Hamelin, who arrived on 3 1 October 
19&3, acted as a liaison to the U.S.embassy. By 4 November he had 
established a relationship with the principal outside organization 
observing U.S.conduct in Gremda, the fifteen-member team from the 
International Committee of the Red Cross. Working with the Red 
Cross,Hamelin ensured that Law of War principles were observed in 
the prisoner ofwar camp. 



An important Law of War lesson for all judge advocates was their 
recognition that it was their singular responsibility to ensure that com- 
manders complied with the Department of Defense Law of War 
Program, particularly its provisions requiring the investigation of any 
violations of the Law of War by or against U.S. military personnel.25 
This requirement resulted in two investigations. The first dealt with the 
bombing of a mental hospital near Fort Frederick in the southern sec- 
tion of the island. The second concerned the possible murder of a 
Marine Corps pilot who had landed his disabled helicopter near the 
small harbor of St. George'~.'~The investigating judge advocates quick- 
ly concluded that early involvement of the U.S. Army Criminal 
Investigation Command (CID) was the key to solving many of the more 
practical problems in both incidents. 

On 4 November, during the evening command briefing, the 
involved judge advocates initially debated whether a preliminary inves- 
tigation of the hospital bombing was required. At the time, the only sign 
of any violation of the Law of War was an ambiguous "news media 
report." But, as any credible report requires an inquiry, the decision was 
made to investigate, and Major Hamelin was tasked with the job. 

The next day Hamelin visited the mental hospital with two CID 
agents. The men took photographs showing that, unlike the roofs of 
other hospitals in Grenada, there was no red cross marking on the hos- 
pital roof. In addition, the walls of the building were marked with the 
symbol of the People's Revolutionary Army (large red dots on a white 
background), and a common wall joined the mental hospital to the rev- 
olutionary army headquarters building at Fort Frederick. They also 
noted that the People's Revolutionary Army had positioned two antiair- 
craft batteries approximately fifty meters fiom the mental hospital, near 
the nurses' quarters, and that on 25 October, the day of the bombing, 
weapons were fired from inside the hospital and fiom the antiaircraft 
positions adjacent to its walls. 

Based on this information, Hamelin concluded that there had been 
no violation of the Law ofwar. The findings of this initial investigation, 
later adopted by an investigative team sent by higher headquarters to 
examine reported war crimes in Grenada, demonstrated conclusively 
that no crime had occurred. The decision to conduct a prompt CID-sup- 
ported investigation not only ensured command compliance with the 
law, but also helped correct the erroneous report of a "war crime." Later 
news media reports accurately reflected these findings.27 

As for the Marine pilot, interrogation reports relating to a 
Grenadian national known as "Preacher Man" indicated that he had 
fired a full magazine fiom his AK-47 into the body of the already 



deceased pilot. While a violation of the Law of War, this did not con- 
stitute murder.28 

Another unanticipated international law issue that arose was the 
treatment of foreign diplomats. A number of Cubans had fled to the 
Soviet embassy, where they sought asylum and safe passage out of 
Grenada. Additionally, the diplomats of embassies and consulates of 
governments unfriendly to the United States frequently claimed 
"immunity" from searches for weapons conducted by U.S. soldiers at 
checkpoints. These claims of immunity and the general status of diplo- 
mats required Army lawyers to examine the Vienna Convention on 
Diplomatic relation^.^^ They concluded that the convention did not pre- 
clude checkpoint searches of diplomatic personnel suspected of pos- 
sessing guns or ammunition and that any such contraband discovered 
could be seized lawfully. Later, when many of these same diplomats- 
and their vehicles-were flown out of Grenada on C-141s, judge advo- 
cates again advised that the Vienna Convention did not prevent search- 
es of diplomats or their property aboard these military aircraft; legiti- 
mate safety and security concerns took priority.30 

Finally, Colonel Weber, the chief of administrative law for the 
XVIII Airborne Corps, advised the acting attorney general of Grenada 
on the contents of a preventive detention ordinance that would end the 
State of Emergency and set strict limits on the authority of foreign mil- 
itary personnel to apprehend, detain, search, and interrogate 
Grenadians. As U.S. and CPF personnel intended to continue manning 
roadblocks throughout the island in furtherance of public order, Weber 
drafted language for such an ~rdinance.~' 

Rules of Engagement 

Rules of engagement (ROE) are the commander's rules for the use of 
force. They are shaped not only by the Law of War, but also by the 
politico-military situation on the ground. The rules used in the hostili- 
ties phase in Grenada were the responsibility of the operational com- 
manders, and although the ROE link with the Law of War meant that 
Fort Bragg-based lawyers should have participated in their formula- 
tion, none did so, as judge advocates were not involved with the divi- 
sion's planning for URGENT FURY. 

By 2 November fighting on Grenada was at an end, and U.S. forces 
had assumed a peacekeeping role. The hostilities-phase rules of 
engagement naturally had focused on using force against an opposing 
armed force. Peacekeeping during the State-of-Emergency phase, how- 
ever, required new rules of engagement focused on restoring and then 



maintaining law and order. Guidelines on dealing with individuals car- 
rying or using weapons were needed. Consequently, Captains Walsh, 
Murray, and Mark Winkler worked with corps judge advocates Major 
Hamelin and Captain Warren in writing new rules of er~gagement.~' 
Lawyer involvement in the ROE process also flowed naturally fi-om the 
requirements of the 1979 Defense Department directive establishing 
the Law of War Program.I3 As noted previously, initially promulgated in 
1974 as a direct result of the Army's experiences in Vietnam, the direc- 
tive not only required that U.S. armed forces comply with the Law of 
War, but it also required that they implement training programs to pre- 
vent Law of War violations. Also required was the "prompt reporting 
and investigation" of violations of the Law of War. The rules of engage- 
ment remained the responsibility of the commander, and their formula- 
tion resided in the domain of the operations officer (G-3). However, the 
legal expertise required for the interpretation of and compliance with 
the Department of Defense Law of War Directive logically resulted in 
military lawyers advising on-and actually writing-the rules of 
engagement for peacekeeping activities in Grenada. 

These new rules of engagement required the application of "mini- 
mum force consistent with mission accomplishment." This mission was 
defined as "help[ing] restore and maintain law and order until such 
time as the host government can control the sit~ation."~~ The rules cov- 
ered the use of deadly and nondeadly force, targeting, self-defense, and 
warning shots, as well as procedures for controlling weapons, engaging 
snipers, and conducting searches. There was also an attempt to reduce 
the possibility of injury to "innocent bystanders" by severely restricting 
the use of force. For example, "great selectivity and precision" were 
required when using deadly force, and soldiers were to "aim, when pos- 
sible, to wound, not to Similarly, weapons were not to be fired 
"except at clearly identified point targets," and "loudspeakers" were to 
be used "to persuade" a sniper to surrender before resorting to "well- 
aimed fire."36 

These rules of engagement were used by 82d Airborne Division 
and XVIII Airborne Corps troopers after the cessation of hostilities, 
then by U.S. Forces, Grenada, and finally by the Military Support 
Element that remained in Grenada after combat troops had left. 

Claims 

Claims operations generated much goodwill among the populace in 
Grenada." A major issue involved compensation for the requisition or 
seizure of private property by U.S. forces. In the initial stages of 



URGENTFURY, the 82d Airborne Division had requisitioned or seized 
buildings, vehicles, and other property belonging to the Cuban and 
Grenadian governments, as well as to private individuals. 
Unfortunately, public and private property was used without a differen- 
tiation being made in ownership. In terms of private property, this 
meant that not only were requisitions or seizures made without the 
knowledge or approval of the command, but that no records were kept 
of what was seized or receipts given to the owners of the property. 
Consequently, when hostilities ended and Grenadians filed claims 
against the United States for loss of or damage to their private proper- 
ty, it was difficult to determine which claims merited compensation. 

To protect the interests of both Grenadian claimants and the United 
States, Army lawyers moved quickly to inform the command on the law 
governing the seizure and use of public and private property in combat 
operation^.'^ They advised that "enemy state" property may be used for 
any appropriate purpose. NO compensation is payable for the use of 
such public property, and it need not be returned to the hostile govern- 
ment at the cessation of hostilities. For example, it is permissible to use 
government vehicles, fuel, and other movable property. Public build- 
ings may also be occupied and used. The food Colonel Richardson 
seized on 26 October was but one small example of a seizure of enemy 
public property. 

Military attorneys also informed the command that private property 
might be seized or requisitioned if necessary to accomplish a military 
mission. Thus, privately owned movable property, such as cornrnunica- 
tions devices, vehicles, weapons, and ammunition, might be seized. Once 
hostilities ended, however, restoration of such seized property to its own- 
ers was required, and compensation must be paid for its use and any dam- 
age done to it. Thus, receipts should be given when property is seized and 
a record kept of all seizures. And while practically any type of private 
property might be requisitioned, judge advocates advised that requisi- 
tions be limited by the actual needs of the force, the extent of the coun- 
try's resources, and humanitarian obligations-prerequisites not applica- 
ble to the seizure of public property. Military lawyers further advised that 
coercion was permitted, if necessary, to requisition articles, but noted that 
the requisition of private property should be made only under the order 
of the senior area commander and recommended the establishment of a 
centralized system and payment in cash. If there was no cash available, a 
receipt was to be given. Again, however, once hostilities ceased, seized 
and requisitioned private property had to be restored to its owners and 
compensation paid. Finally, compensation had to be made for any dam- 
age to such property resulting from its use by U.S. personnel. 



On 28 October the Army was assigned sole responsibility for the 
adjudication and payment of all claims arising from URGENT FURY.Due 
to the number of claims, the commander of the U.S. Army Claims 
Service appointed Major Hamelin and Captain Warren as one-member 
claims commissions. As such, each could administratively settle a non- 
combat claim for personal injury, death, or property damage up to 
$2,500. The Claims Service also created a three-member commission, 
composed of Captain Warren, Colonel Weber, and a nonlawyer civil 
affairs officer, authorized to settle noncombat claims up to $25,000. 

By 30 October claims inquiries were being made by individuals 
whose homes had been looted or vehicles damaged. Judge advocates 
instructed these claimants that the U.S. Claims Office would open 
toward the end of the week on the wharf near a popular restaurant. On 
7 November, with the help of local Grenadian businessmen, a claims 
office with all three claims commissions in operation opened in a store- 
front location in downtown St. George's. By the end of the first week, 
claims judge advocates had received some seventy-five claims and had 
paid more than $5,000. 

Captain Warren, assigned to the XVIII Airborne Corps, led the ini- 
tial claims efforts in Grenada. Key to his success was the 114-ton Jeep. 
Wheeled transportation not only facilitated the investigation of claims, 
but also enabled judge advocates to gather valuable information to pass 
on to military intelligence officers. For example, while conducting an 
investigation, claims lawyers were informed of a hidden weapons 
cache. This information proved to be accurate, and it resulted in the 
first corps-level seizure of enemy A K 4 7  assault rifles, ammunition, 
and communications gear. 

Similarly, Grenadians filing claims sometimes provided informa- 
tion concerning individuals termed to be "bad actors," or Marxist New 
Jewel Movement members still at large. A man entered the St. George's 
claims office one morning and advised Captain Warren and the claims 
legal clerks that a Grenadian named Chester Humphries, then wanted 
by the police, was outside on the street at that very moment. As there 
were no other U.S. personnel in the area and the claims office had no 
radio or telephone capabilities, Captain Warren quickly closed the 
office, and he and the legal clerks set off in pursuit of Mr. Humphries. 
During a short chase, Humphries drew his .38-caliber revolver, but see- 
ing Warren's .45-caliber handgun and the legal clerks' M16 rifles lev- 
eled at him, he thought better of resisting. He was taken into custody 
and turned over to the local authorities. As a result of the Humphries 
episode and the constant high quality of information collected by 
claims lawyers, a counterintelligence soldier was subsequently 



assigned full-time to the claims office in St. George's to expedite the 
gathering of such data.39 

Filing compensation claims quickly became popular, and the rapid 
payment of these claims appeared to garner goodwill for the United 
States. However, the Foreign Claims Act prohibited the payment of 
combat-related damage. This restriction caused political difficulties for 
Army claims lawyers, as there was a desire on the part of other U.S. 
government agencies to quickly rebuild Grenada. Eventually, the U.S. 
Agency for International Development implemented a program to fund 
and pay validated Grenadian claims for combat damage. 

War Trophies and Soldier Conduct 

The regulation of the general conduct of GIs, to include the taking of 
captured property as war trophies and the treatment of detainees, 
involved critical issues. On the subject of war trophies, Army regula- 
tions did provide some guidance for individual soldiers. For example, 
contrary to the perception of many soldiers and commanders, it was 
illegal to privately possess certain captured items, such as an AK-47.40 
To assist the command group in controlling the seizing of items as war 
trophies, judge advocates authored a directive entitled "Captured 
Enemy Property." Army Maj. Gen. Jack B. Farris, who succeeded 
General Trobaugh as commander of U.S. Forces, Grenada, formally 
published this as an order on 8 N~vember.~'The directive prohibited the 
confiscation of private property and reminded soldiers that wrongfully 
taking such property constituted a violation of the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice. Soldiers were advised as well that enemy property 
became the property of the United States and that wrongfully retaining 
such property also violated the Uniform Code. The directive set forth a 
"limited exception," however, providing that "captured enemy military 
clothing (i.e., hats, shirts, belts, trousers and insignia)" might "be 
retained . . . as souvenirs." Certain items of captured enemy individual 
military equipment (i.e., helmets, loadbearing equipment, canteens, 
mess kits, and ammunition pouches) could also be taken as souvenirs, 
while bayonets and firearms could not.42 

Army lawyers drafted a second directive for General Farris' signa- 
ture, dealing with the treatment of Grenadian citizens and other foreign 
nationals detained by U.S. forces. This directive did not address the 
detainees housed in the prisonerldetainee compound, as their treatment 
was dictated by the GPW Convention. Rather, this directive focused 
specifically on the treatment of detainees at U.S. and Caribbean 
Peacekeeping Force checkpoints. Signed on 15 November, it required 



that "detained citizens of Grenada [be treated] courteously and 
humanely at all times." U.S. forces were not to threaten Grenadians and 
were to "respect their persons, property, family rights, religious con- 
victions, and customs." The directive emphasized that Grenadians must 
be treated "as citizens whom we wish to question, not as criminals," as 
most "are patriotic Grenadians who support the U.S. presence here." It 
went on to note that U.S. treatment "of each Grenadian must result in a 
reinforcement of his support of our mission." Additionally, soldiers 
were instructed to "employ only such minimum force as is absolutely 
necessary to detain a citizen," and were advised that "handcuffs, ropes, 
blindfolds, or other physical restraints will be used only when neces- 
sary to avoid flight or dangerous acts."43 

General Farris' directives on war trophies and the treatment of 
detainees provided clear guidance to the soldiers on Grenada and fur- 
thered the goal of peacekeeping after combat operations ended. 
Moreover, these two directives were the forerunners of the General 
Orders no. 1 issued in subsequent contingency operations in Asia and 
Africa. 

Criminal Law 

With the exception of several nonjudicial punishment proceedings con- 
ducted under Article 15 of the Uniform Code, little criminal law was 
practiced during the initial stages of URGENTFURY. Captain Walsh, 
legal adviser to the 3d Brigade, one of the two 82d Airborne Division 
brigades on Grenada, did inform the division staff judge advocate, 
Colonel Richardson, however, that two incidents might possibly be 
referred for court-martial at a later date, one for looting and one involv- 
ing a noncommissioned officer's striking a more senior sergeant. 
Consequently, Richardson requested that the division's chief of staff 
deploy a defense counsel to Grenada on 29 October. A U.S. Army Trial 
Defense Service attorney, Capt. Mark Winkler, arrived the next day. 

Several other incidents were more serious in nature. One of these 
occurred on the afternoon of 27 October, when the 3d Battalion, 
325th Infantry, an element of the 82dAirborne Division, requested air 
support against a suspected sniper position. The responding Navy air- 
craft inadvertently fired on the 2d Brigade command post. Seventeen 
soldiers were wounded, and one died. Captains Murray and Walsh 
immediately began a preliminary investigation, obtaining names, tak- 
ing statements, and recording other key information concerning this 
friendly fire incident; the Navy would require this data in order to 
conduct an in~estigation.~~ 



Phase 111, Stabilization, 15 November- I 5  December 

On 15 November 1983, Governor General Scoon, as head of the provi- 
sional government in Grenada, declared an end to the State of 
Emergency. The civilian government in Grenada was now able to func- 
tion, although U.S. military and Caribbean Police Force elements were 
asked to remain to assist in maintaining public order. This stabilization 
phase ended on 15 December, when all U.S. combat troops departed 
Grenada. The two principal legal activities occurring during this phase 
were the negotiation of a Status of Forces Agreement and the continued 
adjudication of claims. 

A Status of Forces Agreement normally affords a military force and 
its personnel certain forms of immunity from the criminal and civil jur- 
isdiction of a host country, as well as exemption from its duties, taxes, 
and immigration and customs laws. Prior to the U.S. intervention in 
Grenada on 25 October, there existed, of course, no such agreement 
regarding the United States and its military personnel. It was thus 
essential that one be concluded as soon as possible. Although 
Department of Defense and Department of State representatives nor- 
mally negotiate such treaties, their absence from Grenada resulted in 
Army lawyers' performing this function. 

As early as 1 November, U.S. Ambassador to Grenada Charles A. 
Gillespie contacted Army lawyers to inquire as to whether a Status of 
Forces Agreement was actually needed. Under international law, a for- 
eign combatant force engaged in hostilities does not require a Status of 
Forces Agreement. At the conclusion of hostilities, however, a status 
arrangement is generally required with any foreign force invited by a 
host country to remain on its territory. Consequently, Ambassador 
Gillespie tasked Major Hamelin with developing a draft status agree- 
ment that would be effective both during and after the State of 
Emergency proclaimed on 1 November 1983. 

During the first week of November the U.S. embassy received a 
message from the State Department in Washington, recommending a 
prompt agreement on the status of American forces. The message 
included a draft of proposed diplomatic notes that were to be 
exchanged between the ambassador and the Grenadian governor-gener- 
al, communicating a "waiver of jurisdiction" by the Grenadian execu- 
tive. Major Hamelin modified the draft notes in order to provide cover- 
age for civilian members accompanying the U.S. forces and their 
dependents, and then had the proposed notes retyped. These notes 
served as the basis for the Status of Forces Agreement when the State 
of Emergency ended on 15 November 1983. Under this agreement, U.S. 



forces were specifically exempted from all forms of Grenadian duties, 
taxes, charges, and levies, as well as from immigration and customs 
requirements. Additionally, U.S. forces were accorded the same status 
provided the technical and administrative staff of diplomatic missions, 
a limited form of diplomatic imm~nity.~' 

During the stabilization phase, judge advocate efforts also concen- 
trated increasingly on claims issues. By 12 December 1983, the claims 
operation had received 420 claims and had approved 240 of these, total- 
ing more than $241,000.46 Additional legal support during this period 
came from Lt. Col. Paul Seibold, chief of the Foreign Claims Division 
of the U.S. Army Claims Service. Seibold, who arrived on 15 
November and departed on 23 November, reviewed the claims opera- 
tion in Grenada and provided advice concerning the resolution of sev- 
eral high-dollar claims. 

When Major Hamelin returned to Fort Bragg at the end of 
November, his work as a one-member commissioner was taken over by 
Capt. John Hinton, an XVIII Airborne Corps attorney who had arrived 
in Grenada on 28 November. Army claims personnel also worked with 
the Department of State and the Agency for International Development 
to obtain funds and to establish procedures to pay combat-related 
claims not otherwise compensable under the Foreign Claims Act. By 
late 1984 the United States had paid claims totaling nearly $2 mill i~n.~'  

In retrospect, Army lawyers recommended that a foreign claims 
commission be appointed prior to a deployment. However small the 
size of an operation, the claims function is important, manpower-inten- 
sive work, and, due to the need for damage surveys, it requires at least 
one mobile claims office. Another factor contributing to this recom- 
mendation was the recognized need to have claims filed as promptly as 
possible to ease the investigative process, which grows more difficult 
with the passage of time. The ability of U.S. Forces, Grenada, to rapid- 
ly establish a claims office and to broadcast its location and purpose 
through civil affairs offices and local media such as Spice Island Radio 
proved critical.48 

Judge Advocate Activities at Fort Bragg, 25 October-I5 
December 1983 

During URGENTFURY, Army lawyers at Fort Bragg focused on provid- 
ing legal assistance to the family members of soldiers deployed to 
Grenada. While this was a traditional legal function, the rapid nature of 
the operation altered the tempo of the work dramatically. Much was 
required, especially in the area of wills and powers of attorney. Colonel 



Richardson estimated that his office prepared some 1,500 powers of 
attorney and over 100 wills during the first seventy-two hours of 
URGENTFuRY.~~  FURY unfolded, the 82d's staff judge But, as URGENT 
advocate's office was simply overwhelmed by the volume of requests, 
demonstrating the need for judge advocates to have units "Preparation 
for Overseas Readiness-qualified" in advance of future operations. 

Within twenty-four hours of alert notification on 25 October, Army 
lawyers were participating in the newly opened Family Assistance 
Center, a facility on Ardennes Street at Fort Bragg, manned twenty-four 
hours a day. Judge advocates joined in family assistance briefings con- 
ducted there, informing family members of the available legal advice 
and how to obtain it. Army lawyers also contacted the branch manager 
of the bank on Fort Bragg and advised him that family members with 
powers of attorney would be negotiating soldiers' checks. As a result, 
the manager briefed his employees on powers of attorney and directed 
that any problems with transactions be brought to him immediately. He 
would then call Maj. Richard Gasperini, the division rear staff judge 
advocate, to resolve any difficulties. 

Another area of judge advocate involvement was that of assisting 
in the operation of the site used to store the privately owned vehicles of 
deployed soldiers. Upon deployment, the 82d Division had implement- 
ed a preplanned storage arrangement administered by the division adju- 
tant general that involved parking more than 1,000 vehicles in an open 
field. When these began to be vandalized, the division deputy staff 
judge advocate recommended additional security measures for the pro- 
tection of the stored property in order to reduce the number of possible 
future claims. Later, when soldiers retrieved their vehicles, Army 
lawyers had drafted a claims form and developed a claims procedure 
that greatly accelerated the claims process. 

Finally, the legal authority of rear detachment commanders, offi- 
cers placed in charge of personnel and property left behind by deploy- 
ing units, had surfaced as an issue. Their authority to take judicial, non- 
judicial, and administrative action was greatly re~tricted,~'as Army 
lawyers had determined that rear commanders were not legal "com- 
manders" imbued with authority under the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice. Prior to this issue's becoming a serious problem, however, the 
redeployment of many units to Fort Bragg rendered it moot. Note was 
made, nevertheless, that had the deployment to Grenada lasted a longer 
period of time, Army lawyers would have been required to assist rear 
commanders in obtaining the authority under the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice necessary to maintain good order and discipline in 
their command^.^' 



Conclusion 

Both the nature and the tempo of the deployment to Grenada presented 
novel legal challenges for the twelve or so judge advocates who served 
there from 25 October to 15 December. Most important, however, 
Grenada served as a watershed in the evolution of a formal recognition 
by the leadership of the Judge Advocate General's Corps that Army 
lawyers could no longer focus on performing traditional peacetime 
legal functions in what had become a contingency-oriented Army. As 
Colonel Richardson stated in his After Action Report: "You can only 
tell the CO [Commanding Officer] that he can't shoot the prisoners so 
many times. You reach a point at which, when the boss has run out of 
beans and bullets, has certain equipment requirements, and has the 
locals clamoring to be paid for property damage; you have to be pre- 
pared to provide the best possible legal advice concerning these issues 
as well." 52 

Captain Walsh, whose experience in Grenada included both legal 
work and combat, echoed Richardson's sentiments when he called 
URGENTFURYa "wake-up call" for the Judge Advocate General's 
Corps. That is, while Army lawyers in Vietnam certainly had handled a 
broad variety of legal and nonlegal issues, there had been no resulting 
institutional recognition that a deployed judge advocate must be pre- 
pared to advise on the many legal matters associated with the actual 
conduct of the operation itself. URGENT FURY had shown clearly that a 
continued failure to recognize and act on this fact was no longer accept- 
able. Additionally, the post-Vietnam establishment of a Defense 
Department Law of War Program, and the new responsibilities that it 
placed upon Army judge advocates, also served to underscore the obvi- 
ous-that the role of the judge advocate must undergo a fundamental 
change if Army lawyers were to make meaningful contributions to 
future military operations. 

In sum, the experiences of judge advocates in Grenada resulted in 
the Judge Advocate General's Corps' formal acknowledgment, as an 
institution, that judge advocates must be trained and resourced to pro- 
vide timely advice on a broad range of legal issues associated with the 
conduct of military operations. Beginning in 1986, there was a con- 
certed effort to reconfigure the corps' assets and training to meet these 
newly perceived challenges. Thus, URGENT FURYserved as a catalyst 
for the development of a new military legal discipline referred to as 
"operational law," a compendium of domestic, foreign, and interna- 
tional law applicable to U.S. forces engaged in combat or operations 
other than war.53 As Army lawyers were to learn over the next decade, 



operational law would become increasingly critical to deployed com- 
manders, and judge advocates, a vital part of their operational staff, 
would enhance mission success as never before. 
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Panama 
Operation JUSTCAUSE,1989- 1 990 

After JUST CAUSE,I realized that you can't think of yourself 
in terms of a single role . . . [rather] you must think of 
yourself as a problem solver and be prepared to  solve 
legal and non-legal problems quickly and with confidence.' 

-Col. lames j. Smith 
Staffjudge Advocate, 82d Airborne Division 

Operation JUST CAUSE 

In February 1988 federal grand juries in Miami and Tampa, Florida, 
indicted Panama's de facto leader, General Manuel A. Noriega, on 
numerous counts of drug trafficking. Thereafter, relations between 
Panama and the United States deteriorated steadily and, for the remain- 
der of 1988 and into 1989, General Noriega and the National Assembly 
representatives whom he controlled became increasingly aggressive 
toward the United States and its military personnel in Panama. When, 
as a result, Congress cut off U.S. economic and military aid to Panama, 
Noriega turned to Cuba, Nicaragua, and Libya for money and weapons. 

As Noriega's campaign of harassing U.S. citizens in Panama con- 
tinued, President George H. W. Bush and others in his administration 
came to believe that the 30,000 Americans resident there were in dan- 
ger, as was the operation of the Panama Canal. During Panamanian 
elections in May 1989, opposition candidates led by Guillermo Endara 
won by a three-to-one margin; Noriega, however, nullified the results 
and sanctioned violence against the winners. 

Army General Maxwell R. Thurman, the new Commander in 
Chief, U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM), accelerated the 
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buildup of U.S.forces in Panama, bringing nearly 1,000 soldiers from 
the 7thInfantry Division (Light) rand more than700 mops from the 5th 
Mantry Division (Mechanized) to Panama in May. These soldiers,part 
of Operation N ~ DANCER,D initially provided a show of force and 
Iater played a significantrole in the planning for OperationJUST CAUSE. 
In all, some 13,000 American troops, from all of the services, were in 
Panama before the start of hostilities? They faced a Panama Defense 
Force of some 14,000 men,of whom at least 4,000 were well trained 
rtnd well equipped for combat. Supplementing the Panamanian armed 
forces were civilian defense committees, called Dignity Battalions. 
These armed civilians gave Noriega and his key henchmen an addi-
tional tool for controllingPanamanian citizens.3 

Exercising his authority under the Goldwater-Nichols Defense 
ReorganizationAct of 1986, General Thurman selected Amy Lt. Gen. 
Carl W. Stiner, the commander of the XWI Airborne Corps, to take 
charge of Joint Task Force SOUTA,the multiservice task force that 



would ultimately execute Operation JUST CAUSE. Stiner took control of 
a conventional force that would grow to 22,000 soldiers, 3,400 airmen, 
900 marines, and 700 sailors, and he accelerated planning for potential 
combat operations in Panama.4 But while Stiner was in charge of all 
conventional forces, special operations units fell under Army Maj. Gen. 
Wayne A. Downing, the commanding general of the Joint Special 
Operations Task Force. These included the Rangers, Army Special 
Missions Units, and Navy Special Warfare Units. Both Generals Stiner 
and Downing reported directly to General Thurman. 

The culmination of increasingly hostile relations between the 
United States and the Noriega regime came on 15 December 1989, 
when Panama's National Assembly declared that a state of war existed 
between Panama and the United States and Noriega proclaimed himself 
"Maximum Leader." The next evening a Panama Defense Force soldier 
shot at three American officers in an automobile; one, Marine 1st Lt. 
Robert Paz, was killed. His death precipitated Operation JUST CAUSE, 
authorized by President Bush on 17 December 1989. Its goals were "to 
create an environment safe for Americans there, ensure the integrity of 
the Panama Canal, provide a stable environment for the freely elected 
Endara government, and bring Noriega to ju~tice."~ 

Just after midnight on 20 December 1989, some 700 U.S. Army 
Rangers parachuted onto the Rio Hato military base and Torrijos- 
Tocumen Airfield near Panama City. In these assaults on the Panama 
Defense Force, the Americans surprised and overwhelmed the defend- 
ers and, by first light, secured the airfields. Joint Special Operations 
Task Force units seized other key structures and terrain. At the same 
time, on the opposite side of the isthmus, a composite brigade from the 
7th Infantry Division left its encampment. Its soldiers quickly secured 
key terrain around Fort Sherman Army Base, the city of Colon, Madden 
Dam, the Gatun Locks on the Panama Canal, and Coco Solo Naval 
S ta t i~n .~(Map 5) 

A few hours later, conventional force operations began near 
Panama City after the 82d Airborne Division followed the Rangers in 
an airdrop on Tocumen airfield. The remainder of the 7th Infantry 
Division landed at Howard Air Force Base and took position on the 
western side of Panama City. The 9th Infantry, part of the 7th Infantry 
Division, moved into Panama City to join with elements of the 82d. 
Finally, the 193d Infantry Brigade, joined by elements of the 5th 
Infantry Division (Mechanized) from Fort Polk, Louisiana, secured 
Fort Amador, La Comandancia (the headquarters of the Panama 
Defense Force), and the U.S. embassy. With La Comandancia in U.S. 
hands and Noriega in hiding, organized opposition ended quickly. By 



the end of the first day of JUST CAUSE, the Panama Canal had 
reopened. 

By 22 December fighting was at an end in Panama City. American 
units in western Panama, however, continued operations to round up 
remaining enemy units. Except for isolated incidents, armed resistance 
to U.S. intervention ended by 24 December (D+4). The only remaining 
objective was the capture of Noriega, an effort led by the Joint Special 
Operations Task Force. After Noriega was discovered to have taken 
refuge in the residence of the papal nuncio, General Downing's special 
operations personnel ensured that he stayed there. After the Vatican sig- 
naled that his diplomatic immunity at the Nunciatura soon would be lift- 
ed, Noriega surrendered to U.S. forces on 3 January 1990. On the basis 
of outstanding federal indictments, Noriega was subsequently arrested 
by U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration agents and flown to Florida.' 

With combat action diminishing rapidly, General Thurrnan initiated 
PROMOTE his follow-on civil affairs operation. Consequently, a LIBERTY, 
civil-military task force began concentrating on public safety, health, and 
law enforcement measures. Specific actions included distributing food 
and medical supplies; helping establish a new Panamanian police force, 
the Fuerza Publica; and working to develop public support for the Endara 
government.* By the time JUST CAUSE officially ended on 11 January 
1990, Army units totaling some 27,000 soldiers had parti~ipated.~ 

Organization of Legal Services 

The organization of legal services paralleled the command structure, 
with Army Col. John K. Wallace I11 serving as the staff judge advocate 
(SJA) to the SOUTHCOM commander in chief. (Chart 5) Wallace's 
legal operation, which consisted of himself and an Air Force and a 
Marine Corps judge advocate, was located at Quarry Heights in 
Panama City. The SOUTHCOM Army component, U.S. Army South 
(USARSO), headquartered to the northwest of Panama City at Fort 
Clayton, had its own staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. James S. Russell. 
Russell had thirteen Army lawyers in his operation, providing a full 
range of legal services to the command group and to Army soldiers and 
their families in Panama. The large number of judge advocates already 
in Panama allowed the joint task force legal adviser and judge advo- 
cates in Army units in the joint force to deploy to Panama with a mini- 
mum number of personnel and legal materials. (Map 6) 

Although SOUTHCOM and USARSO judge advocates played 
important roles in JUST CAUSE, the authority given by General Thurman 
to Generals Stiner and Downing in planning and executing JUST CAUSE 
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resulted in their judge advocates becoming the key legal advisers dur- 
ing hostilities. Thus, as the military operation unfolded, Army lawyers 
deploying from Fort Bragg and Fort Ord provided direct legal support 
to units in Joint Task Force SOUTH and the Joint Special Operations 
Task Force. And, as almost all combat operations were conducted by 
units deploying to Panama, almost all operational legal advice came 
from judge advocates assigned to these units. The Fort Bragg lawyers, 
however, consulted frequently with those of SOUTHCOM, USARSO, 
and the 7th Infantry Division. 

After assuming command of Joint Task Force SOUTH, General 
Stiner selected the XVIII Airborne Corps' staff judge advocate, Col. 





John R. Bozeman, as the task force legal adviser. Given Stiner's exist- 
ing relationship with Bozeman, this was a logical choice. However, 
Bozeman's background also made him ideal for the job. A combat vet- 
eran who had served in Vietnam with the 5th Special Forces Group 
(Airborne), Colonel Bozeman also had prior experience as an armored 
division staff judge advocate and had served in the Pentagon in the 
Office of the Judge Advocate General. Based on his knowledge of 
existing legal operations at U.S. Southern Command and U.S. Army 
South, Bozeman decided that a lean judge advocate operation would be 
sufficient. Consequently, he deployed with only his chief of operational 
law, Capt. Kevin H. Govern. Although Bozeman would later deploy 
Maj. John E. Baker and Capt. Michael T. Rudisill from Fort Bragg to 
serve as claims judge advocates, the number of corps lawyers in 
Panama remained small; only four judge advocates from the XVIII 
Airborne Corps participated in JUST CAUSE." 

The two major conventional Army units in Stiner's task force were 
the 82d Airborne and 7th Infantry Divisions. Like Colonel Bozeman, 
the staff judge advocate at the 82d, Lt. Col. James J. Smith, decided that 
a small legal operation was appropriate. Colonel Smith decided to 
deploy alone and was the only judge advocate with the division until 24 
December, when Capt. William M. Mayes arrived. The arrival two days 
later of a third division judge advocate, Capt. Charles D. Luckey, gave 
the 82d Airborne Division the highest number of Army lawyers it 
would deploy during JUST CAUSE. At the 7th Infantry Division, Lt. Col. 
David A. Shull, the Fort Ord deputy staff judge advocate, deployed to 
Panama as the division staff judge advocate. Having already deployed 
to Panama some months earlier as the 9th Infantry's regimental judge 
advocate during Operation NIMROD DANCER,Colonel Shull was well 
prepared to return. He deployed with Capts. James M. Davis and Robin 
L. Johnson, affording each brigade a command legal adviser. Another 
7th Infantry Division judge advocate, Capt. Michael E. Sainsbury, was 
already in Panama serving at Fort Sherman as the command judge 
advocate to the 3d Brigade, which had deployed from Fort Ord a few 
months earlier. Another Army lawyer, Capt. Norman F. J. Allen 111, a 
member of the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service, was also in Panama 
serving as defense counsel for the brigade." 

Operation JUST CAUSE was characterized by a robust use of special 
operations. Consequently, judge advocates assigned to a number of 
Army special operations units under General Downing's command 
served in Panama." General Downing's staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. 
Donald P. DeCort, and Maj. John M. Smith I11 provided legal advice to 
Army units in the Joint Special Operations Task Force, while Capt. 



Philip W. Lindley, a judge advocate assigned to the 75th Ranger 
Regiment, served as the regiment's command judge advocate. 

Judge Advocate Predeployment Activities 

Based on the experience of Operation URGENT FURY in Grenada 
and on the extensive operational law training then being provided to 
Army judge advocates as an integral part of the rapidly evolving prac- 
tice of operational law, Army lawyers first focused extensively on two 
areas in planning for JUST CAUSE: rules of engagement (ROE) and 
preparation for overseas movement. This predeployment activity 
reflected the radical change that had occurred in the role of judge advo- 
cates since the Vietnam era. There, Army attorneys played no part in 
drafting rules of engagement or in reviewing operations plans, and 
emphasis was not placed on providing legal assistance as an essential 
part of preparing soldiers for deployment. However, the emergence of 
operational law clearly reflected an institutional recognition by the 
Judge Advocate General's Corps that A m y  lawyers must be integrated 
into military operations at all levels and during all phases. It was no 
longer enough to be "just" a lawyer: a judge advocate now had to be an 
individual who could resolve the increasingly wide array of legal issues 
impacting on the conduct of an operation. In the predeployment phase 
of JUST CAUSE, this meant focusing on rules of engagement and the per- 
sonal legal needs of the soldiers preparing to deploy. 

Rules of Engagement 

Unlike Operation URGENT FURY, for which little judge advocate plan- 
ning was possible, Army lawyers began planning for a possible deploy- 
ment to Panama almost a year and a half prior to the operation. Thus, 
in 1988 the SOUTHCOM staff judge advocate assisted in the develop- 
ment of rules of engagement for any hture intervention. These were 
submitted for review and approval to Army Col. Fred K. Green, the 
legal adviser to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Then, follow- 
ing an aborted coup attempt by dissident elements of the Panama 
Defense Force in October 1989, Army judge advocates at the XVIII 
Airborne Corps, the 82d Airborne Division, the 7th Infantry Division, 
and at Army special operations forces began more serious preparations. 
First, they tailored the SOUTHCOM rules of engagement for use by 
their own units. When the SOUTHCOM commander directed the 
rewriting of his operations plan, however, all subordinate plans had to 
be revised. During this exercise, the 82d Airborne Division staff judge 
advocate, Colonel Smith, and the 7th Infantry Division deputy staff 



judge advocate, Colonel Shull, as well as the XVIII Airborne Corps 
staffjudge advocate, Colonel Bozeman, and his deputy, Lt. Col. Patrick 
Finnegan, coordinated with the operational planners at the division, 
corps, and joint command levels and drafted a common rules of 
engagement annex for inclusion in each operations plan. 

In tailoring the SOUTHCOM rules of engagement for Joint Task 
Force SOUTH, Bozeman and the other Army lawyers started with two 
basic propositions. The first was that a soldier might always exercise 
his right of self-defense, regardless of any restrictions on the use of 
force that might exist in the rules of engagement. Restrictions on the 
use of deadly force in Operation URGENTFURYhad been criticized as 
infringing on the right of self-defense and, although no resulting harm 
had occurred to U.S. personnel during combat operations in Grenada, 
all concerned wished to avoid a similar problem in Panama. Thus, the 
rules had to be written so that a soldier would not hesitate to defend 
himself or others in his unit. The second basic ground rule was that the 
rules of engagement would adhere strictly to the Law of War and that 
particular emphasis would be placed on minimizing collateral damage 
and casualties." 

In addition to these two basic ground rules, General Stiner, the 
Joint Task Force South commander, raised five specific concerns that, 
operating together, resulted in more restrictive rules of enagement. 
These five concerns originated in a meeting involving Generals Stiner 
and Thurman and the SOUTHCOM staff, and Stiner subsequently 
tasked Colonel Bozeman to account for them in the proposed rules of 
engagement for the joint task force. This was a decision that was to 
have a significant impact on Bozeman and the other judge advocates 
(as well as on the Judge Advocate General's Corps as a whole), for the 
development of rules of engagement had been exclusively an opera- 
tions (J-3/G-3) function. Army lawyers at that time ordinarily expect- 
ed only to review operations work, not to actively participate in it. 

Colonel Finnegan, Bozeman's deputy at the XVIII Airborne Corps, 
took the lead in revising the rules to incorporate the five concerns at 
issue. The first item related to armed civilians accompanying the 
Panama Defense Forces who, although they could be considered a hos- 
tile force and subject to attack, would perhaps surrender immediately if 
provided an opportunity. As Stiner wished these Dignity Battalion 
members to have such an opportunity, the rules of engagement includ- 
ed a warning requirement. 

Stiner's second concern was the circumstances under which civil- 
ian aircraft could be targeted. He feared that commercial aircraft might 
transport enemy forces or supplies both into and around Panama. But if 



such a civilian plane was brought down erroneously, with a commen- 
surate loss of life, the result would be a public relations disaster. 
Consequently, Colonel Bozeman suggested a heightened level of con- 
trol for the approval of engaging civilian aircraft. No civilian aircraft, 
even if thought to be transporting General Noriega or other enemy per- 
sonnel or supplies, would be engaged without the personal approval of 
General Stiner. l 4  

A third issue concerned the use of indirect fire in populated areas. 
As such fire by its very nature has the potential to cause excessive col- 
lateral damage, Stiner wanted its use approved at an elevated level. As 
a result, only a ground maneuver commander in the grade of lieutenant 
colonel or above could approve the use of indirect fire in populated 
areas.I5 

General Stiner's fourth concern was regulation of air-to-ground 
attacks in populated areas, as such bombardments also ran the risk of 
causing extensive collateral damage. Thus, the rules of engagement 
provided that if civilians were present, close air support, white phos- 
phorus bombs, and incendiary weapons could not be used without the 
approval of the task force commander.I6 

A fifth issue, brought to Stiner's attention by the Joint Special 
Operations Command (JSOC), concerned the treatment of individuals 
captured or detained during hostilities. The JSOC staffjudge advocate, 
Colonel DeCort, suggested that every soldier be instructed to initially 
treat every Panamanian captured or detained as a prisoner of war 
(POW). This proposal was adopted, for it ensured compliance with the 
Law of War, eliminated the need for an on-the-spot decision concern- 
ing the type of treatment to accord a captive, and assured maximum 
protection for each detainee. Consequently, the rules of engagement 
required that all those detained or captured be treated as prisoners of 
war. Under these rules, captured Panamanians would receive treatment 
as prisoners of war until their actual status could be determined, even 
following their transfer to a detainee encampment at Empire Range." 

By the time Operation JUST CAUSE began on 20 December, rules of 
engagement for American combat units already in or deploying to 
Panama were firmly in place. Their basic thrust was to use maximum 
fire power, but to minimize collateral damage and suffering, so that 
when hostilities ceased, normal life could be resumed as quickly as 
possible. With this in mind, judge advocates at the 7th Infantry and 82d 
Airborne Divisions and at Army Special Operations Command provid- 
ed instruction on the task force rules of engagement. Some Army 
lawyers went even further. Those at the 7th Infantry and 82d Airborne 
Divisions, for example, printed and distributed thousands of small 



cards containing the rules of engagement, enabling each soldier to have 
a written reference that could fit into his or her pocket.18 

Preparation for Overseas Movement 

As the result of operational law training, judge advocates serving with 
combat units in the late 1980s recognized that preparations for hostil- 
ities would be accompanied by a flurry of requests for wills and pow- 
ers of attorney. They adopted various strategies to reduce such last- 
minute requests. A year prior to JUST CAUSE, for example, Colonel 
Smith had implemented a four-part program at the 82d Airborne 
Division. First, upon entering the division, soldiers were offered the 
chance to obtain wills and powers of attorney, and then each time their 
unit entered a new training cycle, they were again offered the oppor- 
tunity to obtain these legal documents. Third, division legal assistance 
officers held a "One-Stop Will Program" every Friday and drafted and 
executed wills at the same time. Finally, soldiers were invited to 
arrange for their wills or powers of attorney by appointment or on a 
walk-in basis. 

Although implementing this predeployment readiness program did 
reduce the demand for last-minute legal documents, soldiers still made 
requests. Thus, late on 18 December and early the next day, the chief of 
legal assistance, Capt. David V: B. Price; the deputy staff judge advo- 
cate, Maj. Joseph A. Russelburg; and the operational law attorney, 
Captain Mayes, executed wills and fill-in-the-blank general powers of 
attorney for paratroopers assembled in the personnel holding area at 
Pope Air Force Base. However, the fact that only twelve wills and 
approximately a hundred powers of attorney were prepared in the stag- 
ing area demonstrated the success of preventive legal assistance.19 

Similarly, at the 7th Infantry Division at Fort Ord, California, an 
aggressive preventive law program meant that as a battalion came into 
rotation as the most deployable unit, its soldiers were offered the oppor- 
tunity to prepare wills and powers of attorney. Additionally, as brigades 
from the division had already deployed routinely to Panama in the 
months preceding JUST CAUSE, many soldiers in that division had up- 
to-date wills and powers of attorney. Consequently, as with the 82d, the 
7th Infantry Division's aggressive approach paid dividends. During the 
final December deployment, only about 450 wills or powers of attorney 
were prepared for the 4,500 troops deploying to Panama. But, as these 
had to be completed in just two and one-half days, the division's 
lawyers worked round-the-clock at Fort Ord and Travis Air Force Base, 
where division troops gathered to board aircraft for their flight to 
Panama. While most documents were generated using special Legal 



Automation Army-Wide System computer software, some were fill-in- 
the-blank doc~rnents .~~ 

Overall, the Judge Advocate General's Corps' operational law 
emphasis on predeployment legal assistance produced positive results. 
In URGENTFURY,40 to 60 percent of deployed forces required legal 
assistance. In JUST CAUSE, the percentage was much less-around 10 
percent of those depl~yed.~' Finally, both the 82d Airborne and 7th 
Infantry Divisions established family assistance centers similar to those 
in place during URGENTFURY. Judge advocates participated fully in 
these operations, providing family members with legal advice and 
assistance that eased the difficulties of separation from their deployed 
soldier spouses. 

judge Advocate Activities During Hostilities 

The first Army lawyer to deploy to Panama from the United States with 
combat forces was Colonel Smith, the staff judge advocate of the 82d 
Airborne Division. An experienced attorney who had seen combat as an 
adviser to Vietnamese units some twenty years earlier, Smith was on 
the leading aircraft with the division commander, Maj. Gen. James H. 
Johnson, Jr. Smith carried a .45-caliber pistol, thirty rounds, his pro- 
tective mask, and six meals, ready to eat. The side pocket of his battle 
dress uniform contained a microfiche Manual for Courts-Martial, a 
fiche handreader, and a notary seal, along with condensed versions of 
Army regulations on military justice, war trophies, and claims. He car- 
ried Field Manual 27-10, The Law of Land Warfare, in the top of his 
rucksack. Sleet and ice at Pope Air Force Base delayed the departure of 
his C-141, but once airborne, Colonel Smith donned his parachute, as 
did the rest of the assault command post. Then, at 3:36 A.M. on 20 
December 1989, he jumped into the darkness. Smith and the other para- 
troopers came under fire; indeed, he had seen the flash of tracer rounds 
coming toward them before he had jumped from the plane. After land- 
ing in a marsh adjacent to Torrijos-Tocumen Airport, Colonel Smith 
made his way through the head-high vegetation to an assembly area 
near the runway. During this time, his biggest fear was not the enemy, 
but "getting shot by some private"; casualties from friendly fire were a 
very real possibility in the dark.22 

By 4:30 A.M., Colonel Smith was in the assembly area, and within 
an hour he received his first legal questions. Some of the division's 
M55 1A1 Sheridan armored reconnaissance vehcles, dropped by para- 
chute, had landed in the mud next to the airport. As they were too 
deeply mired to be driven, the aviation brigade commander asked if his 
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pilots could take control ofPanama Defense Force helicopters and use 
them to extract these vehicles. Additionally, the &vision logistics offi-
cer (G-4) wanted to know if civilian cars and trucks located at the air-
field could be taken and used by division troops. Most of the 7,000 
paratroopers now on the ground were without vehicles, but transport 
was needed if the division was to move rapidly in the next hours and 
days. Knowing that the Law of War permitted the confiscation of 
enemy military equipment and that certain civilian private movable 
property necessary for mission success could be seized, Colonel Smith 
advised that the he1icopters and vehicles could be taken irn~nediately.'~ 

By 10 A.M. Colonel Smith was busy visiting the airport's main pas-
senger terminal, which housed the civilian detainee and prisoner of war 
collection point. Military intelligence personnel were questioning the 
detainees and prisoners. Anticipating legal issues, Smith realized that 
most of the 400 detainees were passengers trapped in the airport 



because of the ongoing hostilities. Consequently, Colonel Smith coun- 
seled accelerated interrogation and early release of these men and 
women. Otherwise, the humanitarian protect,ions afforded detained per- 
sons under international law would require that they be provided food 
and perhaps other care-something the division lacked the ability to 
do. By 3 P.M. the division was releasing civilian detainees, and its civil 
affairs (G-5) staff was transporting them to downtown Panama City. 

At a briefing for General Johnson later that evening, Colonel Smith 
learned that American soldiers operating near Tinajitas, two miles north 
of Panama City, had been fired upon by enemy soldiers. The 
Panamanian troops had been positioned in a temple, which the U.S. 
paratroopers had damaged in an ensuing firefight. Now, after the fact, 
Smith was asked if a cultural site could be targeted if used by the 
enemy. Explaining that enemy misuse of the temple had resulted in the 
loss of its protected status under the Law of War, Colonel Smith 
advised that firing on the structure had been lawhl.'" 

Early on the morning of 21 December Smith got a few hours' 
sleep-his first in two days. Later that morning he advised the division 
logistics officer concerning the disposition of Panamanian military 
and civilian bodies being stored in a Marriott Corporation freezer at 
the airport and coordinated the transfer of enemy prisoners of war 
from the division to the XVIII Airborne Corps. Lt. Col. Daniel K. 
McNeill, the acting chief of staff and head of division operations 
(G-3), made no decisions related to civilians without conferring with 
Colonel Smith. At the 82d Airborne, the staff judge advocate was 
expected to solve legal, quasi-legal, and other related problems quick- 
ly and with ~ o n f i d e n c e . ~ ~  

In contrast to the 82d Airborne Division, the 7th Infantry Division 
had not been in combat since the Korean War; its deployment of some 
4,500 soldiers to Panama was its first large-scale operation in more 
than thirty years. Since the division's top lawyer remained at Fort Ord, 
it was the division's deputy staff judge advocate, Colonel Shull, who 
deployed with the division from Travis Air Force Base on 20 December. 
Captain Johnson, the 2d Brigade judge advocate, climbed aboard a C-5 
aircraft that same morning. Both Shull and Johnson landed in Panama 
after Tocumen airfield had been secured. Colonel Shull then went to 
Fort Amador, while Captain Johnson stayed with her brigade headquar- 
ters at Tocumen. Captains Sainsburg and Allen, the two 7th Division 
attorneys already in Panama, remained at Fort Sherman. 

Captain Johnson was not the only lawyer to deploy initially with 
the brigade-a defense counsel, Capt. Robbie W. Bare, also deployed. 
Johnson, however, provided all legal advice to the brigade's comman- 



ders and their staffs. From the beginning, she faced a number of 
issues requiring both sound legal analysis and common sense. Her 
first legal question concerned the treatment of enemy dead. A number 
of uniformed Panamanian bodies had been discovered by brigade per- 
sonnel. What should be done with them? After coordinating with 
other Army lawyers, Captain Johnson advised that the bodies should 
be placed in the refrigerators in the Eastern Airlines facility at 
Tocumen airport. This safeguarded them from animals, prevented 
their deterioration in the heat, and aided in hture identification-all 
actions ensuring compliance with the applicable Geneva 
Conventions. Shortly thereafter, Captain Johnson also responded to 
an inquiry from the Rangers. They were concerned about damage 
done to a Panama Defense Force medical treatment clinic at Rio Hato. 
The Rangers had been fired upon by persons in the clinic and had 
damaged it when returning fire. Recognizing that the Panamanian 
actions had caused the clinic to lose its protected status, Captain 
Johnson informed the Rangers that their return of fire-and the 
resulting damage-was permis~ible.~~ 

Other judge advocates serving with the 7th Infantry Division, like 
the Trial Defense Service's Captain Allen, also combined sound legal 
advice with common sense. Thus, when the executive officer at 9th 
Infantry proposed setting up his regiment's headquarters in a building 
near a church, Allen advised against it. While it was true that the Law 
of War did not prohibit using this building, it appeared unwise to posi- 
tion a potential military target so close to a protected building. As a 
result, the command set up its headquarters elsewhere. Over the next 
few days Captain Allen remained at the brigade tactical operations ten-
ter, answering legal questions when they arose, but also "doing any- 
thing that needed doing."27 

While judge advocates at the 82d Airborne and 7th Infantry Divisions 
handled both legal and nonlegal issues, legal operations at the XVIII 
Airborne Corps also were under way. Colonel Bozeman had arrived at 
Howard Air Force Base about 8:30 A.M. on 20 December, although his 
departure from Fort Bragg-like that of hundreds of soldiers-had been 
delayed by ice on the wings of his C-141 aircraft. Bozeman went direct- 
ly to Fort Clayton, the location of the emergency operations center for the 
joint task force. Bozeman was the lone judge advocate at the center until 
later that day, when Captain Govern, a member of Bozeman's office at 
Fort Bragg, arrived in Panama and joined him.28 

Originally, Colonel Bozeman had intended that Captain Govern 
assist him at the joint task force, but the volume and intensity of issues 
facing Col. Lawrence Brede at the 16th Military Police Brigade 



(Airborne) resulted in a change of plans. Deploying from Fort Bragg as 
part of the task force, this brigade was responsible for prisoner opera- 
tions, traffic management, and force protection. It also was to maintain 
law and order throughout the urban areas of Panama during the ensuing 
weeks or months that Panama would lack a functioning police force. The 
16th needed its own judge advocate, and Captain Govern's prior associ- 
ation with the brigade during Operation HAWKEYE a few months earlier 
made him the logical choice to serve as its legal adviser. Colonel 
Bozeman first believed that Govern could both work for him at Joint 
Task Force South and serve as the military police legal adviser. Once on 
the ground, however, Captain Govern's duties at the 16th Military Police 
Brigade occupied so much of his time that Bozeman detailed him to the 
brigade as its full-time judge advocate. A USARSO judge advocate, 
Capt. Louis E. Peraertz, replaced Govern as Colonel Bozeman's assis- 
tant in the joint task force emergency operations center.29 

Post-Hostilities judge Advocate Activities 

Following the fighting between American and Panamanian forces, 
Army lawyers faced a variety of challenges, including issues involving 
detainees and prisoners of war, law and order, the status and treatment 
of foreign diplomatic personnel, foreign claims, military justice, and 
war trophies. 

Prisoners of War 

During the first days of JUST CAUSE, Americans captured or other- 
wise took into custody some 4,100 individuals. Some of these were 
members of the Panama Defense Force and Dignity Battalions. An 
assortment of criminals was also detained, many of whom had been 
caught looting homes and businesses in Panama City. Since U.S. troops 
had also seized two mental hospitals during the combat phase of JUST 
CAUSE,a number of mentally ill persons were being held for their own 
protection and that of the local populace. Finally, some prominent indi- 
viduals, including ministers in the Noriega government, were also 
detained. 

Under the supervision of USARSO engineers, the Central Detainee 
Collection Camp was quickly built at Empire Range. The camp had 
water and electricity, good road access, and ample open areas for tents. 
At the same time, the jungle and the Panama Canal acted as natural bar- 
riers to any escape. When an American unit captured an enemy soldier 
or took a civilian into custody, it brought that person to the camp. A 
combat captive or a looter generally was "tagged" with documents or 



other written information reflecting the circumstances under which he 
had been seized. However, some detainees had no documentation, and 
their status was unclear. As the 1949Geneva Convention Relative to the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War (GPW) affords prisoners of war certain 
rights and privileges, determining the status of each person held at 
Empire Range was critical. Until such a determination occurred, the 
decision was made to treat each detainee as a prisoner of war. This 
approach, first adopted in Grenada during Operation URGENT FURY, 
benefited commanders and soldiers in the field, in that they were not 
required to make decisions of this nature during hostilities. As a result, 
no detainee was misclassified during the fog of war, and, as every 
detainee was afforded the best possible treatment, such an approach 
demonstrated the U.S. resolve to meet its responsibilities under inter- 
national law. 

Some four to five days into JUSTCAUSE, Colonel Russell asked 
Maj. Richard B. Jackson, the senior defense counsel at U.S. Army 
South, if he would serve as the legal adviser to the captain in charge of 
the Detainee Collection Camp. Jackson agreed. When he arrived at 
Empire Range to take up his new duties, he discovered that detainees 
whose status had been determined were divided into five categories: 
mental patients, criminals, civilian internees, officers, and enlisted per- 
sonnel. Recognizing, however, that it was critical to properly classify 
those individuals whose legal status was still not clear, Major Jackson 
consulted Field Manual 27-10, The Law of Land Warfare. 

Reaffirming that Article 5 of the GPW Convention required that a 
three-person tribunal determine the status of detainees, Jackson, along 
with a representative of the camp commander and a military intelli- 
gence officer, began the process of sorting out the individuals in ques- 
tion. In determining their status, Major Jackson and the two other offi- 
cers acted as a de facto Article 5 tribunal, examining any paperwork 
accompanying the detainees and questioning the individuals concerned 
when necessary. They also used a "black-white-gray list" provided by 
military intelligence. Those Panamanians and other foreign nationals 
known to have engaged in torture or drug trafficking were on a black 
list; those believed innocent of wrongdoing were on a white list; those 
suspected of misconduct, or who were the subject of an investigation, 
were on a gray list. Within a week, all those detained at Empire Range 
had been classified by Major Jackson and his two colleagues. Although 
the tribunal operated without being officially designated by a higher 
headquarters-it was not, for example, formally established by regula- 
tion, nor were Major Jackson or his colleagues appointed by orders- 
this did not affect the value or effectiveness of the tribunal. 



With all detainees classified, the camp commander and his staff 
began readying for the release and repatriation of certain detainees. 
Since the GPW Convention requires that prisoners of war be repatriat- 
ed without delay at the end of active hostilities, and as resistance to U.S. 
troops in Panama had effectively ended by 24 December, it was neces- 
sary to make decisions regarding whom to release first and at what 
pace. Prior to any decisions, however, President Endara's government 
requested custody of all detainees. Consequently, Major Jackson, work- 
ing with a SOUTHCOM plans (J-5) officer, spent the first two days of 
January 1990 reviewing the entire list of 4,100 detainees. At this time, 
Jackson and his colleague, drawing upon information made available to 
them from various sources, identified only about 100 individuals who 
merited continued detention. Based on their recommendation, these 
persons were retained; the other 4,000 detainees were handed over to 
the Panamanian government. Most of these individuals returned to their 
homes. Others, after taking an oath of allegiance to the new Endara 
government, formed the nucleus of the Fuerza Publica, the new 
Panamanian police force.30 

Meanwhile, for the roughly 100 detainees who remained at Empire 
Range, it was necessary to devise a system for determining who had a 
continuing interest in detaining a specific individual and the basis for 
such detention. The result was a unique solution-the creation of the 
Judicial Liaison Group to work with the new Panamanian government's 
Attorney General's Office and the Fuerza Publica. Army judge advo- 
cates, including the XVIII Airborne Corps' Captain Govern and 
USARSOYs Capts. Rachelle M. Hayes and Michael l? Nido, Jr., pre- 
pared files on each detainee, and these were submitted to the liaison 
group. The files were then used in determining the disposition of the 
remaining detainees. Some were sent to the United States for prosecu- 
tion, but most were turned over to the Panamanian government." 

Major Jackson and his fellow defense counsel, Capts. Joe T. 
Cravens and Matthew B. Devlin, also advised the camp commander on 
the treatment of detainees. Article 13 of the GPW Convention required 
the humane treatment of prisoners of war, to include the provision of 
adequate housing, food, and medical care. When a delegation of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) visited Empire 
Range on D+9,29 December, Jackson met with its members. The Red 
Cross was pleased with the operation, noting U.S. compliance with 
both the spirit and the letter of the law. The Americans had, for exam- 
ple, taken the local diet into account by providing rice and beans as a 
supplement to the meals, ready-to-eat (MRE), provided each detainee. 
Additionally, medical care was provided to detainees on a nondiscrim-



inatory basis. Thus, wounded Panamanian soldiers were evacuated on 
the same aircraft as U.S. forces and were provided the same degree of 
medical care as that of American sick and wounded. Finally, Army 
lawyers had advised that the Geneva Prisoners of War Convention pro- 
tected the privacy of those held at Empire Range. Consequently, any 
public display of prisoners was prohibited. The media were allowed to 
tour the detention facility, but no roster of those in the camp was pro- 
vided and no photographs were permitted. However, if they so desired, 
detainees could speak with the press. 

Law and Order 

No U.S. law enforcement officials had been present in Panama 
between May and December 1989. On the second day of JUST CAUSE, 
however, the Department of Justice decided to reestablish federal law 
enforcement operations and, on 24 December, with the approval of the 
U.S. embassy in Panama City, thirty-five Justice Department attorneys, 
as well as Federal Bureau of Investigation and Drug Enforcement 
Administration agents and members of the U.S. Marshals Service, 
arrived in Panama. These civilian law enforcement personnel received 
direct military support from Colonel Wallace, the SOUTHCOM staff 
judge advocate. Wallace worked closely with these civilian officials, 
functioning principally as a liaison between them and SOUTHCOM in 
the apprehension and transfer to the United States of Panamanians who 
had been indicted for drug trafficking. He also participated in the activ- 
ities of the Judicial Liaison Gr~up .~ '  

Wallace's involvement with the Department of Justice and the 
activities of judge advocates at Empire Range meant that American 
military personnel were assisting civilian law enforcement authorities 
in apprehending Panamanians for prosecution, separating indicted per- 
sons from other detainees, interviewing detainees who might be wit- 
nesses in the United States, and collecting and protecting documents 
pertaining to potential defendants. While recognizing that the Posse 
Comitatus laws restricting military assistance to civilian police author- 
ities had no extraterritorial application, Army judge advocates never- 
theless carefully considered the scope of Army involvement with 
Department of Justice operations in Panama. Thus, although a military 
intelligence unit became the custodian for criminal evidence, judge 
advocates decided that when military authorities took custody of any 
Panamanian wanted for extradition by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation or Drug Enforcement Administration, no military interro- 
gation of that individual would occur. This would prevent any later 
complaint by the accused that he had been improperly questioned by 



the military prior to being turned over to civilian law enforcement 
authoritie~.~~ 

While the end of hostilities had made possible substantial American 
military assistance to civilian police officials, the transition from com- 
bat to maintaining law and order also brought a need for modified rules 
on the use of force by American forces. As a result, judge advocates 
wrote new rules of engagement for four scenarios in which U.S. troops 
might find themselves: manning defensive positions, setting up and 
working roadblocks, stopping looting, and clearing buildings. 

With regard to defensive positions, the new SOUTHCOM rules on 
the use of force required that perimeter limits be clearly marked and that 
troops be authorized to fire warning shots to deter violators. If warnings 
failed, minimum force then could be used to detain civilian infiltrators. 
Similarly, U.S. troops setting up and manning roadblocks were autho- 
rized to use varying levels of force. Any vehicle attempting to force its 
way past a roadblock could be halted and, if necessary, disabled. 
Proportional force, up to and including deadly force, could be used to 
repulse an outright attack or to respond to the threat of such an attack. 

Of particular interest to comrnanders-and their lawyers-was the 
recurring scenario at a roadblock involving a car driving toward a 
checkpoint, then making a U-turn and driving in another direction. 
Those manning the roadblock tended to conclude that vehicles avoid- 
ing the checkpoint were demonstrating "hostile intent." But the joint 
task force staff judge advocate, Colonel Bozeman, realized that some 
Panamanians might simply be attempting to avoid a long line of traffic 
and a long wait. As initially drafted, the rules of engagement called for 
a warning shot to be fired and, if the car or truck did not stop, a dis- 
abling shot. If the vehicle failed to stop, it then could be attacked using 
deadly force. Colonel Bozeman believed, however, that it was likely 
that those in the automobile would not hear a warning shot and that any 
subsequent disabling shot might miss its mark or otherwise be ineffec- 
tive. Recognizing that these two possibilities meant that deadly force 
might be used against individuals innocent of wrongdoing, Bozeman 
advised a modification to the proposed rules of engagement. 

His practical suggestion was that a "chase vehicle" be present at a 
roadblock whenever possible. For a checkpoint dealing with traffic from 
one direction only, only one chase vehicle would be needed; traffic from 
both directions would require two chase vehicles. The idea was for the 
vehicles to be located at a distance from the checkpoint. If an approach- 
ing car or truck made a U-turn, the chase vehicle could then move into 
the road and block its retreat. If the car or truck continued on a path 
toward the blocking chase vehicle, this would constitute much clearer 



evidence of hostile intent. Colonel Bozeman's chase vehicle proposal 
was incorporated into the final version of the rules of engagement. 

Stopping looters and looting also required supplementary rules of 
engagement. Although some looting was anticipated, the high level of 
stealing from homes and shops, particularly in Panama City during the 
first few days of JUST CAUSE, was unexpected. Commanders and judge 
advocates agreed that using deadly force against looters was ill-advised, 
but warning shots could be fired under the rules and looters could be 
aggressively pursued. Those caught by U.S. troops would be detained 
until they could be transported to Empire Range or the Fuerza Publica.I4 

Finally, as the Americans moved through both Panama City and the 
countryside in search of remnants of the Panama Defense Force and 
Dignity Battalions, supplementary rules of engagement were needed 
for clearing buildings. Again, troops were required to warn the occu- 
pants to exit the building and, if necessary, to fire warning shots to has- 
ten their exit. Damage to medical, religious, and historical sites was to 
be avoided unless these sites were used to mount attacks against U.S. 
troops or civilians. Additionally, the rules required that damage to non- 
military government buildings and dwellings be minimized and that 
private property be re~pected.~' 

While policy decisions were being made at Colonel Bozeman's 
level, Captain Govern wrestled with the practical aspects of law and 
order. The 16th Military Police Brigade, to which he was attached for 
duty, was primarily responsible for controlling riots and disorder in 
Panama. Thus, in addition to providing legal assistance to all brigade 
soldiers, Govern advised its command group on administrative and 
criminal law matters. Much of his work focused on law and order 
issues, and he remained in Panama and continued providing judge 
advocate support to Operation PROMOTE until his return to Fort LIBERTY 
Bragg on 13 February 1990.36 

Another law and order issue requiring judge advocate advice was 
the "Muskets for Money" program, in which an invitation was extend- 
ed to the local populace to exchange their weapons for cash. Television 
programming in the United States, notably that of the Cable News 
Network, announced that a "money for guns" program was under way 
in Panama long before it was in effect. This complicated matters con- 
siderably, as commanders who saw or heard these television news 
reports naturally queried their judge advocates. At Joint Task Force 
SOUTH,for example, Colonel Bozeman responded to questions about 
buying guns for cash by explaining that establishing such a program 
and using appropriated monies to h n d  it would require legal autho- 
rization. While Bozeman anticipated that such authority would be 



forthcoming, it was not. This caused difficulties, since Panamanians 
who had heard of the new money-for-guns program were already bring- 
ing their rifles and pistols to American soldiers. "It wasn't smart to say, 
'Come back later [as] we don't have the money now,' so soldiers were 
taking the weapons and giving the people receipts written on candy bar 
wrappers and MRE cartons. It was too risky to turn someone with a 
weapon away, with instructions to return later.")' 

Although Colonel Bozeman thought that this issue might be an 
XVIII Airborne Corps logistics ( G 4 ) ,  provost marshal, or even a joint 
task force intelligence (5-2) matter, he stepped into the vacuum and 
wrote a policy for the corps and task force. Pursuant to the policy, the 
person turning in the weapon was to be paid on the spot as quickly as 
possible, so the weapon could not be used against friendly forces. Class 
A agents, individuals authorized to disburse government funds, saturat- 
ed the city, each with $60,000 or more, ready to buy weapons. The 
money-for-guns program was a major success, at least in terms of the 
quantities of weapons acquired. Prices ranged from $25 for a hand 
grenade and $100 for a pistol to $125 for a rifle and $150 for an auto- 
matic weapon or mine. By the end of Operation JUST CAUSE, 8,848 
weapons had been purchased at a cost of $8 1 1 ,078.38 

Status and Treatment of Foreign Diplomats 

Judge advocates participating in JUST CAUSE knew that the status 
and treatment of diplomats might become an issue. First, operations in 
Panama City, the capital and seat of government, made contact with for- 
eign diplomats likely. Second, after Noriega fled to the Vatican Nuncio's 
residence, intelligence reports indicated that other Panama Defense 
Force personnel under criminal indictment might also attempt to avoid 
capture by fleeing to foreign embassies. The likely safe havens would be 
six diplomatic locations: the Vatican's Nunciatura; the Cuban, 
Nicaraguan, and Libyan embassies; the Cuban ambassador's residence; 
and the Peruvian chargC d'affaire's residence. Consequently, Joint Task 
Force South established cordoned areas around these locations and 
implemented rules of engagement for all diplomatic sites and personnel. 

In implementing these rules, American troops, acting in the interest 
ofpublic safety, stopped vehicles and searched their interiors and trunks. 
The practice was not enthusiastically received by the diplomatic com- 
munity, but, for the most part, it was accepted. Missteps occurred, how- 
ever. On 28 December, for example, members of the 82d Airborne 
Division detained the Cuban ambassador and his escort and, despite 
vociferous protests by the two men, took them to Joint Task Force SOUTH 
headquarters. General Stiner ordered their immediate release. 



The next day U.S. troops in the El Dorado section of Panama City 
forced their way into a house, later identified as the residence of the 
Nicaraguan ambassador, after a U.S. citizen who had provided reliable 
tips in the past informed the military authorities that a cache of 
weapons was in the building. At 5:30 P.M. troops from a battalion of the 
9th Infantry surrounded the house, made three verbal requests that its 
occupants exit the building, and then fired two bursts of rifle fire as a 
warning. No one came out. Then, a man drove up to the building. 
Though he could produce no diplomatic credentials, the man identified 
himself as the Nicaraguan ambassador and, claiming that the building 
was his residence and that he had diplomatic status, demanded that the 
American soldiers leave. 

Believing that there was a reasonable basis to think that there were 
weapons in the home, the battalion commander decided that a search of 
the residence should be made. Following an approval of this action by 
Colonel Smith, the 82d Airborne Division's staff judge advocate, noti- 
fication of the impending search was made to the joint task force emer- 
gency operations center. Colonel Bozeman, on duty at the center, 
immediately recognized that if the building was a diplomatic residence, 
no search should occur. Consequently, he telephoned the U.S. embassy, 
provided the address and description of the house, and asked if the 
building was in fact a diplomatic residence. He was informed by the 
U.S. embassy that it was not, and based on this information Colonel 
Bozeman concluded that the man claiming to be an ambassador was 
simply attempting to provide a cover for a safe house. The search went 
forward, with soldiers entering the building about 7 P.M. 

Shortly thereafter, it was learned that the individual in question was 
the Nicaraguan ambassador and that the building was his residence. 
After learning of the status of the building, Southern Command direct- 
ed that the joint task force personnel cease their search and leave the 
premises immediately. The Americans did so, leaving behind some 38 
weapons, including 6 rocket-propelled grenades, 3 hand grenades, and 
assorted ammunition. Leaving the weapons and ammunition in place 
was an overreaction to the instructions from higher headquarters to 
cease the search of the building. This aspect of the incident was over- 
looked, however, in the harsh news media criticism of the search that 
followed. Entering and searching the diplomatic residence was clearly 
a violation of the 1961Vienna Convention on Diplomatic relation^.^^ 

Claims 

While military personnel claims fiom soldiers in the 82d Airborne 
and 7th Infantry Divisions continued to be handled by their judge advo- 



cates, overall responsibility for foreign claims fell to the Joint Task 
Force South judge advocates. The presence of the USARSO Claims 
Office, with its extensive claims experience in Panama, afforded these 
deployed judge advocates valuable support. Recognizing the need for 
additional support for the joint task force, however, Colonel Bozeman 
deployed Major Baker and Captain Rudisill from the XVIII Airborne 
Corps. They arrived during the first week in January and served as a 
claims team until their return to Fort Bragg at the end of the month.40 

Although Bozeman had anticipated that there would be a signifi- 
cant number of claims filed by Panamanians against the United States 
and had coordinated with the U.S. Army Claims Service for the 
appointment of a foreign claims commission, a major issue had not 
been anticipated: paying claims for the battlefield taking and use of pri- 
vate property. Under the Law of War, U.S. forces could lawfully seize 
private movable property when so required by military necessity. As 
noted earlier, acting under this authority, the 82d Airborne Division had 
seized scores of rental cars and privately owned vehicles in order to 
quickly move the ten miles from Tocumen airport to Panama City. 
These seized vehicles were immediately "modified"'-windshields 
kicked out, doors torn off-to make them combat ready. After the 
troops no longer needed the cars and trucks, they simply parked them 
and walked away. 

Although some 82d Airborne Division officers had used 3-by-5 
cards to record what had been seized and by whom, some did not. 
Those who did sent one card to their battalion logistics officer ( S 4 )  
and left a duplicate with the seized car or truck. Major Baker and 
Captain Rudisill thus started their claims work by gathering informa- 
tion on seized vehicles. Using the laptop computers they had brought 
with them, the two claims judge advocates checked with battalion 
logistics officers and recorded information from the 3-by-5 cards on 
file. Baker and Rudisill also established an impound lot for all seized 
vehicles, so that following the order to turn in all battlefield-seized cars 
and trucks, these vehicles could be moved to one central location. Once 
undocumented vehicles began arriving, they also were included in the 
claims database. The final tally listed more than 300 seized cars, trucks, 
and buses, as well as three Marriott in-flight kitchen trucks. To aid in 
servicing commercial aircraft, a scissors-like assembly on these trucks 
permitted their cabs to be raised some fifteen feet off the ground. This 
feature had made them particularly attractive to troops, for the added 
height could be used as an observation point. 

Complicating the issue of battlefield seizures was the question of 
how such claims would be paid. International law required payment for 



certain private property seized or requisitioned, including battlefield 
seizures, and the Army intended to meet this obligation. But what 
monies would be used? One suggested approach was to make use of the 
coritract process to pay for the use of and damage to seized cars and 
trucks. Thus, for example, rental cars seized by troops at the airport and 
then used for the military mission would be considered an irregular 
procurement-a contract that could be ratified later by appropriate con- 
tracting authorities. The problem inherent in this approach was the fact 
that no agreement had ever existed between the property owner and the 
person taking the property. Thus, the contracting process could not be 
used. Similarly, an early proposal to use claims monies to pay for bat- 
tlefield seizures was also abandoned. Paying monies under the Foreign 
Claims Act requires a finding of negligence or some other tortuous 
behavior on the part of agents of the United States. A requirement also 
exists that the damage to or destruction of the property in question be 
non-combat related. As the seizures in issue were intentional in nature 
and combat related, payment under the Foreign Claims Act did not 
appear to be a viable option. 

After examining the U.S. statutes governing DOD Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) monies, Major Baker came to the conclusion that 
these hnds could be used to pay for battlefield seizures undertaken as 
an operational necessity. Colonel Bozeman and U.S. Army South con- 
curred, and the joint task force assistant chief of staff for logistics 
approved the use of O&M funds for all claims related to private prop- 
erty seized by U.S. forces during hostilities. 

Claims for battlefield seizures involved more than those for cars 
and trucks, however. Barrier material (bricks, wire, wood), some ser- 
vices (international telephone calls), and even some apartments and 
storefronts had also been seized. Unit headquarters were set up in 
stores, and, in one instance, an apartment overlooking the Vatican com- 
pound in which Noriega had taken refuge was seized. The Army would 
later pay rent to the owner. In another instance, a Panama Defense 
Force soldier who had lost part of his arm in the fighting requested 
compensation for the seizure of his car by U.S. troops. Deciding that the 
Law of War afforded no exception for the seizure of an enemy soldier's 
private property, the judge advocates honored his claim. 

An issue related to claims made for battlefield seizures was that of 
claims lodged for war damages. As noted, under the Foreign Claims 
Act, no monies may be paid for damages incurred incident to combat. 
As a matter of policy, however, the United States desired to compensate 
Panamanian citizens and others living in Panama for such damage. In 
the aftermath of Operation URGENT FURY,the Department of State had 



made money available to an Army claims operation in Grenada for the 
payment of claims for war damage. Some now suggested that a similar 
procedure be created in the aftermath of JUSTCAUSE, with the U.S. 
Army Claims Service administering a claims program of this nature. 
The Department of State, however, determined that giving the new 
Panamanian government grant funds with which to compensate its cit- 
izens for war damages was preferable to the establishment of an Army- 
run program. In order to prevent any misunderstanding on the part of 
the Panamanian public, USARSO lawyers ensured that this approach 
was widely p~blicized.~' 

Military justice 

Despite its short duration, Operation JUST CAUSE produced a 
number of courts-martial. United States v. Bryan was the highest pro- 
file case, no doubt because of its combat scenario. On 23 December 
1989, soldiers of the 3d Battalion, 504th Parachute Infantry, 82d 
Airborne Division, were manning a checkpoint at a roadblock near 
Madden Dam when they were approached by a carload of five 
Panamanians. They ordered the occupants out of the vehicle and, in 
searching it, they discovered a tear-gas grenade, a machete, and an 
unexpended rifle cartridge. 

The Americans had just ordered the Panamanians into prone posi- 
tions when a hand grenade exploded. After the blast, the paratroopers 
opened fire on the Panamanians. Then 1st Sgt. Roberto E. Bryan, who 
was about seventy yards away, ran toward the roadblock when he heard 
the grenade explode and called for a halt to the firing. When one of the 
soldiers advised the sergeant that a Panamanian was continuing to move, 
Bryan opened fire, joined by many of the other soldiers. After the firing 
ceased, the sergeant saw that several of the Panamanians were dead. 
What followed next was a matter of dispute. An American soldier began 
dragging a wounded Panamanian toward the medics. When this soldier 
advised the sergeant that the Panamanian was still alive, Sergeant Bryan 
fired the remaining rounds in his M16 rifle into the wounded man. There 
was testimony to the fact that the Panamanian offered no resistance; 
however, Sergeant Bryan stated that the man had made a movement with 
his arm, indicating that he might be reaching for a weapon. The fact that 
Bryan had shot and killed the Panamanian was not in dispute, however. 
He was charged with unpremeditated murder. 

The court-martial proceedings, held at Fort Bragg some six 
months after the 82d Airborne returned from Panama, were difficult 
from the outset. Sergeant Bryan's former battalion commander recom- 
mended that all charges against him be dismissed. However, the offi- 



cer conducting the pretrial investigation decided that, despite the con- 
flicting testimony and a lack of physical evidence, there was sufficient 
evidence to support a prosecution for voluntary manslaughter. 
Consequently, he recommended trial by court-martial. However, he 
also included the following in his investigating officer's report: "No 
court would ever find the accused guilty and if I were a court member, 
knowing the evidence as I do now, I would find him not 

When Bryan's brigade commander indicated that he intended to 
dismiss the charges, the division commander withdrew the former's 
authority to take any action and directed that the case be forwarded to 
him. He then decided to send the case to the XVIII Airborne Corps 
commander, who referred the unpremeditated murder charge to trial by 
general court-martial. 

The prosecution, spearheaded by Capts. Charles D. Luckey and 
Mark J. Gingras, both judge advocates in the 82d Airborne Division, 
argued that the man who was killed posed no immediate threat and that 
Sergeant Bryan had acted in retaliation for the grenade attack that pre- 
ceded the man's death. Their case rested principally on the testimony of 
a few soldiers and an infantry lieutenant who supported the government 
theory that the killing was nothing more than a summary execution. 
The defense team of Capt. Steven A. Lamb and a civilian attorney 
countered that, in the chaos following the grenade explosion, Sergeant 
Bryan had acted in self-defense and in the defense of his fellow sol- 
diers. On 3 1 August 1990, after a five-day trial, a panel of officers and 
enlisted soldiers deliberated two hours before acquitting the 
Panamanian-born sergeant of all charges. 

In retrospect, the conflicting testimony and strong community sup- 
port of Sergeant Bryan made a successful prosecution highly unlikely. 
Additionally, as the trial occurred in the midst of the 82d's rapid deploy- 
ment to Saudi Arabia, and with the very real possibility that the divi- 
sion would go into combat against Iraq in the near future, no one was 
anxious to second-guess a decision made by a senior noncommissioned 
officer in the heat of battle. Yet those at the highest levels of command, 
including their judge advocates, believed that possible violations of the 
Law of War could not be ignored. 

In addition to United States v. Bryan, there were other military jus- 
tice incidents of note. Capt. Robin Johnson, for example, advised on 
the appropriate criminal action to be taken against soldiers from the 7th 
Infantry Division involved in a sham firefight in which a Panamanian 
woman was killed. On 25 January 1990, Pfc. Mark A. McMonagle and 
two other soldiers went to a bar and brothel in Panama City. One sol- 
dier carried a pistol, which he placed on a table in the bar. While 



McMonagle and the two soldiers were in the club, they were alerted 
that the military police were nearby, and they hid in a back room. The 
pistol left on the table was missing when they returned to the bar.43 

McMonagle and one of the soldiers then agreed to stage a sham 
firefight so that they could claim that the pistol was lost during the 
course of the fight. All three soldiers fired their M16 rifles into the air 
and told members of their unit responding to the gunfire that they had 
been fired upon by men with AK-47 rifles riding in a black Toyota. They 
also claimed to have received fire from a rooftop. As the sham firefight 
escalated, a Panamanian woman was shot and fatally wounded. 

Captain Johnson drafted charges against McMonagle and his com- 
patriots and arranged with the command for the appointment of an offi- 
cer to conduct an investigation under Article 32, Uniform Code of 
Military Justice. At a general court-martial held at Fort Ord, California, 
a few months later, McMonagle was found guilty of murder and other 
offenses. His sentence, approved by the division commander, was a dis- 
honorable discharge and seven years' confinement. The two other sol- 
diers involved in the sham firefight were also court-martialed. 
Although convicted of offenses less serious than McMonagle's, they 
too were punished with confinement, forfeitures, and bad conduct dis- 
c h a r g e ~ . ~ ~  

From the other side of the bar, the 7th Infantry Division's Captain 
Allen defended a military police lieutenant charged with maltreating 
prisoners. When four captured Panamanians failed to answer questions 
to his satisfaction, the lieutenant separated one man from the group, 
took him away, and then fired a round from his weapon, thereby sug- 
gesting to the three remaining prisoners that he would shoot those who 
did not cooperate. Although court-martial charges were preferred, 
Captain Allen persuaded the command to handle the matter through the 
nonjudicial punishment process. 

War Trophies 

An ongoing issue was the retention of enemy property as souvenirs, and 
judge advocates were often called upon to advise on this matter. All 
enemy property captured by particular units was sent to Letterkenny 
Army Depot, Pennsylvania, and later returned to the appropriate units. 
As to individual war trophies, Colonel Bozeman discovered that this 
was "an enormously emotional area for commanders." Some wanted no 
trophies taken; others said take it all. 

Initially, Colonel Bozeman had looked to the war trophies direc- 
tive used during Operation URGENTFURY for guidance. His plan was 
to copy this directive, making minor modifications appropriate for 



Panama. Bozeman quickly discovered, however, attempting to write a 
war trophy policy at the Joint Task Force level was more complicated. 
Individual war trophies were not the problem-the issue was enemy 
property to be taken back for museums, unit trophy rooms, and unit 
training. For example, Special Operations units might be able to 
demonstrate a legitimate need for possessing AK47s-and for plat-
ing these automatic rifles on their unit property books. Other units, 
however, had no such requirements. Bozeman also was unprepared for 
the complexity of writing rules on war trophies applicable to all of the 
services. 

Colonel Bozeman's problem was solved, however, when the 
Department of the Army determined that all unit war trophies would be 
shipped to Letterkenny for demilitarization and later distribution. This 
made the unit war trophy issue a matter for resolution another-and 
later-day. 

Bozeman also encountered problems in the area of individual war 
trophies. He had assumed that commanders would subscribe to the 
view that organizational equipment-flags and bayonets, for exam-
ple-would be acceptable individual war trophies. He learned, howev- 
er, that a substantial number of commanders believed that soldiers 
either should not be allowed to bring back any item, or, at most, only a 
single item. 

In the end, Joint Task Force SOUTH adopted a war trophy policy 
similar to that used in Grenada. This meant that soldiers could retain 
captured enemy clothing (hats, shirts, belts, trousers, insignia) and cer- 
tain items of enemy personal military equipment (helmets, canteens, 
mess kits, ammunition pouches) as souvenirs. Initially, this list also 
included Panamanian flags. But, as the legitimate government contin- 
ued to use the same flag carried by Noriega's forces, the taking of 
Panamanian flags from captured Panama Defense Force facilities was 
quickly prohibited. 

Joint Task Force South policy on war trophies was not uniformly 
applied. For example, Maj. Gen. Carmen J. Cavezza, the 7th Infantry 
Division commander, decided that no individual war trophies would be 
permitted. As the unit was known as the Bayonet Division, however, 
Cavezza declared that each soldier would receive a bayonet. As enough 
bayonets already had been seized, each soldier received one upon his 
return to the United States.45 

In sum, before soldiers redeployed from Panama to the United 
States, clear guidance on war trophies had been published, and thorough 
inspections by the chain of command, military police dogs, and customs 
officials prevented the taking of most unauthorized items. No one 



doubted, however, that a few automatic weapons and other similar con- 
traband made its way to the United States with some American soldiers. 

Conclusion 

When President Bush announced on 3 January 1990 that, with the cap- 
ture of Noriega, General Stiner's task force had attained all of the objec- 
tives established for JUST CAUSE, judge advocate involvement in this 
operation began to wind down. When JUST CAUSE ended on 1 1 January, 
the participation of Army lawyers in the operation ended as well. 

But what had been learned? How did judge advocate involvement 
in JUST CAUSE differ from that of Army lawyers in Vietnam or in 
Operation URGENT FURY? The fundamental difference was the empha- 
sis that the Judge Advocate General's Corps had placed on the newly 
developed practice of operational law. Judge advocates in Operation 
JUST CAUSE were far better prepared than their colleagues who had par- 
ticipated in URGENT FURY. Army lawyers in Vietnam and Grenada had 
engaged in a number of operational law activities, but had done so in 
an unstructured manner, and as individuals. Now the corps as an insti- 
tution had developed and implemented a comprehensive operational 
law program. Particularly successful were predeployment legal assis- 
tance programs and judge advocate involvement in operational plan- 
ning and the drafting of rules of engagement. Judge advocates like 
Colonel Shull, who had deployed initially to Panama with a regimental 
task force and had then returned to Panama as a division staff judge 
advocate, and Colonel Smith, who parachuted onto Torrijos-Tocumen 
airport as part of the first assault, demonstrated that lawyers had 
become an integral part of a commander's combat team. 

But there was little time to reflect upon what had been learned in 
JUST CAUSE, as the largest combat deployment since Vietnam-DESERT 
S ~ ~ E ~ p b e g a n  of the termination of hostilities in within months 
Panama. Once again, the operational law skills of Army lawyers were 
about to be tested. And once again, judge advocates at Fort Bragg 
would be the first to deploy. 
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Army Lawyers in DESERTSHIELD, 

What did I learn in SaudiArabia?That the Army is an amaz- 
ing organization when given a mission to do. It can do any- 
thing.And I learned that Iwas both a soldier and a lawyer.' 

-Capt Patricia A. Martindale 
Judge Advocate, XVll l  Airborne Corps 

Southwest Asia, 1990-1 99 1 

On 2 August 1990, Iraqi tanks rolled into Kuwait; Saddam Hussein, the 
Iraqi ruler, proclaimed Kuwait a province of Iraq. That same day the 
United Nations (UN) Security Council condemned the invasion; U.S. 
President George Bush, joined by a large majority of the nations of the 
world, announced that Iraqi aggression must be opposed. Foreseeing 
the need for direct military action, the United States took the lead in 
developing and coordinating a multinational coalition of armed forces 
to liberate Kuwait and deter any possible Iraqi moves against Saudi 
Arabia and other Persian Gulf states. On 6 August the UN General 
Assembly imposed an embargo on Iraq, and Operation DESERT SHIELD 
began the following day. By the time this operation had come to a close 
and Operation DESERT STOW had commenced in January 1991, the 
U.S. Army had moved 295,000 soldiers, 2,000 tanks, 4,000 heavy 
trucks, and thousands of other vehicles into Saudi Arabia, making 
DESERTSHIELDthe largest deployment of American troops and materiel 
since the Vietnam War.2 

Overall responsibility for American operations against Iraq fell to 
the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), one of five geographically 
oriented unified combatant commands. Responsible for U.S. forces in 



MAP7 

Northeast Africa, Southwest Asia, and the Persian Gulf, CENTCOM's 
commander in chief,Army General H. Norman Schwarzkopf,exercised 
authority aver a11 U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine elements in 
its geographic area of operations. Schwarzkopf's command was an 
operational headquarters, responsible for the buildup of all American 
forces in the Persian Gulf and the planning far ground, sea, and air 
combat operations against Iraqi forces. Map 7) 

The U.S.Central Cownandalso was an allied headquarters, exercis-
ing operational control not only over American forces but also over 
British and French units in the theater. However, Schwartkopf did not 



exercise authority over all armed forces in the area. Arab members of the 
coalition, ranging in size from a 40,000-man Egyptian force to a 300-man 
Afghan police force, were led by Saudi Lt. Gen. Prince Khalid ibn Sultan. 
In practice, the Arab coalition members followed CENTCOM's lead in 
operational matters, but never formally ceded authority to Schwarzkopf. 

A combined military organization with one overall commander and 
clear lines of authority over the roughly 700,000 troops from twenty- 
eight coalition countries would have best satisfied the unity-of-command 
principle. It also would have reduced the conhsion that sometimes 
resulted from having two independent commanders in the theater. For 
political reasons, however, this was not possible. Nevertheless, although 
it might have been better organized, the coalition proved to be effective.' 

In contrast to the informal lines of authority that existed between 
Central Command and the other coalition partners, the internal com- 
mand and control structure was much more defined. U.S. Army Forces 
Central Command (ARCENT), as the major subordinate Army compo- 
nent of the unified command, functioned as the higher headquarters for 
all Army ground troops. While it had no forces assigned to it during 
peacetime, with the start of DESERTSHIELDArmy Central Command 
began receiving troops from units stationed in the continental United 
States. Thus, on 1 September ARCENT commander Lt. Gen. John J. 
Yeosock had overall responsibility for 31,000 soldiers in Saudi Arabia, 
primarily from the XVIII Airborne Corps. By 15January, the day before 
U.S. and coalition forces launched their attack on Iraq and Kuwait, Army 
Central Command had grown to more than 245,000 soldiers, including 
two corps, a major support command, and seven division^.^ 

Although the theater command structure was similar to that used 
some thirty years earlier in Southeast Asia, with Army Central 
Command akin to U.S. Army, Vietnam, the army involved was signifi- 
cantly different in nature. The conscription army had been replaced 
with a highly trained all-volunteer force. The Iraqis also faced an army 
with a new fighting doctrine, AirLand Battle, and with new weapons 
and equipment, including the Abrams main battle tank, Bradley 
infantry fighting vehicle, Apache attack helicopter, and Patriot air 
defense ~ys tem.~  Although untested, this force would soon prove itself 
to be one of the most formidable military expeditions ever fielded. 

Organization of Legal Services 

The organization for legal services paralleled the command structure. 
The CENTCOM staff judge advocate, Army Col. Raymond C. Ruppert, 
was the chief legal adviser to General Schwarzkopf. Ruppert's staff, 
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composed of attorneys and clerical personnel from the Army, Navy, Air 
Force, and Marine Corps, provided legal advice to the CENTCOM 
commander and his staff. Because their principal mission was formu- 
lating the theater's legal policy rather than delivering legal services, the 
number of military attorneys at Central Command was relatively small. 
Colonel Ruppert and the five other CENTCOM lawyers were not 
involved in trying courts-martial or providing legal assistance; these 
tasks were the responsibility of CENTCOM's component legal staffs 
and the judge advocates and lawyers at subordinate units. (Chart 6) 

The ARCENT staff judge advocate, Col. Tonu Tommepuu, was the 
legal adviser to ARCENT's commander, General Yeosock. Tommepuu's 
staff, composed ofArmy lawyers and support personnel, provided legal 
services to Yeosock and his staff. ARCENT judge advocates also were 
responsible for implementing CENTCOM's legal policy and for pro- 
viding legal direction and guidance to ARCENT's three major subordi- 
nate units: XVIII Airborne Corps, VII Corps, and ARCENT Support 
Command (SUPCOM). In theory, Central Command made legal policy 
for the entire theater, with the. Army component overseeing the imple- 
mentation of that policy for Army personnel at the corps and division 
levels. As a practical matter, however, legal policy was not formulated 
at Central Command without informal discussions with all senior ser- 
vice component judge advocates. Thus, in addition to coordinating with 
Air Force, Navy, and Marine attorneys, Colonel Ruppert routinely 
spoke with the XVIII Airborne Corps staff judge advocate, Colonel 
Bozeman; the VII Corps staff judge advocate, Col. Walter B. Huffman; 
and the ARCENT Support Command staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. 
William R. Hagan. Moreover, Bozeman and Huffman routinely con- 
sulted with the staff judge advocates of the divisions assigned to their 
respective corps. Such consultations guaranteed that legal policy was 
not created in a vacuum. (Map 8) 

Although Colonels Bozeman and Huffman had overall responsibil- . 
ity for the delivery of legal services in the two Army corps, the seven 
subordinate divisions andVII Corps' 2d Corps Support Command each 
had its own legal staff. At XVIII Airborne Corps, Colonel Bozeman 
worked closely with Lt. Cols. James J. Smith and Theodore P. 
Littlewood and Col. Malcolm H. Squires, Jr., the staff judge advocates 
for the 82d Airborne Division, 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized), 
and lOlst Airborne Division (Air Assault), respectively. At VII Corps, 
Colonel Huffman oversaw the activities of Lt. Cols. John D. Altenburg, 
Jr., John T. Burton, Warren D. Hall 111, and Philip E. Lower, the staff 
judge advocates for 1st Armored Division, 3d Armored Division, 1st 
Infantry Division, and 1 st Cavalry Division, respectively. Huffman also 





provided guidance and support to Lt. Col. Edward W. France 111, staff 
judge advocate for the 2d Corps Support Command. The technical 
chain of command thus ran from these division-level staff judge advo- 
cates through the corps and Army Central Command to U.S. Central 
Command. 

Finally, judge advocates belonging to the U.S. Army Trial Defense 
Service, although collocated with the corps and divisions, were not part 
of the same technical chain of command. Thus, Trial Defense Service 
personnel at Fort Bragg continued to supervise trial defense counsel 
such as Capt. John I. Winn, who deployed with the first lawyers from 
the XVIII Airborne Corps and the 82d Airborne Division. With the 
arrival of VII Corps units from Europe in Saudi Arabia, however, Lt. 
Col. Michael C. Chapman became the regional defense counsel, assum- 
ing overall responsibility for all trial defense attorneys in Saudi Arabia. 
Chapman reported directly to the chief of the Trial Defense Service, in 
Falls Church, Virginia. 

How did Army lawyers structure their legal organizations? 
Generally, the structure adopted depended on individual preference and 
the type and volume of legal work. But in certain cases the expertise of 
a particular lawyer also impacted on the organization of legal services. 
The 1st Armored Division, for example, created a "military law" 
branch, with responsibility for both military justice and operational law, 
as an experienced trial attorney with extensive operational law experi- 
ence was best qualified to oversee both these functions. There was, 
however, no doctrinally "correct" organization for legal services. For 
example, the CENTCOM staff judge advocate, who had no deputy, had 
four distinct areas of practice in his office: Operational Law, 
Administrative and Fiscal Law, Military Justice and Claims, and 
International Law. (Chart 7) While Army Central Command also was 
organized in four divisions, they were quite different: Operational and 
International Law, Administrative Law, Military Justice, and Contracts 
and Fiscal Law. The ARCENT Administrative Law Division had three 
branches-legal assistance, claims, and administrative law. At VII 
Corps, Colonel Huffman organized his office differently, and at 1st 
Armored Division, Colonel Altenburg's office was different still. 

U.S. Central Command 

The multiservice nature of Central Command naturally was reflected in 
its legal staff, all of whom were seasoned judge advocates. Colonel 
Ruppert, the top lawyer at the command, had prior experience as a rifle 
platoon leader and military intelligence officer in Vietnam and as an 
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infantry division staff judge advocate. Maj. Douglas K. Fletcher, the 
only other Army lawyer at Central Command, was a fiscal law expert 
and adviser to CENTCOM's special operations component. Rounding 
out the six-person office were two Air Force lieutenant colonels, a Navy 
commander, and a Marine major. 

When General Schwarzkopf decided that it was time to deploy a 
forward headquarters to Saudi Arabia, Colonel Ruppert had to decide 
whom to send. Given the lack of an existing infrastructure for deploy- 
ing forces, CENTCOM forces would be purchasing many supplies and 
services. Because Colonel Ruppert believed that this would pose com- 
plex fiscal law issues, he first chose Major Fletcher to deploy. 
Accompanying Fletcher would be Lt. Col. Bernard E. Donahue, an Air 
Force lawyer and the office's international law expert. These two judge 
advocates flew to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, on or about 10August. 

Two weeks later, after the decision was made to deploy the rest of 
the headquarters, Colonel Ruppert left for Southwest Asia. He was fol- 
lowed shortly thereafter by two other CENTCOM judge advocates, 
Maj. John C. Harris, a Marine lawyer, and Comdr. Walter L. Jacobsen, 
a Navy judge advocate. Ruppert decided that his one remaining lawyer, 
Air Force judge advocate Lt. Col. William J. Camp, would remain at 
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida. Camp would serve as the link 
between the deployed judge advocates and rear operations at MacDill, 
and would also deal with those those legal issues that required legal 
research to be conducted in the United States. Camp was not alone, 
however. Reserve judge advocates were mobilized to replace those 
attorneys who had deployed from CENTCOM's legal office at MacDill 
Air Force B a ~ e . ~  Additionally, CENTCOM legal operations in rClyadh 
were supplemented with the mid-October 1990 arrival of Army Capt. 
Robert A. Burrell, who came directly from Hawaii and the 25th 
Infantry Division (Light).' 



At CENTCOM headquarters, Colonel Ruppert and his legal staff 
did not deal with legal assistance, military justice, or claims matters. 
After deploying to Saudi Arabia in August 1990, however, Ruppert 
reorganized his legal operation to address these areas of the law, as 
CENTCOM would be formulating a uniform theater legal policy for 
these subjects. Thus, the headquarters lawyers, working in Riyadh at 
either the Saudi-CENTCOM underground complex or a nearby office 
building, focused on legal policy relating to administrative, fiscal, and 
operational law, as well as military justice, legal assistance, and claims. 

Standards of Conduct and Discipline 

A key issue for CENTCOM was the establishment of theatenvide 
standards of conduct for CENTCOM personnel, both military and 
civilian. Although punitive orders and regulations had been used since 
Vietnam to supplement the major offenses punishable under the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, General Schwarzkopf now proposed 
a general order that would restrict conduct "generally permissible in 
western societies." Based on his knowledge of Saudi culture and 
Islamic law, Schwarzkopf believed that prohibiting certain activities 
was "essential to preserving U.S.-host nation relations and the com- 
bined operations of U.S. and friendly forces," even though such activi- 
ties were lawful in the United States. 

Consequently, General Schwarzkopf directed Colonel Ruppert to 
draft a "General Order no. 1'' regulating the behavior of all CENTCOM 
forces in the Persian Gulf. As intoxicating beverages were illegal under 
Saudi law, Schwarzkopf instructed Ruppert to include a ban on alcohol 
consumption in the order. Recognizing Saudi cultural sensibilities in 
the area of sexually suggestive literature, he also directed that General 
Order no. 1 contain a prohibition on the possession of such material. 
General Schwarzkopf also directed his staff judge advocate to address 
the taking of war trophies.' 

While still in Florida, and using as a guide a MACV directive pub- 
lished in the 1960s as well as a similar directive drafted for use in 
Panama, Colonels Ruppert and Camp drafted General Order no. 1. The 
final product, entitled ProhibitedActivities for US. Personnel Sewing in 
the USCENTCOM A[rea] O m  R[esponsibili2y], was published in 
Riyadh on 30 August 1990. It applied to all U.S. personnel in Southwest 
Asia. Violations of its provisions by military personnel were criminal 
offenses under the Uniform Code of Military Justice; civilians disobey- 
ing General Order no. 1 faced administrative sanctions. The order listed 
nine general categories of prohibited activities. These included possess- 
ing a privately owned firearm, entering a mosque (by a non-Moslem), 
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gambling of any kind, exchanging currency other than at the official 
exchange rate, and possessing or defacing archeological artifacts. 

Of principal interest, however, was the fact that for the first time U.S. 
personnel were forbidden to possess, make, sell, or consume "any alco- 
holic be~erage."~ Given the popularity of beer, wine, and other alcoholic 
products among American troops and the fact that no other American the- 
ater-level commander had ever previously attempted to ban alcohol, this 
was a radical step. While subsequent events demonstrated that the prohi- 
bition promoted good order and discipline among U.S. troops, this result 
was unintended. Rather, General Order no. 1 banned alcohol consump- 
tion due to General Schwarzkopf's belief that mission success would 
require a demonstrable respect for Saudi culture and Islamic law.'' 

General Order no. 1 also made unlawful the possession of any 
"pornographic" or "sexually explicit" photograph, videotape, book, or 
magazine. Schwarzkopf was aware of the Saudi views on sex and 
women and, as sexually suggestive films and literature were not per- 
mitted in Saudi Arabia, U.S. personnel also would not be allowed to 
possess them. Agreeing that in a combat zone military necessity out- 
weighed any constitutional right to freedom of expression, Colonels 



Ruppert and Camp defined the terms "pornographic" and "sexually 
explicity' to include not only images of "human genitalia" or "uncov- 
ered women's breasts" but also any display of "human anatomy" imply- 
ing such images. Thus, General Order no. 1 specifically banned body- 
building magazines, swimsuit editions of periodicals, and lingerie or 
underwear advertisements and catalogs." 

Finally, the order gave clear guidance on the taking of war trophies. 
Reminding U.S. military and civilian personnel that enemy private 
property could never be confiscated, General Order no. 1 next noted 
that under the law all captured enemy public property would become 
U.S. property. As a limited exception, however, U.S. personnel would 
be allowed to retain items such as enemy hats, shirts, belts, insignia, 
canteens, mess kits, helmets, and ammunition pouches as trophies. The 
retention of Iraqi bayonets also was prohibited, although this ban would 
later be rescinded after subordinate commanders persuaded General 
Schwarzkopf that U.S. troops should be permitted to keep these partic- 
ular items.'* Apart from this modification, however, General Order no. 
1 remained unchanged for the duration of Operations DESERT SHIELD 
and DESERT STORM. 

A related issue was whether Central Command would establish an 
in-theater confinement facility. As General Order no. 1 promulgated a 
disciplinary policy for CENTCOM's area of operations, should the 
command also provide for a military prison in Saudi Arabia for those 
individuals sentenced to jail for violating the order or for other serious 
misconduct? When the XVIII Airborne Corps requested the establish- 
ment of an in-country facility for a maximum of twenty-five prisoners, 
Colonel Ruppert advised that no legal obstacle existed to creating such 
a facility. Because he was familiar with the Long Binh jail in Vietnam, 
Schwarzkopf understood that a confinement facility required a sizable 
number of military police. Anticipating that large numbers of Iraqis 
might be captured, General Schwarzkopf wanted military police to be 
available to guard prisoners of war rather than soldiers. Consequently, 
he decided that any Americans ordered confined by sentence of a court- 
martial would be returned to the United States.13 

Operational Law 

Even before they departed by plane for Southwest Asia, the com- 
mand's lawyers had wrestled with rules of engagement for the ground, 
sea, and air forces in the theater of operations. Although DESERT 
STORM'Slarge-scale ground combat operations might suggest otherwise, 
the first questions on the use of force concerned American naval forces. 
In support of UN Security Council Resolution 661, imposing an embar- 



go on the import and export of all commodities originating in Iraq and 
occupied Kuwait, the United States and Great Britain deployed warships 
to the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. While cautioning Colonel Ruppert 
"not to start World War 111," General Schwarzkopf instructed him to 
draft rules of engagement governing the interception of inbound and 
outbound commerce fi-om Iraq and Kuwait. As Ruppert recollected, this 
was "very much contrary to doctrine . . . as lawyers aren't supposed to 
write Rules of Engagement." However, he and CENTCOM's Navy judge 
advocates drafted guidelines for stopping and searching ships on the 
high seas. The lawyers coordinated closely with the joint command's 
operations section in arriving at a finished product. 

Army Col. Fred K. Green, the legal adviser to the chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, also consulted with the CENTCOM lawyers con- 
cerning how to refer to the naval operation. The decision was made to 
avoid the use of the word "blockade." Since a state of war did not exist 
between the United States and Iraq, and since a blockade is an act of 
war under international law, using this term "might give the Iraqis an 
excuse for expanding the scope of the war." Similarly, the phrases 
"maritime interdiction" or "quarantine operation" were also avoided, 
lest this operation be associated with the crisis atmosphere that marked 
naval operations undertaken during the Cuban missile crisis of 1961. 
Ultimately, the name selected was "maritime intercept ~peration."'~ 

After President Bush approved the deployment of combat forces to 
Saudi Arabia on 7 August 1990, legal work focused on disseminating 
Staff Memo 846-88, Peacetime Rules of Engagementfor US. Forces, 
to deploying forces. Promulgated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, these 
rules were the starting point for all rules of engagement issued by U.S. 
land, sea, and air forces." With the 82d Airborne Division and XVIII 
Airborne Corps now identified as the first Army units to deploy to 
Southwest Asia, Colonel Ruppert conferred with the corps staff judge 
advocate, Colonel Bozeman, to ensure that sufficient copies of these 
peacetime rules were available at Fort Bragg. As more and more U.S. 
forces arrived in Southwest Asia, CENTCOM judge advocates moni- 
tored rules of engagement published by subordinate units, ensuring uni-
formity throughout the area of operations. The active role played by 
these judge advocates demonstrated the ever-increasing participation of 
lawyers in the development of rules of engagement. Line officers plan- 
ning combat operations were still responsible for formulating rules 
governing the use of force; however, they sought the involvement of 
lawyers. At U.S. Central Command, this meant that judge advocates did 
more than simply advise on and review rules of engagement-they also 
wrote them. This fact served as proof certain of the rapidly evolving 



role of the deployed judge advocate as an operational lawyer and, as 
such, a key member of the commander's staff. 

Fiscal Law Issues 

As American and coalition forces arrived in the Persian Gulf, indi- 
viduals, corporations, and governments supportive of the allied cause 
began donating money and property for the war effort. Japan, for exam- 
ple, donated almost 2,000 four-wheel-drive vehicles, water trucks, 
refrigerator vans, and he1 trucks."j But what legal authority did General 
Schwarzkopf and other commanders have to accept these "gifts"? Major 
Fletcher, the principal action officer for fiscal law issues, learned that 
U.S. law permitted only the General Services Administration to accept 
gifts of property for the Defense Department's use. Similarly, only the 
secretary of the treasury could accept donations of money. Monies given 
by individuals or governments could not be used by CENTCOM forces 
until the Treasury Department formally accepted these funds. 

Gifts of property, however, were another matter. While explaining 
that there could be no ownership of such gifts until acceptance by the 
General Services Administration, Central Command's judge advocates 
advised that donated property could be used pending acceptance. Thus, 
brightly painted Japanese sport utility vehicles helped theater logistical 
organizations make up for shortages of assigned U.S. military vehicles." 
Fortunately, the lack of Defense Department authority to accept gifts 
was resolved in a matter of weeks when, on 1 October 1990, Congress 
enacted legislation allowing the secretary of defense to accept money 
and property given in connection with defense operations from any per- 
son, foreign government, or international organization. Although the 
requirement that the Defense comptroller must approve any gifts meant 
that General Schwarzkopf and his subordinate commanders could not 
accept donations of money and property directly, the decision-making 
authority now resided in the Department of Defense.I8 

In addition to clarifying the issue of gifts, Central Command's 
judge advocates also advised on the conclusion of a formal agreement 
for the use of resources in Saudi Arabia. Such an arrangement with 
Saudi Arabia for host nation support would replace the unstructured 
and decentralized contracting activities then taking place. Initially, U.S. 
forces spent thousands of dollars on goods ranging from brooms, wash- 
basins, and showers to tents, food, and fuel. On 10 September, howev- 
er, King Fahd made the commitment to provide comprehensive support 
to all allied forces and organizations located in Saudi Arabia. 

By the end of October, a Department of Defense negotiating team, 
headed by Army Maj. Gen. James W. Ray and including an attorney 



from the department's General Counsel's Office, assisted by 
CENTCOM's lawyers, reached an "understanding" with the Saudis. 
The latter agreed to pay the costs of all contracts entered into by the 
United States prior to 30 October 1990 and pledged to pay for all fresh- 
ly prepared meals, water, and fuel. The Saudis agreed as well to con- 
struct needed facilities and to provide transportation within Saudi 
Arabia. As the Saudi government wished to avoid a formal arrange- 
ment, no written agreement was ever signed; the negotiated "under- 
standing" took the form of a de facto agreement. The result was a uni- 
form support arrangement for all of Central Command that substan- 
tially reduced the legal obstacles facing ARCENT and XVIII Airborne 
and VII Corps contract attorneys.Ig 

War Crimes Issues 

Iraqi forces committed a large number of war crimes against 
Kuwaiti citizens. Acting in accordance with Department of Defense 
Directive 5100.77, 10 July 1979, which designated the Army as the 
DoD executive agent for war crimes matters, and Army Chief of Staff 
Regulation 11-2, May 1975, which tasked the Judge Advocate General 
with investigating war crimes, CENTCOM's lawyers in Riyadh collect- 
ed evidence of Iraqi misconduct. War crimes included the taking of 
Kuwaiti hostages and their forcible deportation to Iraq, and the murder, 
rape, and inhumane treatment of Kuwaitis (particularly suspected 
members of the resistance) and third country civilians. Evidence exist- 
ed that the Iraqis tortured prisoners of war, used prisoners and civilians 
as human shields in combat operations, pillaged Kuwaiti civilian hos- 
pitals, and looted Kuwaiti cultural pr~perty.~' 

Central Command judge advocates reported their findings on Iraqi 
war crimes to the International Affairs Division of the Office of the 
Judge Advocate General. By December 1990, however, Iraqi abuses in 
Kuwait had continued at such a pace that additional legal support was 
required. As a result, two Army Reserve judge advocate international 
law detachments were called to active duty. The 199th Judge Advocate 
General (JAG) Detachment, headed by Lt. Col. Lee E. Haworth, was 
mobilized on 15 January 1991 and deployed to Saudi Arabia a short 
time later. Accompanying Colonel Haworth were Maj. David R. Tyrrell, 
Maj. Alan Overton, Capt. Mark F'. Brewer, and Capt. Lauren L. Hafner. 
Twelve Kuwaiti civilians-nine men and three women-also deployed 
with the detachment. All the Kuwaitis had been studying at American 
colleges and universities when the Iraqis attacked and occupied their 
country. Now, eager to help in the fight to free Kuwait, they were vol- 
untarily returning to the Persian Gulf to serve as interpreters. Over the 
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next few months the dedication and hard work of these volunteers made 
it possible for thejudge advocates of the 199th JAG Detachment,under 
the supervision of the CENTCOM staff judge advocate, to collect 
extensive information on war crimes committed in Kuwaitm2' 

A second Army Reserve unit, the 208th JAG Detachment, consist-
ing of six reserve judge advocates and commanded by Lt. Col. James 
G.Hergen, was mobiIized in January and manned the War Crimes 
Documentation Center inthe Office of the Judge Advocate General. In 
addition to evidence obtained from their coIleagues at Central 
Command, the 208th'~lawyers gathered information on war crimes 
from other sources, includmg other U.S. government agencies, the 
media, and private parties." 

Prisoner ofWar issues 

In late fall 1990, General Schwarzkopf concluded that Central 
Command lacked the in-country assets to accept and care for prisoners 
of war (POWs). Consequently, he determined that all prisoners cap-
tured by U.S. and allied forces would be transferred to Saudi control. 



Although an international agreement to this effect was not required by 
international law, U.S. Army policy did call for such an agreement prior 
to the transfer of prisoner^.^' As a result, a U.S. negotiating team met 
with the Saudi government to reach agreement on the terms that would 
govern the transfer, custody, and administration of such prisoners. 
Colonel Ruppert, participating as a member of the team, advised that 
the United States must retain the right to inspect any Saudi-run camps 
containing transferred prisoners. Placing Iraqi prisoners in Saudi cus- 
tody did not relieve the United States of its responsibilities under the 
Law of War; the United States had a continuing obligation to ensure 
that Saudi treatment of enemy prisoners complied with the 1949 
Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War 
(GPW). When the United States and Saudi Arabia reached an under- 
standing on prisoner transfer issues, at the request of the Saudi mili- 
tary's senior legal adviser, Colonel Ruppert personally briefed the 
Saudi Red Crescent, the Saudi Foreign Office, and additional members 
of the Saudi military establishment on their obligations under the GPW 
Convention. Later, American inspectors did visit Saudi-operated pris- 
oner of war camps.24 

Central Command lawyers also drafted documents dealing with the 
transfer of prisoners between the allied contingents. On 31 January 
1991, for example, the CENTCOM provost marshal and his British 
counterpart at British Forces Middle East signed "An Arrangement for 
the Transfer of Enemy Prisoners of War and Civilian Internees from the 
Custody of the British Forces to the Custody of the American Forces.'' 
Under the terms of this two-page protocol, "American Forces" agreed 
to accept all individuals captured or interned by the British, while the 
British agreed that the United States would later transfer these prison- 
ers to Saudi contr01.~' 

Legal Assistance and Claims 

As the duration of DESERT SHIELDgrew from weeks to months, and 
as the end of the calendar year approached, Colonel Ruppert realized 
that a theatenvide tax program for U.S. forces would be needed. 
Ruppert tapped Maj. Robert A. Burrell, who had recently joined 
CENTCOM's legal operations in Riyadh, to establish this program. 
Over the next few months Burrell worked with legal assistance officers 
throughout the theater to ensure that every U.S. citizen would have the 
necessary federal and state tax forms available for filing by the 15 April 
deadline.26 

At the same time, CENTCOM's judge advocates, working through 
the Office of the General Counsel at the Defense Department, sought 



relief fiom the 15 April filing requirement. As a result, President Bush 
signed an executive order designating Southwest Asia as a "combat 
zone." The tax relief benefits conferred by this presidential decree were 
later enhanced by congressional action. While these events ended the 
need for a large-scale tax program, CENTCOM lawyers had no way of 
anticipating if-or when-Congress or the president would take action 
in this matter. Thus, although hundreds of boxes of federal and state tax 
forms were ordered, shipped, and arrived in Dhahran, few were ever 

The command's lawyers also established a theater claims policy. 
Initially, the Air Force exercised single-service claims responsibility 
for Saudi Arabia. This meant that all military personnel claims were 
forwarded to the Air Force for approval, regardless of the service 
involved, as well as all foreign claims. Working from the premise that 
the service with the predominant presence should exercise single-ser- 
vice responsibility for claims, however, the CENTCOM lawyers, after 
coordinating with the service component judge advocates general, rec- 
ommended that the Army assume single-service responsibility for 
Saudi Arabia, the Navy for Bahrain, and the Air Force for Oman. The 
Defense Department agreed. ARCENT judge advocates subsequently 
implemented the transition from the Air Force to the Army, with the 
exception of those large-dollar claims requiring action in the United 
States. Thus the senior Army headquarters became the approval 
authority for all military personnel and foreign claims filed in Saudi 
Arabia.28 

U.S.Army Forces Central Command 

Some twenty Army lawyers served in the ARCENT staff judge advo- 
cate's office, providing guidance to legal operations conducted at the 
two corps and ARCENT Support Command (later designated as the 
22d Support Command). They also directly supported ARCENT head- 
quarters and units that were without lawyers at echelons above corps. 
Since Colonel Tornrnepuu and two captains were the only active duty 
military lawyers with Army Central Command, the foundation of legal 
operations was built on a large number of Army Reserve judge advo- 
cates. (Chart 8) 

A significant number of reservists was assigned to Third U.S. 
Army's headquarters at Fort McPherson, Georgia, and when Third 
Army deployed as Army Forces Central Command, its reserve person- 
nel were some of the first mobilized and deployed. Thus, the ARCENT 
deputy staff judge advocate and chiefs of the Operational and 
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International Law, Administrative Law, and Military Justice Divisions 
were all reserve judge advocates. Later, an active duty contract law 
expert, Lt. Col. Frankie D. Hoskey, joined the ARCENT judge advo- 
cates as the head of the Contracts and Fiscal Law Division. Hoskey's 
presence, however, was the exception: Reserve lawyers were the rule 
when it came to those judge advocates performing legal work at the 
senior Army headquarters in theater. Initially, ARCENT judge advo- 
cates lived and worked in the Royal Saudi Land Forces Building in 
hyadh. Later, however, they moved to the modern duplexes of Eskan 
Village, located some fifteen kilometers away. 

Administrative Law and Claims Issues 

The Administrative Law Division, headed by Lt. Col. Leslie K. 
Mason, had three branches. Maj. Bernard A. Pfeiffer was the chief of 
the Administrative Law Branch; Capt. Daniel L. Winand headed the 
Claims Branch; and Maj. Larry Daniels was the chief of the Legal 
Assistance Branch. All four were reservists: Mason was a civilian Army 
attorney at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama; Pfeiffer and Winand were civil- 
ian Army attorneys who worked at Fort Benning, Georgia; and Daniels 
was a state court judge from Maryland. 



After his arrival in September, Major Pfeiffer advised on routine 
matters such as administrative eliminations, reports of investigation, 
line of duty investigations, and reports of survey. Perhaps his most 
significant legal problem, however, concerned the deadline for filing 
Standard Form 155 5, Confidential Financial Disclosure Reports, and 
Standard Form 278, Public Financial Disclosure Reports. Some seven 
hundred personnel in the theater were required to file one or both 
forms. Although the filing deadline for Form 278 was 15 April, all 
Forms 1555 had to be filed by 31 October.'Completing this form 
requires detailed financial information, including stockholdings, 
sources of income, and other data usually obtainable only from tax 
records. As most of those required to file the Form 1555 had not 
brought financial records with them, many requested an extension of 
the filing time for the duration of DESERT SHIELD.Under the applica- 
ble statute, however, no authority existed for granting such an exten- 
sion. Consequently, while concluding that there should be an excep- 
tion for service in a combat zone, Major Pfeiffer advised those con- 
cerned that the filing deadline must be met. Those required to file 
were located, provided with forms, and advised how to complete 
them. The entire process "was particularly difficult given the fluid 
nature of the theater."29 

Captain Winand, who, like Pfeiffer, had arrived in September, was 
designated as the Theater Army claims judge advocate. Recognizing 
that he first had to establish a theater claims policy, Winand conferred 
with the U.S. Army Claims Service in Fort Meade, Maryland. The 
result was the creation of framework within which all claims filed by 
soldiers would be investigated at the unit level, with adjudication done 
by claims judge advocates at the divisions. Thus, except for those units 
directly supported by ARCENT judge advocates, these military per- 
sonnel claims were not handled by Winand. Rather, he focused on 
claims filed by Saudi and other non-U.S. citizens against the United 
States. In adjudicating these claims, Captain Winand worked closely 
with the Air Force, as that service initially exercised single-service 
responsibility for foreign claims in Saudi Arabia. Before the 
Department of Defense gave the Army single-service responsibility for 
Saudi Arabia, all foreign claims filed against the Army were complet- 
ed on Air Force paperwork and forwarded by Winand to the Air Force's 
foreign claims operation in Riyadh. The Air Force would either approve 
or deny the foreign claim, based on Captain Winand's recommendation. 
Claims for less than $5,000 were approved without comment; claims 
for larger amounts required a telephone call or a face-to-face meeting 
between Winand and his Air Force co~nte rpar t .~~  



The claims filed by Saudi citizens were varied. The largest claim 
involved damage to a cement factory near Hafar a1 Batin. As it was 
located along a likely Iraqi invasion route, the factory was transformed 
into a defensive perimeter by troopers of the 10 1st Airborne Division. 
Unfortunately, damage to heavy equipment and buildings caused by the 
soldiers resulted in a claim for some two million riyals-over 
$500,000. An investigation established U.S. liability, and the United 
States was prepared to pay the claim. Prior to payment, however, the 
Saudi government agreed to assume all claims submitted by its citizens 
against the United States and, as the agreement covered the period of 
time during which the cement factory had been damaged, the Saudi 
government paid this claim as well.3' 

Just as in Vietnam, there were claims for losses and damage to live- 
stock. In Southwest Asia, however, these claims were for camels rather 
than water buffalos. Late in 1990, for example, a Saudi citizen filed a 
claim for six camels that were killed when they wandered onto a 105- 
mm. howitzer range operated by the 82d Airborne Division. There was 
some suspicion that the animals had been intentionally targeted, but the 
claim was paid based on a finding of negligence. 

Even when the cause of the loss was intentional rather than negli- 
gence, however, the claim was paid. In February 1991 a soldier on 
guard duty fired his M203 grenade launcher at a camel. This intention- 
al killing earned him an Article 15 punishment, and the United States 
reimbursed the aggrieved owner for the camel's fair market value. 
Captain Winand had determined that value earlier by visiting the local 
market, or "suk," to study the pricing structure for the different kinds of 
camels. Some were bred for meat, some for milk, and some for racing. 
Furthermore, while a healthy male camel usually was worth more than 
a female, the reverse was true if the female was pregnant. By the end of 
DESERT SHIELD, judge advocates dealing with foreign claims hlly 
understood the sophisticated pricing structure for camel^.'^ 

Military justice 

The first challenge for ARCENT's criminal lawyers was sorting out 
the jurisdiction exercised over Army Reserve units. A number of 
reservists arrived in theater with little more than orders calling them to 
active duty and directing them to report to their mobilization stations. 
As military discipline requires that every soldier be attached to a gen- 
eral court-martial convening authority, the issue was whether jur- 
isdiction should be exercised along command lines or by geographic 
area. At first a command-line framework was favored; however, as the- 
ater-level reserve component support units were increasingly dispersed 



in Saudi Arabia, the distance between these units and the support com- 
mand headquarters in Dhahran made an area jurisdiction structure 
more appropriate. 

Another early issue was whether Operation DESERT SHIELDshould 
be considered a "war" when determining the punishments for certain 
military offenses. Under Article 85, for example, desertion in time of 
war is punishable by death, whereas the maximum peacetime punish- 
ment for this offense is five years. The Office of the Judge Advocate 
General advised that, despite the purpose and scope of DESERT SHIELD, 
in the absence of a congressional declaration of war or a factual deter- 
mination by the president (usually done by executive order) that a state 
of war existed, the punishment for this particular offense could not be 
increased. 

Because of the general ban on alcoholic beverages and the typical 
soldier's lack of contact with the civilian population, disciplinary prob- 
lems were relatively minor. But some misconduct did occur, usually 
related to such military offenses as fraternization, the wrongful dis- 
charge of a weapon, dereliction of duty, and the violation of a lawful 
order. Given the command's status as the senior Army headquarters, 
however, the attorneys focused more on ARCENT's supervisory 
responsibility for Army criminal law activities rather than on prosecut- 
ing and defending cases. Thus, Maj. David H. Brunjes, a Georgia 
reservist with extensive criminal law expertise, spent much of his time 
gathering data on the numbers and types of courts-martial and nonju- 
dicial punishment activity occurring at subordinate general and special 
court-martial jurisdictions. He also taught military justice classes to 
reserve units and provided instruction on the wide range of administra- 
tive options to nonjudicial punishment and courts-martial.33 

Army Forces Central Command prosecuted only one court-martial 
during DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM. Paradoxically, this court- 
martial probably generated the highest interest of any criminal case 
occurring in Southwest Asia. Capt. David S. Wiggins, a 1984 graduate 
of the U.S. Military Academy who also had received his medical degree 
and flight surgeon training at Army expense, was stationed at Fort 
Hood, Texas, when Operation DESERT SHIELDbegan. Ordered to deploy 
to Saudi Arabia, Wiggins applied for conscientious objector status and, 
when this was denied, filed suit in U.S. District Court for the Western 
District of Texas, requesting a preliminary injunction to bar the Army 
from sending him to Southwest Asia. The district court denied the 
injunction and, unsuccessful in avoiding deployment, Captain Wiggins 
flew to Saudi Arabia, where he was assigned duties as a physician in a 
troop clinic at Log Base BRAVOnear King Khalid Military City. 



Shortly thereafter, Wiggins shaved his head, went on a hunger 
strike, and unilaterally "resigned" from the Army. On 14 January 
1991, he removed his uniform and, wearing only his underwear, 
obstructed traffic in a busy intersection by sitting down in the middle 
of the road and refusing to move. His act of protest disrupted traffic on 
one of the busiest supply routes in Saudi Arabia at a critical time dur- 
ing the preparations for the ground war. As a result of his behavior, 
Captain Wiggins was charged with failing to repair to his place of duty, 
disobeying the order of a superior officer, and conduct unbecoming an 
officer and gentleman.34 

Capt. Edward B. Cottingham, a reservist from South Carolina 
assigned to ARCENT headquarters, faced a number of problems in 
prosecuting United States v. Wiggins.The lack of a confinement facil- 
ity in theater meant that the accused could not be placed in confinement 
pending his trial. Thus, while preparing for war, his unit also had to 
watch over Captain Wiggins. From Cottingham's perspective, the 
biggest challenge was arranging for the appearance of witnesses. The 
pretrial investigation under Article 32 of the Uniform Code and the sub- 
sequent general court-martial proceedings were held in Riyadh. Most 
of the witnesses, however, were located in Dhahran or in King Khalid 
Military City, more than 200 dusty truck miles away. Despite these trav- 
el difficulties, however, all in-theater witnesses did appear. Arranging 
for the accused's wife to travel to Saudi Arabia to appear as a witness 
proved to be so difficult, however, that Captain Cottingham requested 
that the convening authority dismiss the affected charge. At his general 
court-martial, Captain Wiggins was convicted. Although Cottingham 
argued that Wiggins should be sentenced to two years' imprisonment, 
the military judge, Col. Frank B. Ecker, Jr., disagreed. He sentenced 
Captain Wiggins to forfeit all pay, to pay a fine of $25,000, and to be 
dismissed from the service. On appeal, the Army Court of Military 
Review upheld the findings and sentence. 

22d Support Command 

ARCENT Support Command, as it was called before being renamed 
the 22d Support Command (SUPCOM) in December, did not even exist 
until DESERT SHIELDwas under way. Thus, as at Army Forces Central 
Command, legal operations at the support command were handled pri- 
marily by reserve component judge advocates. Only the staff judge 
advocate, Lt. Col. William R. Hagan, and one captain in the support 
command's legal office had been on active duty before the command's 
deployment. Although experienced as a lawyer in airborne, armored, 
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thirteen attorneys. It was aided by about an equal number of lawyers in 
subordinate or "downtrace" units. Organized into five divisions- 
Military Justice, Civil and Operational Law, Legal Assistance and 
Claims, Contracts, and Forward Support-King Khalid Military City- 
Colonel Hagan's office provided guidance and support to some 75,000 
soldiers in fourteen special court-martial convening a~thorities.'~ 

Contract and Fiscal Law Issues 

Contract and fiscal law was the number-one priority for SUPCOM 
judge advocates for several months. Because U.S. forces needed far 
more than they were able to bring with them, they negotiated a large 
number of contracts for supplies and services. Hagan's Contracts 
Division, headed by Lt. Col. Robert P. Lowell, a reserve judge advocate 
from Massachusetts, provided advice and support on contract matters. 
The first major problem confronted by Lowell and his colleagues, how- 
ever, was one of fiscal law. The operational requirement for a heliport 
was critical, since the Saudis did not have adequate airfield space to 
accommodate the large number of attack, scout, transport, and utility 
helicopters arriving in Southwest Asia. The estimated cost for such a 
heliport was $1 million or more, Legally, however, the spending of 
Army Operation and Maintenance (O&M) funds for "unspecified 
minor construction" was limited to $200,000. As building projects 
exceeding this limit required congressional authorization, did this mean 
that the heliport could not be built without specific legislative authori- 
ty? The SUPCOM judge advocates determined that the secretary of 
defense could legally exceed the existing $200,000 limit by authorizing 
the additional expenditure of hnds as "emergency construction." This 
was not a good solution to the problem, however: the law required a 2 1-
day waiting period after a secretarial authorization of this nature, and 
the near-combat tempo of DESERT SHIELD required immediate con- 
struction of the heliport. 

While the 22d SUPCOM commander, Maj. Gen. William G. 
Pagonis, conferred daily by telephone with the chief of engineers, Lt. 
Gen. Henry Hatch, the Contracts Division researched the issue and 
wrote a fiscal law opinion setting forth an approach for resolving the 
matter. Based on his discussions with the Corps of Engineers and the 
legal opinions of the SUPCOM lawyers, General Pagonis determined 
that the heliport did not fall under the statutory provisions governing 
minor military construction. Accordingly, it was not subject to the 
O&M expenditure cap applicable to such construction. DESERT SHIELD 
was an operation, not a training exercise. Paving the desert was a pro- 
ject more akin to building bunkers or constructing antitank revetments. 



As limits on spending O&M funds did not apply to real-world opera- 
tions or to combat-related military construction, no bar existed to build- 
ing the helipad. When Lester Edelman, the chief counsel of the Corps 
of Engineers, concurred in the SUPCOM legal opinion, the authority 
for the heliport-and other similar projects-was established. Also 
firmly established was General Pagonis' confidence in the judge advo- 
cates in his command." 

Legal Assistance 

With some 70 percent of the support command's soldiers from the 
Army Reserve or National Guard, the provision of legal assistance to 
these individuals was a major concern. Most units had undergone 
extensive preparation for movement, with wills and powers of attorney 
executed for all who desired them, but rapid mobilization resulted in 
more legal assistance problems than those incurred in active component 
units. Frequently, the issues encountered were also more complex. 
Although the Legal Assistance and Claims Division consisted of only 
two judge advocates, as a practical matter every SUPCOM attorney 
provided legal assistance, from Colonel Hagan and the deputy staff 
judge advocate, Lt. Col. Kevin V Murphy, to Maj s. Shelby L. Starling 
and Thomas G. Robisch, both of whom worked in the Civil and 
Operational Law Divi~ion.~' 

Until Congress granted tax relief, the legal assistance attorneys 
had established a structure for the command tax program, focusing on 
how to provide tax forms and advice on completing these forms to 
every soldier in the command. These judge advocates also advised on 
a variety of legal matters, including filing for divorce and legal sepa- 
ration and responding to creditors. The Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil 
Relief Act was particularly important for mobilized reservists, as it 
reduced the interest rate on existing loans to 6 percent per year. Thus, 
a soldier with a high-paying civilian job who after deploying earned 
significantly less in uniform benefited from lower credit card and 
mortgage payments. As this provision of the act was not widely 
known, SUPCOM lawyers spent a considerable amount of time 
informing creditors that reserve component members of the command 
not only had the right to lower payments, but that this benefit contin- 
ued for the duration of their active service. Additionally, as any civil 
proceeding involving reservists called to active duty could be stayed 
under the Soldiers' and Sailors7 Civil Relief Act, judge advocates 
assisted soldiers in using the act to delay any suit filed by a creditor or 
other litigant who either did not know of the act's benefits or was resis- 
tant to its protections. 



XVI I I  Airborne Corps 

The XVIII Airborne Corps had more military lawyers experienced in 
operational deployments than any other Army legal office. Its recent 
major deployments had been to the U.S. Virgin Islands in Operation 
HAWKEYE(a relief effort) and to Panama in Operation JUST CAUSE. 
Annual engineer unit rotations to Honduras also had produced a large 
number of judge advocates capable of operating on their own at great 
distances from their home office. Corps attorneys had also participated 
in INTERNAL LOOK,a major training exercise held in July 1990. It coin- 
cidentally involved a Southwest Asia scenario focusing on the same 
countries to which the corps would deploy the following month. 
Additionally, a large number of XVIII Airborne Corps lawyers had 
received training in operational law and had been provided recently 
produced operational law reference materials. 

The corps' top lawyer, Colonel Bozeman, was not only a veteran of 
combat in Vietnam but also had been tested the previous year as the 
joint task force staff judge advocate for Operation JUST CAUSE. His 
deputy, Lt. Col. Patrick Finnegan, likewise had operational experience, 
having served as the task force legal adviser for the humanitarian relief 
mission to the Virgin Islands. Since legal and nonlegal issues encoun- 
tered in Saudi Arabia often were similar to those they had dealt with on 
earlier missions, both Bozeman and Finnegan-and other corps judge 
advocates with experience in JUST CAUSE or HAWKEYE-were ideally 
suited for early deployment in DESERT SHIELD.^^ 

Although there was little time for planning prior to the departure of 
the first of the corps' units to Saudi Arabia, the pace of deployment, 
combined with the command decision to send large numbers of combat 
forces first, with combat support and combat service support personnel 
to follow, made it somewhat easier for Colonel Bozeman and his legal 
staff to support both the deployed units and the continuing activity at 
Fort Bragg. Earlier deployments had made all corps units well aware of 
the importance of overseas movement processing. Consequently, many 
troops who had recently deployed to St. Croix or Panama needed little 
or no updating of their legal documents. DESERT SHIELD, however, 
required significantly more soldiers than had earlier deployments, 
including many from the reserve components. Active duty judge advo- 
cates at Fort Bragg, assisted by the recently mobilized 204th JAG 
Detachment, prepared more than 17,000 wills for departing personnel 
and provided round-the-clock legal assistance to family members." 

Army judge advocates also briefed all soldiers on the rules of 
engagement (ROE) for DESERT SHIELD. The CENTCOM judge advo- 



cates had developed rules of engagement based on the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff peacetime rules on the use of force, and the corps lawyers used 
these as a basis for drafting XVIIIAirborne Corps rules of engagement. 
Before flying to Southwest Asia all soldiers were briefed on the corps 
rules governing the use of force. Refining the use of wallet-size ROE 
cards pioneered by the 82d Airborne Division in JUST CAUSE, the corps 
judge advocates developed two separate, different-colored cards. More 
than 100,000 white cards were printed with the peacetime rules of 
engagement applicable during DESERT SHIELD,and a like number of 
blue cards were printed with the rules that would be applicable during 
hostilities. The reverse a€ the peacetime card also contained cultural 
tips. These cards, written in easily understood English and distributed 
to every soldier, provided a ready reference for questions concerning 
the lawful use of f ~ r c e . ~ '  

Bozeman faced a nearly total deployment of the corps units, but he 
retained a substantial continuing requirement to provide legal services 
for Fort Bragg, a major mobilization station. Which of his personnel 
should he send to Saudi Arabia? Most judge advocates and legal spe- 
cialists would be deploying, but some would have to stay behind for the 
garrison mission. For most, staying behind meant being left out, for 
while the importance of the garrison mission was clear to Bozeman and 
Finnegan, it was not as clear to some of the judge advocates concerned. 
Colonels Bozeman and Finnegan had to make, and explain, deployment 
decisions carefully. Bozeman's Panama experience had left him with an 
acute awareness that the corps might face many issues involving the 
leasing and purchasing of supplies and equipment, so he decided to 
first deploy his operational law specialist, Capt. Mark C. Prugh, and his 
contract law chief, Capt. Michael L. Larson. They arrived with the 
assault command post in Dhahran in the searing heat of early August. 
The third corps lawyer to deploy was Capt. Patricia A. Martindale, a 
legal assistance officer. Arriving in Dhahran on 21 August, she was the 
first woman judge advocate in Southwest Asia.42 

Colonel Bozeman arrived in Dhahran with Lt. Gen. Gary E. Luck, 
the corps commander, on 28 August 1990. Over the next few months, 
as corps units arrived in theater, Bozeman selectively drew down his 
Fort Bragg operation while systematically building up his fonvard- 
deployed organization. Coordinating with Colonel Finnegan, who had 
remained at Fort Bragg as the installation staff judge advocate, 
Bozeman timed the deployment of lawyers to precede or coincide with 
the arrival of the brigades they supported. Rather than immediately 
detailing these judge advocates to their brigades and groups, however, 
Colonel Bozeman first brought each incoming corps lawyer to the main 



command post in Dhahran. This served several purposes. First, deploy- 
ing all judge advocates to the forward staffjudge advocate office meant 
that in-theater legal operations were more easily organized, avoiding 
gaps in both expertise and personnel. Second, it oriented everyone to 
the legal requirements in theater. Both mid-level and junior officers 
learned how legal services were organized and what legal policies were 
in effect at both corps and theater levels, thus promoting efficiency as 
well as uniformity of legal advice.43 

As DESERT SHIELD progressed and Bozeman's legal operation 
matured, attorneys were detailed to brigades and groups and were even- 
tually attached on orders for administration and logistics. Most were 
responsible for two or three special court-martial convening authorities. 
As a condition of the detail of these attorneys, the units agreed to pro- 
vide office space, a sleeping area, access to telephone or radio com- 
munication, and transportation. Many units provided a private "office" 
in the tent area, since legal assistance clients were seen at the unit. 
Transportation originally posed a major concern, as corps lawyers had 
no access to organic vehicles. However, rental cars and vehicles con- 
tributed by other countries eventually alleviated most of these trans- 
portation problem^.'^ 

With individual lawyers detailed to brigades and groups in the 
corps, the supervision of their legal work became difficult, as most 
brigade-level units were isolated by distances amounting to more than 
a hundred miles or by difficulties with communications. Colonels 
Bozeman and Finnegan used several methods to monitor distant legal 
operations to assure support for the brigade-level legal officers and 
legal specialists. First, senior legal staff members visited the brigade 
lawyers as frequently as possible. These visits were usually accom- 
plished on a circuit trip of slightly over three hundred miles. Because 
of high maintenance demands on helicopters in the desert, the circuit 
had to be made by car or truck and usually involved at least one 
overnight stay. 

These visits became even more important after the corps head- 
quarters moved to Rafha, a few miles from Iraq. This move split the 
corps lawyers into three groups: the principal operation at Rafha, an 
administrative element with the corps command post at King Khalid 
Military City, and another group of lawyers with the corps rear element 
at Dhahran. 

Second, XVIII Airborne Corps kept its judge advocates fully 
informed through a series of information papers on recurring or signif- 
icant issues. Later, these papers served as good primers on theater legal 
issues for VII Corps units deploying to Saudi Arabia. Finally, two sep- 
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arate legal confkmces were held for all corps attorneys, one during 
DESERTSHIELDand oneduring conduct of the air war. While issuesfac-
ing the XVIII Airborne Corps lawyers were similarto those confronting 
advisers in most major deployments, DES~RTS m u ~produced a num-
ber of unique issues. 

Arriving in D h h  at 430EM.on 9 August, Captain Larson was 
the third Army lawyer in theater." Within an hour he was advising a 
corps contracting officer who was negotiatingthe purchase of bottled 
water from a Saudi merchant. A contract law expert with prior judge 
advocate assignments at White Sands Missile Range and on Okinawa, 
Larson was for s m r d  weeks the only Army contractattorney in Saudi 
Arabia. Rather than simply conducting legal reviews, he found himself 



primarily assisting XVIII Airborne Corps contracting officers in orga- 
nizing their operations. Early on, Larson also assisted the Saudis in pro- 
viding host nation food support, one result of which was the provision 
of 1,600 meals to hungry American soldiers by the Hardee's hamburg- 
er franchise in Dhahran.46 

In the first days of DESERT SHIELDthe corps' biggest need was for 
transportation. Buses were needed for troops and rail cars and heavy 
equipment transporters for materiel. Captain Larson's contracting offi- 
cers, however, possessed only limited contracting authority. Only one 
officer could negotiate contracts up to $25,000; the remaining officers 
were authorized to purchase goods and services worth up to only $2,500. 
Yet transportation requirements alone greatly exceeded these amounts. 
For example, buses ordinarily would have been leased for thirty days, 
but such a contract would have exceeded the $25,000 limit. The solution 
was to lease buses for a three-day period, with the understanding that the 
lease would be renewed again and again. This unorthodox solution may 
have violated the prohibition on splitting contracts to avoid dollar lim- 
its, but the combat tempo of the mission offered no alterr~ative.~~ 

Over the ensuing weeks Larson handled hundreds of contract mat- 
ters. At first, all contracts were negotiated without soliciting bids, but 
within a month a solicitation for laundry services was advertised. Later, 
an invitation to bid on a contract to operate the headquarters troop din- 
ing facility also was announced. Both solicitations resulted in compet- 
itive contract awards. 

Initially, XVIII Airborne Corps contracts did not address the issue 
of performance during combat. This was a matter of concern to Capt. 
Peter L. Brown, who replaced Captain Larson as the corps contract 
attorney in October 1990 and who worked closely with his 22d SUP- 
COM contract law counterparts. As a result, by January most contracts 
for transportation, supplies, and services critical to the future support 
of Operation DESERT STORM contained a "Continued Performance 
During Hostilities" clause. Contracts for heavy equipment transporta- 
tion, for example, gave the United States, through the contracting offi- 
cer, the right to direct that a contractor continue performance during 
combat and, upon demand, substitute U.S. employees for contractor 
employees in the operation of the equipment. Although the clause did 
not confer upon the United States legal authority to use force against a 
contractor or his employees to obtain contract performance or permit 
the seizure of the property, the inclusion of this hostilities clause in con- 
tracts served notice that not only would breach of contract occur if 
civilian operators refused to drive or otherwise operate equipment, but 
also that a possible remedy was a~ailable.~' 



As DESERTSHIELDprogressed and as the corps contracting process 
matured, a thorny issue developed regarding the offer of gifts to 
American contracting officers. Such gifts were the custom in Saudi 
Arabia, and U.S. officials were concerned that refusal to accept a prof- 
fered item would be viewed as offensive. Judge advocates took a firm 
position on the matter. For example, when a contracting officer was 
offered a gift by a contractor who had been awarded a small-purchase 
contract and was competing for a larger one, the corps judge advocates 
prepared a memorandum for the signature of the corps chief of staff. 
The letter, signed on 30 October 1990, reminded all corps contracting 
officers that, regardless of custom, the law required that they avoid both 
actual conflicts of interest and those situations that might give the 
appearance of such a conflict. No item of value could be accepted from 
any business entity, and any offer of a gift or gratuity was to be report- 
ed irnmediatel~.~~ 

Legal Assistance 

Captain Martindale arrived in Dhahran by C-141 aircraft on 21 
August. Although a judge advocate for less than a year, Martindale was 
made responsible for all of XVIII Airborne Corps' legal assistance 
requirements. Having brought with her a laptop computer and a dot- 
matrix printer, Martindale began almost immediately to write and exe- 
cute wills. Over the next few weeks she saw an average of fifty troops 
daily. Together with Capt. John E Yaninek, who arrived from Fort 
Bragg a few weeks later, she delivered a wide range of legal assistance 
services. A key to their success was the satellite telephone system pro- 
vided by the corps signal office. This asset allowed those providing 
legal assistance to call any business or attorney in the United States at 
any time of the day or night. With the time in Saudi Arabia eight hours 
later than that in North Carolina, Martindale and Yaninek spent every 
evening on the telephone to creditors, merchants, and attorneys in 
Fayetteville, representing their soldier-clients. Many a crisis was avoid- 
ed or solved without resorting to mail correspondence. Moreover, the 
satellite hookup was configured so that the cost of the telephone calls 
was billed to the corps staff judge advocate office at Fort Bragg. This 
system eliminated any need to work through the Saudi telephone sys- 
tem to pay for calls. 

Over the next several months, both routine and unusual legal assis- 
tance issues required great effort by Captains Martindale and Yaninek 
and other corps attorneys. These tasks included assisting non-U.S. citi- 
zens serving in the Army who desired American citizenship, advising 
activated reservists on their veterans' reemployment rights, and 



explaining rights and obligations under the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil 
Relief Act. They also counseled U.S. soldiers wishing to marry con- 
cerning the applicable foreign law and procedure or, for those interest- 
ed in an alternative, those U.S. states that permitted marriage by proxy. 
Additionally, in concert with CENTCOM and ARCENT judge advo- 
cates, corps lawyers prepared to help soldiers in filing tax returns and 
coordinated with different states regarding their requirements. Each 
brigade and battalion designated unit tax advisers, and judge advocates 
made arrangements for these individuals to receive training in Dhahran 
from representatives of the Internal Revenue Service. At the same time, 
soldiers were encouraged to allow a spouse or another designated per- 
son to file their state and federal taxes for them through a general power 
of attorney. As noted earlier, legislative tax relief ultimately obviated 
the need for a corps-wide tax program, but the attorneys in Saudi 
Arabia were prepared for the worst.50 

Administrative Law 

Major administrative law issues involved female soldiers, religion, 
flags, and civilians accompanying the forces. Under then-existing 
Army policy, if a soldier's pregnancy occurred or was discovered after 
her deployment, she would ordinarily remain in the overseas environ- 
ment until her seventh month of pregnancy. Given the combat tempo of 
DESERT SHIELD, however, this was unrealistic. Consequently, Army 
Central Command directed that all pregnant soldiers be immediately 
returned to home station. This ruling led to complaints that female sol- 
diers had found a convenient way out of the desert, and some com- 
manders wanted to issue "no sex" orders or to punish soldiers who 
became pregnant. Recognizing the difficulty of enforcing such orders, 
as well as the likelihood of adverse publicity, Colonel Bozeman rec- 
ommended that commanders and supervisors avoid issuing any orders 
dealing with sexual relations that would not be imposed in the United 
States. Instead, Bozeman urged commanders to consider establishing 
single-sex sleeping areas and prohibiting visits to those areas by mem- 
bers of the opposite sex. He also advised leaders to appeal to their sol- 
diers' sense of duty by emphasizing that a pregnancy meant a loss to the 
unit that was not easily ab~orbed.~' 

Other issues involving female soldiers resulted from the basic con- 
servatism of Saudi society. CENTCOM policy emphasized that good 
host-nation relations required "cultural awareness," but, since Saudi 
law made certain activities illegal if performed by women, the issue 
went beyond simply a need to respect Islamic culture. Thus, Colonel 
Bozeman advised, as did all lawyers in the CENTCOM area of opera- 



tions, that XVIII Airborne Corps not discriminate against women in 
order to satisfy local culture. 

For example, it was illegal for women to drive motor vehicles in 
Saudi Arabia. Compliance with Saudi law would not only have dis- 
criminated against female soldiers but, because a large number of 
women served in transportation units, would have hurt readiness by 
seriously disrupting the corps' ability to move and supply its combat 
forces. Consequently, the corps dealt with this matter by issuing guid- 
ance stating that both male and female soldiers "may drive vehicles 
(military and civilian) . . . when on-duty, and in uniform (including 
headgear)." As a practical matter, a woman driver often was in the 
company of a male soldier. But Saudi officials were informed that the 
U.S. military did not have "male" and "female" drivers, but "soldier" 
drivers and that, by requesting U.S. assistance in defending their coun- 
try, they accepted the Army's force structure and its large number of 
women soldiers.j2 

Similarly, Saudi culture required conservative dress in public and, 
while the restrictions on men were relatively few, American female sol- 
diers discovered that the local religious police or "muttawwa" frowned 
on immodest dress. As a result, corps lawyers advised the command 
group on the development of a "dress code," prohibiting female sol- 
diers from wearing revealing t-shirts, earrings, and shorts in places 
where they might have contact with the Saudi public. Furthermore, 
women in uniform were not to visit Saudi communities without a male 
escort, and they were cautioned, when wearing civilian clothes in Saudi 
communities, to close their blouses up to the neck, to have sleeves cov- 
ering their elbows, and to wear dresses or slacks close to ankle-length. 
Although women soldiers generally understood the necessity to respect 
Saudi culture, they disliked what they saw as unequal treatment, par- 
ticularly since the desert heat made conservative dress unc~mfortable.~' 

As these administrative law questions arose outside the United 
States, many took on an international law flavor. When the press report- 
ed that the Saudi government had objected to the display of the 
American flag on U.S. uniforms and the use of the "flag stamp" on 
mail, Army lawyers were asked to review both of these issues. Under 
international law, flying the flag of one sovereign in the state of anoth- 
er may occur only with the permission of the host state. As the 
Department of Defense did not intend to request such permission from 
the Saudis, the American flag was not flown in areas assigned to U.S. 
forces. Additionally, security concerns dictated that the U.S. flag not be 
flown in those areas. Thus, while American forces later flew the U.S. 
flag in Iraq, it was not raised over Saudi soil. As to the issue of uni- 



forms, since the American flag patch being worn on U.S. uniforms was 
lawful under Army regulations and since the Saudis never officially 
raised the matter, there was no reason to prohibit this practice. Finally, 
the Saudis never objected to the use of flag postage stamps.j4 

The practice of any religion other than Islam is illegal in Saudi 
Arabia. Since this restriction posed a major challenge to the command's 
obligation to provide for the religious needs of soldiers, the advice of 
Army lawyers was sought. At the XVIII Airborne Corps, worship ser- 
vices were referred to as "morale services (C), (P), or (J)" for Catholic, 
Protestant, or Jewish soldiers, respectively. Chaplains were directed to 
hold services out of public view, and religious materials were provided 
only to U.S. personnel and returned after the services. Chaplains wore 
their distinctive branch insignia only in U.S.-controlled areas; the cross 
or torah was removed when contact with the local populace was likely. 
Similarly, Bibles or other religious literature were identified as "morale 
publications." These measures struck a balance between the need for 
regular religious services for all corps troops and an obligation to 
respect host country law. Rumors to the contrary, Saudi officials never 
objected to the command's policy concerning religious activities in 
their country.j5 

Finally, as the likelihood of war-and casualties-increased, a new 
administrative law question arose. Should Army civilian employees and 
civilian contractors accompanying U.S. forces carry Army-issued 
weapons, protective gear, and Geneva Convention identification cards? 
Could they also wear military uniforms? The corps' judge advocates, 
after discussing these issues with higher headquarters, advised that 
civilians could be provided most equipment, including uniforms, and, 
as the civilians at issue were "accompanying the force," they should be 
given identification cards reflecting their status under the 1949 Geneva 
Convention. Government weapons generally would not be issued; how- 
ever, firearms could be hand-receipted to Department of the Army 
civilians if the theater commander determined that they were required 
for self-defense.j6 

VII Corps 

Lawyers at VII Corps first learned of a possible deployment to the 
Persian Gulf on 29 October 1990, when Lt. Gen. Frederick M. Franks, 
Jr., the commanding general, included the corps staff judge advocate in 
a limited-access planning cell. Judge advocate operations increased in 
tempo after the public announcement of VII Corps' deployment on 8 
November 1990. Over the next six weeks, as they prepared for their 



departure for the Arabian peninsula, Colonel Huffman; his deputy, Lt. 
Col. Edward I. Frothingham; and all the VII Corps' judge advocates 
worked twelve to fifteen hours a day, seven days a week. It was a gru- 
eling pace, for not only were some 6,800 wills and 13,800 powers of 
attorney prepared for over 40,000 departing troops, but the judge advo- 
cates also had to prepare for their own deployment. This process includ- 
ed M16 rifle and .45-caliber pistol requalification and reviews of com- 
bat first aid procedures, land navigation, and the use of chemical pro- 
tective masks." 

Determining the organization of VII Corps legal services in 
Southwest Asia was the first major decision for Colonel Huffman. In 
Europe, legal services were organized by geographic area rather than 
along command lines. Since the early 1970s, the nearest higher head- 
quarters provided all units in a particular location with military justice, 
administrative law, and claims and legal assistance support, regardless 
of whether they were part of its military chain of command. A subse- 
quent refinement of this area jurisdiction concept established consoli- 
dated legal centers at which unit legal specialists, detached from their 
parent units, were attached to a legal office for duty, training, and 
administration. Now, as VII Corps moved from Germany to Saudi 
Arabia-and from peace to war-its rear area-based organization dis- 
appeared, along with its eight full-service legal offices located from 
Heilbronn to Munich. Only a minimum amount of legal support 
remained behind to care for the family members and civilian compo- 
nent of the force that remained in Germany. 

In Saudi Arabia, VII Corps legal services were structured along 
command lines. (Chart 9) In reorganizing, Colonel Huffman had to 
decide how many judge advocates to take to the Persian Gulf. The 
corps' table of organization and equipment authorized seventeen 
lawyers at the corps headquarters. Another eleven lawyers were autho- 
rized by the corps' table of distribution and allowances, resulting in a 
total of twenty-eight judge advocates available for deployment. After 
coordinating with Col. Thomas M. Crean, Judge Advocate, U.S. Army, 
Europe, Colonel Huffman decided to take his full table of organization 
and equipment, plus two judge advocates from the table of distribution 
and allowances. Nine lawyers remained in Germany. He selected the 
nineteen deploying judge advocates on the basis of both soldier skills 
and technical expertise. Recognizing that the corps' mission in Europe 
still required first-class legal support, however, Huffman also left 
some of his brightest and most experienced people in Germany. As for 
those men and women going to the desert, Colonel Huffman, working 
with Lt. Col. Charles E. Trant, the corps' chief of justice who would 
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serve during the deployment as his deputy, decided that eleven attor- 
neys would be located at corps headquarters. The remainder would be 
allocated in such a way that the engineer brigade, engineer group, two 
field artillery brigades, military police brigade, and armored cavalry 
regiment would each have at least one judge advocate. This distribu- 
tion of assets would ensure the provision of adequate legal support to 
the six brigade-size units under the corps' control, regardless of how 
far they were located from headquarter^.^^ 

Personnel decisions were based only on performance; gender was 
not considered. Consequently, VII Corps women attorneys performed 
the same duties-from filling sandbags and pulling guard duty to pros- 
ecuting courts-martial and advising commanders-as their male col- 
leagues. In selecting a lawyer for the job of chief of claims, for exam- 
ple, some counseled against choosing a woman "because the Saudis 
would not want to deal with a female in foreign tort claims." But 
Colonel Huffman picked Capt. Nancy A. Lorenzo for the job, com- 
menting that any Saudi claimant who objected to dealing with Captain 
Lorenzo did not have to file a claim. Events demonstrated that Lorenzo 
was both highly effective in processing foreign claims and admired by 
those filing them; a Saudi male claimant even offered her 750,000 
riyals (about $200,000) to be his third wife.j9 

A final decision was that of determining what to take. Colonels 
Hufhan and Trant realized that materiel authorized for the staff judge 



advocate under the corps' table of organization and equipment was 
inadequate. It did not include motor vehicles, tentage, or other major 
field equipment items. Trucks, vans, and tents were immediately 
requested from the headquarters commandant, but critical equipment, 
especially transportation assets, remained in short supply. Hauling 
computers, printers, and people from one to location to another 
remained problematic throughout DESERT SHIELD.^' 

After the XVIII Airborne Corps staff judge advocate advised that 
VII Corps could anticipate purchasing significant quantities of goods 
and services in theater, Colonel Huffman selected Maj. George B. 
Thornson, Jr., as the first lawyer for deployment. Thomson's experience 
in contract law made him the logical choice, and he left for Dhahran on 
23 November, becoming the first VII Corps judge advocate in 
Southwest Asia. Capt. Jorge A. Lorenzo, chief of the Operational Law 
Division, followed on 7 December. Huffman deployed with General 
Franks on 13 December, with Colonel Trant and the rest of the corps 
lawyers departing Germany with the main body of corps headquarters 
the day after Chri~tmas.~' 

Administrative Law 

Even before departing for Saudi Arabia, VII Corps judge advocates 
conferred with their counterparts at U.S. Central Command and XVIII 
Airborne Corps. Relying heavily on work already done, particularly by 
their colleagues from Fort Bragg, VII Corps lawyers drafted policy 
memorandums on flying the U.S. flag, visiting towns and cities, vehi- 
cle accident procedures, and foreign criminal jurisdiction. After their 
arrival in the desert, administrative law attorneys assisted in the formu- 
lation of other corps-wide policies, including the relief of officers for 
cause, accidental weapon discharges, "no-sex" orders, and the accep- 
tance of gifts from Saudi contractors. 

One of the thorniest issues involved conscientious objectors. In 
most units deploying to the Persian Gulf, at least one soldier claimed to 
oppose participating in war in any form, due to religious training or 
belief. Such filings came as a surprise to some in the chain of com- 
mand, who assumed that an all-volunteer force would not include sol- 
diers who objected to combat. The complex procedures in the regula- 
tion on conscientious objection and a lack of command familiarity with 
the process added an element of confusion to the two problems requir- 
ing resolution: applications for conscientious objector status were not 
being processed in a timely manner, and those filing applications were 
refusing to deploy to Southwest Asia. Army lawyers advised unsympa- 
thetic, if not hostile, unit commanders that any application had to be 



forwarded to the special court-martial convening authority for investi- 
gation without delay. The judge advocates also informed commanders 
that application for conscientious objector status would not halt the 
applicant's deployment; the decision regarding status would be made in 
the desert. Problems associated with conscientious objectors were 
never completely resolved, primarily because units were consistently 
slow in processing application^.^^ 

Rules of Engagement and Law of War Training 

CENTCOM lawyers had disseminated the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Peacetime Rules of Engagement and, like XVIII Airborne Corps, VII 
Corps worked to tailor these to its mission. Thousands of yellow cards 
were distributed, with one side printed with "Peace Time Rules of 
Engagement" and the other side containing "War Time Rules of 
Engagement." The VII Corps' ten peacetime rules were concise and 
easy to understand. The first stated simply that the United States "is not 
at war"; however, the second rule emphasized that a soldier had "the 
right to use force to defend . . . against attacks or threats of attack." The 
remaining rules addressed a number of issues, including the need to 
treat all people and property with dignity and respect.63 

The VII Corps "War Time Rules of Engagement" began with the 
phrase "ATTACK all enemy soldiers, vehicles, positions, supplies, and 
equipment using these rules" (emphasis in original). Eleven restrictions 
on the use of force employed during hostilities, including prohibitions 
on looting, taking war trophies, and using booby traps that might kill or 
harm innocent persons, then followed. One rule required that soldiers 
use only the "minimum amount and type of ammunition necessary to 
accomplish the mission." Another instructed troops to "prevent unnec- 
essary suffering." Judge advocates arranged for training on the peace- 
time rules of engagement while units were at port in Ad Dammam and 
A1 Jubayl waiting for the arrival of their equipment. Training shifted to 
the wartime rules as DESERT STORMneared. Rules of engagement train- 
ing ensured that soldiers understood and were comfortable with com- 
mand restrictions on using weapons. The fact that there were no report- 
ed VII Corps war crimes during DESERT STORMalso reflected the effec- 
tiveness of the training provided by judge advocates.@ 

Although General Franks had decided that the rules of engagement 
would be uniform throughout VII Corps, the issue caused certain prob- 
lems. The British 1st Armoured Division was an integral part of VII 
Corps' battle formation; however, the British rules of engagement were 
written for an urban scenario akin to that in Northern Ireland. 
Moreover, the British forces were not inclined to adopt American rules 



of engagement, as they were familiar and comfortable with their exist- 
ing rules. Since the intent of the British rules was to prevent an escala- 
tion of violence, they were more restrictive than VII Corps' "War Time 
Rules of Engagement." Concerned that troops operating side-by-side 
but acting under dissimilar rules of engagement would react different- 
ly to situations arising during hostilities, Huffinan suggested to the 
British legal adviser that his division adopt the VII Corps rules. The 
extent, if any, to which the British 1st Armoured Division subsequent- 
ly revised its rules of engagement is not known. But when the 2d 
Armored Cavalry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, and 1st and 3d 
Armored Divisions attacked the Iraqis on 24 February, these units oper- 
ated under uniform rules of engagement." 

Military Justice and Discipline 

With prior experience as a military trial judge, Colonel Trant, now 
serving as the VII Corps deputy staff judge advocate, worked closely 
with the corps chief of military justice, Maj. Calvin L. Lewis, in over- 
seeing disciplinary matters in VII Corps. While trial counsel spent 
much of their time advising commanders on nonjudicial punishment 
and court-martial options, Trant and Lewis focused on writing a new 
VII Corps supplement to Army Regulation 27-10, Military Justice. The 
existing corps supplement reflected the area jurisdiction structure used 
in Germany. As the corps now operated along command lines, a new 
regulatory guide was needed, particularly since the nature of some 
corps units had changed dramatically since their arrival in Saudi 
Arabia. The corps support command, for example, had numbered some 
6,000 personnel in Germany. Now it was 2d Corps Support Command 
and, with roughly 36,000 troops, was a separate general court-martial 
jurisdiction. The new corps supplement, which General Franks 
approved in February, addressed this and other similar changes. 

Colonel Trant, working with Colonel Finnegan, his counterpart at 
the XVIII Airborne Corps, also drafted a new prohibited activities reg- 
ulation for Southwest Asia. The guidance from the two corps staff judge 
advocates was to avoid the situation in which one corps prohibited an 
activity that the other allowed. Trant and Finnegan, using U.S. Army, 
Europe, Regulation 600-1, ProhibitedActivities, as a model, drafted two 
corps regulations that were mirror images. Some Germany-specific pro- 
hibitions (like firearms in barracks and the length of knife blades) were 
eliminated or modified, and new items were included. For example, both 
VII Corps Regulation 600-1 and its XVIII Airborne Corps counterpart 
established an enlisted fraternization prohibition governing relations 
between noncommissioned officers and junior enlisted personnel.66 



O n  the Eve of the Ground War 

On the eve of the ground war, some 200 Army lawyers were serving 
nearly 300,000 soldiers in Southwest Asia. The challenges facing these 
judge advocates varied. For Lt. Col. James J. Smith, the 82d Airborne 
Division staff judge advocate, providing his command group with good 
legal support was complicated by distance; part of the division was with 
the French armored force in western Saudi Arabia, while the rest of the 
division was in the eastern part of the co~ntry .~ '  Similarly, Maj. Robert 
L. Swann, the 3d Armored Division deputy staff judge advocate, super- 
vised the delivery of legal services to widely dispersed armored units. 
Both Smith and Swann worked long hours under adverse conditions. 
They, like all judge advocates in tactical assembly areas, combined 
their practice of law with building fighting positions, manning the 
perimeter, and supervising soldiers pulling guard duty. 

But not all judge advocates on the eve of the ground war were prac- 
ticing military law. Mid-January found Capt. Tarek Sawi, who had been 
responsible for legal assistance and operational law at 22d Support 
Command, in an Egyptian Army tank transport battalion. This unit, 
tasked with transporting tanks and fighting vehicles to American 
armored units on the front lines, needed a liaison officer to accomplish 
its critical mission, and Sawi's fluent Arabic made him the best person 
for the job. He did not address a single legal issue, but the food, lodg- 
ing, tires, and spare parts Captain Sawi obtained for the Egyptians were 
important to their-and the U.S. Army's-success.68 

In the final analysis, commanders in Southwest Asia sought the 
legal advice of judge advocates at every stage of operational planning. 
The Judge Advocate General's Corps' development of and.focus on a 
comprehensive operational law program had paid tremendous divi- 
dends. And, as an essential part of this operational law effort, the 
Army's Law of War training program had achieved its desired effect. 
Commanders at all levels insisted that their operations be conducted in 
strict compliance with the requirements of the law. Thus, judge advo- 
cates worked more closely with commanders and operators than ever 
before. DESERT SHIELD dramatically demonstrated that an ability to 
address the wide range of legal issues that arise in an operational envi- 
ronment had become an integral part of judge advocate practice. 
DESERT STORM would reveal that new operational law challenges lay 
ahead, particularly at the end of the 100-hour war. 
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Operation DESERTSTORM, I99l 

To give the right legal advice, you must be at the right 
place at the right time. But being a good lawyer is not 
enough to  put you there; you must also be a good staff 
officer, able t o  do any mission supporting the operation.' 

-Maj. Mark Cremin 
Judge Advocate, 1st Armored Division 

On 16 January 199 1, United States and coalition forces launched their 
air war against Iraqi forces. While aircraft and missiles pounded enemy 
positions in Iraq and Kuwait, General Schwarzkopf and the coalition 
prepared for the ground campaign. On the left flank, near the intersec- 
tion of the Kuwaiti, Saudi, and Iraqi borders, were Egyptian and Syrian 
heavy forces and the 1st Cavalry Division from Fort Hood, Texas. In the 
center were the U.S. Marine 1st and 2d Divisions and a brigade of the 
Army's 2d Armored Division. On the right flank, along the coast, were 
Saudi, Qatari, Bahraini, and other Persian Gulf forces. Behind these 
units was the bulk of the allied fighting power: the XVIII Airborne and 
VII Corps. 

The XVIII Airborne Corps, stationed at Fort Bragg, consisted of 
the 82d Airborne, lOlst Airborne (Air Assault), and 24th Infantry 
Divisions, as well as the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment. It also exer- 
cised operational control of the French 6th Light Armored Division. 
The VII Corps, headquartered at Stuttgart, consisted of two Germany- 
based divisions, the 1 st Armored from Ansbach and the 3d Armored 
from Frankfurt, and the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment from 
Nuremberg. These "heavy" units were further supplemented by the 1st 
Infantry Division (Mechanized), the 1st Cavalry Division, and two 
brigades of the British 1st Armoured Division. Of the roughly 296,000 



soldiers in theater, the two corps had 258,000. The VII Corps alone 
had 142,000 soldiers, 1,500 main battle tanks, 1,500 Bradleys and 
other armored personnel carriers, 669 artillery pieces, and 223 attack 
helicopters.> 

In late January and early February, the two corps would meet on the 
left of the allied front, along the Saudi-Iraqi border. Thus, on 23 
February 1991, as President Bush demanded for the last time that 
Saddam Hussein comply with all UN resolutions imposed since the 2 
August invasion, Schwarzkopf's forces stretched inland some 300 
miles from the Persian Gulf. Consequently, when the Iraqi dictator 
refused Bush's final ultimatum on 24 February, the all-out ground 
attack that followed took place along a broad front. Badly mauled by 
the air attacks of the preceding thirty days and surprised by the speed 
of the advancing Americans, Iraqi forces offered little resistance. By 
day four of the battle, American and allied ground forces had driven 
enemy forces from Kuwait and had pushed far into Iraq, either crush- 
ing enemy units in place or taking their surrender. After nearly 100 
hours of continuous movement and combat, the war was over. On 28 
February, when the cease-fire ordered by President Bush went into 
effect, XVIII Airborne Corps was in Iraq's Euphrates River valley and 
VII Corps was in Iraq at A1 Busayyah. Coalition forces, including two 
Marine divisions and other soldiers of Marine Central Command, had 
liberated Kuwait. Thirty-five of Iraq's forty-three combat divisions 
were decimated, and the allies had destroyed 3,800 of the enemy's 
4,300 tanks and taken 60,000 prisoners. It was the fastest and most 
complete victory in American military hi~tory.~ 

United States Central Command (CENTCOM) 

With the start of DESERT STORM,CENTCOM judge advocates focused 
almost exclusively on providing timely and accurate advice in support 
of combat operations. To guarantee that a lawyer was always available, 
two operational law attorneys worked twelve-hour shifts, seven days a 
week, in the CENTCOM operations enter.^ This round-the-clock pres- 
ence reflected the fact that judge advocates were now completely inte- 
grated into military operations. The experiences of commanders, plan- 
ners, and lawyers in URGENT FURYand JUST CAUSE had demonstrated 
that judge advocate participation in all aspects of planning and execu- 
tion contributed substantially to mission success. And the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps had now developed an extensive program for 
training and supporting those judge advocates who practiced opera- 
tional law in the field. (Map 9) 



Law of War, Rules of Engagement,Targeting Issues, and Prisoners of War 

During the course of DESERT STORM,commanders frequently called 
upon judge advocates to address the legality of attacking a particular 
building, bridge, road, railroad, or other structure. In advising com- 
manders on such issues, CENTCOM judge advocates consistently, on a 
target-by-target basis, balanced the military necessity for attacking a 
target against any negative effects, such as collateral civilian damage or 
casualties. 

At General Schwarzkopf's direction, the CENTCOM staff planned 
the military campaign with a view toward minimizing collateral civil- 
ian casualties and damage to civilian objects. Consequently, some tar- 
gets were avoided because the value of destroying these targets was out- 
weighed by the potential risk to nearby civilians or, in the case of cer- 
tain archeological and religious sites, to civilian structures. For exam- 
ple, the government of Iraq parked two jet fighters next to the ancient 
temple of Ur, believing that the coalition's respect for cultural property 
would preclude any attack on these planes. While U.S. Central 
Command had previously identified the temple of Ur as an "Off Limits 
Target," the Law of War permitted an attack on the aircraft, with Iraq, 
having intentionally positioned the planes near the temple, bearing 
responsibility for any collateral damage to the structure. General 
Schwarzkopf, however, upon learning that there was no runway or ser- 
vicing equipment for the fighters, decided that the limited value of 
destroying the planes was outweighed by the risk of incidental damage 
to the temple. The Iraqi fighters were not targeted.' 

While a policy of minimizing collateral civilian casualties and pro- 
tecting civilian property furthered compliance with the Law of War and 
was a touchstone of CENTCOM's rules of engagement (ROE), CENT- 
COM judge advocates discovered that the policy and rules were some- 
times misinterpreted. During the air war, for example, Colonel Ruppert 
learned that some "pilots were pulling off legitimate targets. They 
thought they could not engage them because they were in civilian 
neighborhoods . . . Pilots had to risk their lives [again] in flying the mis- 
sion a second time." Ruppert and the other military lawyers emphasized 
that this unduly restrictive interpretation of the rules of engagement 
was not only erroneous but, as it increased the risk to American pilots, 
was a threat to the averall allied air campaign6 

Other situations also illustrate how CENTCOM judge advocates 
considered the legal principles of military necessity, proportionality, 
and unnecessary suffering in advising on targeting. In one instance, the 
destruction of bridges over a river caused the Iraqis to convert a nearby 





dike into a major supply route for transporting soldiers and war 
materiel. The targeting committee wished to destroy the dike but, rec- 
ognizing that it protected the local population fi-om flooding, asked if 
such an attack was lawful. Similarly, several Iraqi vehicles, identified 
as possibly containing chemical weapons components, were parked 
next to a hospital. Was it lawhl to target these military vehicles despite 
the risk of collateral damage to the medical facility? Using the princi- 
ples of military necessity, proportionality, and unnecessary suffering, 
Colonel Ruppert concluded that both the dike and the trucks were legit- 
imate targets under the Law of War.' 

Giving the correct legal advice on targeting was complicated by 
Iraq's intentional commingling of military targets with the civilian pop- 
ulation. Just as the Iraqis had used the temple of Ur to shield aircraft 
from attack, they also used civilian structures to protect other legitimate 
targets. The most tragic result of this Iraqi policy was an incident 
involving the Al-Firdus bunker in Baghdad. Originally constructed as 
an air raid shelter for exclusive use by civilians, a portion of the bunker 
had been converted into a military command and control center. Access 
to the bunker was controlled, and it also was camouflaged. Iraqi author- 
ities, however, permitted selected civilians to continue using part of the 
bunker as an air raid shelter. CENTCOM planners knew only that the 
bunker was an Iraqi command and control center. The CENTCOM 
judge advocates, applying the principles of military necessity and pro- 
portionality, advised that an attack on the bunker was legitimate, as it 
was being used to further Iraq's war effort. 

Shortly after the bunker was destroyed, however, the government of 
Iraq and some members of the news media loudly protested that a 
"civilian bomb shelter" had been attacked in violation of the Law of 
War. Since the CENTCOM lawyers were manning the operations ten-
ter around the clock, they were immediately able to provide the correct 
legal rationale for the targeting of the bunker. Furthermore, while 
CENTCOM planners were unaware that civilians had taken refuge in 
the Al-Firdus bunker, judge advocates advised that the presence of 
these civilians would not have precluded an attack on the structure. U.S. 
Central Command may well have refrained from targeting the bunker 
until the civilians had been removed, but the Law of War did not require 
such restraint8 

Although 22d Support Command would have overall responsibili- 
ty for processing prisoners of war during DESERT STORM,that unit did 
not play any significant role in the development of a theater policy on 
prisoners. CENTCOM judge advocates provided theatenvide guidance, 
with the implementing details left to the service components. Thus, 



General Schwarzkopf determined that U.S. forces would not operate 
long-term prisoner of war camps. Instead, enemy soldiers captured by 
American, British, and French forces would be transferred to Saudi 
control. The details of the processing and treatment of Iraqi prisoners 
between the time of capture by U.S. forces and transfer to Saudi-run 
camps, however, were to be left to Army Forces Central Command and 
its Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps counterparts. This, in turn, 
meant that, given the Army's status as the Defense Department execu- 
tive agent for all prisoner of war operations and the reality that the vast 
majority of enemy soldiers would be captured by ARCENT units, judge 
advocates at XVIII Airborne Corps, VII Corps, and the 22d Support 
Command would take the lead in developing policies on prisoner pro- 
cessing and treatment. The XVIII Airborne Corps lawyers began devel- 
oping policies on prisoners first, using the guidance issued by CENT- 
COM. After their arrival in Southwest Asia, VII Corps judge advocates 
looked to the XVIII Airborne Corps for assistance in establishing VII 
Corps rules on enemy prisoner processing. In any event, a theaterwide 
policy on prisoners of war was in place long before DESERT STORM 
began, affording commanders with sufficient time to provide appropri- 
ate training to their soldiers. 

Occupation Law Issues 

On 3 March 199 1, General Schwarzkopf, accompanied by Colonel 
Ruppert, met his Iraqi counterpart in a tent in Safwan, Iraq. The day 
prior, Schwarzkopf had handed Ruppert a document titled "Unilateral 
Cessation of Offensive Operations," which Ruppert reviewed and 
returned to his boss. The document, which dictated the terms of the 
cease-fire, was signed by the Iraqi senior military c~rnmander.~ 
However, for CENTCOM judge advocates, the end of the war brought 
new legal issues to the fore. 

U.S. forces now occupied most of southeastern Iraq. For political 
reasons, the U.S. Central Command took the position that the United 
States was not an "occupying force." But, as the physical seizure and 
control of Iraqi territory triggered the application of the 1949 Geneva 
Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of 
War (Geneva Civilians Convention), CENTCOM also pledged that its 
forces would comply with the duties and responsibilities of an occupy- 
ing force set out in that convention.'O Providing legal advice on the 
duties of an occupier, however, proved to be a difficult task: The 
American Army had not occupied enemy territory since the Korean 
War, and, as a result, no commanders, general staff officers, or judge 
advocates had any experience dealing with occupation law. 



Under international law, military occupation does not transfer the 
sovereignty of an occupied territory to the occupier. Rather, it provides 
the occupying power with some of the rights of sovereignty, particular- 
ly those related to the maintenance of law and order. Thus, American 
forces were required to perform police functions and to establish secu- 
rity for Iraqi civilians in the geographic area under U.S. control. As Iraq 
technically retained sovereignty over the occupied area, however, 
restoring public order and safety did not mean a substitution of U.S. law 
for Iraqi law. Rather, Iraqi civil and penal laws continued in force, at 
least in theory. Additionally, CENTCOM judge advocates advised that 
private property could not be confiscated by the occupying force, but 
that, if needed for direct military use, it could be requisitioned, with 
payment made to the property's owner. Probably the greatest concern to 
U.S. commanders in Iraq, however, was the legal requirement that civil- 
ians in the occupied area have access to sufficient food and medical 
supplies, particularly since the Geneva Civilians Convention required 
that adequate food and medical supplies be brought to the occupied ter- 
ritory if local Iraqi resources proved inadequate. 

Initially, except for the Safwan region in the VII Corps area, the 
mostly unpopulated desert presented few issues concerning Iraqi civil- 
ians. Nonetheless, General Franks moved swiftly to meet his Geneva 
Convention responsibilities by forming a civil affairs (G-5)Istaff judge 
advocate operational cell, which provided operational guidance to VII 
Corps units during the nine-week "oc~upation."'~ Popular uprising in 
parts of Iraq led thousands of civilians to flee the fighting between Iraqi 
military units and Shi'ite forces and to enter territory held by coalition 
forces. In accordance with the law, U.S. and allied forces then provided 
food, water, and medical care for these refugees. Additionally, this 
influx required U.S. forces to give additional attention to other Geneva 
Convention requirements such as protecting the local populace from 
criminal acts. This relief effort continued as long as CENTCOM forces 
were in southern Iraq. Even after the departure of these units, American 
and allied forces participating in Operation PROVIDE COMFORTcontin-
ued aiding Kurdish refugees in northern Iraq.12 

The Geneva Civilians Convention contemplated that impartial 
humanitarian organizations such as the International Committee of the 
Red Cross would assume the responsibilities of the occupying power 
when that power withdrew from enemy territory. As coalition forces 
prepared to withdraw from Iraq, however, no international relief agency 
was prepared to assume the ongoing relief effort. As this meant that 
American legal responsibility for the refugees continued, the Iraqis 
were offered the opportunity to move to a refugee camp at Rafha, Saudi 



Arabia. About 20,000 refugees (including more than 8,000 from the 
Safwan area) accepted this offer." 

Just as Army lawyers had not advised on occupation law since the 
defeat of the Axis powers in 1945, they also had not faced issues relat- 
ed to liberated territory since that time. The liberation of Kuwait 
revealed that major rebuilding of that nation was required. 
CENTCOM's Task Force Freedom, as part of its mission to assist in the 
restoration of Kuwait's legitimate government, wished to participate. 
But to what extent could Department of Defense manpower, equip- 
ment, and supplies be used to provide relief to Kuwait's civilian popu- 
lation following their liberation from enemy forces? Could soldiers 
repair electrical power plants, water distribution systems, telephone 
exchanges, and highways? Could they engage in firefighting and con- 
trol air traffic? After conferring with the CENTCOM judge advocates, 
Army Lt. Col. Charles Criss, the Task Force Freedom legal adviser, 
advised that a commander might properly provide life-sustaining ser- 
vices on a temporary basis and otherwise maintain order until the 
Kuwaiti government could be reestablished. This opinion became the 
basis for Task Force Freedom's initial nation-building efforts in 
Kuwait.14 

New War Crimes Issues 

Iraqi forces retreating from Kuwait intentionally dynamited 732 
producing oil wells. Over 650 of these caught fire, causing oil-laden 
clouds that rose as high as 22,000 feet. At the peak of destruction, the 
fires daily consumed approximately five million barrels of oil, valued 
at about $100 million, and generated more than one-half million tons 
of airborne pollutants. The Iraqis also intentionally polluted Kuwaiti 
waters by dumping great volumes of unrefined or crude oil into the 
Arabian Gulf. Were these wanton acts of destruction tantamount to 
"environmental" war crimes? CENTCOM judge advocates, after con- 
ferring with their counterparts at the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 
Army Judge Advocate General's International and Operational Law 
Division, concluded that they were, as Article 147 of the Geneva 
Civilians Conventions prohibits the "extensive destruction . . . of 
property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawhl- 
ly and wantonly."" The retreat of Iraqi forces meant that the persons 
responsible for these new environmental war crimes were unavailable 
for prosecution. Under international law, however, as reaffirmed by 
UN Security Council Resolution 687, Iraq, as a nation, was liable for 
this environmental damage and the depletion of Kuwait's natural 
resources. l 6  



The 22d Support Command 
After the air offensive began on 16 January, ground forces, including 
those belonging to the 226 Support Command (SUPCOM), began 
repositioning for the upcoming attack on Iraqi forces. Although the 
organization of legal services remained unaltered, the location of the 
staff judge advocate did change; after the "center of mass" of SUP- 
COM operations shifted from Dhahran to King Khalid Military City, 
Colonel Hagan moved there as well. With the start of the ground war, 
SUPCOM judge advocates now made their greatest contribution to mil- 
itary operations-in the areas of battllefield acquisition, contract per- 
formance during combat, and enemy prisoners of war. 

Acquisition and Contract Law Issues 

Following deployment, the Army supply system was the primary 
source of each unit's war-fighting equipment and supplies. Items 
unavailable or in short supply were acquired by ordering officers and 
Class A agents. The acquisition system worked in most cases, so that 
items such as fresh food, water, or clothing could be obtained through 
the contracting process. On the modem battlefield, however, the con- 
tracting system revealed serious shortcomings, particularly in the early 
stages of the offensive. Ordering officer monetary authority was limit- 
ed, and ordering officers and contracting officers were often unavail- 
able to acquire urgently needed property or services. As a result, private 
property sometimes had to be seized during hostilities when indispens- 
able for defeating the enemy. Under the Law of War, such seizures are 
permitted. The law further provides that any private property seized 
during combat must later be returned to the owner and compensation 
paid for the use of that property and for any damage to or loss of this 
property. 

As planning for DESERT STORMcontinued, American forces antici- 
pated that they would seize private property after crossing into Iraq and 
Kuwait. Colonel Huffman, the VII Corps staff judge advocate, queried 
Colonel Hagan about record keeping for such battlefield seizures. 
Documentation was required for property accountability and to serve as 
a record in the event that subsequent claims were made against the 
United States for loss or damage arising out of such seizures. Huffman 
also conferred with Colonel Bozeman, his counterpart at XVIII 
Airborne Corps. 

Bozeman, familiar with the chaos resulting from battlefield acqui- 
sition during URGENT FURY and JUSTCAUSE,had already been consid- 
ering ways to avoid a similar situation in DESERT STORM. Seizures in 
Grenada and Panama, particularly of privately owned automobiles and 



trucks, had been haphazard, hampering later efforts to pay claims for 
the loss of or damage to these vehicles and resulting in unnecessary 
investigations and overpayments. 

Huffman and Bozeman agreed that the ground war would require 
battlefield seizures as a supplement to the contracting process, as it was 
impractical to contract for control of such property. But they wished to 
avoid uncontrolled, undocumented seizures, and they wanted the owner 
of the property to know why it had been seized and that compensation 
would later be paid. Determining that only a uniform system could 
inject discipline into the seizure process, and recognizing that any sys- 
tem must apply theaterwide, Colonels Bozeman and Huffman looked to 
the 22d Support Command. That command's role in theater-level logis- 
tics made it the best organization for developing guidelines for battle- 
field seizures. Consequently, Colonel Huffman met with Colonel 
Hagan and tasked him with creation of a battlefield acquisition system. 
Hagan in turn assigned Colonel Lowell, in his Contracts Division, this 
mission. Lowell immediately assembled a team of lawyers, and they 
produced SUPCOM SJA Form 27-1, the Property Control Record 
~ 0 0 k . l ~  

This battlefield seizure book conferred no authority on comman- 
ders to seize property. It simply provided them with an easy way to 
document seizures made under the Law of War. Each Property 
Control Record Book was numbered and contained ten sets of serial- 
numbered property control record forms. The cover of the book stat- 
ed that its use was prohibited in Saudi Arabia; only in Iraq and Kuwait 
were seizures authorized. A short explanation of the legal basis for 
battlefield seizures and instructions on the use of the forms were 
printed on the inside cover. Commanders were reminded that private 
property could not be seized for mere convenience and that civilians 
could not be left without adequate food, shelter, clothing, or medical 
supplies. The instructions also detailed the appropriate distribution of 
the four multicolored property control record forms. The Property 
Control Record Book required a soldier seizing property to enter per- 
tinent information concerning the seized property andalso contained 
a receipt, written in both English and Arabic, to be signed by the 
property owner, if available. The inside back cover of the book con- 
tained a seizure record.18 

After General Pagonis approved the Property Control Record 
Book, Colonel Lowell contracted with a Saudi printer for its publica- 
tion, and a few days later ARCENT combat units received copies of the 
book. Due to the short duration of the ground war, none of these books 
were used in making battlefield seizures. However, Army judge advo- 



PROPERTY CONTROL RECORD 


COUNTRY 


DATE 


1. Owner's Name 

2. Owner's Address 


3. Reason for military necessity 


The four carbonless receipts in the Property Control Record Book 
were printed in both Arabic and English; below, the accompanying 

Instructions to Commanders emphasized that the Law of War did not 
create any "license to loot." 

INSTRUCTIONS TO COMMANDERS 


1. You must accomplish your mission and ensure the safety of the lives 

and equipment entrusted to you. You must also obey the law and respect 

the lives and property of the local population. 


2. During combat operations, international law allows you to seize 

property if you have valid military necessity. Seizing private or public 

property for mere convenience is unlawful. You may not leave civilians 

without adequate food, clothing, shelter, or medical supplies. 

ppPIBBT QpEIWW& Improper seizure of IM lUT GLYE YPY A LXlWSB IY1 LfDL 
property may result in personal liability. 


3. This Property Control Record is used to document seizure of property 
on the battlefield by US Armed Forces. It is very important that the 
form be filled out completely, legibly, and accurately. Property should 
be described in as much detail as possible. Get photographs if you can! 

4. After you have completed this form, give Copy 1 (white) to the 

property owner. if available; forward Copy 2 (blue) to your battalion S-

4 .  Copy 3 (pink) stays with the property that was seized and Copy 4 
(green) remains attached to this book. Fill in the Seizure Record insjde 
the back cover. 

5. Direct questions about use of this form to the nearest judge 

advocate. 


ARCENT SUPCOM SJA FORM 27-1 (Jan 1991) 




cates had anticipated an operational problem and had provided a prac- 
tical solution. The Property Control Record Book's value as a tool for 
commanders was later demonstrated when it became the model for a 
similar publication issued by U.S. forces in Haiti during Operation 
RESTOREDEMOCRACY.l9 


Contractor vehicles represented a special problem. A number of 
owner-operators feared that their heavy equipment transporters would 
be damaged. Consequently, they rehsed to relinquish them to U.S. mil- 
itary drivers without an assurance that any loss or damage to their vehi- 
cles would be compensated. The SUPCOM Contract Law Branch 
immediately prepared a document entitled "U.S. Government Liability 
for Loss of or Damage to Leased Vehicles." It was translated into 
Arabic and signed by the commander of the ARCENT Contracting 
Command. The document recited a Federal Acquisition Regulation 
clause, providing for liability insurance in all government contracts, 
and stated that the protection of the clause extended to loss of or dam- 
age to vehicles leased from their owner-operators. Significantly, the 
document did not commit the government to pay directly for any loss 
or damage, but its insurance provisions satisfied the Saudi owner-oper- 
ators, and the trucks rolled.20 

The possible refusal of Saudi or third-country civilian drivers to 
operate their contract vehicles during war also troubled the Americans. 
If these civilians refused to drive into an area of imminent or ongoing 
hostilities, the provision of fuel and ammunition to combat forces 
would be severely reduced. A practical solution was to have a U.S. sol-
dier "ride shotgun" in each contracted vehicle headed north to Iraq and 
Kuwait. This encouraged the contract driver to stay with his vehicle but, 
if this individual refused to continue driving, the soldier could do so. 
Colonels Murphy and Lowell of the 22d Support Command, working 
with Colonel Hoskey, the head of the ARCENT Contract Law Division, 
also proposed a second, complementary solution. The core of their idea 
was a printed card explaining in both Arabic and English that the dri-
ver was obligated to transport war materiel, as contracted. The card fur- 
ther notified the driver that if he refused to proceed as dispatched, a 
U.S. driver would be substituted and the vehicle would be used for the 
duration of the contract, with or without the presence of the contract 
driver. A second card, also in Arabic and English, was to be used by the 
U.S. assistant driver in requesting Saudi police aid in completing the 
mission. In DESERT STORM,the heavy reliance on contractor- furnished 
drivers called for unusual approaches, and the production of these two 
cards clearly demonstrated how contract law could be used to support 
the combat mi~sion.~'  



Prisoner of War Issues 

While basic policies were formulated by CENTCOM, VII Corps, 
and XVIII Airborne Corps, the 22d Support Command had overall 
responsibility for the confinement and treatment of Iraqis captured by 
American, British, and French forces. This included building and oper- 
ating facilities; processing prisoners from the front line to U.S.-run 
camps; providing food, medical care, and transportation; and then 
arranging for the transfer of prisoners to Saudi-run camps. Actual day- 
to-day operations fell to the 800th Military Police (Enemy Prisoner of 
War) Brigade, a major subordinate element of SUPCOM. This brigade, 
with over seven thousand soldiers, was a composite Army National 
Guard and Army Reserve unit from the northeastern United States spe- 
cializing in prisoner of war operation^.^^ 

A major and a captain judge advocate comprised the legal staff of 
the 800th. Their mission was to provide a full range of legal services, 
in addition to handling legal issues surrounding the transfer of prison- 
ers from American to Saudi control. They also were to identify Iraqi 
prisoners alleged to have committed war crimes. As thousands of Iraqi 
prisoners flooded into camps operated by the military police, it quick- 
ly became evident that the unit was inadequately staffed in both num- 
bers and grades of judge advocates for them to perform their legal sup- 
port mission to their headquarters, much less to the four prisoner of war 
camps, two of which were several hundred miles from the brigade 
headquarters in Dhahran. At the urging of the CENTCOM and 
ARCENT staff judge advocates, the 22d SUPCOM staff judge advo- 
cate provided three additional military lawyers to support missions of 
the 800th Brigade. Colonel Murphy, the SUPCOM deputy staff judge 
advocate, traveled from camp to camp providing oversight and advice 
on an ad hoc basis. Maj . Michael Carmin, who had been working in the 
SUPCOM military justice operation, and Capt. (later U.S. 
Congressman) Stephen E. Buyer, who had been serving in SUPCOM's 
King Khalid Military City legal office, were assigned as command 
judge advocates in two collocated prisoner of war camps. Their work, 
Colonel Hagan reported, "prevented the camps from turning into legal 
and public relations nightmare^."^^ 

Many unusual questions surfaced, all of which came to judge advo- 
cates for opinions. Could commanders accept offers from enemy pris- 
oners and civilian detainees to spy for U.S. forces? Could they be uti- 
lized in psychological operations? Could captured soldiers be used as 
gravediggers for the enemy dead? After coordinating with other judge 
advocates in the theater, the SUPCOM attorneys advised that Articles 
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You are a prisoner o f  war. You w i l l  not be hur t  or injured unless 

you t ry  to escape. You must remain quiet and do what you are told. 

You w i l l  be respected and treated fairly. You wi l l  be searched. You 

may be temporarily deprived o f  your personal property, but i t  w i l l  

be returned to you 

& /> 

Iraqis taken prisoner by VII Corps units received this card, printed in 
both English and Arabic. 

49 and 52 of the 1949 Geneva Prisoners of War Convention permitted 
prisoner labor as long ,as the work was not unhealthy, dangerous, or 
humiliating. Consequently, using enemy prisoner volunteers as intelli- 
gence collectors, translators, and interpreters was lawful, and such ser- 
vice also entitled them to compensation. Furthermore, the use of pris- 
oners for burial details was also lawful. The expeditious burial of 
cnemy dead helped preserve a healthful environment, was not contrary 
to the Islamic faith, and ensured that the burial was in accordance with 
Islamic religious beliefs.24 

Even military criminal law questions arose in the prison camps, as 
enemy captives were subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice 



and could be tried by courts-martial. After an Iraqi prisoner allegedly 
set fire to more than sixty tents in his prison camp, the command direct- 
ed an inquiry into the incident. This investigation, conducted pursuant 
to the Manual for Courts-Martial, found insufficient evidence to war- 
rant further criminal proceedings, and the prisoner was transferred to 
Saudi control. However, judge advocates had been fully prepared to 
court-martial the pri~oner.~' 

From 18 January 199 1, when the first Iraqi soldier was captured, to 
2 May 199 1, when the last prisoner in U.S. custody was transferred to 
Saudi Arabian control, the Army processed 69,822 Iraqi prisoners of 
war. Relative to the length of the campaign, this was the most extensive 
U.S. prisoner of war operation since World War II.26 Moreover, when the 
U.S. custody of Iraqi captives ended, International Red Cross officials 
reported that the treatment of these prisoners by the American forces 
had complied more fully with the Geneva Conventions than the treat- 
ment afforded by any nation in any previous conflict in history. Army 
lawyers deserved much of the credit, particularly since, in advising on 
the policies and procedures for handling prisoners of war, judge advo- 
cates ensured that there was no adverse effect on the planning and exe- 
cution of military operations." 

The activities of VII Corps and 1st Armored Division judge advo- 
cates typify those of the military lawyers who deployed during DESERT 
STORM. Accordingly, discussion will focus on the organization and 
actions of these two units. 

VII Corps 

At the start of DESERT STORM,Colonel Huffman and most of the VII 
Corps judge advocates were located at the corps rear command post in 
Tactical Assembly Area THOMPSON. An utterly isolated desert outpost, it 
had been newly created when an engineer unit bulldozed sand into a 
berm. Along with other senior officers in the assembly area, Huffman 
became a perimeter sector commander, responsible for some 250 meters 
of the roughly five-kilometer-long perimeter. Assisted by Colonel Trant, 
he was in charge of constructing bunkers and fighting positions, as well 
as guarding his sector. The need for security meant that every judge 
advocate captain pulled guard duty at night and filled sandbags. Major 
Lewis, the head of the Military Justice Division; Major Thomson, the 
chief of operational law; and Maj. Carlton L. Jackson, the senior defense 
counsel attached to VII Corps for duty, served as sergeants of the guard. 
Thus, in addition to their busy legal practice, judge advocates assumed 
their share of force protection. As another nonlegal duty, Colonel 



Huffman's office also developed the officer rating scheme for General 
Franks' corps in Southwest Asia. No other office, the corps commander 
believed, could do it faster or better.28 

At the beginning of February, the corps moved its rear command 
post to the Saudi air base at A1 Quaysumah, some thirty kilometers east 
of Hafar a1 Batin. The VII Corps lawyers went with it, continuing to 
practice law, fill sandbags, and perform perimeter guard duty. Much of 
the time the judge advocates dressed in their chemical protective suits, 
for, as the start of the U.S. ground offensive neared, the Americans 
anticipated an Iraqi chemical weapons attack. The VII Corps judge 
advocates remained at A1 Quaysumah through the ground war, leaving 
only when VII Corps units began their withdrawal from Iraq at the end 
of March. They then moved to King Khalid Military City, referred to as 
"KKMC" by some, but more popularly known as "The Emerald City" 
because of the green roofs of its mosques. In May, VII Corps attorneys 
returned to Germany with the corps headquarters. 29 

Operational Law Issues 

With the start of the ground offensive, Colonel Huffman moved to 
the corps main command post, located west of Hafar a1 Batin and north 
of Tapline Road, a main supply route running parallel to the Trans- 
Arabian Pipeline. This placed him in the tactical operations center and 
close to General Franks. 

The VII Corps main effort in the attack was the initial breakthrough 
operation. This crucial mission, assigned to the 1st Infantry Division 
(Mechanized), required a deliberate breach of Iraqi defensive fortifica- 
tions as quickly as possible. After expanding and securing the breach 
site, the British 1st Armoured Division was to pass through the lines 
and continue the attack against the enemy forces. 

To accomplish this breaching mission, 1st Infantry moved forward 
and plowed through the berms and minefields erected by the Iraqis. 
Many enemy soldiers surrendered during this phase of the attack and 
were taken prisoner. The division then assaulted the trenches contain- 
ing other Iraqi soldiers. Once astride the trench lines, the division 
turned the plow blades of its tanks and combat earthmovers along the 
enemy defense line and, covered by fire from its Bradley armored 
infantry fighting vehicles, began filling in the trench line and its heav- 
ily bunkered, mutually supporting fighting position^.^^ 

In the process, many more Iraqi soldiers surrendered to division 
personnel; others died in the course of the attack and the destruction or 
bulldozing of their defensive positions. During the bulldozing opera- 
tion, General Franks radioed to Colonel Huffman, asking if burying the 
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enemy alive in his own trenches was permitted under the Law of War. 
If not, said Franks, he would "stop it now." Colonel Huffman assured 
him that the breachii operations were lawful. He advised, however, 
that the location where Iraqi defenders were being buried should be 
marked for later reporting to the International Committee of the Red 
Cross." 

As VII Corps units continued their rapid advance, crushing Iraqi 
units, thousands of enemy soldiers were captured. The volume of pris-
oners was so great that it threatened to slow the American advance; not 
only was transportation unavailable for moving the prisoners to rear 
holding areas, but there were too few soldiers to guard them.Could 
Iraqi prisoners simply be provided food and water and instructed to 
Mwaking south? Colonel Hu-, over the protest of some of the 
corps' commanders, answered that this was not possible. Under the 
Law of War, W Corps was responsible for the safety of these prison-
ers. There were minefields to the south, and Iraqi prisoners might be 
killed or injured if they inadvertently walked through such fields. 
Additionally, groups of Iraqi soldiers traveling on foot behind the front 
lines might be targeted by U.S. soldiers or aircraft. Were they to be 
killedor injured,VLI Corps would bear aresponsibility for violating the 
Law of War. Huffman realized that large numbers of prisoners were 



hampering the forward progress of VII Corps units, but advised that the 
requirements of the law left no alternative: prisoners must be safe- 
guarded and moved, under escort, to the rear.32 

As discussed earlier, VII Corps judge advocates also aided the 
corps in meeting its Geneva Convention responsibilities regarding Iraqi 
civilians, providing operational guidance to VII Corps units during the 
nine weeks of "occupation." 

Administrative Law 

Administrative law problems ranged from conscientious objectors 
and the acceptance of gifts to the inadequacy of soldier family care 
plans and disharmony among active component, National Guard, and 
Army Reserve regulations. As the fighting ended, however, the tough- 
est administrative law issues concerned investigating friendly fire inci- 
dents, classifying U.S. casualties, and war trophies. 

The accidental killing and wounding of American soldiers from 
friendly, rather than hostile, fire are terrible concomitants of war. The 
emotional turmoil accompanying a fratricide makes its investigation 
more difficult than that of other incidents. Additionally, the tempo of 
combined arms operations on the modern battlefield made the DESERT 
STORMfriendly fire investigations more complex than those conducted 
in previous conflicts. It was essential to investigate fratricides, howev- 
er, in order to learn the causes of the incidents and to fix responsibili- 
ty. Only then could safety be improved and measures undertaken to 
prevent future similar incidents. 

Perhaps the most infamous fratricide involving VII Corps soldiers 
was the accidental killing of Cpl. Douglas L. Fielder, a 1st Armored 
Division combat engineer, by soldiers from the 3d Armored Cavalry 
Regiment, XVIII Airborne Corps. On 27 February 1991, the third day 
of fighting, Fielder and four other soldiers were stranded at an Iraqi air- 
field, awaiting a recovery vehcle for their disabled ammunition and 
explosives carrier. Mistaking this group for the enemy, a cavalry unit 
commanded by Capt. Bodo Friesen opened fire, wounding one of 
Fielder's comrades before a cease-fire was called. When the squadron 
commander, Lt. Col. John H. Daly, Jr., arrived on the scene a few min- 
utes later, however, he granted permission for his gunner to open fire. 
Those shots killed Fielder.33 

Within hours of the incident, the judge advocate captain with the 3d 
Armored Cavalry Regiment began a formal investigation of the inci- 
dent. At the end of his inquiry, he concluded that "all personnel 
involved acted responsibly" and recommended that they be absolved of 
any liability or responsibility for the fratricide. This same judge advo- 



cate later reopened the investigation to answer some additional ques- 
tions posed by the VII Corps commander, but he did not alter his earli- 
er conclusion or re~ornrnendation.~~ 

A review of this investigation by Fielder's battalion commander and 
the VII Corps staff judge advocate raised significant questions con- 
cerning the adequacy of the inquiry. These concerns resulted in XVIII 
Airborne Corps' conducting a second investigation in October 199 1. 
The second investigating officer also concluded that all involved had 
acted responsibly. However, a later review, conducted at the direction of 
the commander in chief of Forces Command, disagreed with the find- 
ings and recommendations of both investigations. The FORSCOM staff 
judge advocate concluded that four of the officers involved in the frat- 
ricide were negligent and derelict in performing their duties and rec- 
ommended reversing the two investigating officers' findings. 

Continued dissatisfaction with the Army's handling of this fratri- 
cide incident four years later resulted in Senator Fred Thompson of 
Tennessee's call for an examination of the matter by the General 
Accounting Office. In April 1995 that office published a report that 
criticized the Army's investigations as ccincomplete and ina~curate."'~ 
Even before the involvement of the Army Forces Command staff judge 
advocate and the General Accounting Office in this issue, judge advo- 
cates at VII Corps had concluded that this incident demonstrated the 
need for rapid, objective judge advocate participation in such situa- 
tions. The technical expertise required to investigate such an incident, 
however, meant that a lawyer should not serve as the investigating offi- 
cer. Nevertheless, judge advocates had to participate in such an 
inquiry, since their education and training made them well suited to 
ask the right questions and to organize an investigation in a logical 
fashion.36 

The VII Corps judge advocates practicing administrative law also 
wrestled with the issue of casualty classification. Although this was 
ordinarily a personnel (G-1) function, General Franks directed his 
judge advocates to assume this responsibility after it became an 
increasingly controversial issue. Proper classification was important for 
determining notification of next-of-kin, for the Army wanted to provide 
families with information concerning a soldier's death or injuries 
quickly and accurately. Additionally, accurate casualty classification 
was important for Purple Heart entitlement. 

In one case, for example, a soldier riding in a convoy in a combat 
zone was carrying a piece of unexploded ordnance. It exploded, killing 
him and wounding others. Should the death and injuries have been clas- 
sified as accidental? Or killed in action, or wounded in action? In this 
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instance, the corps judge advocates concluded that the death and 
injuries were accidental. The scenarios in other casualty classification 
cases, however, were often more complex, and classificationremained 
both difficult and pr~bIematic.~' 

The issue of war trophies was not a significantproblem forthe first 
eight months that American forces were in SouthwestAsia, as the lan-
guage ofCENTCOM General Orderno. 1was very clear regarding this 
matter. However, no one had anticipated the significantamount of Iraqi 
equipment and weapons that would fall intoAmerican hands, and after 
the fighting ended corps lawyers responded to more questions con-
cerning war trophies than almost any other five administrative law 
issues combined. For example,American soldiers were unhappy when 
hey learned that Iraqi bayonets could not be kept as a reminder of their 
soldiering in the Persian Gulf, Their complaints, combined with those 
of several commanders, resulted in General Schwarzkopf's madifylng 
General Order no. 1 topermit the taking of an enemy bayonet as a sou-
venir. This and other similar issues led the corps staffjudge advocate to 
refer to war trophies as "the greatest tar baby of all time.''x 



The issue of individual war trophies was easy compared with the 
question of unit trophies. Some commanders wished to return a few 
AK-47 rifles for display in their U.S. offices or headquarters buildings, 
and others, notably VII Corps armored divisions, wished to return to 
Germany with captured Iraqi T-62 and T-72 Main Battle Tanks. After 
examining the Army regulation governing the establishment of post 
museums, corps judge advocates advised that the best course of action 
in dealing with unit trophies would be the establishment of a VII Corps 
Museum. Thus, General Franks issued a regulation creating the muse- 
um and, in accordance with Army regulatory guidance on museum 
operations, established a property accountability procedure for each 
item of materiel that a unit wished to seize as a war trophy. This inject- 
ed some discipline into the war trophy issue.39 

I s t  Armored Division 

Based on discussions with Colonel Bozeman at XVIII Airborne Corps, 
Colonel Huffman at VII Corps, and Colonel Crean at U.S. Army, 
Europe, Colonel Altenburg determined that he should deploy to Saudi 
Arabia with a11 the judge advocate personnel authorized on the divi- 
sion's table of manpower and equipment. Altenburg believed that build- 
ing the best legal team in Saudi Arabia required taking as many judge 
advocates as possible. Thus, although some lawyers stayed behind to 
support those elements of the 1st Armored Division remaining in 
Germany, the majority of the division's judge advocates flew to Saudi 
Arabia on 26 December4' 

Soon after arriving with the division commander, Maj. Gen. 
Ronald H. Griffith, Colonel Altenburg visited every XVIII Airborne 
Corps unit in the theater. In a 24-hour period he observed how each 
staff judge advocate had configured his legal operations. Conditions 
varied. Some lawyers lived and worked in tents, while others were 
housed in trailers or warehouses. But their tasks were similar. The 
tempo of DESERT SHIELDand the effect of General Order no. 1 meant 
that there was little military justice work. However, much legal assis- 
tance was provided, and almost everyone was standing guard duty, dig- 
ging bunkers, and filling sandbags. Seeing the manner in which other 
staff judge advocates provided legal services assisted Altenburg in 
organizing those of the 1st Armored Division. However, regardless of 
how legal operations were structured, communication problems and the 
long distances between units made work difficult4' 

The 1st Armored Division's deputy staff judge advocate, Maj. 
Gilpin R. Fegley, supervised the Legal Assistance Branch headed by 



Capt. ~ o h n  Dunlap; the Military and Operational Law Branch headed 
by Capt. Mark Cremin; and the Administrative Law, Claims, and 
Contract Law Branch headed by Maj. James M. C ~ y n e . ~ ~  In setting up 
their offices in the field, the division lawyers learned one lesson under- 
stood by all staff judge advocates in Saudi Arabia. Although an opera- 
tional law attorney should be collocated with the tactical operations 
center, legal operations as a whole should be structured so that they 
were "outside the wire7'-outside the secured area containing the oper- 
ational planning cells and related personnel. This arrangement provid- 
ed soldiers ease of access for their personal legal problem^.^' 

Contracting Issues 

When an item was unavailable through the Army supply system, a 
field ordering officer could purchase it from local vendors. 
Recognizing that units deploying to Southwest Asia likely would have 
difficulty procuring items through normal supply channels, the 1st 
Armored Division appointed one field ordering officer for each battal- 
ion and two for each brigade. Because these officers had considerable 
discretion in making purchases and could contract for goods and ser- 
vices up to $2,500 per transaction, Colonel Altenburg believed that it 
was likely that legal issues could arise in this area, including possible 
criminal misconduct. To ensure that his judge advocates understood the 
field ordering officer process and would be prepared to respond to 
questions, Altenburg arranged for more than half of the division's mil- 
itary lawyers to be appointed as field ordering officers. 

Later, Major Coyne, using his appointment as a field ordering offi- 
cer, spent thousands of dollars on bright orange cloth. Cut into strips 
and attached to division vehicles, the cloth aided in identifying these 
vehicles and preventing friendly fire incidents. Thus, although the 
intent behind certifying judge advocates as field ordering officers was 
to give them a familiarity with this type of contracting, Army lawyers 
like Coyne were able to use their combat contracting expertise to 
resolve a variety of problems.44 

Discipline and Military justice 

General Griffith, the division commander, recognized that continu- 
ing to try courts-martial during DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM 
would enhance discipline in his unit. As a result, the practice of mili- 
tary criminal law intentionally reflected a "business as usual" approach. 
Disciplinary matters were handled as they would have been in 
Germany, so that soldiers would see that the operational tempo of the 
mission would not result in lower standards of discipline. On the advice 



of his staff judge advocate, Griffith continued court-martial activity 
throughout DESERT SHIELDand DESERT STORM. 

As head of the criminal law section of the Military and Operational 
Law Branch, Capt. Michael E. Smith supervised five judge advocates. 
Capts. Scott F. Romans, Tara 0 .  Hawk, and Michael H. Leonard were 
with the three maneuver brigades and traveled with those units at all 
times. Capts. James F. Garrett and Irvin M. Allen, at the division rear 
headquarters, provided trial counsel support to the other three division 
brigades, the separate battalions, and the reserve units attached to the 
1st Armored Division. For Captain Smith, overseeing the work of these 
trial counsels and monitoring disciplinary actions in the geographical- 
ly dispersed division was not the toughest challenge. Rather, the great- 
est obstacle to success was logistical-finding a tent or other suitable 
facility in which to set up a field courtroom; obtaining electrical gen- 
erators for power (critical for court reporting equipment); locating wit- 
nesses and arranging for their appearance; and transporting the 
accused, counsel, court members, military judge, and court reporter to 
the field for trial. 

Despite these difficulties, the 1st Armored Division conducted 
three general courts, one special court, and six summary courts in 
Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Kuwait and conducted over 100 nonjudicial 
proceedings under Article 15 of the Uniform Code. All these military 
justice activities occurred between the end of December 1990 and the 
end of April 1991-the four months that the division participated in 
DESERTSHIELDand DESERT STORM.And two of the general courts-mar- 
tial and the special court were held within days of the start of the 
ground war on 24 Febr~ary.~' 

On 22 February 199 1, for example, two soldiers were convicted at 
separate general courts-martial. The first case was that of a combat sig- 
naler in the 1st Brigade. He had shot himself in the foot with his M16 
rifle, hoping that this injury would result in his early return to 
Germany-and his wife. But his misconduct instead resulted in a pros- 
ecution for intentionally inflicting self-injury for the purpose of avoid- 
ing hazardous duty. Court was held in a general purpose, medium tent 
ten kilometers from the Iraqi border. The tent, ordinarily used to store 
mail, had been emptied, and tables and chairs set up for the court. 
Additionally, the lawyers had brought their own electrical power gener- 
ator, as the unit had only 110-volt generators, incompatible with the 
220-volt court reporting equipment used for transcribing the record. A 
UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter, dedicated that day to judge advocate 
use, flew Captain Allen, the trial counsel; Capt. Walter S. Wallace, the 
defense counsel; and the military judge, Col. Frank B. Ecker, Jr., to the 



field location. After accepting a plea of guilty to the charged offense, 
Ecker sentenced the accused to two years' confinement, total forfeiture 
of all pay and allowances, and a bad conduct discharge.46 

Judge Ecker and the assistant trial counsel then boarded the heli- 
copter and flew to a second location for the court-martial of another 
soldier. The accused had claimed conscientious objector status while in 
Germany and had initially refused to deploy to Saudi Arabia. He 
changed his mind after being ordered to deploy, but continued to be a 
disruptive influence in the engineer battalion to which he belonged. 
Charges against him were referred to a general court-martial for trial, 
and on 22 February he pleaded guilty to a number of offenses, includ- 
ing disobedience of a lawful order. The following day, Colonel Ecker 
sentenced the soldier to three years7 confinement, total forfeiture of all 
pay and allowances, and a dishonorable di~charge.~' 

These trials demonstrated that courts-martial might be successhl- 
ly prosecuted even in the midst of final preparations for battle. 
However, United States v. Presbury, although prosecuted after the 
shooting was over, also illustrated how military justice functioned dur- 
ing the campaign in Southwest Asia. Not only was Presbuvy a fully con- 
tested trial, with an officer and enlisted panel, but the court proceedings 
were held in three countries-Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Kuwait. 

At the start of the air offensive on 16 January 1991, S. Sgt. Maurice 
Presbury chambered a round in his M16 rifle, pointed it at a soldier in 
his platoon, and threatened to shoot him. Charges of aggravated assault 
and communicating a threat were referred to trial at a general court. 
Early proceedings, held on 11 March in Kuwait, required flying the 
accused, a military judge, and a court reporter there. Two days later, 
another hearing was held at Log Base ECHOin Saudi Arabia. When the 
trial finally began at 8 A.M. on 29 March, the accused and all court 
members were located in Iraq at a base camp about forty kilometers 
west of Basra. Presbury's unit set up one tent as a field courtroom. A 
second tent was erected so that the court members would have a wait- 
ing area and a place to sleep during the night before and the night of the 
court-martial. The trial ended at 2 A.M. on 30 March, with Presbury 
convicted of simple assault and sentenced to be reduced to private 
(E-1), to forfeit all pay and allowances, and to be discharged fi-om the 
service with a bad conduct di~charge.~' 

Did trials like those conducted at the 1st Armored Division mean 
that the military justice system fimctioned well during the Persian Gulf 
War? Some observers of military criminal law during the war in 
Vietnam had sharply disagreed over whether the Uniform Code could 
work in a combat zone. Thus, this was an important question for both 



commanders and judge advocates. The consensus in the Army was that 
the Uniform Code did work well during these operations. It is true that 
the short duration of combat activities may well have obscured prob- 
lems that might have arisen in a longer war. Moreover, in contrast to 
Vietnam, units participating in DESERT SHIELDand DESERT STORMcon-
sisted overwhelmingly of highly trained and motivated volunteers, 
rather than draftees, and the Southwest Asia area of operations was free 
of drugs and alcohol, all of which contributed to the low number of dis- 
ciplinary problems. 

However, when there were violations of the Uniform Code, espe- 
cially challenges to military authority like those that arose in the 1st 
Armored Division, the Persian Gulf experience demonstrated that the 
military criminal justice system not only functioned fairly, but also 
served an important role in enforcing discipline. In the 1st Armored 
Division, for example, junior enlisted soldiers "were surprised, if not 
shocked" upon hearing that a trial by court-martial was being conduct- 
ed the night before the attack on Iraq was to begin. These young sol- 
diers no doubt assumed that military justice matters would be post- 
poned until combat operations had ended. Holding a trial on the eve of 
battle, however, demonstrated to every division soldier that the mainte- 
nance of discipline was an integral part of preparing for the upcoming 
attack. High standards of military discipline would remain in place.49 

The role played by the law and lawyers in preserving good order 
and discipline also meant that the prosecution of Capt. Yolanda Huet- 
Vaughn was closely watched in the theater, even though the trial 
occurred at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. Like Wiggins, Huet-Vaughn 
refused to perform her duties as an Army doctor. A Reserve Medical 
Corps officer, Captain Huet-Vaughn was ordered to active duty in late 
December 1990. Refusing to deploy to Saudi Arabia, she deserted on 
31 December, remaining absent until 2 February 1991, when she 
returned to military control. At her trial by general court-martial, Huet- 
Vaughn alleged that her belief that war crimes would be committed dur- 
ing Operation DESERT SHIELD permitted her, "under the Nuremberg 
principles," to refuse to participate in the mission. A jury of officers 
rejected this defense. Convicted of desertion with an intent to avoid 
hazardous duty and to shirk important service, she was sentenced to 
thirty months' confinement and dismissal from the service." 

Likewise, United States v. Brown, a court-martial arising out of 
mutinous behavior by a member of the Louisiana National Guard, also 
served to demonstrate the important role played by the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice in promoting discipline. After Spc. Dwayne K. 
Brown, activated along with the other members of the 156th Infantry, 



arrived for training at Fort Hood in November 1990, he and a small 
group of his fellow soldiers decided that the chain of command was not 
addressing their complaints concerning long hours, inadequate time 
off, pay problems, alleged racial discrimination, and perceived poor 
leadership. Unhappy with this situation, Brown solicited a number of 
his fellow soldiers to absent themselves without authority ("go AWOL") 
and to return to Louisiana. Taking such action, Brown believed, would 
force the chain of command to address their grievances, particularly 
since the disgruntled soldiers intended to publicize their plight with the 
news media after they returned home. To further this protest action, 
Specialist Brown arranged for the hiring of buses to transport as many 
as 100 soldiers who intended to go AWOL with him. As a result of this 
conduct and because, after being personally admonished by Col. Frank 
Catalano, the deputy brigade commander, to cease his disruptive behav- 
ior, Brown nonetheless persisted in soliciting his comrades to go 
AWOL en masse, he was prosecuted by general court-martial. Despite 
his pleas, a panel of officers convicted him of conspiring to organize a 
strike and soliciting others to participate. He was sentenced to a dis- 
honorable discharge, confinement for one year, and forfeiture of all pay 
and allowances. Brown's conviction and sentence signaled to other sol- 
diers that those who defied their commander and engaged in coordi- 
nated efforts to disrupt combat training could face the sanction of a 
court-martial." 

A matter of particular concern in the area of military justice-an 
issue also faced by judge advocates in Vietnam-was the lack of 
authority to exercise criminal jurisdiction over civilians accompanying 
the force. Over one thousand civilians deployed to Southwest Asia on 
temporary duty. Twenty-two either left their positions without permis- 
sion or refused to deploy.'* Only administrative action could be taken 
against those who departed Saudi Arabia without authority, as applying 
the criminal jurisdiction of Article 2, Uniform Code of Military Justice, 
to civilians is possible only when Congress has declared war. This juris- 
dictional void remains a matter of ongoing concern. 

War Crimes Investigations 

At the end of March 1991, the 1st Armored Division was still in 
Iraq. Some 100 of its military police were manning Checkpoint Bravo, 
located approximately forty-five miles northwest of Basra on the high- 
way to Baghdad. The 300 to 500 Iraqi soldiers who daily passed 
through the checkpoint on their way to camps in Saudi Arabia were 
asked if they had knowledge of war crimes or other misconduct. Those 
who said they did were separated from their fellow Iraqis for further 



questioning. Although division intelligence (G-2) exercised overall 
responsibility for this war crimes evidence gathering, judge advocate 
Captains Allen and Garrett actually questioned the Iraqis. Having been 
assigned by Colonel Altenburg to investigate war crimes allegations, 
the two men flew by helicopter to the checkpoint. Over a two-week 
period, Allen and Garrett lived and worked in a tent, interviewing and 
videotaping the statements of Iraqi soldiers. They documented approx- 
imately eighty war crimes cases. 

The interviewees, whether victims or witnesses, told horrifying 
tales. In one instance, it was alleged that 50 to 100 civilians had been 
massacred in An Nasiriyah by the Iraqi Republican Guard. Having 
been identified as troublemakers, the civilians were herded into a 
mosque and killed by well-aimed shells fired from tanks. Other cases 
involved the brutal torture and execution of Iraqi deserters by 
Republican Guard members. In each case, Captains Allen and Garrett 
asked questions that would establish the identities of the perpetrators 
and victims and establish the specific elements of the offenses, with a 
view toward possible prosecution. Because those Iraqis responsible for 
such war crimes never came under American control, the evidence 
gathered by Allen and Garrett has not been used. It remains available, 
however.53 

2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

A number of units below division level were provided their own legal 
support, particularly those operating independently in the theater. At 
the 2d Cavalry, for example, Capt. Matthew L. Dana served as the unit's 
command judge advocate. Deploying with the regiment to Saudi Arabia 
on 9 December, Dana was the lone legal adviser to the unit comman- 
der, Col. Leonard D. Holder, Jr. He provided command advice on mil- 
itary justice, administrative, and operational law matters, as well as per- 
sonal legal assistance and claims advice to the roughly 11,800 troops in 
the regiment and units under its operational control. While Captain 
Dana officially remained a one-lawyer organization for the duration of 
DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM, he was joined by another judge 
advocate, Capt. Michael T. Burmeister, on 1 January 1991. Burmeister 
was attached to the regiment by the Army Trial Defense Service and, 
until the unit's redeployment to Germany, served as a defense counsel 
to troops requiring advice on courts-martial, nonjudicial proceedings, 
or adverse administrative actions. Together, Captains Dana and 
Burmeister lived and worked in a tent. The conditions were austere, and 
contact with other judge advocates generally was limited to weekly 



conversations via tactical telephone with either VII Corps or Trial 
Defense Service, Saudi Arabia.54 

Administrative Law, Operational Law, and Military justice 

On 24 February 199 1, Captains Dana and Burmeister, traveling in 
a High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, or "HUMVEE," 
crossed into Iraq with the regimental support squadron. For the next 
four days, they moved with the armored cavalry regiment ever deeper 
into enemy territory. The judge advocates did no shooting and, without 
radios, were not in communication with the command group. But 
Captain Dana followed the advice given to him by Colonel Huffman: 
"Wherever you go," the VII Corps staff judge advocate had said, "dig a 
hole." 

On 28 February, with shooting at an end, Captain Dana was imme- 
diately called upon to provide legal advice. After arriving at the tactical 
operations center, Dana learned that an M113 armored personnel carri- 
er belonging to an American engineer unit had been mistakenly 
attacked by a friendly unit. That unit had recognized it as an M113, but 
was advised by the squadron intelligence officer that the enemy might 
have obtained the vehicle after overrunning Kuwait. A high-explosive 
antitank shell hit the M113, killing an American soldier. 

Although another officer was detailed as the investigating officer, 
Captain Dana, assisted by two Criminal Investigation Command agents 
attached to the regiment, organized the inquiry into the fratricide. Their 
investigation revealed that the incident had occurred at roughly the 
same time as an Iraqi attack on the regiment, and that vision on the bat- 
tlefield was poor due to smoke coming from an oil field fire. These two 
factors led Captain Dana to conclude that the fratricide resulted from 
the "fog of war." He recommended a finding of no wrongdoing and that 
all those involved be absolved of any responsibility for the tragic event. 
Dana's recommendation was approved. 

Captain Dana's most time-consuming administrative law issue was 
that of war trophies. The 2d Cavalry's presence deep in Iraqi territory 
resulted in large amounts of enemy equipment and materiel falling into 
American hands. Believing that CENTCOM General Order no. 1 lacked 
sufficient detail on what constituted a war trophy, Captain Dana, using 
a commonsense approach, compiled a list of those items that he deemed 
to be war souvenirs. Berets and hats, binoculars, license plates, maps, 
gas masks, uniforms, patches, flags-all were deemed legitimate war 
trophies for individual soldiers. High-value items, such as a captured 
Soviet-made military surveying kit worth $30,000, were not permissible 
as war trophies. Nor were any optical or telescopic sights from an indi- 



vidual weapon or weapons system that, after being taken to the United 
States, might be used on a weapons system there. Captain Dana's list 
was not exhaustive, however, and if any question arose concerning an 
item not listed, Dana was the regiment's approval authority for the item. 
Both Colonel Holder and VII Corps G-l endorsed these procedures. 

Upon redeployment to Germany in late April, Dana's approved list 
became critical when military police enforcing customs regulations 
objected to license plates being taken back to Germany as war trophies. 
According to the police, license plates were not specifically identified 
in General Order no. 1. These objections were swept aside when 
Captain Dana-with the support of Colonels Huffman and Trant at VII 
Corps-presented his approved war trophy list to the officer in charge 
of military police operations. 

In addition to administrative law issues, Captain Dana busied him- 
self in operational law matters. At the end of the fighting, the 2d Cavalry 
moved to the Euphrates River in Iraq, near An Nasiriyah and the temple 
of Ur, where it became a magnet for Iraqi refugees. Some three thousand 
passed by the regiment's cantonment area each day, and almost all were 
in need of food, water, and medical care. But what could be provided? 
And what did the law require? Dana telephoned Colonel Huffman and 
was informed that U.S. forces were not in Iraq as an occupying force. 
Yet, while they did not have the legal responsibility of an occupying 
power, Huffinan advised Dana that the 2d Cavalry should do "every- 
thing" it could to alleviate suffering. As a result, the regiment provided 
food, water, and medical care to all Iraqis who requested it. 

An issue related to the feeding and care of Iraqi refugees was that 
of political asylum. Refugees repeatedly requested the cavalry troops 
for asylum, and the latter came to Captain Dana for guidance. After 
conferring with the VII Corps judge advocates, Dana advised that no 
political asylum could be granted. A granting of asylum could be made 
only by U.S. authorities in an area over which the United States exer- 
cised sovereignty, and, as this was not the case in the area of Iraq under 
the control of the 2d Cavalry, no asylum could be granted. Dana 
advised, however, that temporary refuge could be granted, but only in 
cases involving imminent danger to the life or safety of the person con- 
cerned-and when the person seeking rehge was not fleeing duly con- 
stituted law enforcement officials. 

Summing Up 
Colonel Ruppert, the CENTCOM staff judge advocate, called DESERT 
STORM"the most legalistic war we've ever fought."j5 More than ever 



before, lawyers and the law were an integral part of Army planning, 
training, and warfighting. In part, this extensive role for judge advo- 
cates resulted from the enhanced Law of War instruction and training 
that had been required by the Department of Defense since 1974. 
However, increased judge advocate involvement in operations at all lev- 
els was primarily the result of the metamorphosis that had occurred in 
the Judge Advocate General's Corps. That institution no longer viewed 
its role as one of providing only traditional legal support. Although 
administrative law, military justice, legal assistance, and claims 
remained important to the practice of Army law, the corps now recog- 
nized operational law as central to the Army mission. 

In both DESERT SHIELDand DESERT STORM,commanders willingly 
sought legal advice at every stage of operational planning, for they real- 
ized that judge advocates substantially contributed to the successful 
conduct of the operation through their knowledge of fiscal law, combat 
contracting, intelligence law, the Law of War, and rules of engagement. 
With judge advocates now a presence at all operational levels, howev- 
er, commanders also routinely began to turn to them to resolve impor- 
tant nonlegal matters as well. In two years, Operation RESTORE HOPE 
would demonstrate the extent to which commanders relied on the 
expertise of their judge advocates. 
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Judge Advocates inAfrica, 

Somalia was a real culture shock. No water, no electrici- 
ty, no roads, raw human waste and garbage along every 
road.Then came the reality of children armed with hand 
grenades and AK-47s, mobs throwing stones, and 
Somalis tearing wristwatches and sunglasses from the 
arms and faces of American soldiers.' 

-Capt. Karen V. Fair, Command judge Advocate 
jTF Support Command and UN Logistics Support 

Command, Somalia 

In April 1992, after years of civil war and a decade-long drought result- 
ed in the death by starvation of more than half a million Somalis, the 
United Nations (UN) Security Council established the United Nations 
Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM). Since its primary mission was pro- 
viding humanitarian aid, an airlift of food and medical supplies began 
shortly thereafter. Direct U.S. participation started in July, when 
President George Bush authorized American air flights for emergency 
humanitarian relief. From 15 August to 9 December 1992, as part of 
UNOSOM's Operation PROVIDE RELIEF, C-141 Starlifter and C-130 
Hercules aircraft flew daily relief sorties into Somalia during daylight 
hours. They eventually delivered some 28,000 metric tons of critically 
needed relief s~pp l ies .~  

Despite the success of PROVIDE RELIEF, the security situation in 
Somalia grew steadily worse. In November a ship laden with relief 
material was fired upon in the harbor at Mogadishu, forcing its with- 
drawal before badly needed supplies could be brought ashore. In the 



United States and elsewhere, public distress grew, and on 4 December 
1992, President Bush announced the initiation of Operation RESTORE 
HOPE. Under the terms of UN Resolution 794 (passed the previous 
day), the United States would both lead and provide military forces to 
a multinational coalition effort to be known as the Unified Task Force 
(UNITAF). This temporary force, under the command of U.S. Marine 
Lt. Gen. Robert B. Johnston, would provide security, restore order, and 
assist humanitarian organizations in their relief efforts until the situa- 
tion stabilized enough for the mission to be turned over to a more per- 
manent UN peacekeeping force. The UN mandate called for two impor- 
tant missions: providing humanitarian assistance to the Somali people 
and restoring order in southern Somalia. 

From 9 December 1992 through 4 May 1993, the Unified Task 
Force in Somalia involved more than 38,000 troops from twenty-one 
coalition nations, including 28,000 Americans. It succeeded in stabiliz- 
ing the security situation and was particularly successful in confiscat- 
ing "technicals," crew-served weapons mounted on trucks and other 
wheeled vehicles. With better security, more relief supplies were dis- 
tributed throughout Somalia, ending the immediate threat of starvation 
in many areas. However, plans for terminating the Unified Task Force 
and transferring its functions to the permanent peacekeeping force, 
UNOSOM 11, were repeatedly postponed. 

On 4 May 1993, UNOSOM 11(the "11" distinguished it from UNO-
SOM "I" activities between July and December 1992) officially began. 
With a mission significantly different from UNOSOM I, UNOSOM I1 
was tasked with rehabilitating the political institutions and economy of 
Somalia and building a secure environment throughout the country. 
These far-reaching goals went well beyond the more limited scope of 
RESTOREHOPE,as well as those of any previous UN operation. To 
implement these objectives, a full UN peacekeeping structure was cre- 
ated in Somalia. It was headed by retired U.S. Navy Admiral Jonathan 
Howe, a special representative of UN Secretary General Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali. Turkish Lt. Gen. Cevik Bir was selected as commander 
of the UN Multinational Force, and U.S. Army Maj. Gen. Thomas M. 
Montgomery was "dual-hatted" as the deputy commander of the UN 
force and the commander of all U.S. forces. 

The ambitious United Nations goals in Somalia particularly threat- 
ened the Mogadishu power base of one clan warlord, Mohammed 
Farrah Aideed. In June 1993, after twenty-four Pakistani soldiers were 
killed in an ambush by Aideed supporters, the UN Security Council 
called for the immediate apprehension of those responsible. This led to 
U.S. forces being employed in a manhunt for Aideed and his chief 



deputies. After a series of clashes between armed Somali clans and U.S. 
Army Rangers and other units, a major engagement occurred on 3 
October,' The Somalis killed eighteen Americans and wounded seven- 
ty-five others. Shortly thereafter, President Bill Clinton announced that 
American participation in UNOSOM I1 would end on 31 March 1994. 

U.S. Army participation in Operation RESTORE HOPE was marked- 
ly different from its later involvement in UNOSOM 11. Some 12,000 
U.S. Army soldiers took part in RESTORE HOPE, most from the 10th 
Mountain Division (Light) based at Fort Drum, New York. Army par- 
ticipation in UNOSOM 11's multinational contingent, however, was 
primarily logistical in nature, with some 3,000 U.S. personnel com- 
mitted to that support mission. The United States did, however, pro- 
vide a Quick Reaction Force-some 1,150 soldiers from the 10th 
Mountain Division-that operated under the tactical control of the 
commander, U.S. Forces, Somalia, a position created on 4 May 1993. 
The participation of these 4,150 American personnel in United 
Nations Operation Somalia I1 ended when the last of these troops 
departed on 28 March 1994. 

Organization of Legal Services 

As Somalia fell within the responsibility of the commander in chief, 
U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), it was his staff judge advocate, 
Army Col. Walter B. Huffrnan, who was primarily responsible for for- 
mulating legal policy for U.S. forces in Somalia. Thus, Colonel 
Huffman's staff issued initial guidance on rules of engagement (ROE) 
to the UNITAF staff judge advocate, Marine Col. F. M. Lorenz. Lorenz 
then implemented this CENTCOM guidance throughout the force, 
ensuring that all twenty-one coalition forces participating in RESTORE 
HOPE operated with the same rules of engagement. 

Both the CENTCOM and the UNITAF legal operations were mul- 
tiservice. Colonel Huffman had l Air Force, l Marine, 1 Navy, and l 
subordinate Army judge advocate on his staff at CENTCOM headquar- 
ters at MacDill Air Force Base, Florida. Colonel Lorenz also had a joint 
staff. Army Lt. Col. Francis R. Moulin was the UNITAF deputy staff 
judge advocate, having deployed from Fort Carson, Colorado, to 
Mogadishu on 11 December 1992. Lorenz also had Marine judge advo- 
cate Maj. Walter G. Sharp handling international and operational law 
issues and Army judge advocate Maj. Sarah S. Greene serving as his 
claims a t t~rney.~ 

During Operation RESTORE HOPE, the U.S. Army Forces, Somalia, 
legal operation, headed by Lt. Col. John M. Smith 111, provided legal 





support to some twelve thousand soldiers on a 24-hour-a-day basis. As 
Smith was the 10th Mountain Division staff judge advocate, and as 
more than six thousand of the American soldiers in Somalia were from 
that unit, it was appropriate that Smith served as the senior Army 
Forces lawyer in the country. The remainder of Colonel Smith's opera- 
tion consisted of five judge advocate captains, three of whom handled 
international and operational law, legal assistance, and claims issues at 
Smith's headquarters. To ensure that the 10th Mountain Division's 2d 
Brigade and Task Force MOUNTAIN'S artillery brigade received timely 
legal advice, a judge advocate captain was also located with each of 
these separate brigades. 

Other members of the 10th Mountain Division legal office deploy- 
ing to Somalia at various times were Maj. Richard E. Gordon, the divi- 
sion's deputy staff judge advocate, who first replaced Colonel Moulin 
as the UNITAF deputy staff judge advocate and later replaced Colonel 
Smith as the Army Forces staff judge advocate; Maj. Michael A. 
Corbin; and Capts. Joseph A. Dewoskin, John M. Bickers, and Edward 
J. O'Brien. Corbin and Bickers served as command judge advocates to 
two brigade commanders; O'Brien handled operational law matters; 
Dewoskin was responsible for legal assistance and claims. 

Other Army judge advocates participating in RESTORE HOPE 
included Capt. Karen V. Fair, the command judge advocate of the Joint 
Task Force Support Command. This unit of some 4,500 soldiers, com- 
manded by Army Brig. Gen. Billy K. Solomon, had deployed from I11 
Corps at Fort Hood, Texas, to provide logistical and medical support 
for all U.S. forces in Somalia. Captain Fair, as the command judge 
advocate from December 1992 to March 1993, dealt with a broad 
range of legal assistance, claims, operational law, and military justice 
issues. Joining Fair in Somalia were Maj. John H. Belser and Capt. 
William C. Peters, both members of the U.S. Army Trial Defense 
Service. These attorneys deployed to ensure that criminal defense 
advice was always available; however, they also provided legal assis- 
tance for individual soldiers. 

As RESTORE HOPE ended and United Nations Operation in Somalia 
I1 began, Colonel Huffman; his successor, Army Col. Alexander M. 
Walczak; and the CENTCOM legal staff continued formulating legal 
policy for all U.S. troops in the UN peacekeeping force. On 4 May 
1993, as UNOSOM I1 and U.S. Forces, Somalia (USFORSOM), 
replaced the Unified Task Force and U.S. Army Forces, Somalia, judge 
advocates like Army Maj. Frank W. Fountain, working at CENTCOM 
headquarters in Florida, found themselves assisting the USFORSOM 
staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. Dale N. Woodling. (Map 10) 



Pfc. Joseph Carter an Army legal specialist, left, Navy judge advocate 
Lt. Richard Zeigleq center, and Maj. Richard E. Gordon, UNrlTAF 

depuly stafjudge advocate, iri Mogadishu, November 1993 

An Army judge advocate who deployed to Somaliain March 1993, 
Woodling first served simultaneousIy as UNlTAF deputy staff judge 
advocate and staffjudge advocate, U.S.A m y  Forces, Somalia.With the 
activation of U.S. Forces, Somalia, Colonel Woodling became its staff 
judge advocate. US.Forces, Somalia, was the highest American head-
quarters, and Woodling's status as the seniorjudge advocate in theater 
enabled him to exercise technical supervision over all U.S. legal assets 
in theater except those belonging to the U.S. Special Operations 
Command. Consequently, while Navy and Marine judge advocates did 
not work for Colonel Woodling directly, they coordinated their legal 
work with him to ensure the provision of uniform IegaI advice through-
out Somalia. Similarly, Major Gordon,who returned to Somalia in 
October 1993 to take up duties as the staffjudge advocate of Joint Task 
Force SOMALIA,coordinatedregularly with Colonel Woodling's succes-
sor, Army Lt, Col.Victor L. Horton,who replacedColonel Wooding in 
September 1993. (Chart 10) 

The U.S.Forces, Somalia, staffjudge advo~atedirectly supervised 
the command judge advocate at the UN Logistics Support Command. 
Thus, Colonel Woodling supervised Captain Fair, who remined in 
Somalia for the first few weeks of UNOSOM IJ operations, and Fair's 
replacement, Capt. Jody M. Hehr. Colonel Hodon supervised Capt. 
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John A. Schill, who deployed from XVIII Airborne Corps in August 
1993 to replace Captain Hehr. When Schill left in January 1994, he was 
replaced by Capt. Walter M. Hudson of the 24th Infantry Division. 

Although Colonels Woodling and Horton were the lone judge 
advocates at U.S. Forces, Somalia, the staff judge advocate of Joint 
Task Force SOMALIA supervised a larger organization. Thus, Major 
Gordon, the task force staff judge advocate from October 1993 to 
January 1994, had two Army judge advocates working for him. Captain 
Dewoskin, who had returned to Somalia for a second tour, worked with 
Major Gordon in the same office. Capt. Charles N. Pede, however, as 
the command judge advocate of the U.S. Quick Reaction Force, was 
located at the U.S. embassy compound in Mogadishu. Pede reported 
directly to Major Gordon, as did Pede's replacement, Captain Peters. 
Peters, whose first deployment to Somalia had been as a defense coun- 
sel, returned for a second tour in January 1994. 

Several judge advocates operated outside of these technical chain 
frameworks. For example, Maj. Gary L. Walsh served as legal adviser 
to Task Force RANGER in Mogadishu from August to November 1993. 
Walsh was ideally suited for this position, having deployed as a judge 
advocate during Operation URGENT FURY some ten years earlier and 
having spent most of his time as an Army lawyer with special opera- 
tions units. Walsh provided the full range of legal support to the 
Rangers and special operations units involved in the ultimately unsuc- 
cessful search for Mohammed Aideed. Army Lt. Col. Daniel V. Wright 
provided legal advice to other special operations units. 

While the organization of legal services during RESTORE HOPE 
worked well, the same cannot be said for United Nations Operation in 
Somalia 11. After May 1993, there were never more than six Army 
lawyers in theater, yet four separate organizations existed. While there 
may have been some theoretical merit to having separate legal organi- 
zations at U.S. Forces, Somalia, Joint Task Force SOMALIA, the Quick 
Reaction Force, and the UN Logistics Support Command, in practice 
this dispersal of limited legal assets did not work well. In retrospect, a 
better approach would probably have been the centralization of all legal 
assets at U.S. Forces, Somalia. 

Operation RESTOREHOPE,December 1992-May 1993 

In early December 1992, as planning for the deployment to 
Somalia accelerated, Army judge advocates at the Office of the Judge 
Advocate General and U.S. Central Command examined the laws 
governing anticipated American military operations in Somalia. They 
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and Task Force Mountain 's artillery brigade. 

concluded that the legal basis for RESTORE HOPE was UN Security 
Council Resolution 794, adopted on 3 December. What was not clear 
was the impact of customary international law on the conduct and 
employment of forces in Somalia. As Somalia was a country in chaos, 
if not anarchy, there was no local law upon which to base standards of 
conduct for UNITAF personnel. The lack of a functioning Somali 
government meant that neither the UN nor any individual country 
could negotiate status arrangements and other forms of agreements 
with a host government. 

Judge advocates also questioned the applicability of the 1949 Geneva 
Conventions to the UN forces. These forces had not been "invited" to 
Somalia, nor had they invaded that country. The Somalis were not con- 
sidered to be an "enemy" or "hostile"; arguably, there were no "belliger- 
ents." Thus, except for the applicability of Common Article 3 of the con- 
ventions to the various Somali clans, the conventions, as a matter of pol- 
icy and law, were judged not to apply. Additionally, the Law of 
Occupation, as established in the Fourth Geneva Convention and in chap- 
ter 6 of Field Manual 27-10, was deemed inapplicable to UN forces. 

While determining that the Geneva Conventions and Law of 
Occupation did not expressly apply, judge advocates at the Office of the 
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Judge Advocate General and at Central Command determined that cus- 
tomary international law did govern the conduct of UNITAF opera- 
tions. The policy decision to apply only customary law was significant, 
as it relieved the UNlTAF commander of any responsibility to establish 
a military government in Somalia. This in turn meant that UN forces 
did not have to attempt to exercise complete authority over localities in 
southern Somalia. This benefited RESTORE HOPE'S mission, as com- 
manders could focus limited resources solely on facilitating the deliv- 
ery of humanitarian relief, particularly in the areas of providing safe 
passage and other protections for nongovernmental and official aid 
organizations. 

CENTCOM and UNITAF judge advocates advised, however, that 
while the inapplicability of the Law of Occupation meant that no sig- 
nificant civil affairs operation was required in Somalia, this fact did not 
completely relieve the UN forces of legal obligations to the Somali peo- 
ple. On the contrary, in those areas under the actual control of the UN 
Task Force, or where the activities of UN forces resulted in damage or 
harm, the American military lawyers found there existed customary 
international law requirements to provide medical care for affected 
Somalis and to resolve the claims of those Somalis dislocated from 
their homes or land, 0s whose property had been damaged. The UN 
forces, they asserted, were also responsible for the health and welfare 
of any Somali that they detained.* 

While judge advocates at higher command levels worked to articu- 
late the legal basis for RESTOREHOPE and the law applicable to the mil- 
itary operations being undertaken, judge advocates at 10th Mountain 
Division were more concerned with determining the rules of engage- 
ment (ROE) to be used for the upcoming deployment. In approaching 
this issue, Colonel Smith and the division G-3 conferred with Maj. 
Gen. Stephen Arnold, the 10th Mountain Division commander, who 
emphasized that he desired flexible rules that would allow his soldiers 
to accomplish their mission but also ensure force protection. In accor- 
dance with this guidance, Colonel Smith obtained permission from the 
UNITAF staff judge advocate, Colonel Lorenz, to contact U.S. Central 
Command directly regarding rules of engagement. 

Smith spoke with Colonel Huffman who, remembering that British 
forces operating with VII Corps units in DESERT STORMhad vastly dif- 
ferent rules of engagement, determined that all military forces in 
Somalia would function under uniform rules. Additionally, the rules of 
engagement for RESTORE HOPEwould differ from the type of rules ordi- 
narily used by American forces, as these rules would focus on "con- 
duct" rather than "status." Thus, while wartime rules of engagement 
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like those used in DESERT STORMregulated the use of force based on the 
status of a readily identifiable enemy, the lack of an enemy or hostile 
foe in Somalia meant that RESTORE HOPE'S rules must necessarily focus 
on threatening conduct in their regulation of the use of force. 
Consequently, the CENTCOM guidance provided to Colonel Smith 
stressed the development of rules of engagement dealing with the use 
of force based on threatening conduct, especially actions involving the 
so-called technicals, the vehicles mounted with crew-served weapons 
so popular with Somali clan members. 

Since Colonel Smith and his staff had significant operational law 
experience, they spearheaded the drafting of wles of engagement for 
RESTOREHOPE. They closely coordinated their efforts with the 10th 
Mountain Division's operations section (G-3), with Colonel Lorenz at 
the Unified Task Force, and with the CENTCOM staff judge advocate. 
These combined efforts resulted in rules of engagement for the entire 
Unified Task Force. Colonel Lorenz then arranged for the base printing 
shop at Camp Pendleton, California, to print 35,000 cards containing 
these rules. The cards were flown to Somalia and distributed to the 
marines who went ashore on D-Day, 9 De~ember .~ 

The manner in which rules of engagement were developed for 
RESTORE HOPE illustrated the practical approach taken toward the 
development of legal policy on the one hand and the issuance of spe- 
cific legal guidance on the other. That is, while CENTCOM lawyers 
were responsible for formulating legal policy based on directives from 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, no legal guidance was issued by Central 
Command or implemented at the Unified Task Force or Army force 
level absent close coordination between Colonels Huffman, Lorenz, 
and Smith. Constant coordination among judge advocates ensured that 
legal policy and guidance were not created in a vacuum, and this led to 
the smooth implementation of the resulting policy and guidance. 

With the approval of rules of engagement for RESTORE HOPE, the 
10th Mountain Division judge advocates quickly implemented a train- 
ing program that ensured that every U.S. soldier deploying to Somalia 
understood the rules and that they had trained with them. Division 
lawyers wrote thirteen situation training exercises, each of which 
emphasized different aspects of the rules. Each vignette was based on 
a tactical situation that division intelligence officers believed might 
occur in Somalia. These training exercises were conducted in training 
lanes using an opposing force that simulated hostile Somali citizens; 
judge advocate Captains Bickers and O'Brien assisted in this lane train- 
ing. As a result, every unit of squad size and larger could practice not 
only the rules of engagement, but also the tactical maneuvers necessary 
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to respond to threats to the force. This process was most successful, 
both in providing realistic training on the rules of engagement and in 
identifying problem areas for small unit leaders.' 

Commanders deploying to Somalia also placed a great deal of 
importance on establishing guidelines essential to the enforcement of 
good order and discipline throughout Somalia. At the direction of the 
UNITAF commander, General Johnston, the UNITAF lawyers drafted 
and General Johnston approved UNITAF General Order no. 1. 
Published in electronic message format and distributed through com- 
mand channels prior to deployment, UNITAF General Order no. 1 was 
based on the General Order no. 1 issued by U.S. Central Command dur- 
ing DESERT SHIELD.The UNITAF order prohibited the use of alcohol, 
nonprescription drugs (including "khat," an amphetamine widely used 
in Somalia), and the taking of captured weapons as "war trophies." 
With a view toward preventing black marketeering, General Order no. 
1 also restricted the sale and barter of some food items. Some excep- 
tions to the order were requested and granted. For example, the restric- 
tion on alcohol was lifted for UNITAF personnel in Kenya, as that 
country was not predominantly Muslim and no local prohibition on 
alcohol existed. Infractions of General Order no. 1 generally were pun- 
ished at proceedings held under Article 15, Uniform Code of Military 
Justice. 

With the. 10th Mountain Division providing the majority of U.S. 
troops participating in RESTOREHOPE, a judge advocate from that unit 
was the first attorney to deploy, This was Colonel Smith, who arrived 
with the division advance party at the Mogadishu airport on 7 
December. A former military police officer with more than fifteen 
years of experience as a judge advocate, Smith had been the division 
staff judge advocate only since July. Shortly after joining the division, 
however, Colonel Smith had deployed with it to Florida, where he par- 
ticipated in relief efforts provided in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Andrew. Having seen his staff judge advocate in action, General Arnold 
decided that Smith,-despite his brief tenure in the division, should serve 
as the chief of staff for the 25-man advance party deploying to Somalia 
a few days before the main body of troops. Thus, in addition to provid- 
ing legal advice to Brig. Gen. Lawson Magruder, the advance party 
commander, Colonel Smith supervised and coordinated the work of 
Magruder's principal staff (G-1 through G-5), as well as the activities 
of the engineers, communications cell, and security force. 

As the rest of the 10th Mountain Division deployed to Somalia over 
the next few weeks and Unified Task Force and U.S. Army Forces, 
Somalia, opelrations expanded in size and scope, judge advocates handled 
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a variety of legal issues. It was challenging work, made even more diffi- 
cult by the adverse living conditions. Located near the equator, 
Mogadishu was dry and dusty, with daytime summer temperatures well 
over 100 degrees. There was no air conditioning. The judge advocates 
lived in their offices in Mogadishu-sleeping in sleeping bags on cots. 
The use of mosquito netting was imperative in order to prevent malaria. 
No one could leave the American compound without his bulletproof vest, 
Kevlar helmet, and loaded weapon. Additionally, vehicles could leave the 
compound only in pairs, with guards. This resulted in an exceptionally 
austere living and working environment, especially as the violence 
against American and other foreign personnel escalated after June 1993.8 

During RESTORE HOPE, Army lawyers handled claims, fiscal law, 
and criminal and administrative law matters. The U.S. Air Force had 
single-service claims responsibility for Somalia, and an Air Force head- 
quarters in South Carolina exercised this responsibility. Colonel Smith 
quickly realized, however, that processing claims at such long Qstances 
would not work smoothly. Consequently, Smith requested that the Air 
Force appoint a number of deployed Army judge advocates as foreign 
claims commissions. The Air Force concurred and appointed both 
Army and Marine lawyers. While initially granting each commission a 
$2,500 settlement authority, the Air Force later increased this authority 
to $12,500. This greatly increased the flexibility of claims operations in 
Somalia, as UNITAF judge advocates could more quickly investigate 
and adjudicate a significant number of claimx9 

Initially, a major claims policy issue existed in the form of whether 
Somalis who suffered injury or damage from hostile action taken by 
U.S. forces were proper claimants under the Foreign Claims Act. 
Because Operation RESTORE HOPE was a humanitarian rather than a 
combat operation, some felt that any claim for injury or damage was 
cognizable. Eventually, however, the UNITAF and Army Forces judge 
advocates concluded that the Foreign Claims Act excluded payment for 
damages arising out of force protection and other similar security or 
combat-related activities. Thus, despite the noncombat character of 
Operation RESTORE HOPE, no claims were paid for damages arising out 
of security missions conducted by U.S. troops against hostile Somali 
clans, bandits, and other armed individuals. The type of activity consti- 
tuting a security mission, however, was narrowly defined, and this 
ensured the resolution of meritorious claims. Consequently, when 
Somalis were killed or injured in accidents involving U.S.-operated 
equipment and vehicles on routine missions, claims were paid. Several 
claims also were paid for Somalis killed or wounded by the accidental 
discharge of weapons. 
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As judge advocates had learned earlier in Vietnam, even when the 
Foreign Claims Act did not permit the payment of a claim, the payment 
of solatia was an option. After U.S. Ambassador Robert K. Oakley, the 
American special envoy to Somalia, approved the concept of such pay- 
ments to Somalis, the authority to make solatia payments was delegat- 
ed to the UNITAF commander and chief of staff. This provided U.S. 
forces with the flexibility to pay solatia in those situations in which a 
claim otherwise could not be paid, while demonstrating to town elders 
and the families of victims that the United States took responsibility for 
the actions of its troops. For example, a solatia payment was made in 
one combat situation in which compensation clearly was appropriate. In 
this case, a squad of U.S. soldiers in four HMMWVs came upon a truck 
while on a night tactical move. Unbeknownst to the Americans, the 
truck had just been hijacked, and the truck's owner and his family were 
in the truck. One of the hijackers panicked and fired at the squad. The 
soldiers returned fire, killing the hijackers and the owner's family. As 
this was a combat situation, a claim was not payable. The death of the 
innocent Somali family, however, made a solatia payment appropriate, 
and one was made. Additionally, a claim was paid for damage done to 
the truck after the firefight. This occurred when a U.S. tow truck sent 
to recover the truck damaged it as a result of improper towing. The 
Somali owner thus received both solatia for combat-related losses and 
compensation for the noncombat damage that he suffered." 

Judge advocates also learned that determining the value of proper- 
ty damaged in Somalia often presented unique problems. Political and 
economic anarchy in Somalia meant that there was no market to buy or 
sell many items. In one case, an Army HMMWV collided with a 
Somali tractor, one of the few still running in the country. Ordinarily, a 
few estimates from local repair shops would be used as the basis for 
paying a claim for damage to the tractor. In Somalia, however, repair 
services did not exist. Thus, it was difficult to determine reasonable 
compensation for the loss of the tractor-and the services that it could 
provide. The solution was for a nongovernmental organization to pur- 
chase a used tractor and to deliver it to Mogadishu. The Unified Task 
Force then provided follow-on transport of the tractor, taking it 200 
miles south to Kismayo. In this way, the claim was settled. 

Other valuation problems arose in "wrongful death" claims. Somali 
culture placed the value of a working man's life at 100 camels, while a 
woman's life was valued at only half this amount. Children were valued 
at even less. Before the central government collapsed, a camel sold for 
less than $100. At the time that RESTOREHOPEwas conducted, however, 
a camel sold on the black market for $800. As the annual per capita 
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income in Somalia was approximately $500, payment of a claim based 
on the black-market price of a camel would result in the relatives of an 
accident victim becoming extraordinarily wealthy. As the Unified Task 
Force wished to avoid this result, it established an upper payment limit of 
$10,000, after coordination with the Air Force claims headquarters on 
this matter. This upper limit was accepted by the Somalis and the village 
elders who "negotiated" such claims and who, under Somali tradition, 
received a portion of the money to be used for the benefit of the village." 

RESTOREHOPE judge advocates also wrestled with funding issues. 
While all agreed that Operation and Maintenance (O&M) funds could 
be used to accomplish the mission, it was not always clear as to what 
activities were mission related. A question arose, for example, con- 
cerning providing fuel to clan factions to- assist them in departing 
Mogadishu and moving back to outlying areas. CENTCOM judge 
advocates concluded that, as such support directly enhanced the mis- 
sion to ensure safe and secure passage of humanitarian relief, O&M 
monies could be used for this purpose. Similarly, the judge advocates 
advised that O&M funds could be used to train and equip a Somali 
security force. Although U.S. forces generally are statutorily prohibited 
from training, equipping, or funding foreign police forces,I2 the prohi- 
bition in issue was not viewed as applying to the unique situation exist- 
ing in Somalia, where no government police force existed. Absent the 
organization of some form of security force, humanitarian relief oper- 
ations-the principal mission of the Unified Task Force-could not be 
effected. Later, UN funding became available to support this project. 

While operational law, claims, and fiscal law issues were of critical 
importance to Army lawyers, their talents in military justice matters 
also contributed to mission success. On 8 December 1992, acting upon 
a request from the CENTCOM staff judge advocate, the secretary of 
defense empowered General Johnston to convene general courts-mar- 
tial. Thus, from the moment that American troops arrived in Somalia, a 
criminal jurisdictional framework was in place.'' 

The first significant criminal charges did not arise, however, until 
2 February, when Marine Gunnery Sgt. Harry Conde shot a Somali 
teenager in an incident that captured worldwide media attention. 
Conde, a 33-year-old radar technician, was a passenger in a convoy tra- 
versing central Mogadishu. A seventeen-year-old Somali youth reached 

.through the open window of Conde's HMMWV and snatched his sun- 
glasses from his face. While such an incident was a daily occurrence on 
the crowded streets of Mogadishu, what happened next was not: Conde 
fired his buckshot-filled M79 grenade launcher at the youth. The boy 
was wounded in the abdomen, as was another youth standing nearby. At 
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issue was whether Sergeant Conde had followed the established rules of 
engagement-firing because he feared for his safety--or whether he 
had used excessive force in shooting the Somali teenager. This was an 
important point for, while the shooting itself merited prosecution, the 
circumstances surrounding it also indicated a violation of the rules of 
engagement. While it was critical that Americans not hesitate to use 
deadly force when necessary, it also was clear that undisciplined fire 
would undermine the success of the humanitarian relief mission if the 
Somalis-and international public opinion-came to view the 
Americans as "trigger-happy." Consequently, Sergeant Conde's court- 
martial was significant, as it signaled to all-UNITAF personnel, the 
Somalis, and the world-that the Americans were committed to a strict 
application of rules on the use of force. 

Major Gordon, the UNITAF deputy staff judge advocate, assisted 
in the court-martial of Sergeant Conde. While he did not participate in 
the courtroom proceedings, Gordon worked with the Marine Corps trial 
counsel in developing a case strategy, preparing effective direct and 
cross-examination questions, and organizing evidence. At his trial, 
Sergeant Conde stated that he had acted in self-defense. However, he 
was found guilty of assault with a dangerous weapon, sentenced to for- 
feit $1,706 of his pay, and reduced one grade.I4 

While Major Gordon provided only limited assistance in United 
States v. Conde, Army judge advocates participated fully in United 
States v. Mowris, another undisciplined fire case. On the morning of 14 
February 1993, Spc. James Mowris and his platoon-all military 
policemen-were conducting a sweep of a Somali village in order to 
seize weapons and munitions that observers had sighted there. If nec- 
essary, the platoon was also to disarm members of one of the Somali 
bands that had been interfering with international famine relief efforts 
in the country. After initially sweeping the village and finding a few 
small arms and live mortar rounds but no armed Somalis, the platoon 
paused while an interpreter questioned a villager. The platoon leader 
then noticed two Somali men running between the buildings of a near- 
by abandoned military compound and ordered the platoon to chase 
them. In the ensuing chase, as one of the men ran from members of the 
platoon, the platoon leader and a sergeant fired shots into the air in an 
attempt to get the Somalis to halt. Specialist Mowris pursued one of the 
men into a busy area away from the buildings and, after shouting 
"There he is," fired what he later said was "a warning shot in the dirt" 
to convince the Somali to stop running. The man was discovered with 
a bullet hole in his back. He suffered severe blood loss and died while 
en route to a UN hospital." 
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At an investigation conducted pursuant to Article 32, Uniform 
Code of Military Justice, Captains Fair and Bickers served as govern- 
ment representatives, while Captain Peters served as Mowris' defense 
counsel. After examining the ballistics and medical evidence and hear- 
ing testimony, the prosecution team recommended trial by court-mar- 
tial. As a result, Captain Fair, the JTF Support Command judge advo- 
cate, spent more than an hour briefing the JTF Support Command com- 
mander, General Solomon, on an appropriate disposition of the case. 
While recognizing that there was some evidence that Mowris and the 
members of his platoon had not received adequate training on the rules 
of engagement, and that this weighed against any finding that Mowris 
had killed the Somali with criminal intent, she nonetheless expressed 
the opinion that Mowris had used excessive force in firing his weapon. 
Under the circumstances, the evidence appeared to support a prosecu- 
tion for negligent homicide. General Solomon concurred with this 
advice and recommended to General Johnston, the UNITAF comman- 
der, that a trial by court-martial was appropriate. No proceedings took 
place in Somalia, as Mowris redeployed to Fort Carson. However, after 
General Johnston's legal staff transmitted the court-martial packet to 
the commanding general of the 4th Infantry Division, that convening 
authority referred the charges against Mowris to trial. He was convict- 
ed of negligent homicide; however, the convening authority later set 
aside the conviction.16 

Finally, in the area of administrative law, Army judge advocates 
focused on a number of significant issues involving real estate use, 
weapons seizure and destruction, environmental law, war trophies, 
detainees, and the disposition of bodies. With regard to taking and 
using Somali realty, the lawyers advised that it was best to avoid taking 
and using any private real estate. Rather, it was preferable for the 
Unified Task Force, Army Forces, and other subordinate units to occu- 
py the former U.S. embassy and to use public property such as the air- 
port, seaport, and university campus in Mogadishu. This avoided claims 
that would have arisen from the use of private realty and also meant that 
no Somali civilians were displaced, except for those occupying aban- 
doned government property. 

Another administrative law issue involved the seizure and destruc- 
tion of Somali weapons. As Ambassador Oakley remarked, "There are 
three things that are most important to a Somali male-his wife, his 
camel, and his weapon." The Somali people possessed hundreds of 
thousands of weapons, from handguns and semiautomatic and auto- 
matic rifles to crew-served weapons, mortars, and artillery pieces. 
Because these weapons posed a threat to all those involved in the 
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humanitarian relief efforts, the UNITAF commander, at the urging of 
Ambassador Oakley, began an "arms reduction" program. 

As Security Council Resolution 794 had tasked UN forces with 
creating a "secure environment for the delivery of relief supplies," 
Army judge advocates advised that a "guns for cash" trade was within 
UNITAF's force protection and security mission. This meant that O&M 
funds could be used in purchasing weapons. Army units first began 
implementing a "weapons for cash" program in the southern town of 
Kismayo. In the third week of January, some Marine Corps forces ini- 
tiated a "guns for food" program, providing receipts to Somalis who 
turned in weapons. These were exchanged for bags of wheat provided 
by humanitarian relief organizations. In the end, however, General 
Johnston decided against implementing a large-scale cash for weapons 
incentive program. The sheer numbers of weapons involved and the 
Somalis' reluctance to part with them were two reasons for this deci- 
sion. Additionally, it was thought that a guns for cash program might 
actually encourage crime if bandits began stealing weapons to turn in. 
Such a program also might simply encourage arms dealers to import 
more weapons into Somalia." 

Having determined that a nationwide weapons incentive program 
was not prudent, General Johnston made the decision to confiscate 
weapons. Judge advocates were thus asked for advice on the lawful- 
ness of an aggressive weapons confiscation program. They counseled 
that, under the Law of War, captured military property becomes the 
property of the "seizing" country. While there was no "war" or 
"enemy" in Somalia, they nevertheless deemed seizing weapons as 
necessary for the accomplishment of the UN mission and, conse- 
quently, lawful. By February 1993 the Unified Task Force had institut- 
ed a comprehensive- confiscation program. Military checkpoints 
inspected all civilian vehicles and, generally, all crew-served weapons 
were immediately seized: But, as almost every humanitarian relief 
organization in Somalia used private security guards, a number of 
these organizations complained that weapons carried by their guards 
were being confiscated. As a result, the Unified Task Force distributed 
pink identification cards to these private guards. Such a card permit- 
ted the bearer to possess a weapon that otherwise would be confiscat- 
ed. Later, a blue weapons policy card, in both English and Somali, was 
issued to UNITAF and relief organization personnel. The card used 
both words and pictures to explain who could possess a weapon 
("employees" of relief organizations), what weapons were prohibited 
("crew served, anti-aircraft, anti-armor, and other similar weapons"), 
how weapons could be carried, and what acts would result in the con- 
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While it might seem surprising that judge advocates faced environ- 
mental law issues in Somalia, a number of significant questions did 
arise. For example, confiscated weapons and ammunition could not be 
dumped at sea, as this would violate the London Anti-Dumping 
Convention and the U.S. Ocean Dumping Ban Act. Additionally, 
Executive Order 12114, Environmental Effects Abroad of Major 
Federal Actions, requires that major military overseas deployments 
adhere to the more stringent of local foreign law or U.S. law. 
Consequently, judge advocates advised UNITAF logistics (5-4) that it 
had to follow U.S. standards for environmental actions when those pro- 
cedures did not interfere with mission accomplishment. As an example, 
engineers attempted using environmentally sound dust suppressants at 
airfields instead of waste oil. 

Judge advocates in every contingency operation in the 1980s and 
1990s have advised commanders on the legality of taking souvenirs, or 
"war trophies," from the theater of operations. Somalia was no excep- 
tion. As all public property captured by American forces became U.S. 
property as a matter of law, no individual "right" to a war trophy exist- 
ed. Thus, when UNITAF General Order no. 1 was issued on 6 
December 1992, it provided that "no weapon, munitions, military doc- 
ument, or equipment captured or acquired by any means . . . may be 
retained for personal use." There were, however, two "limited excep- 
tions": First, "souvenirs, other than weapons or munitions," were 
allowed to be taken if they had been "legitimately purchased." Second, 
"abandoned" property of "minimal intrinsic value" could be retained as 
a souvenir with the approval of the "unit commander." A favorite item 
in this last category turned out to be a piece of the marble floor of the 
U.S. embassy in Mogadishu. The floor had been broken by squatters 
and anarchists during the two years since the embassy had been evacu- 
ated, and American troops took pieces of it as memento^.'^ 

For judge advocates, the more difficult war trophy issues arose 
with regard to "unit historical property." Some commanders wished to 
return captured weapons to the United States, especially the Somali 
mobile crew-served weapon systems popularly known as technicals. 
Army judge advocates advised that Army Regulation 840-20 permit- 
ted the seizure of such unit war trophies and their return to a unit or 
post museum for display as historical artifacts. This determination, 
however, did not resolve the issue-at least in the view of the U.S. 
Customs Service. Its officials insisted that, as RESTORE HOPEwas not 
a "declared war," no captured weapons carried "war trophy" status. 
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Instead, weapons seized from Somalis by U.S. troops were said to have 
the status of "surplus weapons," and these could not enter the United 
States under the provisions of the Gun Control Act of 1968. In the 
view of the Customs Service, only the approval of a war trophy pro- 
gram by the Department of Defense would allow for the return of cap- 
tured weapons as historical artifacts. Questions concerning the cor- 
rectness of this Customs Service interpretation of the law were ren- 
dered moot, however, when General Johnston, the UNITAF comman- 
der, decided as a matter of policy that no weapons seized in Somalia 
would be retained as unit war trophie~.~' 

Another issue in which judge advocates figured prominently was in 
the area of law enforcement, particularly in the formulation of a 
UNITAF detainee policy. For RESTORE HOPE'S humanitarian mission to 
succeed, the establishment of some degree of law and order was 
required. Yet Somalia had no police and no prisons, much less a judi- 
cial system. This meant that the United Nations Task Force had to cre- 
ate and operate a law enforcement infrastructure. Effective policing 
would require the detention of Somalis who had committed serious 
criminal offenses or had attacked UNITAF personnel and whose con- 
tinued freedom likely would endanger UNITAF forces or innocent third 
parties. 

Judge advocates determined that the legal basis for the UNITAF 
law enforcement operations-and the authority to implement a 
detainee policy-flowed from general principles of international law 
and Security Council Resolution 794. The absence of a government in 
Somalia made the United Nations Task Force a de facto sovereign, 
and the inherent powers of a sovereign included the power to arrest 
and detain wrongdoers in order to protect the population. 
Additionally, Resolution 794 directed that the Unified Task Force use 
"all necessary means" to ensure the passage of relief supplies. This 
logically implied the power to arrest and detain those interfering with 
or otherwise jeopardizing the delivery of humanitarian goods. Still 
another legal basis for UNITAF law enforcement operations was the 
commander's inherent authority to take those actions necessary to 
protect the personnel under his command and those civilians present 
in areas under his control. 

Using these legal bases, and recognizing that all detainee proce- 
dures must adhere to certain due process standards, judge advocates 
advised that Somalis who committed serious offenses, such as murder 
and rape, could be detained. Additionally, those who attacked UNITAF 
forces or posed a future threat to UN troops or innocent Somali citizens 
also could be detained. UNITAF's Colonel Moulin, working closely 
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with Marine judge advocate Maj. Walter G. Sharp, formulated rules for 
detainee treatment. These included, among other provisions, that all 
detentions that were to be in excess of twenty-four hours would require 
a probable cause determination reviewed and approved by the UNITAF 
chief of staff. Detainees were to be housed in a facility under the con- 
trol of the Joint Task Force Support Command, and Captain Fair, as the 
command judge advocate, was to monitor activities at the detention 
center in order to ensure compliance with minimum humanitarian stan- 
dards, particularly the provision of adequate food and medical care for 
all detainees. When those detained in the UNITAF facility could be 
transferred to the newly formed Somali law enforcement forces, 
UNITAF and Army Forces judge advocates were to inspect the Somali 
facilities, ensure that adequate food was available, and require the 
Somalis to adhere to minimum standards ofrhumane treatment. Some 
of these judge advocates later accompanied representatives of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross during their inspections of 
these Somali prison^.^' 

United Nations Operation in Somalia 11, May 1993-March 
1994 

When RESTORE HOPE came to an end, the legal issues that had chal- 
lenged judge advocates in that operation did not. As UNOSOM 11's 
peacekeeping mission got under way, Army lawyers in Somalia faced 
most of the same questions that had confronted their predecessors in 
RESTOREHOPE. The staff judge advocate of U.S. Forces, Somalia, pro- 
vided advice on all legal matters-from military justice and operational 
law to fiscal, contract, and administrative law. Colonel Woodling, and 
later Colonel Horton, also coordinated all USFORSOM legal actions 
with the United Nations, the U.S. Department of Justice, and UNO- 
SOM I1 headquarters. Initially, the absence of a UNOSOM I1 staff 
judge advocate resulted in Colonel Woodling's advising General Bir 
directly. By the time Colonel Horton replaced Colonel Woodling, how- 
ever, a Pakistani Army lawyer had been appointed as UNOSOM 11 staff 
judge advocate. Nevertheless, Horton continued to work closely with 
General Bir's staff. In some instances, the UNOSOM I1 and USFOR- 
SOM staff judge advocates worked jointly in responding to legal issues 
confronting UN operation^.^^ (Chart I I) 

The first important legal issue requiring a decision by UNOSOM I1 
was the drafting of rules of engagement for the new peacekeeping mis- 
sion. As there was no UNOSOM I1 staff judge advocate, and as the 
United States still contributed the largest contingent of UN peacekeep-
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U.S. Quick Reaction Force 

----- - - Technical Supervision 

Direct Supervision 


Note: SJA, Task Force Ranger, in theater during UNOSOM 11, but not under tech- 
nical supervision of U.S. Forces Somalia SJA 

ers in Somalia, Colonel Woodling coordinated the development of 
thesenew rules. He worked closely with Major Fountain at U.S. Central 
Command and with Maj. Bradley P. Stai, the chief of operations law at 
XVIII Airborne Corps. The new rules were published by General Bir on 
2 May 1993 in a two-page legal appendix to the UNOSOM I1 
Operations Plan. The rules of engagement, like those used in RESTORE 
HOPE, focused on "conduct" rather than "status." The American lawyers 
counseled speedy dissemination of the new rules to all UNOSOM per- 
sonnel. But they recognized that simply distributing copies of the two- 
page appendix was an impractical approach. Consequently, Major Stai 
designed a small "ROE card" that reduced the rules of engagement to 
a practical, easy-to-use format. This card, approved by USFORSOM 
operations (G-3) on 30 July 1993, was distributed to all soldiers 
deploying to Somalia. 

The card emphasized that nothing in the rules limited the right "to 
take all necessary and appropriate action to defend yourself and your 
unit." U.S. Forces, Somalia, were to use the minimum force necessary 
"under the circumstances." In furtherance of the peacekeeping mis- 
sion, however, "all necessary force, including deadly force," was per- 
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mitted "to confiscate . . . crew served weapons," and "to disarm . . . 
individuals in areas under UNOSOM control." That said, if the tactical 
situation permitted, USFORSOM personnel were required to shout a 
warning in either English or Somali or to fire warning shots prior to 
using deadly force. The ROE card prohibited the use of "unattended 
weapons," such as booby traps, mines, and trip guns. It also prohibit- 
ed the seizure of civilian property without command authorization. 
Finally, while authorizing the detention of individuals interfering with 
mission accomplishment or committing "criminal acts in areas under 
UNOSOM control," the rules card reminded all UN forces to treat all 
persons with dignity and re~pect.~ '  

Although RESTOREHOPE'S 28,000 American soldiers were replaced 
by a smaller force of 4,150 American soldiers for the UN mission, the 
UNOSOM I1 rules of engagement initially were not significantly dif- 
ferent from those used during RESTOREHOPE. Escalating violence, 
however, resulted in Fragmentary Order 39, issued by General Bir after 
coordination with U.S. Central Command. This order stated that "orga- 
nized, armed militias, technicals, and other crew served weapons are 
considered a threat to UNOSOM Forces and may be engaged without 
provocation" (emphasis added). This order was a significant departure 
from the threat-based rules of engagement that had been adopted dur- 
ing RESTORE HOPE. Given the increasingly deadly attacks on UN forces, 
however, General Bir viewed this modification in the rules on the use 
of force as necessary. Fragmentary Order 39 was still in effect when the 
last U.S. soldier left Somalia in March 1994.24 

Ensuring that all USFORSOM personnel were familiar with the 
rules of engagement and that they possessed ROE cards for quick ref-
erence was only part of the judge advocate mission. The other part-of 
no less importance-was realistic ROE training. Captains Pede and 
Fair, command judge advocates at the Quick Reaction Force and 
Logistics Support Command, respectively, developed realistic scenar- 
ios that provided practical guidance to soldiers and marines patrolling 
the streets of Mogadishu. Scenarios on the use of force, for example, 
stressed that deadly force was authorized against technicals and 
snipers. On the other hand, no more than "the minimum force neces- 
sary to repel the threat" was authorized against "unarmed mobs." 
However, if an individual with an A K 4 7  rifle, in a crowd of civilians, 
demonstrated "hostile intent" by pointing his weapon at the Americans, 
deadly force was authorized. 

All American soldiers received briefings on the UNOSOM I1 rules 
of engagement. At the UN Logistics Command, Captains Fair, Schill, 
and Hudson continued the practice of intensive training, using "cur- 
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rent" fact-driven scenarios. This meant basing ROE training on the 
"real life incidents experienced by soldiers within the area of opera- 
tions." Thus, Fair, Schill, and Hudson challenged the soldiers that they 
were training to imagine a hostile scenario-whether an attack by rock- 
throwing Somalis or an assault to steal sunglasses or wristwatches- 
and then apply the rules of engagement to that situation. At the end of 
each training session, judge advocates emphasized that envisioning 
such hostile scenarios and methodically applying the rules to them 
would "ensure no unnecessary taking of human life," as well as guar- 
anteeing that "every soldier came home alive."25 

Similarly, at the Quick Reaction Force, every newly assigned sol- 
dier received an initial briefing on the rules immediately upon arriv- 
ing at the airfield in Mogadishu. More important, however, refresher 
training in the rules was provided after each engagement involving 
Quick Reaction Force troops. In September 1993, for example, after 
a UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter was shot down by Somalis using a 
rocket-propelled grenade, a company from the Quick Reaction Force 
was dispatched to rescue the crew and secure the aircraft. Arriving on 
the site of the crash, the Americans were ambushed, and they returned 
fire. When the men returned to the embassy compound, they were 
highly agitated, not only because they had been attacked, but also 
because an American riding in the helicopter had been killed when it 
was shot down. To counteract this stress, Captain Pede immediately 
briefed the soldiers on the ROE, emphasizing the humanitarian 
aspects of the mission and the threat-based nature of the rules. This 
refresher training helped soldiers maintain a proper perspective in a 
very stressful en~ironment .~~ 

In addition to their rules of engagement work, Army lawyers pro- 
vided other operational law advice. Thus, at the Quick Reaction Force, 
Capt. Roger C. Cartwright and his successor, Captain Pede, were 
always present in the tactical operations center during a previously 
scheduled mission or an unanticipated "event," such as an ambush. 
Their duty was to maintain the operations log, and this meant sumrna- 
rizing radio messages and orders and recording impact rounds. If a 
judge advocate was in the center during a mission or event, he could 
provide immediate legal advice to the commander and "battle captains" 
who required it. Moreover, Captains Cartwright and Pede were able to 
record very precise information in the operations log and to prepare a 
command summary after each operation or event. 

As the violence in Somalia escalated, judge advocates were con- 
fronted with a variety of complex issues. In several firefights, Somali 
warlords used women and children as human shields to protect the gun- 
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men engaging UN forces with small-arms fire. Another Somali tactic 
involved shelling U.S. positions using mortars fired from populated 
areas. After firing several rounds, these crew-served 60-mm. and 81-
mm. mortars, mounted on the rear of Toyota trucks, would simply 
retreat into garages in populated areas. Finally, upon learning that med- 
ical facilities were protected places under the Law of War, the Somalis 
chose the Benadir Hospital in Mogadishu as a site from which to fire 
rocket-propelled grenades at American helicopters. In response, judge 
advocates prepared leaflets advising hospital personnel that they would 
lose their protected status if this improper use of the hospital continued, 
and these were airdropped on the facility. 

In each of these situations, judge advocates advised commanders on 
an appropriate response, based on both the established rules of engage- 
ment and the principles of military necessity and proportionality. Thus, 
for example, when the Somalis began illuminating U.S. helicopters at 
night with searchlights, Army lawyers were asked whether this illurnina- 
tion constituted a "hostile act," permitting deadly force in response. 
Judge advocates, after considering the UNOSOM I1 rules of engagement, 
determined that using deadly force would be lawful and appropriate. 

The UNOSOM I1 judge advocates also continued the work done by 
their predecessors with Somali detainees, whose numbers grew signif- 
icantly during the UN mission. Not only did they ensure that all 
Somalis in custody received appropriate humanitarian treatment, but 
Colonel Woodling, and later Colonel Horton, personally escorted rep- 
resentatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross during 
their regular inspections of the detention facility. 

In addition to their operational law work involving rules of engage- 
ment and detainees, Army judge advocates used their talents to solve 
operational problems not ordinarily handled by lawyers. Thus, after 
U.S. military police traveling in a convoy were killed by a land mine at 
a traffic circle in Mogadishu, Colonel Woodling and his civil affairs 
counterpart negotiated a right-of-way for a new road that would permit 
future convoys to avoid this hazardous traffic circle. In exchange for 
some flour, molasses, and sugar, the Somali owner of the land agreed 
to the construction of a bypass across his land. When completed, this 
bypass significantly improved force protection, as UNOSOM I1 forces 
controlled access and use of the road. Later, Colonel Horton and 
Captain Schill conducted similar force protection negotiations. In 
exchange for food, Somali farmers agreed to move from the perimeters 
of compounds housing the Americans. In addition to enhancing base 
security, the removal of the local Somali populace had the added bene- 
fit of reducing the theft of U.S. pr~perty.~' 



Army lawyers also crafted an efficient jurisdictional scheme for 
U.S.Forces, Somalia. On 14 June 1993, the USFORSOM shff judge 
advocate prepared a memorandum recommending that General 
Montgomery?the USFORSOM commander and general cow-martial 
convening authority?authorize three special court-martial convening 
authorities and nine summary court-martial convening authorities in 
US. Forces, Somalia. General Montgomery approved the scheme that 
same day, and from that time on militmy justice ran along command 
lines.*' 

During the United Nations peacekeeping operation, most miscon-
duct was handled administratively or with norjudicial proceedings 
under Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice. A smnwized or 
company gradeArticle 15 was typically used for offenses involving dis-
respect to a superior noncommissioned officer, dereliction uf duty, 
accidental discharge of a fiream, and loss of government progem. 
Drinking alcohol in vioIation of General Order no. 1, being absent 
without leave, and using marijuana, however, ordinarily were bandled 
as field gradelevel Article 15s. 

Only a limited numberof courts-martial were conducted,and these 
involved serious misconduct. In United States v. B ~ . a v e ~ ,for example, 
a soldierwhose day-&day work in Somalia requiredhim to guard vital 
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convoys and supply routes decided to "get out of guard duties" forever. 
In his own words, he was dissatisfied with the "stupid people" and 
"didn't want to be an infantryman." As a result, Private Brewer deter- 
mined that the best way for him to escape service in Somalia was to be 
injured. He solicited another soldier to shoot him, but the man declined 
to help. Deciding that he would have to act himself, Brewer "intention- 
ally and purposely" shot himself in the leg with his 9-mm. pistol. This 
injury did result in Private Brewer's immediate return to Fort Drum, 
New York; however, it also earned him a general court-martial. Captain 
Pede prosecuted the case, with Captain Bickers serving as Brewer's 
defense counsel. At the June 1994 trial, Private Brewer elected to plead 
guilty to the offense of "malingering in a hostile fire pay zone" and was 
sentenced by the military judge to a dishonorable discharge and five 
years' ~onfinement.'~ 

Finally, as in RESTOREHOPE,all judge advocates dealt with claims 
issues. At the Quick Reaction Force, Captain Pede managed all claims 
arising out of 10th Mountain Division activities, while Captain Fair, 
and later Captains Hehr, Schill, and Hudson, processed claims at the 
Logistics Support Command. Pede accepted claims at the front gate of 
the  U.S. embassy, while Fair, Hehr, Schill, and Hudson processed 
claims at the front gate of the University of Mogadishu. 

The construction of "Victory Base" by 24th Infantry Division per- 
sonnel resulted in the largest number of claims. In late October and 
early November 1993, following the major engagement in which eigh- 
teen Americans were killed, UN forces in Somalia were reinforced by 
troops and M1 Abrams tanks, M2 Bradley fighting vehicles, and 155- 
mm. M198 howitzers from the 24th Infantry Division. Building a base 
camp for these large American armored vehicles and widening the 
main road and other avenues of approach between Mogadishu and the 
camp meant seizing land belonging to Somali farmers. Recognizing 
that these farmers deserved compensation for the destruction of exist- 
ing crops and for the loss of the use of their land, judge advocates took 
the lead in assisting local clan leaders in filing claims. Major Gordon 
and Captains Dewoskin, Pede, and Schill, working closely with civil 
affairs officers, Somali translators, and clan leaders, adjudicated some 
fifty claims. In some instances, claims were "paid through a barter 
system, whereby Somali farmers received flour, sugar, molasses, lum- 
ber, and other similar material instead of U.S. currency. Fair, prompt, 
and equitable claims adjudication not only demonstrated to the Somalis 
that the United States assumed responsibility for the actions of its sol- 
diers, it also promoted force protection, as Somalis living near Victory 
Base were friendly toward the Americans in their midst.'' 



Left to right: Cap&. CharlesN. Pede and Joseph A, Dewoskin, Col. 
Edward Frothingham III. and Maj. Richcard E. Gordon aboard the 
aircrafr carrier LlSS America off the Somali coast, November 1993 

Inadjudicatingclaims, Somali claimants receivedthe benefit of the 
doubt. A significant problem existed, however, when a claim for dam-
age to a single piece of property was filed by more than one person, as 
there existed no method for verifying who actualIy owned the property. 
In these situations,judge advocates used a common-sense approach in 
arriving at a fair solution. In firefights in which innocent Somalis were 
killed, Americans continued the practice of providing a payment of 
between $3,000 and $5,000 per individual-applying the earlier noted 
standard based on the value of a camel.31 

By the time U.S. forces redeployed from Somalia, the claims pro-
gram administered by the judge advocates was so successfuI that the 
UNOSOM I1 headquarters in Mogadishu requested that Colonel 
Horton draft a claims policy for use by UN forces. The American poli-
cy of paying Somalis for noncombat damage had promoted such good-
will that the UN forces remaining in Somalia feared that the lack of 
some mechanism on their part to pay claims would have a negative 
impact. Using Army Regulation 27-20, Claims, as his guide, Colonel 
Horton authored a claimspolicy for use by the United Nations, and this 
was forwarded to New York for appmal." 
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Conclusion 

Judge advocate involvement in Operation RESTORE HOPE was unlike 
any other deployment. The expedition itself was unprecedented, as 
there existed no Somali government to request intervention-or object 
to it. Additionally, despite the open warfare present throughout 
Somalia, the UN Security Council Resolution made clear that RESTORE 
HOPEwas a humanitarian operation. Thus, there existed no "armed con- 
flict" in Somalia as a matter of international law, and American soldiers 
deployed to Somalia for the principal purpose of assisting a multitude 
of private organizations. 

The humanitarian purpose underlying RESTORE HOPE and UNO- 
SOM I1 meant that judge advocates applied the law in support of mili- 
tary operations designed to accomplish humanitarian goals. Yet the 
anarchy in Somalia also meant that Army lawyers operated in an envi- 
ronment in which the rule of law had been replaced by the law of the 
gun. Thus, judge advocates also applied the law in ways that assisted 
commanders in identifying the threat, protecting the force, and mini- 
mizing collateral damage. 

In RESTORE HOPE and UNOSOM 11, judge advocates once again 
had deployed thousands of miles from home in support of Army oper- 
ations. Those deploying with 10th Mountain Division would learn that 
the experience gained in Somalia would be needed sooner, rather than 
later. In a matter of months, Army units from Fort Drum were in Haiti 
spearheading Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY.. 
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Judge Advocates in Haiti, 

My experiences in Haiti were absolutely incredible ...the 
most memorable event was when, while providing secu- 
rity in front of the Presidential Palace, I shook the hands 
of both Presidents Clinton and Aristide . . . this was a 
moment in history . . . seeing the leader of the wealthiest 
nation of the hemisphere alongside the leader of the 
poorest nation in the hemisphere.' 

-Maj. Catherine M.With 
judge Advocate, 25th Infantry Division 

and UN Mission in Haiti ( 1  995) 

On 16 December 1990, Reverend Jean-Bertrand Aristide captured an 
overwhelming majority of votes to become the president of Haiti. 
After assuming office on 7 February 199 1, the new president institut- 
ed a major reorganization of the army. Unhappy with this change, the 
army staged a coup d'etat on 30 September 1991. Aristide was forced 
into exile, and Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras and a military junta instituted a 
dictatorship. 

In June 1993, after the Cedras regime had rebuffed a series of 
diplomatic efforts to restore Aristide to power, the United Nations 
Security Council declared an oil and arms embargo on Haiti. This 
prompted a change of heart in Haiti, and in July General Cedras trav- 
eled to Governors Island, New York, where he signed an agreement 
with Aristide. Among the provisions of this Governors Island 
Agreement were pledges by Cedras to exercise "his right to early retire- 
ment" and to allow Aristide's return to Haiti on 30 October 1993.2 
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Within weeks, however, it was clear that the military dictatorship 
was not going to honor the Governors Island Agreement. On 11 
October, as part of the plan for Aristide's return to Haiti, some 200 
U.S. troops arrived in Haiti aboard the USS Harlan County. After a 
confrontation with a small group of gunmen, the troops and the ship 
hastily left Haiti and returned to the United States. In response to this 
episode and to two days of violence instigated by this same group of 
gunmen, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 
873, which renewed sanctions against the Cedras dictatorship. All 
member states, acting either nationally or through regional organiza- 
tions, were to halt all maritime shipping inbound to Haiti for inspec- 
tion for arms, military and police supplies, and petroleum and, if nec- 
essary, to order the diversion of vessels transporting embargoed 
goods. By 19 October U.S. and Canadian naval vessels and aircraft 
were enforcing the embargo. President Clinton also froze assets and 
revoked the visas of officials in the military regime. These efforts, 
however, did not bring quick results; at the end of 1993 Aristide was 
still unable to return to Haiti3 

U.S. and UN efforts to restore democracy in Haiti were soon over- 
shadowed by a more serious threat: a mass exodus of Haitians. Haitians 
had been fleeing their homeland by boat since 1992. U.S. policy at that 
time had been for U.S. Coast Guard vessels to intercept these migrants 
on the high seas and return them to Haiti. Despite a legal challenge to 
this policy brought by human rights activists, this remained U.S. policy 
until the first half of 1994. However, when members of the military 
junta orchestrated an increase in politically motivated intimidation and 
repression against Aristide supporters on 8 May 1994, President 
Clinton announced that the United States would hear claims for asylum 
from Haitian boat people. This provoked a tremendous flood of Haitian 
migrants. Once again, the United States changed its policy: Haitian 
migrants would be returned to Haiti or taken to "safe havens" in 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba, in Panama, and elsewhere. 

By July 1994 it was evident that international sanctions alone 
would not restore democracy in Haiti. It also was apparent that the exo- 
dus of Haitians by boat would continue to grow as long as the Cedras 
regime remained in power. Consequently, on 3 1 July 1994, the United 
Nations Security Council approved Resolution 940, which mandated a 
multinational force, led by the United States, to use "all necessary 
means" to remove the military junta, return Aristide to power, and 
establish a secure and stable environment in Haiti. On 15 September, 
President Clinton announced on television that the United States would 
use military force to oust Cedras from power. On 17 September, in a 
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final attempt to persuade the junta to step down, President Clinton dis- 
patched former President Jimmy Carter, retired General Colin L. 
Powell, and Senator Sam Nunn to Haiti. The next day, in the very hour 
that paratroopers from the 82d Airborne Division were flying toward 
drop zones in Haiti, Cedras and his colleagues agreed to relinquish 
power. But while an invasion of Haiti was no longer necessary, the 
United States did not trust the military dictatorship to keep its promise 
to restore Aristide as Haiti's president. Consequently, U.S. forces 
entered Haiti in large numbers on 19 September 1994. This was D-Day 
of Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY.~ 

Given the fluid political situation in Haiti, U.S. war planners had 
not known whether American forces would conduct a "forced" or 
"semi-permissive" entry into Haiti. Consequently, they drafted two 
alternative plans. The first plan, Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY,pro-
vided for forced entry and would be executed by Combined Joint Task 
Force 180. This force, under the command of Lt. Gen. Henry H. 
Shelton, Commanding General, XVIII Airborne Corps, consisted pri- 
marily of Army paratroopers who would airdrop into Haiti while 
some 1,800 marines conducted an amphibious landing. The second 
plan, Operation MAINTAIN provided for semi-permissive DEMOCRACY, 
entry and would be executed by Combined Joint Task Force 190. Maj. 
Gen. David C. Meade, Commanding General, 10th Mountain 
Division (Light), headed this force of one aviation and two infantry 
brigades.' 

In the end, Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACYwas a blend of both 
plans, as the forced entry operation was already under way when for- 
mer President Carter announced that General Cedras would step down. 
Admiral Paul D. Miller, the commander in chief of the U.S. Atlantic 
Command, quickly halted the forced entry, organized Combined Joint 
Task Force 190 as a subordinate command to Force 180, and ordered a 
semi-permissive entry. General Shelton promptly recalled the 82d 
Airborne Division to Fort Bragg and directed Joint Task Force 190 to 
land at Port-au-Prince airport. The two brigades of the 10th Mountain 
Division executed this modified Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACYon 19 
September; by nightfall some 2,000 soldiers had been ferried to Haiti 
by helicopter from the USS Eisenhowev. 

The next day another 3,000 soldiers from the 10th Mountain 
Division deployed in Port-au-Prince, while about 1,800 marines 
launched an amphibious landing onto Cap Haitien from the USS Wasp. 
Over 10,000 American troops were ashore by D+2, 21 September, and 
this number increased to nearly 21,000 by 4 October, when the first sol- 
diers fiom other coalition countries arrived. Eventually, about 3,600 
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personnel h m  Argentina, Bangladesh, Belgium, The Netherlands, 
Bolivia, and other nations participated as part of the UN-mandated 
Multinational Force (MNF) Haiti. 

Cedras soon resignedand left Haiti, and PresidentAristide returned 
on 15 October. Some ten days later Task Force 180 ceased its opera-
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tions, handing over command of Multinational Force Haiti to the com- 
mander of Combined Joint Task Force 190. In mid-January 1995, the 
25th Infantry Division deployed from Hawaii to replace the 10th 
Mountain Division in the MNF. 

A few months later, on 3 1 March, UPHOLD DEMOCRACYended and 
Multinational Force Haiti transitioned to a peacekeeping force, the 
United Nations Mission in Haiti Force (UNMIH). Reflecting the broad 
international support for the deployment, some thirty-three nations 
would eventually contribute men and women to this military force, . 

including the United States, which contributed approximately 2,400. 
Army Maj. Gen. Joseph W. Kinzer became the commander of the UN 
military force and was tasked with maintaining the stable and secure 
environment established during UPHOLD DEMOCRACY. 

From April 1995 to June 1995 some 1,300 soldiers from the 25th 
Infantry Division donned the blue berets of the United Nations Force. 
In June these troops returned to Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, and were 
replaced by soldiers from the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment from Fort 
Polk, Louisiana. Then, in September 1995, a smaller number of soldiers 
from the lOlst Airborne Division (Air Assault) replaced these Fort 
Polk-based troopers. Although U.S. military participation in the UN 
peacekeeping force officially ended in February 1996, a smaller group 
of American soldiers comprising the U.S. Support Group, Haiti 
(USSPTGW-Haiti), continued working on public works projects in 
Haiti through 1997.6 (Map II) 

Organization of Legal Services 

As General Shelton commanded Combined Joint Task Force 180, it 
made sense for Colonel Altenburg, now the staff judge advocate of the 
XVIII Airborne Corps, to assume duties as Combined Task Force 180 
staff judge advocate. Joining Altenburg's staff were Comdr. Joseph 
Callahan, a Navy judge advocate who deployed from Norfolk, Virginia, 
and served as deputy staff judge advocate, and Capt. Joseph P. Bialke, 
an Air Force judge advocate who deployed from Minot Air Force Base, 
North Dakota. Callahan brought with him Law of the Sea expertise; 
Bialke was an expert on Air Force-related legal issues. Other judge 
advocates in Joint Task Force 180 included Majs. Bradley P. Stai and 
Kyle D. Smith and Capts. Peter G. Becker, Margaret Baines, Allan D. 
Berger, James A. Martin, and Kerry L. Erisman. Although the Joint 
Task Force 180 judge advocates necessarily engaged in some legal 
work in Port-au-Prince, Colonel Altenburg's judge advocates operated 
primarily from offices aboard the USS Mount Whitnepprobably the 
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first time in Army history that an Army staff judge advocate had oper- 
ated from a naval vessel. 

The Combined Joint Task Force 190 commander, General Meade, 
naturally chose Lt. Col. Karl K. Warner, the staff judge advocate of the 
10th Mountain Division, as his staff judge advocate. Warner, calculat- 
ing that he would need one judge advocate for every 4,000 to 5,000 sol- 
diers, decided that he would deploy with the headquarters, along with 
an operational law attorney, claims judge advocate, and legal assistance 
officer. Since Task Force MOUNTAIN, a separate command and the 
largest Army component of Joint Task Force 190, would also require 
legal support, Warner assigned his deputy staff judge advocate, Major 
Gordon, as its command judge advocate. He also decided to deploy 
another judge advocate, Capt. Cheryl Bullard, with Task Force 
MOUNTAIN.This would provide Gordon with an assistant who could 
handle any military justice matters that arose. In addition to these six 
judge advocates, Army lawyers deployed as legal advisers with the 10th 
Mountain's I st and 2d Brigades. Consequently, the original "legal pack- 
age" for Task Force 190 consisted of Warner, Gordon, and six captains, 
two of whom were attached to brigades. 

By the time Joint Task Force 180 dissolved in late October and 
Joint Task Force 190 and the 10th Mountain Division had grown to 
become the U.S. element of Multinational Force (MNF) Haiti, Colonel 
Warner's legal operation had expanded significantly. By the first week 
of December 1994, nine subordinate commands had judge advocates. 
(Chaut 12) At Task Force MOUNTAIN, Major Gordon continued to serve 
as the command judge advocate. Capt. Christopher B. Valentino was 
the legal adviser for the 1st Brigade Combat Team, located in Port-au- 
Prince. Capt. Edward J. O'Brien was at 2d Brigade in Cap Haitien. 
Capt. Thomas J. Barrett was the lone judge advocate at the 10th 
Aviation Brigade, while Capt. James M. Patterson was with the Special 
Operations Task Force. Captain Erisman, who had initially deployed as 
part of Task Force 180, now provided legal advice to the 16th Military 
Police Brigade and the Joint Interrogation Facility, while Lt. Col. 
Arthur L. Passar, a contract law specialist, served as the staff judge 
advocate at the Joint Logistics Support Command. The Army lawyer at 
the 20th Engineer Brigade was Captain Martin, who, like Captain 
Becker at the 625th Military Intelligence Brigade, had earlier arrived in 
Haiti as part of Task Force 180. Capt. Darryl R. Wishard, who had 
deployed with Warner as part of Task Force 190's advance party on 19 
September, continued to handle operational and criminal law matters at 
the task force headquarters. Capt. Joseph A. Dewoskin dealt with 
claims, and Capts. Krista B. Edgette and Sean K. Howe focused on 
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legal assistance, claims, and administrative law. Finally, Capt. Nicholas 
J. Lorusso provided legal assistance, as well as legal support to the Joint 
Detention Facility. 

The 25th Infantry Division (Light) deployed from Hawaii to Haiti 
in early January 1995. On 20 January 1995, Maj. Gen. George A. 
Fisher, the division commander, replaced General Meade as the 
Multinational Force Haiti commander, and Fisher's top lawyer, Col. 
Brian X. Bush, replaced Colonel Warner as the MNF staff judge advo- 
cate. Also deploying from Hawaii were Maj. Mark P. Sposato and 
Capts. Kenneth E. Patton, John P. Coakley, Fred K. Ford, and Catherine 
M. With. Sposato assumed duties as the deputy staff judge advocate, 
and Patton served as the legal adviser for the 2d Brigade, headquartered 
in Port-au-Prince. Captain Coakley was the legal adviser for the 3d 
Brigade at Cap Haitien, while Captain Ford worked legal assistance and 
claims issues at the MNF headquarters, along with Captain With, who 
handled operational and administrative law matters. 

The U.S. Army Trial Defense Service also sent counsel to Haiti dur- 
ing Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY.While 10th Mountain Division 
troops were deployed, Capt. Norman F. Allen, normally located at the 
82d Airborne Division, provided defense counsel support in Haiti. 
Later, he was replaced by Capt. John M. Bickers, the senior defense 
counsel at 10th Mountain Division. Capt. Judith L. Camarella, also 
from the Fort Drum Trial Defense Service office, traveled to Port-au- 
Prince for a short period while representing one soldier as an individu- 
ally requested defense counsel. With the deployment of the 25th 
Infantry Division, Capt. Steven E. Engle deployed from Fort Lewis, 
Washington, where he was serving as a trial defense counsel. Engle 
provided defense support until he returned to the United States upon 
the redeployment of the division. 

In late February 1995, slightly more than a month before the tran- 
sition of UPHOLD DEMOCRACYto the United Nations Mission in Haiti, 
Army Maj. William A. Hudson, Jr., deployed from Fort Bragg to 
assume duties as the UN Mission in Haiti Force legal adviser. For the 
next six months, until August 1995, Hudson headed a two-man legal 
operation composed of himself and a Canadian judge advocate. As the 
UN Force legal adviser, Major Hudson was General Kinzer's principal 
legal adviser on United Nations issues. This included advising the UN 
Mission staff on UN rules and procedures, orders and directives pro- 
mulgated by the UN Force commander, and any matters of a legal or 
political-legal nature arising in the context of the force's mission. Major 
Hudson was not, however, the lone Army judge advocate in Haiti; 
Colonel Bush had selected Captain With to remain behind when the rest 
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of the 25th Infantry Division's judge advocates returned to Hawaii. 
With had donned the distinctive UN blue beret and now served as com- 
mand judge advocate at U.S. Forces Haiti (USFORHAITI), the 
American component of the UN Force. As its sole judge advocate, 
Captain With was the legal adviser to General Kinzer on U.S. contin- 
gent issues. But, as With would also serve as command judge advocate, 
U.S. Support Group, Haiti, she also advised its commander, a U.S. 
Army brigadier general, on legal issues revolving around United 
States-Government of Haiti bilateral assistance projects.' 

Joining Hudson and With was Capt. Gregory G. Woods, a defense 
counsel deployed to Haiti by the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service. The 
presence of Woods, who replaced Captain Engle, ensured that defense 
services would remain available to all American troops wearing blue 
berets or otherwise participating in peacekeeping and humanitarian 
operations in Haiti. Unlike Major Hudson and Captain With, however, 
Captain Woods' defense counsel mission meant that he provided legal 
advice to individual soldiers, rather than to commanders. Woods did, 
however, assist his two Army judge advocate colleagues in providing 
legal assistance. 

Major Hudson remained as the UN Force legal adviser until 
August 1995. Before Hudson redeployed, however, Captain With 
returned to Hawaii with the last remaining elements from the 25th 
Infantry Division. She was replaced at U.S. Forces Haiti by Capt. 
David Dahle, who deployed from Fort Polk, and at U.S. Support 
Group, Haiti, by Capt. Devin A. Walker. In August, Army Maj. Mark 
S. Ackerman, deploying from the Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, Washington, D.C., replaced Hudson as a "blue hatter" at UN 
headquarters. Like Hudson, Ackerman also had a Canadian Army 
lawyer as his deputy force legal adviser. And, like Major Hudson, 
Ackerman provided a full range of legal advice to the force comman- 
der, General Kinzer. Ackerman's return to the United States on 2 
March 1996 ended the presence of Army lawyers in humanitarian and 
peacekeeping operations in Haiti. 

Judge Advocate Operations in UPHOLDDEMOCRACY 

The first Army lawyers in Haiti were Colonel Altenburg from Task 
Force 180 and Colonel Warner and Captains Valentino and Wishard 
from Task Force 190, all of whom arrived in Port-au-Prince on 19 
September. These judge advocates, and those who followed them over 
the next weeks, faced austere conditions. The climate was harsh-100- 
degree temperatures and near 100 percent humidity-and the physical 
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demands daunting. Those landing at the airport at Port-au-Prince car- 
ried a sixty-pound rucksack and also had a sixty-pound "A" bag, 
weapon, protective mask, Kevlar vest, and Kevlar helmet. It was a dif- 
ficult mile and a half walk with this gear to an industrial park, where 
the judge advocates set up their living and working areas in stifling hot 
buildings. Battle dress uniforms quickly turned white from the salt 
stains of perspiration. There was no fresh water, and food consisted of 
Meals, Ready-to-Eat. Bottled water and hot meals were not available 
until mid-October. Of course, every soldier in Task Force 190 faced 
these same physical challenge^.^ 

Army lawyers provided a full range of legal support in UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY,with the most important legal issues falling into four cat- 
egories: operational law, law and order, contract and fiscal law, and 
claims. Without exception, their legal work reflected the new role of 
judge advocates in the Army: working closely with operators to achieve 
mission success by providing practical, lawful solutions to both legal 
and nonlegal problems. Like Operations JUST CAUSE, DESERT SHIELD, 
DESERT STORM, and RESTORE HOPE, legal activities in Operation 
UPHOLDDEMOCRACYagain demonstrated that the practice of opera- 
tional law within the Army was firmly in place. 

Operational Law 

Army attorneys began work on the Haiti operation some seven 
months prior to the deployment. At that time, Major Stai, the chief of 
operational law at XVIII Airborne Corps, began drafting rules of 
engagement and a legal appendix to an operations plan. Stai's work, 
coordinated with Lt. Col. Carl Woods, a Marine Corps judge advocate 
at U.S. Atlantic Command, became the basis for UPHOLD DEMOCRACY'S 
rules on the use of force. In the forced entry plan, the rules declared the 
Haitian armed forces and national police a "hostile force." 
Consequently, the Americans were to treat these forces as hostile and 
"attack [them] . . . until neutralized, destroyed or captured." Moreover, 
soldiers could "presume that civilians in public, armed with crew- 
served weapons, automatic weapons, or rifles" were members of the 
Haitian military or "paramilitary groups" and therefore could treat 
them as ho~t i l e .~  

While Stai and the staff officers working on UPHOLD DEMOCRACY 
planned for forced entry, judge advocates at the 10th Mountain 
Division drafted alternative rules of engagement for Operation 
MAINTAIN the code name for the permissive entry opera- DEMOCRACY, 
tion. Starting in July 1994, Captain Wishard spearheaded the effort to 
draft these rules of engagement. In contrast to Stai's forced entry rules, 
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Wishard's rules declared no forces hostile. Rather, his rules permitted 
the use of force only in response to hostile acts or indications of hostile 
intent. Thus, the rules expressly stated that "no forces have been 
declared hostile" and that no offensive military operations, such as 
raids or assaults, could be conducted without Combined Joint Task 
Force 190 approval. Consequently, using force against "members of the 
Haitian military, police, or other armed Haitians" was permitted only if 
they "commit[ted] hostile acts or show[ed] hostile intent." After the 
rules were approved, a card reflecting these rules was distributed to 
each 10th Mountain Division soldier in early September. Just as at Task 
Force 180, ROE training was provided for Task Force 190 soldiers. At 
Fort Drum, an Army lawyer assisted each company commander and 
another company grade officer in conducting ROE training for each 
company. Veterans of the Somalia deployment learned these new rules, 
as well as those 10th Mountain troops who had been in uniform for only 
a short time. It was a massive training effort, and it continued even 
when the combat teams were aboard Navy vessels en route to Haiti.'' 

With the transformation of the forced entry mission into a permis- 
sive entry operation, only one set of rules of engagement survived- 
those approved for Task Force 190's operations plan. Unfortunately for 
the soldiers who had trained on these rules-and who were now arriv- 
ing in Haiti on D-Day believing that they understood the command 
guidance on the use of force-the rules of engagement were modified 
at the last minute to deal with a practical and political dilemma that 
confronted American soldiers immediately upon arriving in Haiti-the 
lack of express guidance in the rules for resolving Haitian-on-Haitian 
violence. 

On 18 September, D minus 1,judge advocates and planners at U.S. 
Atlantic Command and the 10th Mountain Division realized that estab- 
lishing a secure and stable environment in Haiti would be difficult 
unless American personnel could use force against persons committing 
serious criminal acts. While there was no wish that soldiers and marines 
police the streets of Port-au-Prince, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did 
approve a change to the rules of engagement, allowing the use of force 
against Haitians responsible for civil unrest. While the U.S. Atlantic 
Command quickly transmitted this new guidance to Task Force 180, 
and the latter relayed the information to Task Force 190, new cards con- 
taining these modified rules of engagement were not distributed until 
21 September. The revised rules were welcomed by all, however, espe- 
cially after several episodes in which Haitian police and militia brutal- 
ly beat demonstrating Aristide supporters, followed by news reports 
that American troops had not intervened to stop the bloodshed. Judge 
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advocates ensured that troops received training in the new rules of 
engagement and understood that they were to detain Haitians commit- 
ting serious criminal acts such as homicide, aggravated assault, rape, 
arson, and robbery." 

While the rules of engagement applicable to U.S. troops in Haiti 
did not change again during UPHOLD DEMOCRACY,soldiers continued to 
receive briefings and training on these rules throughout the deploy- 
ment. The emphasis was on situational training exercises, as judge 
advocates counseled that requiring soldiers to apply rules of engage- 
ment in realistic scenarios was the best way to translate abstract con- 
cepts into practical lessons. At the 10th Mountain Division, for exam- 
ple, soldiers were confronted with a vignette in which a speeding vehi- 
cle crashed through a traffic checkpoint barrier. A judge advocate 
assisting with the training evaluated the soldiers' response and dis- 
cussed alternative responses available within the limits set by the rules 
of engagement. Similarly, 25th Infantry Division judge advocates like 
Major Sposato and Captains Ford and With briefed deploying soldiers 
on the rules of engagement, arranged for the printing and distribution 
of ROE cards, and drafted training vignettes for use by "Tropic 
Lightning" personnel. l2  

Significantly, scenario training in the rules of engagement was not 
confined to U.S. troops. Army judge advocate Capts. Thomas N. Auble 
and Michael A. Newton, for example, developed a human rights train- 
ing package that they used to instruct non-U.S. troops in the Law of War 
generally, and the rules of engagement in particular. This instruction, 
conducted at Camp Santiago, Puerto Rico, was provided to Combined 
Caribbean, Bangladeshi, and Guatemalan soldiers, as well as to a group 
of international civilian police officers-all of whom subsequently 
deployed to Haiti as part of MNF Haiti. Auble and Newton began their 
training with a twenty- to thirty-minute lecture, and then followed up 
with carefully planned lane training. Training scenarios included a 
"riot," in which a hostile group of civilians threw rocks, bottles, and 
sticks at the soldiers, and an "incident," in which three armed 
"Haitians" threatened relief workers at a Red Cross food distribution 
site. In both vignettes, the soldiers being trained were tasked with 
applying the rules of engagement in controlling the rioters or protect- 
ing the humanitarian relief workers. 

Captains Auble and Newton also created and distributed a pam- 
phlet entitled "Ten Commandments of Human Rights for Soldiers," 
used during the training provided the Combined Caribbean Force 
(CARICOM). This publication discussed, in clear and easily under- 
stood language, "ten commandments" that soldiers must obey. These 
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ranged from "thou shall respect individual integrity and human digni- 
ty" to "thou shall not commit, nor tolerate, murder, rape, torture, or the 
excessive use of force." The last page of the pamphlet contained two 
pocket-size cards on which the ten commandments were printed, thus 
providing a ready reference for future use.'' 

As a result of this training in Puerto Rico, soldiers and police from 
Jamaica, Grenada, Barbados, Guatemala, St. Vincent, and other coun- 
tries not only became familiar with the rules of engagement, but prac- 
ticed them in realistic settings. Consequently, when these personnel 
arrived in Haiti, they not only understood the rules, but had some expe- 
rience in achieving the balance between initiative and restraint so 
important to success in operations other than war.14 

While most Army judge advocates practicing operational law dealt 
with rules of engagement and related issues, commanders also looked 
to judge advocates for advice and counsel on operational matters that 
were more political than legal. Thus, very late on Sunday evening, 18 
September, after Task Force 180's airborne assault into Haiti had been 
canceled and last-minute planning for a peaceful entry the next morn- 
ing was under way, General Shelton spoke with Colonel Altenburg. He 
advised Altenburg that the national command authorities had directed 
him to meet with General Cedras and his colleagues. With this meeting 
scheduled to occur at 9:00 the next morning, Shelton told Altenburg to 
accompany him to the meeting. Additionally, General Shelton tasked 
Colonel Altenburg to prepare an outline for the meeting that would 
include statements that Shelton should make to Cedras.15 

This meeting was extremely important. While General Cedras and 
his colleagues had agreed-once again-to relinquish power peaceful- 
ly, no one could be sure that this promise would be honored. 
Consequently, the next morning's soldier-to-soldier meeting between 
General Shelton and General Cedras could well determine whether 
American troops would enter Haiti unopposed or face armed resistance. 
In any event, as the United States was committed to deploying large 
numbers of forces to Haiti the next morning, General Shelton sought a 
meeting that, while demonstrating U.S. resolve, encouraged the Cedras 
regime to accept a peaceful entry. 

Working most of the night, Colonel Altenburg and his deputy, 
Commander Callahan, produced a talking paper. The document consist- 
ed of three parts. The first provided General Shelton with an outline of 
U.S. authority for deploying troops to Haiti, including a mission state- 
ment based on UN Security Council Resolution 940. The second section 
of the document was in the form of a statement that Shelton would make 
to Cedras, explaining what U.S. troops intended to do in Haiti. The third 
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and final part of the talking paper contained taskings for Cedras. In 
drafting this document for the meeting, Colonel Altenburg ensured that 
its tone communicated the fact that General Shelton was not requesting 
permission from the junta to enter Haiti and conduct operations. In 
describing the event some weeks later, Altenburg recollected: "We 
weren't asking for anything; we were just telling [Cedras], This is what 
we are going to do, 'A' through whatever. . . . And this is what you're 
going to do. . . . it wasn't [General Shelton] asking General Cedras to 
please do something; it was telling him this is what you're going to do."I6 

When General Shelton met with General Cedras in Port-au-Prince 
at 10:30 A.M. on 19 September, he had Altenburg's talking paper on the 
table in front of him. Colonel Altenburg was also present and, anticipat- 
ing that Cedras might invoke some provision of the Haitian constitution 
or Haitian law during the meeting, Altenburg was prepared. to advise 
Shelton on a response to any legalistic arguments. There was no such 
discussion, however. On the contrary, while treating Cedras with digni- 
ty and respect, General Shelton quickly took charge of the situation. 

The D-Day meeting at Haitian Army headquarters was a complete 
success. Colonel Altenburg, while never called upon to give legal 
advice at the conference, did contribute something else. During the 
meeting, General Cedras pointed his finger at Altenburg and the cloth 
scuba badge that he wore on his battle dress uniform. Cedras, who also 
was scuba-qualified, wanted a badge like Colonel Altenburg's. 
Consequently, when Altenburg returned to the USS Whitney some 
hours later, he talked a young sailor into giving up his metal scuba 
badge-a badge that General Shelton formally presented to an appre- 
ciative General Cedras a few days later.17 

Perhaps because of his success in this nontraditional role, Colonel 
Altenburg also was called upon to explain UPHOLDDEMOCRACY'Srules 
of engagement to the news media. Thus, on D+1, at a Port-au-Prince 
press conference arranged by the Joint Task Force 180 information 
bureau, Altenburg addressed an international group of reporters for 
some forty-five minutes. His clarification of the rules governing the 
use of force and his answers to a variety of questions resulted in favor- 
able newspaper, television, and radio reports over the next several days. 
More important, Colonel Altenburg's performance demonstrated the 
appropriateness of using a judge advocate as a subject matter expert in 
the public affairs arena.'' 

Law and Order 

While U.S. troops entered Haiti without firing a shot and captured 
no prisoners of war, it was clear within a few days that certain Haitians 
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posed a threat to the Americans, as well as to their fellow citizens. At 
Task Forces 180 and 190, Colonels Altenburg and Warner both advised 
that Security Council Resolution 940, combined with the inherent 
authority of Generals Shelton and Meade to protect their forces, consti- 
tuted more than enough legal authority to detain Haitian troublemakers. 
Additionally, they advised that, as existing Haitian jails and prisons were 
neither humane nor reliable locations to house these detainees, the 
Americans could lawhlly detain them in a U.S.-operated facility. 

Some American officers proposed detaining Haitians in the brig 
aboard the USS America. But this idea was rejected, as it would have 
tied the naval vessel to Haitian waters and would have used space 
required to confine sailors facing courts-martial. Additionally, this 
arrangement would make visits by representatives of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) difficult. Finally, while detainees 
would not be considered prisoners of war, and were not legally entitled 
to such status, a policy decision had already been made that U.S. forces 
would treat Haitian detainees as having a status "equivalent to" prison- 
ers of war. The fact that the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War (GPW) required internment "only in 
premises located on land" provided yet another reason to avoid using 
the America's brig.19 

The Americans, instead, made a decision to locate a detention facil- 
ity at the Light Industrial Complex in Port-au-Prince. Operations at the 
Joint Detention Facility began on 30 September. A military police com- 
pany commander was placed in charge of the facility, and his unit pro- 
vided the manpower necessary to run its daily operations. A small mil- 
itary intelligence cell operated in the facility as well, and its several 
interrogation teams gathered intelligence fi-om the detainees. 

As Task Force 190 was responsible for the detention facility, its 
judge advocates assumed the lead in ensuring that humane treatment 
and due process were afforded to all detainees. Colonel Warner and 
Major Gordon, aware of the lessons learned by 10th Mountain troops 
in detaining Somalis during RESTORE HOPE, designed a procedure for 
detaining Haitians. As a matter of policy, they determined that 
detainees should be afforded the same treatment accorded detained per- 
sons under the 1949 GPW. Such treatment included decent clothing, an 
examination by a medical doctor and a dentist, and adequate food in the 
form of the Meals, Ready-to-Eat, consumed by U.S. soldiers. As a prac- 
tical matter, these standards of treatment resulted in some problems: 
poor living conditions in Port-au-Prince meant that some Haitians pre- 
ferred detention to freedom, and a number of Haitians admitted that 
they committed minor criminal acts hoping to be caught and detained.20 
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A list containing the name of each detainee was maintained and 
updated daily. A judge advocate conferred with each detainee on the list 
and, while not acting as a defense counsel, provided the detainee with 
an opportunity to offer any reason why he should be released fiom the 
facility. This information was relayed to Colonel Warner. At the same 
time, a second Army lawyer, who acted as legal adviser to the facility, 
obtained information fiom law enforcement and intelligence personnel 
as to why a particular Haitian should be detained. Thus, for example, 
Captain Lorusso, after discussions with a detained Haitian, might advo- 
cate his immediate release. On the other hand, Captain Becker, repre- 
senting the command, would present the views of police and intelli- 
gence personnel concerning a particular Haitian detainee and often 
argued that continued detention was necessary. After hearing from both 
Lorusso and Becker, Colonel Warner would brief General Meade. After 
Meade had heard the substance of the arguments presented by both 
sides and Colonel Warner's recommended course of action, he would 
determine who merited release and who should continue to be detained. 
Between forty and fifty individuals were held in the detention facility, 
and, while Meade and Warner made no written record of their discus- 
sions, General Meade made daily decisions regarding detainees." 

The Joint Detention Facility was an unqualified success. Its opera- 
tions protected the force and, because detaining those who would harm 
their fellow Haitians also enhanced law and order generally, it also 
aided Aristide's return to power. Additionally, the procedural safeguards 
implemented by Army judge advocates stood in stark contrast to Haiti's 
legacy of arbitrary and sometimes brutal detention. This demonstrated 
to the Haitian people that the law could be a source of good, rather than 
a tool of oppression. The ICRC stated publicly that the Joint Detention 
Facility adhered to the highest standards of humane treatment. Later, 
when some members of the media joined relatives of detainees in crit- 
icizing detention facility operations, Red Cross personnel spoke out in 
the facility's defense.22 

A "cash for guns" program was another law and order success 
achieved through significant judge advocate involvement. Judge advo- 
cates advised that the Law of War permitted the confiscation of 
weapons belonging to the Haitian armed forces, police, and paramili- 
tary organizations. But most recognized that seizing publicly owned 
firearms and explosives would prove to be inadequate in terms of cre- 
ating a stable and secure environment; weapons would also have to be 
collected from those Haitians who simply had no legitimate need for 
them. Based on their knowledge of similar programs implemented in 
JUST CAUSE and RESTORE HOPE,the Task Force 180 and 190 staffs 
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established a weapons buy-back program. In September and October, 
psychological operations soldiers informed Haitians that the Americans 
would pay from $100 per handgun to $600 for large-caliber machine 
guns. Fixed collection points were later supplemented with "roving 
weapons collection teams," as this facilitated the collection of weapons 
from Haitians who were unable or unwilling to turn in weapons at a 
fixed location. By early January confiscation and purchase activities 
had resulted in the collection of more than 15,000 weapons and explo- 
sive devices. By 3 1 March, when UPHOLD DEMOCRACYended and the 
United Nations Mission in Haiti began, more than 33,000 rifles, hand- 
guns, shotguns, heavy weapons, and explosives had been recovered." 

The Joint Detention Facility and weapons buy-back and control 
program were two methods of promoting a safe and secure environment 
in Haiti. A third was the American effort to assist the Aristide govern- 
ment in restructuring the Haitian criminal justice system-to build a 
competent police force, mentor judges and other court officials, and 
improve conditions in prisons. Again, as with the detention facility and 
weapons control program, Army lawyers played a significant role. 

As U.S. law generally prohibits American military forces from 
training and equipping foreign police forces, the International Criminal 
Investigation and Training Assistance Program of the U.S. Department 
of Justice spearheaded efforts to build a professional, corruption-free, 
Haitian police force. Judge advocates, however, were instrumental in 
advising that firearms obtained from Haitians-through confiscation, 
purchase, or other means-could be transferred to the new Haitian 
police force. Army lawyers also assisted commanders and military 
police in planning and executing operations to quell the vigilante vio- 
lence that resulted when the new Haitian police force initially began to 
assume its duties while still inadequately prepared to fight crime. 
Finally, judge advocates advised military police engaged in investigat- 
ing and tracking Haitian criminals during the train-up period for the 
Haitian police force. 

Army lawyers also served as "judicial mentors," assisting Haitian 
judges and court officials in revitalizing the Haitian criminal justice sys- 
tem. By the second week of UPHOLD DEMOCRACY,rudimentary efforts 
were under way, as Colonel Warner and his staff made their first contacts 
with the Haitian courts in Port-au-Prince. In one instance, the American 
lawyers introduced themselves to a Haitian magistrate who advised them 
that she had wanted to leave her position, but had been informed by the 
Ministry of Justice that she would be imprisoned if she did so. The 
Haitian official agreed to stay on after judge advocates "worked with her, 
told her about the [American] system of justice, brought her in to view 
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[a] court-martial, and discussed [possible improvements to] the Haitian 
system." These same judge advocates also made periodic visits to the 
Palace of Justice in Port-au-Prince, where they observed appellate pro- 
ceedings. Later, Colonel Warner remarked that "many Haitian lawyers 
credited our simple presence [there] and discussions with judges with 
giving their system legitimacy with the Haitian people, [and also] show- 
ing U.S. respect for Haitian institution^."^^ 

Based on recommendations from Colonel Warner and others, a 
more formal judicial mentoring program was established in February 
1995. Active component judge advocates, such as Army Lt. Col. Philip 
A. Savoie, and Army Reserve judge advocates, llke Maj. Michele H. 
Altieri, spent many hours working as members of the Team of 
Ministerial Advisors to Haiti. They assessed the Haitian justice system 
by making on-site evaluations of more than 175 justices of the peace, 
15 prosecutors, 15 investigating judges, and over 100 civil registrars. 
These judge advocates also audited the shlls of court personnel, exam- 
ined court records, inventoried supplies, surveyed the caseload distrib- 
ution, and evaluated the scheme of compensation for judicial officers. 
This assessment led to a number of recommendations. Chief among 
them was a recommendation that the Ministry of Justice establish a 
court security program and renovate a number of dilapidated court- 
houses. The lawyers also advocated the creation of a supervision pro- 
gram that would audit judicial processes, investigate corruption com- 
plaints, monitor training, and develop a code of judicial ethics. 

Virtually all of these recommendations were implemented to some 
degree. More than 5,000 copies of the Haitian Constitution were print- 
ed and distributed, along with 200 sets of legal codes containing 
Haitian laws. More than 25,000 legal forms were created, reproduced, 
and distributed to justices of the peace and others, as were some 200 
manually operated typewriters. Based on an earlier recommendation, 
the Team of Ministerial Advisors in Haiti also planned and coordinated 
the transformation of the military academy into the proposed national 
judicial training center. Judge advocate mentoring of Haitian justices of 
the peace, officials at the Ministry of Justice, and other criminal justice 
system personnel undoubtedly contributed to the initial success of 
UPHOLDDEMOCRACY.First, it increased Haitian awareness of the role of 
law in a democracy. Second, it provided a positive image of U.S. intent 
in Haiti. And third, it enhanced popular support for the Haitian govern- 
ment. Finally, the mentoring encouraged the hope that Haiti would 
develop a lasting democracy.25 

Of course, law and order issues were not restricted to Haitians. 
Good order and discipline also required the handling of misconduct by 
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U.S. members of the Multinational Force. General Order no. 1, modeled 
after similar orders used during earlier deployments, was promulgated at 
both Task Forces 180 and 190. Prohibited activities included possessing, 
using, or selling privately owned firearms or ammunition; using alcohol; 
gambling; taking war trophies; and "removing, possessing, selling, 
defacing, or destroying archeological artifacts or national treasures." For 
the first time, both general orders also contained provisions that, while 
not punitive, placed "further restrictions" on the activities of American 
troops in Haiti. In Task Force 180, for example, there existed a "restric- 
tion" on adopting any animal as a pet or mascot, and at Task Force 190 
personnel were restricted, for safety reasons, from providing food direct- 
ly to civilians. For practical reasons, commanders did not want to make 
certain conduct criminal, but did want to discourage it.26 

Minor violations of General Order no. 1, as well as minor offenses 
committed in violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, ordi- 
narily were handled by nonjudicial punishment. Courts-martial were 
reserved for serious offenses. Ironically, the most high profile court- 
martial to evolve from UPHOLDDEMOCRACYbegan as a nonjudicial pro- 
ceeding. However, after the accused, Capt. Lawrence P. Rockwood, 
refused a nonjudicial determination of his guilt or innocence, and 
instead demanded trial by court-martial, charges against him were 
referred to a general court. 

An Army counterintelligence officer assigned to the 10th Mountain 
Division, Rockwood had deployed to Haiti and was serving at Task 
Force 190 headquarters in Port-au-Prince. On the evening of 30 
September 1994, Captain Rockwood was scheduled for duty as the 
senior officer in charge of a counterintelligence cell. A perimeter wall 
surrounded the secure compound that included the headquarters, and 
security guards prevented anyone from leaving the area without an 
escort. Rockwood, armed with a loaded M16 rifle, avoided the securi- 
ty guards by jumping over the perimeter wall. He then hitchhiked about 
six kilometers to the National Penitentiary, where Haitian authorities 
remained responsible for the prisoners, and demanded entry.27 

After learning that Captain Rockwood was making an unscheduled 
appearance at the prison, the military attach6 at the U.S. embassy, an 
Army major, went to the prison in order to prevent an altercation. 
Rockwood was insubordinate to the attach&. He also alleged that 
President Clinton's televised speech of 15 September had provided him 
with the authority to prevent human rights abuses. Approximately two 
hours later, the attach6 succeeded in calming Captain Rockwood, con- 
vinced him to unchamber the round in his weapon, and persuaded him 
to leave the prison. 
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Rockwood was charged with failure to go to his place of duty at 
Task Force 190 headquarters on 30 September, violation of an order not 
to leave the compound without a proper convoy, dereliction in the per- 
formance of his duty while at the hospital ward to which he was taken 
after leaving the prison, disrespect to a lieutenant colonel whom he con- 
fronted after leaving the hospital, disobedience to this same individual 
when he repeatedly had ordered Rockwood to "stop talking" and to 
"lower his voice" during the confrontation, and conduct unbecoming an 
officer and gentleman for the entire course of events leading up to his 
departure from the prison. 

At his general court-martial, held at Fort Drum, New York, 
Rockwood defended his conduct on the grounds of justification and 
duress. He argued that, as President Clinton had announced at the 
beginning of UPHOLD DEMOCRACYthat the primary objective of the 
operation was "to prevent brutal atrocities against Haitians," he was 
justified in leaving his place of duty in order to inspect conditions in 
the Port-au-Prince National Penitentiary. Captain Rockwood also 
asserted that his conduct resulted from duress, in that he "had no 
choice" but "to act," as "lack of such action would have meant an acqui- 
escence on [his] part to the imminent and ongoing human rights viola- 
tions, hypocrisy in the face of duty." 

On 14 May 1995, the court members rejected Captain Rockwood's 
affirmative defenses and found him guilty of all charges but the two 
pertaining to convoy procedures. It sentenced him to dismissal and total 
forfeiture of all pay and allowances. The case was widely reported in 
the news media and was the subject of much newspaper, radio, and tele- 
vision commentary. Although some groups, including the American 
Civil Liberties Union, trumpeted Captain Rockwood as a humanitarian, 
the prevailing opinion was that Captain ~ockwood,' regardless of his 
intentions, had been wrong to disobey orders and to substitute his own 
moral judgment for that of the command. 

Only one court-martial was held in Haiti. This was United States v. 
Pacheco. It involved a 10th Mountain Division soldier who, while 
guarding a warehouse full of weapons, stole a pistol from that ware- 
house. Military judge Col. Keith H. Hodges was deployed to Haiti and 
presided over a general court-martial that found Spc. Eric B. Pacheco 
guilty of larceny of a .357-caliber Desert Eagle pistol and of dereliction 
of duty. Pacheco was sentenced to be reduced to the grade of private 
(E-1), to forfeit all pay and allowances, to be confined for six months, 
and to receive a bad conduct discharge. Capt. E. J. O'Brien, the trial 
counsel in the case, commented that Pacheco's trial in Port-au-Prince 
had a visible and favorable impact on discipline in the command.28 
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Contract and Fiscal Law 

Unlike troops engaged in combat operations, in which the Law of 
War generally governs the battlefield acquisition of property required 
for the mission, American forces procuring supplies for use in an 
operation other than war generally must comply with statutes and reg- 
ulations governing military acquisition. Fortunately, when urgent 
operational needs warrant immediate action, these statutes and regu- 
lations provide for expedited procurement without "full and open" 
competition. Moreover, just prior to the initiation of UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY,procurement laws were amended to allow for the use of 
simplified acquisition procedures for purchases up to $200,000 in 
contingency operations. As a result, judge advocates in Haiti found 
that existing laws and regulations presented no significant impedi- 
ments to expedited procurements.*" 

From the beginning of UPHOLD DEMOCRACY,lawyers with special 
skills in contract and fiscal law provided expert advice to both Task 
Forces 180 and 190. During the first few days, contract and fiscal law 
matters were handled by Army Reserve Maj. Michael L. Larson. 
Larson, an Army civilian employee at Fort Bragg, possessed invaluable 
real-world experience because of his work as a contract attorney in 
Saudi Arabia during Operation DESERT STORM. Consequently, he was 
activated and deployed to Port-au-Prince. Larson did not remain in 
Haiti for long, however, as a joint logistics support element had gone 
ashore with the first units on D-Day. Accompanying the unit was 
William Harbour, a civilian attorney from Pine. Bluff Arsenal, 
Arkansas, who served as the element's legal adviser until 23 October, 
when all logistics support functions were assumed by the Joint 
Logistics Support Command. Harbour then became the command's 
legal adviser, remaining in that position until he was replaced on 1 
December by Lt. Col. Arthur L. Passar. Passar, designated as the staff 
judge advocate, advised Brig. Gen. Julian A. Sullivan, Jr., on a wide 
range of legal matters. However, given the primary mission of the sup- 
port command, the vast majority of Colonel Passar's legal advice per- 
tained to contract and fiscal matters. Capt. Marilyn L. Fiore, who 
replaced Passar in February 1995, provided the same type of advice 
until she returned to the United States in March. Finally, Captain With 
provided legal advice on contract and fiscal law matters to the com- 
mand element throughout and following the transition to United 
Nations Mission in Haiti. 

The primary mission of the lawyers at the Joint Logistics Support 
Command was to be the provision of legal advice to support units pro- 
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viding contingency contract support for UPHOLD DEMOCRACY. As a 
practical matter, however, the existence of the Logistics Civil 
Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) meant that there was a greatly 
reduced need for contingency contracting in Haiti. This resulted from 
the fact that, under the auspices of LOGCAP, the Corps of Engineers 
had earlier awarded a large contract to Brown and Root Services 
Corporation. This company was required to provide basic life sup- 
port-sanitation, shelter, food, and laundry services-to troops 
deployed in contingency operations. Under the terms of the generic 
contract applicable during 1994 and 1995, Brown and Root agreed to 
receive and support 1,300 troops per day within fifteen days of notifi- 
cation of a deployment, and 20,000 troops within thirty days. 
Consequently, within two weeks of D-Day civilian employees of Brown 
and Root were in Haiti providing food and potable water, building 
showers, electrifying buildings, and delivering other logistical support. 

While the support command was not responsible for supervising 
Brown and Root's performance or otherwise administering the contract, 
its judge advocates monitored contractor activities to ensure that U.S. 
forces, as the "customer" or beneficiary of the contract, were receiving 
high quality, responsive services. Harbour, Colonel Passar, and Captain 
Fiore also explained what could-or could not-be accomplished 
under the program and often assisted in remedying problems that arose 
during its administration. Colonel Passar was instrumental in suggest- 
ing, developing, and implementing a plan through which the support 
command could evaluate Brown and Root's performance under the con- 
tract. Until this plan was in place, there existed no method by which the 
Corps of Engineers could obtain General Sullivan's assessment of 
Brown and Root's performance of its responsibilities in Haiti, despite 
the fact that its performance was critical to determining the "award fee" 
that the firm would receive for its overall contract performance. 
Although the contractor's involvement in planning for and executing 
missions in other geographic areas meant that its award fee would not 
be based solely on its performance in Haiti, this operation was far and 
away the most significant. Consequently, Colonel Passar's plan for for- 
mal input into the fee-determination process was an essential tool for 
ensuring high quality perf~rmance.'~ 

Related contract law issues concerned the scope of the LOGCAP 
contract. For example, Colonel Passar advised that the contract includ- 
ed transporting Haitian workers hired by the Joint Logistics Support 
Command. Passar's contract law expertise also assisted in ensuring that 
the United States met certain international law obligations. When a 
local Brown and Root representative declined to provide rations to 
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Haitian detainees in the Joint Detention Facility on the grounds that this 
was outside the scope of the contract, Colonel Passar intervened imme- 
diately. He insisted that, given the legal requirement that all detainees 
receive humane treatment, this meant that U.S. resources must be used 
to meet this obligation. But Passar did not simply issue a legal opinion 
stating that providing Meals, Ready-to-Eat, to the Haitian detainees 
was within the scope of the contract; he ordered the issuance of the 
rations and advised the recipient of his order that he would assume 
responsibility for any arguable contract scope infractions. The con- 
tracting officer administering the contract subsequently agreed with 
Colonel Passar's actions, but Passar7s timely, on-the-spot legal advice 
illustrated the need for the involvement of experienced contract lawyers 
in operations such as UPHOLD DEMOCRACY." 

The largest contract negotiated in Haiti-and one that involved 
intensive judge advocate participation~oncerned the services of lin- 
guists and interpreters. As there were too few Creole-speaking soldiers, 
civilian interpreters were hired. Again, Colonel Passar provided invalu- 
able assistance. Initially, he assisted in drafting the scope of work. The 
scope and estimated cost of the contract led the contracting officer to 
conclude that it could be awarded using simplified acquisition proce- 
dures. It became apparent after the receipt of proposals, however, that 
the contract cost would far exceed the $200,000 limitation on the use of 
the simplified procedures. Consequently, Colonel Passar advised that 
full and open competition had in fact been obtained in soliciting the 
proposals, allowing the action to be converted into a regular negotiated 
procurement. Passar also recommended that certain clauses be includ- 
ed in a solicitation amendment, and in the contract itself, to ensure that 
the procurement of interpreter services could be completed expedi- 
tiously and properly. 

Just as the nature of the deployment to Haiti did not change the way 
in which contracts were negotiated for goods and services, UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACYdid not result in Congress' enacting special legislation 
providing the president-or the heads of military departments-with 
the express authority to spend appropriated funds as they deemed nec- 
essary for the operation. This resulted in existing fiscal constraints 
remaining applicable to the expenditure of such monies during UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY.AS with procurement issues, the challenge for judge advo- 
cates was to ensure that the legal advice provided on fiscal law matters 
facilitated mission accomplishment to the greatest possible degree. 

Fiscal law issues centered around the expenditure of either opera- 
tion and maintenance or military construction appropriations. As 
Congress intended for these monies to fund the military's daily opera- 
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tions, maintenance, and construction needs-and not to assist a foreign 
country in rebuilding or improving its infrastructure-Army lawyers 
ensured that no Multinational Force contract deviated from this con- 
gressional intent. Thus, judge advocates advised that no appropriated 
monies could be spent to build a basketball court for non-U.S. military 
personnel. Nor could Defense Department funds be used to provide 
supplies for the Department of Justice training of the new Haitian 
police force. Additionally, absent some military purpose, monies could 
not be used to improve roads or other similar Haitian infrastructure. 
Consequently, while Colonel Passar concurred in a road improvement 
project involving a main supply route critical to the overall Army mis- 
sion, Army appropriated funds could not be spent on other types of road 
work. Looking for alternatives that would support the humanitarian 
goals of UPHOLD DEMOCRACY, advocates advised that other judge 
appropriated monies, such as the Economic Support Fund administered 
by the U.S. Agency for International Development, could be used to 
build bridges, pave roads, and accomplish similar projects.32 

Claims 

Claims operations in Haiti were unlike those of previous deploy- 
ments in a number of respects. First, the short duration of UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACYmeant that, in contrast to longer and larger deployments 
such as DESERT SHIELDand DESERT STORM,substantially fewer claims 
for losses of soldiers' property were filed. Similarly, the rarity of hos- 
tile encounters in UPHOLD DEMOCRACYmeant that judge advocates in 
Haiti never had to resolve the issue faced by their colleagues in 
Vietnam, Grenada, and Panama: compensating claimants for damage 
resulting fi-om American combat operations when U.S. law generally 
prohibits the payment of such claims. 

But while judge advocates processed fewer claims from soldiers 
and did not wrestle with the problem of combat-related claims, UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACYstill demonstrated that efficient claims operations con- 
tribute to the success of a mission. As usual, anticipating claims 
requirements was the key to success. Thus, prior to deploying from Fort 
Drum, Colonel Warner arranged for the appointment of four 10th 
Mountain Division judge 'advocates as one-member foreign claims 
commissions. At his request, the U.S. Army Claims Service also 
appointed three additional division judge advocates as a three-member 
commission. As a result, Haitian claims could be adjudicated at Task 
Force 190from D-Day on. Later, as the 25th Infantry Division replaced 
the 10th Mountain Division, Colonel Bush arranged for an identical 
number of his judge advocates to be appointed as one-member and 
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three-member foreign claims commissions. At both divisions, Colonels 
Warner and Bush determined that they and their deputy staff judge 
advocates, Majors Gordon and Sposato, should be appointed to the 
three-member commissions. This ensured that experienced judge advo- 
cates were involved in high-dollar claims adjudication. 

Additionally, after 22 September 1994, when the Department of 
Defense designated the Army as the single-service claims authority for 
Haiti, the foreign claims commissions at the 10th Mountain Division- 
and later at the 25th Infantry Division-functioned as the exclusive 
mechanisms for providing U.S. compensation to Haitian claimants. As 
a practical matter, this meant that most Haitians seeking compensation 
for personal injury, death, or property loss came to the front gate of 
"Camp Democracy" at the Light Industrial Complex in Port-au-Prince. 
However, while most claims were received in this way, brigade legal 
advisers in Port-au-Prince and Cap Haitien also received and adjudi- 
cated claims stemming from incidents for which their units were 
responsible. By August 1995 Haitians had filed some 295 claims and 
had received more than $175,000 in compensation." 

Three claims issues were of particular importance in UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY:claims for compensation for wrongful death, exaggerated 
claims, and misdirected claims. As judge advocates had discovered in 
Somalia during Operation RESTORE HOPE, local law provided little or 
no guidance concerning the amount to be paid for loss of life. In Haiti, 
judge advocates learned that the mix of civil law and tradition in the 
Haitian legal system made this task particularly difficult. As a result, 
Army lawyers selected $5,000 to $14,000 as the amount that should be 
paid in a wrongful death claim, depending on the facts and circurn- 
stances. These monies were paid in addition to any solatia payments 
made to the victim's family, as such payments were made without 
regard to liability.34 

Exaggerated claims were also an issue for judge advocates. The 
extreme poverty of many Haitians, combined with their belief that the 
U.S. forces were a source of great wealth, made it tempting for claimants 
to inflate damage claims or to "create" losses. Thus, for example, 
Americans conducting operations on an athletic field under a lease from 
the purported owner also received a claim from another individual who 
alleged that he was the rightful owner of the field. Additionally, this 
claimant sought damages for the disappearance of an elaborate and 
expensive multisport athletic complex said to have been on the property 
prior to the Americans' locating there. Creative claims also surfaced in 
the form of exaggerations of the extent of damage allegedly suffered by 
Haitians involved in traffic accidents with U.S. vehicles. 
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Haitians viewed the Americans-
and the Foreign Claims Act-as tempting targets for claims. 
Additionally, as the Americans conducted "claims days" twice a week 
in Port-au-Prince and quickly acquired a reputation for promptness and 
efficiency, it was common for Haitians to file a claim with the U.S. 
Forces even when they knew that their claims had resulted from the 
activities of non-Americans. As the 25th Infantry Division's Captain 
With explained to Haitian claimants, however, even when Americans 
had caused the damage or loss in issue, the U.S. military would pay 
compensation only for the activities of military personnel. With could 
not process a claim for damage caused by members of the police train-
ing program administered by the Department of JusticeqJ5 

JudgeAdvocates in the United Nations Mission in Haiti 

On the last day of March 1995, as UPHOLDDEMOCRACYended, Captain 
With remained in Port-au-Prince-the only judge advocate with the 
Multinational Force to exchange her battle dress uniform cap for a blue 
beret. With was not, however, the only Arrny lawyer in Haiti, as Maj. 

.-
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Bill Hudson had arrived in Port-au-Prince in February and had assumed 
his duties as the United Nations Force legal adviser. While a third Army 
judge advocate was also present in Port-au-Prince to provide defense 
counsel support, the Army command judge advocate presence was now 
considerably smaller. Yet, as UN operations began in earnest, there was 
no reduction in the variety and intensity of the legal work confronting 
Major Hudson and Captain With. The same was true for their succes- 
sors, Major Ackerman and Captains Dahle and Walker. (Chart 13) 

For the Army lawyers at United Nations headquarters, living con- 
ditions were fairly good. Major Ackerman, for example, lived in an air- 
conditioned hotel in Port-au-Prince and, although he had deployed with 
a flak jacket and protective mask, he never wore them. However, in con- 
trast to other UN Force officers, Ackerman did carry a weapon, but he 
was required to wear this 9-mm. pistol concealed under his battle dress 
uniform shirt. Working conditions were also good. Again, Major 
Ackerman worked in an air-conditioned office and had the use of a 
four-wheel-drive utility vehicle-with radio and air conditioning-in 
order to better perform his duties as UN Force legal adviser. He worked 
long hours, however, seven days a week. And, although Sunday usual- 
ly meant a shorter workday, every day brought numerous questions 
from UN peacekeepers of many nati~nali t ies.~~ Legal issues generally 
fell into three categories: administrative law, law and order, and opera- 
tional and international law. 

Administrative Law 

An early issue of significance was the legal ramification of General 
Kinzer's appointment as commander of the UN Mission in Haiti. 
Because this command was a creation of the United Nations, the secre- 
tary general and the under-secretary general for peacekeeping opera- 
tions expected General Kinzer, as force commander, to keep them fully 
informed concerning organizational, deployment, and operational mat- 
ters. Thus, with a view toward formalizing a chain of command with 
General Kinzer, UN officials suggested that he sign an employment 
contract, accept a letter of appointment, and take an oath of loyalty to 
the United Nations. 

After being requested by the Legal Advisor's Office, Office of the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, to examine the question, Army Col. 
David E. Graham, head of the International and Operational Law 
Division in the Office of the Judge Advocate General, advised that both 
law and policy precluded General Kinzer from signing an employment 
contract or letter of appointment with the United Nations. Moreover, in 
view of the oath of allegiance to the U.S. Constitution required of all 
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U.S. soldiers, General Kinzer could not take an oath of allegiance to the 
United Nations. In the end, a high-level exchange of communications 
between the United States and the United Nations satisfied all parties, 
and Kinzer assumed command of the UN Force.37 

Another issue of importance was the fact that domestic U.S. law 
affected American participation in the United Nations Mission. Under 
the United Nations Participation Act, Congress limited to 1,000 the 
number of U.S. military personnel that could be assigned to UN peace-
keeping operations worldwide. As more than 800 U.S. troops were 
serving in other United Nations operations prior to the creation of the 
UN Mission in Haiti, this cap imposed a severe constraint on 
Americans donning blue berets. The 1,000-person cap, however, did not 
apply to personnel detailed, under the applicable provisions of the 
Foreign Assistance Act, to international organizations in order "to ren- 
der any technical, scientific, or professional advice." Consequently, 
judge advocates on the chairman's legal staff in the Pentagon-and 
those in the International and Operational Law Division of the Army 
Judge Advocate General's Office-advised that the majority of the 
2,400-person American contribution to UN operations in Haiti would 
have to fall within the ambit of the Foreign Assistance Act3' 

Other legal matters faced by judge advocates during UN operations 
included issues concerning the "retrograde" of captured weapons, the 
repatriation of Haitians, and the acceptance of gifts. General Kinzer, for 
example, was repeatedly presented high-value gifts. Given his status as 
U.S. Forces commander, these items could be accepted only on behalf 
of the United States. Thus, when General Kinzer wished to donate sev- 
eral valuable paintings that he had been given to a local church in Port-
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au-Prince, Major Ackerman advised that he could not do so; the paint- 
ings were U. S. government property. 

Army lawyers also acted as legal advisers in formal investigations, 
reports of survey, and line of duty determinations. Major Ackerman, for 
example, assisted a Canadian officer in his administrative inquiry into 
allegations that some UN troops were trading food and money for sex. 
After conducting extensive interviews with the help of three civilian 
police investigators, Ackerman and the Canadian investigator conclud- 
ed that there had been no wrongdoing. 

Finally, legal issues arose in the area of UN and U.S. government 
personnel use of U.S. military medical care, post exchange facilities, 
and military aircraft. Judge advocates determined that, generally, all 
UN Mission in Haiti personnel were authorized U.S. medical care. 
Other UN employees and non-Department of Defense personnel, how- 
ever, were not. With regard to post exchange eligibility, all U.S. gov- 
ernment employees, Department of Defense contractor employees, and 
Red Cross personnel accompanying U.S. forces could lawhlly use 
these facilities. Foreign nationals and non-Department of Defense per- 
sonnel were not authorized travel on military aircraft unless Captain 
With, the command judge advocate for U.S. Forces Haiti, concurred 
that such travel was mission essential.39 

Law and Order 

To maintain good order and discipline among United Nations 
troops, General Kinzer published "Force Commander Directive 
Number 1." Modeled after the General Order no. 1 that had listed pro- 
hibited activities for U.S. troops during UPHOLD DEMOCRACY,Directive 
Number 1 proscribed the following: possessing, using, or consuming 
alcohol without approval of a "Contingent Commander"; selling or 
exchanging currency other than at the official exchange rate; purchas- 
ing or selling privately owned firearms; selling or reselling relief sup- 
plies outside official relief channels; and "throwing any food or bever- 
age to local civilians from a vehicle, either stationary or moving." 
Given that General Kinzer lacked the authority to take criminal action 
against any UN Force personnel unless that individual was also a mem- 
ber of U.S. Forces Haiti, Directive Number 1 provided that General 
Kinzer could "recommend to the Under Secretary-General for 
Peacekeeping Operations the repatriation of any member of [the] mili- 
tary component in violation of t h s  Force Directive." On a number of 
occasions, repatriation was recommended and did occur.40 

Kinzer imposed more stringent rules on American personnel at 
U.S. Forces Haiti. In promulgating USFORHAITI General Order no. 1, 
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he prohibited certain activities that were permissible for UN personnel. 
For example, USFORHAITI troops were forbidden to eat in local 
restaurants or to enter Haitian churches. Due to the high risk of con- 
tracting HIV in Haiti, the men and women assigned to U.S. Forces Haiti 
were prohibited from engaging in sexual relations with Haitians. Some 
USFORHAITI troops complained of these more restrictive rules when 
they learned that the general order governing their conduct did not 
apply to U.S. forces assigned to the UN headquarters staff. However, 
while it would have been preferable to have only one set of rules for all 
U.S. forces in Haiti, this was not possible given the different composi- 
tion of the UN and U.S. forces. 

Judge advocate involvement in law and order matters went beyond 
maintaining good order and discipline in the force, however. During 
Major Ackerman's tenure as force legal adviser, for example, he was an 
integral part of a security operation implemented to protect UN per-
sonnel fi-om a gang of thieves. About twenty to thirty young Haitian 
men, operating in concert, were boarding UN vehicles at a busy inter- 
section and stealing property--such as wristwatches and sunglasses- 
from drivers and passengers. Moreover, the young Haitians also peri- 
odically threw rocks at the UN vehicles, injuring lh troops. A contin- 
gent of Bangladeshi soldiers was responsible for patrolling the inter- 
section, but the thieves were quick and persistent, and they consistent- 
ly eluded capture. 

As the newly constituted Haitian National Police had neither the 
assets nor the ability to capture these criminals or to provide safe pas- 
sage for the UN Mission vehicles, the force chief of current operations, 
a Canadian Army major, teamed with Major Ackerman to develop a 
plan that would bring a halt to the activities in issue. As the Bangladeshi 
soldiers had been able to photograph some of the thieves and thus could 
identify these individuals, it was agreed that the Bangladeshis would 
cordon off the intersection at a time certain and detain the wrongdoers. 
Major Ackerman and his Canadian colleague, however, realized that 
the plan would be effective only if the Haitian thieves were prosecuted 
for their crimes. Thus, Ackerman visited the Haitian justice of the peace 
with jurisdiction over the area in which the road intersection was situ- 
ated. He agreed to exercise jurisdiction over the thieves. Additionally, 
as the Haitian Constitution required that any detained citizen appear 
before a judge within forty-eight hours of detention, the magistrate also 
agreed to clear his docket so that he could receive and hear the cases of 
the accused within the first two days of their detention. 

Major Ackerman also coordinated with the responsible Haitian 
National Police commander, and that official agreed to ensure that all 
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detainees would appear in court within the required time period. 
Ackerman next visited the Bangladeshi commander and gained his 
assurance that the soldiers who had witnessed the stealing and rock 
throwing would be available to testify before the Haitian judge within 
forty-eight hours. Finally, he arranged for translators who would trans- 
late Bengali into English, and English into Creole French. 

As a result, when Operation T-JUNCTION was executed on 9 January 
1996, Ackerman's coordination paid off. Sixteen troublemakers were 
detained and turned over to the Haitian police for incarceration. The 
justice of the peace found eight of them guilty and sentenced them to 
forty-five days in jail. Operation T-JUNCTION also illustrated the value 
of having a judge advocate involved in the planning of security opera- 
tions. His legal skills made him the ideal liaison between the UN Force, 
local law enforcement, and the local 

Major Ackerman also assisted in a number of homicide investiga- 
tions, not only by providing legal advice but also by suggesting ques- 
tions and methods of interrogation. In January 1996, for example, after 
a Guyana Army soldier murdered a comrade by shooting him with a 
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submachine gun, General Kinzer tasked U.S. Army Criminal 
Investigation Command agents with the investigation of the homicide. 
When these agents wished to interview the suspect, Major Ackerman 
consulted with Guyanese officers and examined an old manual on 
British military law before determining that a rights advisement was 
necessary. Although the shooter subsequently declined to answer ques- 
tions and was returned to Guyana to face trial for murder, Major 
Ackerman had ensured that his rights were protected and that any state- 
ment obtained could have been admitted into evidence.42 

Finally, Majors Hudson and Ackerman, together with the deputy 
force legal adviser, Canadian Maj. Marc B. Philippe, took a number of 
actions to improve the administration of criminal justice in Haiti. The 
three lawyers recognized that crowded conditions in the National 
Penitentiary might result in rioting and adversely impact the UN mis-
sion of maintaining a stable and secure environment. They also under- 
stood that, despite the constitutional requirement that a justice of the 
peace determine the lawhlness of an arrest and detention within forty- 
eight hours, prisoners were not being taken to the courthouse to appear 
before judges. Consequently, on their own initiative, Majors Hudson 
and Philippe began transporting Haitian justices of the peace to the 
penitentiary so that hearings could be conducted there. They also 
encouraged the creation of an ad hoc public defender organization, thus 
ensuring that prisoners requiring legal counsel received assistance. 
Finally, Majors Hudson and Philippe initiated-and Majors Ackerman 
and Philippe continued-the practice of visiting the National 
Penitentiary weekly. They monitored conditions in the prison, including 
sanitation, food, and medical treatment. On one occasion, concerned 
that the prisoners were not being supplied with fresh water, they 
arranged for a private water company to deliver water to the prison.43 

Operational and International Law 

In early 1995, during the transition from the Multinational Force to 
the United Nations peacekeeping operation, Army judge advocates 
took an active role in drafting rules of engagement (ROE) that would 
apply to UN forces. The greatest challenge facing these lawyers was the 
fact that while UN officials wanted to have rules of engagement in 
place that resembled those used in UN peacekeeping operations in 
other geographic areas, the U.S. component wished to have UN Force 
rules consistent with a peace enforcement mission. This was an impor- 
tant distinction, as troops in a UN peacekeeping operation generally are 
more lightly armed than soldiers in "peace enforcement" units. 
Similarly, rules of engagement for peacekeeping operations are more 
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restrictive than those for peace enforcement missions. For example, 
other countries deploying units to Haiti resisted the idea that deadly 
force should be permitted to protect mission-essential property. Still 
another contentious issue was that of whether troops should be permit- 
ted to intervene in order to prevent harm to civilians.44 

As it had been decided at the highest policy levels that U.S. inter-
ests would best be served by having United Nations rules of engage- 
ment that permitted the use of force-even deadly force-to protect 
certain military property and to halt Haitian-on-Haitian violence, Army 
judge advocates recognized that having draft rules of engagement in 
hand was essential to the American point of view receiving full consid- 
eration. Thus, in January and February Captain With reviewed several 
versions of proposed UN rules of engagement and assisted in drafting 
the comments on these rules forwarded to the U.S. delegation to the 
United Nations in New York City. As a result of her efforts-and those 
of operational law experts in the Pentagon-the rules of engagement 
approved by the United Nations for the UN Mission in Haiti adopted 
the U.S. perspective on the use of force. Deadly force was authorized 
"in defense of key installations" essential to the success of the UN mis-
sion. Additionally, force was authorized to halt civilian violence. Over 
time, even those countries who initially had been the most opposed to 
using force to halt Haitian-on-Haitian violence altered their views after 
their forces experienced firsthand the terror of such behavior on the 
streets of Port-au-Prin~e.~~ 

Captain With personally typed an ROE card setting forth the new 
United Nations rules of engagement and arranged for its printing. She 
also reviewed the UN Mission in Haiti operations plan, worked on its 
legal annex, and reviewed draft standard operating procedures for the 
UN Force Legal Advisor's Office prior to the arrival of Major Hudson 
on 24 February. 

When Hudson arrived in Port-au-Prince and assumed his duties as 
UN Force legal adviser, he immediately took charge of developing situa- 
tional training exercises that would effectively reinforce these rules. 
Later, as the June 1995parliamentary elections neared, Hudson and With 
also developed vignettes emphasizing potential problems that might 
occur at ballot sites. These scenarios addressed handling a "noisy demon- 
stration" outside the election bureau, "voters complaining of intimida- 
tion," "shots fired at registration and voting bureaus," and "violent 
demonstrations" at a polling site. As a result of their efforts, UN troops 
stationed at polling places were well prepared to handle any situation.46 

In addition to her work on rules of engagement, Captain With also 
played a significant role in the negotiation of two bilateral agreements. 
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Given her position as the command judge advocate at U.S. Support 
Group, Haiti, Captain With assisted a political officer at the U.S. 
embassy in structuring a support agreement under the provisions of the 
U.S. Foreign Assistance Act. Under the terms of this agreement, the 
Department of Defense-through U.S. Support Group, Haiti-provid- 
ed support on a reimbursable basis to the government of Haiti. These 
negotiations, conducted in French, English, and Spanish between 
Captain With, her State Department colleague, and an official from the 
Haitian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were critical to ensuring that the 
Haitian government received support essential to the restoration of 
democracy and economic stability. 

Later, Captain With also assisted in drafting and negotiating an 
agreement "representing a bilateral Status of Forces Agreement" 
between Haiti and the United States. This agreement, concluded 
through an exchange of diplomatic notes in May 1995, provided U.S. 
Support Group, Haiti, personnel with the "same status as that provided 
to the administrative and technical staff" of the U.S. embassy. As a 
result, U.S. personnel enjoyed immunity from both criminal and civil 
process for any act arising out of their official duties. The agreement 
also permitted U.S. servicemembers participating in humanitarian and 
nation-building activities in Haiti to "enter, leave, and freely circulate 
in Haiti" and to "wear uniforms in the exercise of their official duties 
and to carry weapons." U.S. troops were also granted exemption from 
Haitian taxes for any activities related to the military mission in Haiti. 
Once again, having a judge advocate available to assist in negotiating 
an arrangement protected both U.S. personnel and U.S. interests. 

Conclusion 

Judge advocates in Haiti faced many of the same challenges that con- 
fronted their colleagues in JUST CAUSE, DESERTSHIELD,DESERTSTORM, 
and RESTORE HOPE. Army lawyers deploying as part of Task Forces 180 
and 190 and the Multinational Force, Haiti, faced tough conditions and 
great uncertainty, given the last-minute decision of the Cedras regime 
not to resist the entry of U.S. combat troops. But these judge advocates, 
as well as those who served as legal advisers in the UN Mission, Haiti, 
peace enforcement operation and the U.S. Support Group in Haiti, 
demonstrated that attorneys were now fully prepared to play essential 
roles in planning for and conducting military operations. 

Whether drafting rules of engagement, advising on contingency 
contracting issues, planning security operations, or assisting in negoti- 
ating bilateral agreements, judge advocates reaffirmed the fact that 
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their role now went far beyond that of the narrow, traditional combat 
service support and military justice function. Clearly, Operation 
UPHOLDDEMOCRACYdemonstrated that the commitment of the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps to the concept of operational law was paying 
tremendous dividends. Having built on their experiences in deploy- 
ments starting with URGENT FURY in 1983, judge advocates in Haiti 
provided superb legal and nonlegal support that significantly enhanced 
mission success. UPHOLD DEMOCRACYoffered proof that the basic oper- 
ational law skills of judge advocates were now in place-and that future 
deployments would benefit from the ongoing refinement of the 
expanded role of judge advocates in military operations. 
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Judge Advocates in Operations -
other ~ h a nWar, 1 965- 1 994 

These missions will test a judge advocate's legal knowl- 
edge, interpersonal and leadership skills, and physical and 
mental conditioning. . . . Every day is an unexpected 
adventure.' 

-Lt. Col. Manuel  E. E Supervielle 
Staffludge Advocate, 

/TFWestern Samoa and JTF SEAANGEL 

The sustained, large-scale combat operations in Vietnam and 
Southwest Asia are classic examples of American soldiers' deploy- 
ments for war. With increasing frequency since 1965, however, U.S. 
troops also have participated in smaller, lower-intensity deployments. 
From peacekeeping duties in the Sinai to disaster relief in 
Bangladesh, these so-called operations other than war are military 
activities that do not involve traditional armed conflict. On the con- 
trary, operations other than war "focus on deterring war, resolving 
conflict, promoting peace, and supporting civil a~thorities."~ Such 
operations include combating terrorism, supporting counterdrug 
operations, enforcing sanctions and exclusion zones, humanitarian 
assistance, military support to civil authorities, nation building, non- 
combatant evacuation operations, peace operations, strikes, and 
raids. 

While a large number of operations other than war have occurred 
during this period, this chapter examines only an illustrative number of 
them. In doing so, the experiences of some Army lawyers are discussed 
briefly, while others receive a more thorough examination. 
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JUDGE ADVOCATESIN COMBAT 

Operation POWERPACK,1 965- 1966 

In late April 1965, an attempted coup d'etat in the Dominican Republic 
quickly turned into a civil war in the streets of the capital, Santo 
Domingo. President Lyndon B. Johnson, believing that the rebel forces 
responsible for the uprising contained radical elements, ordered U.S. 
Army and Marine Corps units into the country to protect American 
lives, restore order, and, most important, prevent a Communist seizure 
of power. The marines arrived first, followed by combat units from the 
82d Airborne Division. 

At the height of the U.S. intervention, called Operation POWER 
PACK, nearly 24,000 U.S. troops were committed to the joint, and ulti- 
mately combined, operation. Little actual combat occurred during 
POWERPACK, for the presence of marines and paratroopers precluded a 
rebel victory. Consequently, U.S. forces under the command of Lt. Gen. 
Bruce Palmer, Jr., engaged in a variety of civic action, psychological 
warfare, civil affairs, and other noncombatant activities designed to 
restore stability, "win hearts and minds," and provide the foundation for 
a political solution. 

Judge advocates participated in POWER PACK fiom the outset. When 
a "ready" force of two airborne battalions from the 82d Airborne 
Division deployed from Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina, on 29 
April 1965, Capt. Paul H. Ray was with them. He, along with the rest 
of the paratroopers aboard thirty-thee C-130 Hercules aircraft, wore a 
parachute for a possible airdrop into the Dominican Republic. But this 
combat jump never occurred-the Americans landed at San Isidro 
Airfield, nine miles east of Santo Domingo.' Over the next twelve 
months a number of Army lawyers followed Captain Ray into the 
Dominican Republic, including the 82d Airborne Division staff judge 
advocate, Lt. Col. Guy A. Hamlin, and the deputy staff judge advocate, 
Capt. Raymond D. Cole. Also deploying were Capts. Robert R. 
Aldinger, Gerald C. Coleman, and Burnett H. Radosh. All lived and 
worked with the rest of the headquarters staff at a military academy 
near San Isidro Airfield. (Map 12) 

The judge advocates provided the full range of legal support, from 
military justice and international law to claims and legal assistance. But 
their approach to lawyering was a traditional one: providing the same 
legal support in the Dominican Republic as they had provided in the 
garrison setting at Fort Bragg. The emergence of operational law and 
the integration of judge advocates into military operations at all levels 
was still over twenty years in the future. For example, Captain Radosh, 
who replaced Captain Cole as the division deputy staff judge advocate 
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in June 1965,spent almost all of his time working on foreign claims 
filed by Dominican citizens against the United States. There was a 
"hugeclaims backlog,"and Captain Radosh spent hours in ajeep trav-
eling throughout Santo Dorningo investigating these claims: 
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Courts-martial, however, took the lion's share of effort. Although 
there was no judge advocate participation in special courts-and would 
not be until 1969-those commanders with the authority to convene 
special courts-martial still required advice from Colonel Hamlin and 
his staff, as did line officers serving as trial and defense counsel in spe- 
cial courts. Additionally, Maj. Gen. Robert H. York, Commanding 
General, 82d Airborne Division, decided that general courts would be 
convened in the Dominican Republic. Consequently, division judge 
advocates prosecuted and defended paratroopers in trials held at San 
Isidro Air Base. 

One case, occurring in June 1965, involved Pfc. Dexter M. Moore, 
who was court-martialed for the unpremeditated murder of a Dominican 
citizen named Perez. Moore, along with two other paratroopers, had left 
their company area without authority and gone to a nearby bar. There, 
the Americans met Perez. As the evening progressed, they decided that 
Perez might be a rebel and, along with other rebels, might be planning 
to ambush them. These suspicions led to an argument, and when Perez 
attempted to escape from the soldiers, Private Moore shot and killed him 
with his automatic rifle. Moore was convicted of unpremeditated mur- 
der and sentenced to a dishonorable discharge, total forfeiture of all pay 
and allowances, and twenty years' ~onfinement.~ 

Another significant case was that of Pfc. Bernis J. Darling, prose- 
cuted in October 1965 for assaulting a man with a knife and intention- 
ally inflicting grievous bodily harm. Darling received a dishonorable 
discharge and two years' ~onfinement.~ But not all serious crimes com- 
mitted in the Dominican Republic were prosecuted there. The general 
court-martial of Pvt. Charlie E. Monday, for example, was held at Fort 
Bragg rather than at San Isidro. His trial was of great import to good 
order and discipline in Operation POWER PACK,as Private Monday was 
charged with misbehavior before the enemy. On 21 June 1965, while 
part of a platoon occupying a defensive position in downtown Santo 
Domingo, Monday had walked to the front of the fortified position and 
intentionally cast aside his web gear and ammunition. He then "pro- 
ceeded, in a rapid manner directly toward the Rebel positions," where 
he was captured. Monday was held briefly by the rebels and then 
released. Less than two weeks later, on 2 July 1965, Private Monday 
was court-martialed for misbehavior before the enemy and failing to 
obey a lawful order. Convicted by a Fort Bragg panel on 6 July, he was 
sentenced to a dishonorable discharge, total forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances, and three and a half years' confinement.' 

During the first week of Operation POWER PACK there were claims 
that U.S. troops had engaged in "unauthorized trespassing, ransacking 



and looting of private dwellings." 
Although subsequent investiga- 
tions did not support these allega- 
tions, General York, after consult- 
ing with his staff judge advocate, 
issued a letter to all subordinate 
commanders on 6 May 1965. It 
warned that looting and similar 
crimes were offenses under the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, 
declared that "no such conduct 
will be tolerated in this division," 
and exvressed York's "desire that 
all cokmanders prohibit such 
activities." General York further 
directed that personnel were not to 
use "private dwellings . . . except 
when required by the tactical situ- 
ation." When a captain later kept 
radio equipment looted from a Lt. Col. Guy A. Hamlin, Staf 
commercial radio station in Santo Judge Advocate, 82d Airborne 
Domingo, he was court-martialed, Division, 1963-1 966 
and York's directive was part of 
the evidence used against him.' 

For U.S. troops participating in Operation POWER PACK, rebel 
snipers were a constant problem. Even judge advocates working legal 
issues were not immune. Colonel Hamlin, Captain Cole, and their 
senior legal noncommissioned officer came under fire from a sniper 
while near the U.S. embassy in Santo Domingo. After hearing the crack 
of the round go over their heads, the three men quickly took cover 
behind a tree. The two judge advocates chambered their .45-caliber pis- 
tols, preparing to return fire, but since no one could see the sniper they 
did not do so. Remembers Captain Cole: "I got shot at more in the 
Dominican Republic than I did in two tours in Vietnam and in 
Operation DESERTSTORM."^ 

The problems caused by snipers were greatly aggravated by the 
rules of engagement governing Operation POWER PACK. Initial restric- 
tions on the use of force prohibited U.S. troops from firing their 
weapons unless fired upon. This was a questionable rule, but most 
accepted it as necessary, given the humanitarian and political goals of 
U.S. intervention. Similarly, most understood the ban on using artillery, 
tanks, and mortars in urban Santo Domingo, especially as it seemed 
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unlikely that U.S. troops would face much more than rebels with rifles 
and pistols. After organized resistance to the Americans ceased, how- 
ever, military requirements were increasingly subordinated to diplo- 
matic concerns, particularly when President Johnson and his advisers 
decided to seek a negotiated settlement to the crisis in the Dominican 
Republic. As a result, even more restrictive rules of engagement were 
issued, with the result that, by the end of POWER PACK,a soldier could 
not fire his weapon unless his position was in imminent danger of being 
overrun. Once the rebels realized this new situation, they took full 
advantage of it. Thus, a rebel sniper, rifle in hand, would swagger down 
the middle of the street toward an American position, casually walk into 
a nearby building, choose his firing position, expend his ammunition, 
leave the building, and offer an obscene gesture as he departed the area. 

No judge advocates had been involved in the drafting of POWER 
PACK'S rules of engagement, nor had they reviewed them. The rules 
were lawful; they complied with the Law of War. Yet their unduly 
restrictive character illustrated how lawhl restrictions on the use of 
force might needlessly endanger lives and interfere with the military 
mission. Not surprisingly, soldiers complained bitterly about POWER 
PACK'Srules of engagement for many years.'' 

The last troops of the 82d Airborne Division left the Dominican 
Republic in September 1966.Though the lessons learned from roughly 
sixteen months of POWER PACK and judge advocate involvement in it 
were largely forgotten in an Army now learning how to fight a guerril- 
la war in Southeast Asia, there were exceptions: When Col. John R. 
Bozeman, the staff judge advocate of the XVIII Airborne Corps, draft- 
ed the rules of engagement for Operation JUST CAUSE in 1989, he was 
aware of the unreasonable restrictions placed on the use of force during 
Operation POWER PACK. Additionally, Bozeman recognized that the 
upcoming hostilities in Panama might be similar in nature to those 
faced by soldiers on the streets of Santo Domingo, and that political 
considerations could well influence rules on the use of force. 
Consequently, in drafting a rules of engagement annex and in coordi- 
nating with the operations planners at the division, corps, and joint 
command level, Colonel Bozeman ensured that rules of engagement 
applicable to U.S. troops during JUST CAUSE would not put them at 
undue risk." 

Cuban Refugee Resettlement Operation, 1980-1 982 

In the spring of 1980, some 125,000 Cuban refugees sailed for the 
United States in what became known as the Marie1 boatlift. Initially, the 
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refugees were housed at several locations: Fort Chaffee, Arkansas; Fort 
Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania; Fort McCoy, Wisconsin; and Eglin Air 
Force Base, Florida. Approximately 30,000 refugees were present at 
each site. 

In early June, refugees at Fort Chaffee rioted over rumors that they 
would not be permitted to leave Fort Chaffee in the near hture. The 
rioters overturned motor vehicles, lit fires, and departed the post 
through the main gate. When some of the rioters made their way to Fort 
Smith, a city some ten miles distant, local and state authorities feared 
for the safety of that community. The federal response was quick. 
Fifteen hundred soldiers from Fort Sill, Oklahoma, deployed to Fort 
Chaffee to reinforce Arkansas National Guard troops already there. The 
Fort Chaffee garrison commander, an Army colonel, also received legal 
support when Maj. Paul Luedkte, an Army judge advocate from Fort 
Stewart, arrived on the scene. Luedkte also assumed duties as the legal 
adviser to Brig. Gen. James Drummond, commander of the task force 
charged with quelling the rioting and restoring order at Fort Chaffee. 

On 1 July 1980; Capt. Daniel J. Dell'Orto arrived at Fort Chaffee 
for a thirty-day tour of duty. Dell'Orto, who replaced Major Luedkte as 
task force judge advocate, found that conditions at Fort Chaffee were 
less than ideal. While the refugees were restricted to a cantonment area, 
this area was defined literally by a cordon of soldiers placed at fifty- 
foot intervals. The soldiers sat in folding chairs in conditions in which 
the daytime high temperature consistently exceeded 100 degrees. 
Portable latrines-for use by both refugees and soldiers-were posi-
tioned every few hundred feet. This security arrangement remained in 
place during Captain Dell'Orto's stay at Fort Chaffee. While there, he 
operated out of a second-story office adjacent to the cantonment area, 
providing legal assistance, administrative law, and military justice 
advice to the command. He also acted, however, as a military defense 
counsel in those criminal matters in which he had not advised the com- 
mand, counseling soldiers offered Article 15 nonjudicial punishment. 
The most fi-equent misconduct involved violations of the task force 
order prohibiting fraternization between the Americans and female 
refugees. Given the nature of the cantonment area, inappropriate behav- 
ior between the guards and the guarded was difficult to control. 

On 3 February 1981,Dell'Orto returned to Fort Chaffee for a sixty- 
day tour of duty. By this time, the three other refugee centers had 
closed. All Cubans remaining in detention-more than 10,000, most of 
whom were men-were now housed at Fort Chaffee. The human cor- 
don had been replaced by a ten- to twelve-foot-high chain link fence 
topped with triple concertina wire. While Dell'Orto immediately 
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assumed duties as the task force judge advocate and provided legal sup- 
port to the Army colonel who had replaced General Drurnrnond as the 
force commander, his efforts were focused primarily on prosecuting 
Cubans for crimes committed in the camps. For the next two months, 
Captain Dell'Orto prosecuted misdemeanors in a U.S. magistrate's 
court as a special assistant U.S. attorney for the Western District of 
Arkansas. While Cuban refugees who had committed serious felonies, 
such as murder and rape, were charged in the U.S. district court in Fort 
Smith, virtually all other crime was handled by the U.S. magistrate. He 
held court two or more days every week at Fort Chaffee in a courtroom 
built specifically to handle refugee misconduct cases, and it was not 
unusual for Captain Dell'Orto to arraign thirty to forty Cubans in one 
day for offenses committed in the compound. With law enforcement in 
the rehgee camp the responsibility of the National Park Police, Federal 
Protective Service, and Federal Bureau of Investigation, Captain 
Dell'Orto worked closely with these civilian law enforcement agencies 
in perfecting his cases for trial. Dell'Orto also served as liaison 
between the task force and other federal civilian agencies at Fort 
Chaffee, including the Department of State, the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, the U.S. Customs Service, the Bureau of 
Prisons, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency.'* Army 
judge advocates continued to support Cuban resettlement efforts until 
operations at Fort Chaffee ended in 1982." 

Multinational Force and Observers, 1981-

Although peacekeeping and similar military operations since 1945 had 
almost always occurred within the structure of the United Nations, the 
creation of the Multinational Force and Observers (MFO) in 198 1 was 
a clear exception to this rule. A combined peacekeeping force located 
in the Sinai Peninsula, its mission was to supervise and administer the 
implementation of the 1979 Egyptian-Israeli Treaty of Peace. Created 
in August 198 1 after the UN Security Council had failed to authorize a 
peacekeeping force to undertake this mission, the MFO was still oper- 
ating at the end of the century. 

U.S. Army judge advocates have participated in the MFO from its 
inception. Thus, in October 198 1 Maj. David E. Graham was detailed 
by the Department of Defense to serve as the force legal adviser. 
During five months of intense activity in Washington, D.C., Graham 
worked to identify and resolve all legal issues associated with organiz- 
ing and structuring the force. Then, at the personal request of the MFO 
commander, Norwegian Lt. Gen. Fredrik Bull-Hansen, Major Graham 
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deployed to the Sinai in early 1982. He served not only as the force 
legal officer, but also as its political officer, as General Bull-Hansen 
made the decision to authorize Graham to negotiate essentially all MFO 
implementing arrangements with the Egyptian and Israeli govern- 
ments. The legal issues were both numerous and unique-ranging from 
the drafting of the MFO rules of engagement to negotiating the release 
of Israeli contractor employees from an Egyptian jail. And, as the MFO 
went through an intensive start-up period, the work required a twelve- 
to fourteen-hour workday, seven days a week. There also was frequent 
travel from MFO headquarters in the northern Sinai to Tel Aviv, 
Jerusalem, and Cairo.I4 

As the MFO legal adviser, Major Graham was present when Israeli 
representatives met with Egyptian officials on 25 April 1982 to offi- 
cially return to Egypt the remaining portion of the Sinai under Israeli 
control. At the meeting at which the transfer was to occur, Egyptian 
representatives balked at assuming control of the Sinai territory absent 
a "formal turnover document." None existed. After several anxious 
moments, General Bull-Hansen turned to Major Graham and said, 
"We'll take a 15 minute recess. Major Graham will have the necessary 
document ready for signature when we re-convene." And he did.15 

Major Graham returned from the Sinai in the summer of 1982, the 
only military attorney to have served as the MFO legal adviser. It was 
a "once-in-a-lifetime experience, a baptism by fire in the peacekeeping 
bu~iness."'~ 

In the years since, a multitude of judge advocates have deployed to 
the Sinai in support of U.S. participation in MFO operations. Each 
attorney deploys for six months with the US. infantry battalion task 
force headquartered at Sharm El Sheik, Egypt, although these judge 
advocates also serve the 1st Support Battalion, located several hundred 
miles away in El Gora, Egypt. The command judge advocate provides 
legal assistance, claims, administrative, operational law, and military 
justice advice. Additionally, the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service pro- 
vides a judge advocate for defense counseling. Thus, two judge advo- 
cates always are assigned to the U.S. component of the MFO. 

The experiences of Capts. Catherine M. With and Paul Fiorino illus- 
trate the role played by judge advocates in the MFO. Captain With, who 
served in the Sinai from February to August 199 1, deployed as part of a 
battalion from the 7th Infantry Division (Light). Her experiences as the 
MFO judge advocate were different from those of the Army lawyers 
who preceded her, as With's deployment occurred while Operation 
DESERT STORM was under way. Thus, in addition to her responsibilities 
as a judge advocate to force personnel, Captain With had a secondary 
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mission of supporting other U.S. troops in the region. This meant travel- 
ing to Tel Aviv to provide legal assistance to soldiers manning Patriot 
missile units in Israel and to Cairo to assist Air Force transportation per- 
sonnel stationed at the Cairo International Airport. Although With's 
legal advice was comprehensive, her toughest legal questions arose in 
the area of rules of engagement. The proximity of the U.S. MFO con- 
tingent to DESERT STORMmeant that the U.S. MFO soldiers had to be 
prepared to move from peacekeeping rules of engagement to rules per- 
mitting the use of force in self-defense situations. Advising the com- 
mand on two markedly different sets of rules of engagement was chal- 
lenging in itself; developing and then supervising realistic training in 
both sets of rules made Captain With's task doubly difficult." 

Some five years later, Captain Fiorino deployed to the Sinai. He left 
in January 1996, flying on a chartered commercial airliner from Pope 
Air Force Base to Sham El Sheik at the southern trip of the Sinai. For 
the next six months, Fiorino served as the defense counsel for the 
roughly 1,500 soldiers of an airborne infantry battalion and a support 
brigade. He counseled thirty-five soldiers facing punishment under the 
provisions of Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice, and worked 
on a handful of administrative elimination actions. Captain Fiorino also 
performed general staff officer work." 

Other judge advocates with Sinai peacekeeping service include 
Capts. Ida F. Agamy, Michael R. Black, Denise A. Council-Ross, Ray 
P. Cox, David T. Crawford, Fred K. Ford, Mark J. Gingris, Andrew D. 
Hultgren, Scott L. Kilgore, David H. Lande, Roger E. Nell, James M. 
Patterson, Misti E. Rawles, Peter B. Ries, John M. Smith 111, and 
Michael R. Snipes. While each served in the Sinai for six months, at 
least one judge advocate, Capt. Carlton L. Jackson, served two separate 
six-month tours with the MFO. 

Operation HAWKEYE,1989 

After Hurricane Hugo devastated parts of the U.S. Virgin Islands in 
September 1989, there was widespread looting and chaos on St. Croix. 
The situation was beyond local police control, and the Virgin Islands 
National Guard was incapable of dealing with the situation. Although 
the government of the islands initially resisted calling for federal troops, 
President George Bush ordered the XVIII Airborne Corps and other 
units to St. Croix to quell civil disturbances. The situation was uncertain 
because of the lack of communication with St. Croix. Additionally, the 
hurricane had virtually destroyed the federal prison, allowing 500 con- 
victed felons to roam free and add to the chaos on the island. 
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At 5 P.M. on 20 September 1989, the corps was told to create a task 
force with a mission focus on civil disturbance operations. "Although 
we had virtually no planning time," remembered Lt. Col. Patrick 
Finnegan, the corps deputy staff judge advocate and task force legal 
adviser, "we were involved in legal issues from the beginning." The 
first question concerned rules of engagement. Some reports indicated 
that U.S. troops might be met by armed dissidents when they landed at 
the airport, and, although this threat never materialized, soldiers 
required guidance on the degree of force to be used when confronting 
looters. Using civil disturbance Operations Plan GARDENPLOT as a 
guide, Colonel Finnegan drafted the rules of engagement before 
departing for St. Croix. After Col. John R. Bozeman, the corps staff 
judge advocate, reviewed Finnegan's work and the task force com- 
mander, Brig. Gen. Bruce Moore, approved the rules, all deploying 
task force members were briefed on them. Within seventy-two hours, 
however, the rules were modified hrther as, with so little left to loot, 
there was no civil unrest. Colonel Finnegan did, however, draft sepa- 
rate rules of engagement for those soldiers guarding the federal prison. 
This resulted from the fact that the hurricane had destroyed the fences 
and most guard towers at the prison, and, after the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation had captured and returned the roughly 500 missing 
felons to the prison grounds, U.S. soldiers and the few remaining 
guards had to be used as a security perimeter until engineer units could 
rebuild the fences.19 

The first C-141 aircraft touched down at the devastated airport in 
St. Croix before 7 A.M. on 21 September, with the XVIII Airborne 
Corps chief of staff as the task force commander and Colonel Finnegan 
as its staff judge advocate. Conditions were harsh in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Hugo. For the first several days and nights, Colonel 
Finnegan and the rest of the corps staff lived in partially destroyed 
buildings at the airport. They slept on the concrete floor and worked 
without offices, desks, telephones, or electricity. There was no drinking 
water other than what had been brought. As a result, the focus of 
Operation HAWKEYEquickly shifted from civil disturbance to disaster 
relief operations, and as supplies began arriving from the United States 
living and working conditions improved markedly. The main focus of 
the task force now became protecting the few businesses that were still 
operating, guarding the condominiums and resort hotels, and assisting 
the territory's government to organize and control disaster relief opera- 
tions and distribute food and water. 

Although Colonel Finnegan continued advising on issues such as 
rules of engagement, his principal mission as the task force staff 
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judge advocate was that of assisting with interagency coordination. 
Within an hour of arriving, the task force commander, accompanied 
by Colonel Finnegan, met with local government and police officials. 
Their initial reaction was hostile, as they were offended that federal 
troops had been sent into a situation that they believed they could 
have controlled themselves. The task force commander explained that 
the president had ordered the mission and offered to help. The St. 
Croix police, realizing that the situation was beyond their capabilities, 
welcomed military police assistance. As a result, joint civil-military 
police patrols were organized, and order was restored. Similarly, 
Colonel Finnegan cooperated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and, as disaster relief became the focus of Operation 
HAWKEYE,with Federal Emergency Management Administration 
(FEMA) and local government officials to distribute food and water, 
to clear rubble, and to inform the populace of what assistance was 
available and where. Twice daily the staff judge advocate and the task 
force civil affairs officer (G-5) met with the lieutenant governor, 
FEMA representatives, and local government functionaries in order to 
monitor progress and to determine what additional relief actions were 
required. 

For the next two months, Colonel Finnegan, assisted by other judge 
advocates deployed from Fort Bragg, such as Capts. Kevin H. Govern 
and Kevin A. Ohlson, confronted a variety of legal issues, including an 
unusual question involving intelligence law. Because the initial situa- 
tion in the Virgin Islands was so unclear, two Army counterintelligence 
agents had arrived on the second day of the operation. It quickly 
became evident that there was no threat that would directly involve 
them. Thus, they asked if they could assist the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in gathering information about and rounding up escaped 
prisoners. After consulting with the U.S. Army Intelligence Command, 
judge advocates determined that such activities would constitute an 
improper "intelligence activity" under Executive Order 12333. 
Consequently, the two agents were restricted to performing administra- 
tive functions for the bureau." 

Operation HAWKEYE was the first time in nearly ten years that U.S. 
troops had been involved in civil disturbance operations. Army judge 
advocates involved in the planning and execution of the mission now 
had practical experience in solving relevant legal and nonlegal prob- 
lems and had established a close working relationship with other corps 
staff principals. That experience would pay dividends when XVIII 
Airborne Corps personnel assumed a major role in Operation JUST 
CAUSEjust a few months later. 
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Disaster Relief in Western Samoa, 1990 

In February 1990, Typhoon Ofa swept over the two tiny islands of 
Western Samoa, located in the middle of the Pacific Ocean some 2,000 
miles east of Australia. The storm and an accompanying twenty-foot 
tidal wave destroyed all crops and badly damaged the coastal road 
around the main island. Miraculously, few people were killed, but some 
villages were washed out to sea and there was no power on either 
island. 

Believing that disaster relief assistance was critical, and with nine 
American Peace Corps volunteers missing and perhaps injured or dead, 
the charge d7affaires at the U.S. embassy in Western Samoa radioed the 
commander in chief, U.S. Pacific Command (CINCPAC), for help. The 
CINCPAC agreed to help and created a joint task force, tasking it with 
finding and rescuing the missing Americans and rendering other disas- 
ter relief support to Western Samoa. 

The result was an eighty-person joint task force (JTF) drawn primar- 
ily from the 25th Infantry Division. The "Tropic Lightning" Division pro- 
vided the task force with two 500-kilowatt generators and engineers to 
run them, two OH-60 Black Hawk helicopters and crews, and soldiers 
from the division's support brigade. An Air Force search and rescue team 
and two naval construction engineers ("Seabees") also joined the force. 
The joint task force commander, an Army colonel, had a staff that includ- 
ed a judge advocate, Army Capt. Manuel E. F. Supervielle. (Map 13) 

Captain Supervielle, having recently assumed duties as the opera- 
tional law attorney at U.S. Army Western Command, received little 
advance notice that he was deploying to Western Samoa: he was told at 
1 P.M. of his selection as JTF staff judge advocate and advised that he 
should be ready to deploy the next day at 5 A.M." 

After arriving in Western Samoa, Supervielle quickly discovered 
that living conditions would be Spartan. He slept the first night in a gut- 
ted hangar by the airfield. After that, he lived in a hotel otherwise vacant 
of guests in the aftermath of the typhoon. During the entire thirty-day 
deployment, Supervielle's diet consisted only of Meals, Ready-to-Eat. 
Only chemically treated water was safe to drink. Additionally, the lack 
of transportation and clerical support, combined with the hot climate, 
made for difficult working conditions. Captain Supervielle walked 
almost everywhere, including a mile and a half morning and evening 
trek between the hotel and the government building in Apia in which 
he worked. 

Captain Supervielle, as the only U.S. government attorney in 
Western Samoa, found his legal skills in great demand. The charge 
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d'affah looked to him for legal advice, as did the task force com-
man&. Using a personal computer borrowed from Western Samoa's 
attorney general, SupervielIe drafted a temporary Status of Forces 
Agreement within six days of his arrival. He negotiated a permanent 
Status of Forces Agreement by the third week. In both the temporary 
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and the permanent agreements, Supervielle secured diplomatic status 
for all joint task force personnel equivalent to that afforded to the 
administrative officers and technical staff of a diplomatic mission. 
Under the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, this 
meant that all U.S. military personnel in Western Samoa would enjoy 
immunity from that country's criminal and civil proceedings while per- 
forming their official disaster relief duties. 

Desiring a better understanding of the joint task force mission-
which would enable him to better represent it in negotiations with 
Western Samoa-Supervielle also took time to perform some hands-on 
disaster relief. On the weekends, Captain Supervielle flew resupply 
missions as a Black Hawk helicopter crewman. This meant flying from 
the main island of Upolu to the isolated island of Saval'l with about 
1,000 pounds of rice, flour, and dried milk. When Supervielle noticed 
that some villages over which he was flying were not getting supplied 
with food as often as others, he alerted the joint task force commander 
and chargi: d'affaires, who then worked with the Western Samoans to 
reorder their priority of food del i~er ies .~~ 

When Captain Supervielle returned to Hawaii in March 1990, he 
had a tremendous amount of practical experience in disaster relief- 
experience that would prove to be invaluable when he deployed as the 
sole judge advocate in a much larger disaster relief mission, Operation 
SEA ANGEL. 

Operation PROVIDECOMFORT,1991 

On 28 February 1991, the cease-fire in the war against Iraq took effect. 
U.S. and coalition forces on Iraqi soil remained there .for a time, but 
within weeks the redeployment of these forces was under way. As the 
allies withdrew from Iraq, however, an internal conflict began between 
the remaining Iraqi combat forces and Kurds in the north and Shiites in 
the south. 

President Bush and his advisers, while sympathetic to the plight 
of the Kurds and Shi'ites battling Saddam Hussein's regime, did not 
wish to be drawn into an Iraqi civil war. An additional consideration 
was that both Saudi Arabia and Turkey counseled against military 
intervention, fearing that Iraq, if weakened further, might disinte- 
grate. This would cause yet more turmoil and instability in the Persian 
Gulf region.23 

On 5 April 1991, the UN Security Council condemned Iraq's 
repression of the Shi'ites and Kurds. Contemporaneously with this 
UN action, President Bush announced that, beginning 7 April, U.S. 
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Air Force transport planes would fly over northern Iraq dropping sup-
plies of food, blankets, clothing, tents, and other relief-related items 
for Kurdish refugees. Within weeks, however, Operation PROVIDE 
COMFORThad expanded beyond airdropping supplies to building tem-
porary shelters and providing protection for the Kurds. This expand-
ed role led to the entry of military forces into northern Iraq, the estab-
lishment of temporary transit camps, and the return of most of the 
Kurdish displaced persons to their original homes within the security 
zone. At its peak, the combined task force, under the operational con-
trol of Headquarters, U.S. European Command (USEUCOM), 
involved more than 25,000 personnel. About 11,000 were Americans, 
with the remaining military personnel coming from the coalition 
countries, including France, Spain, Italy, The Netherlands, Germany, 
Belgium, Australia, Canada, Luxembourg, Turkey, and the United 
Kingdom. This made PROVIDECOMFORTthe largest relief effort in 
modern military history.24 

Army judge advocates participated in Operation PROVIDECOMFORT 
from the beginning. (Map 14) Col. Joseph L. Graves, Jr., staff judge 
advocate of the 21st Theater Area Army Command, deployed immedi-
ately to the Combined Task Force PROVIDECOMFORTheadquarters at 
Incirlik Air Force Base, Turkey. Graves, along with Maj. Ralph L. 
Littlefield, a procurement and contract law expert, and Maj . Joseph A. 
Ridenhour, an operational law specialist, advised Lt. Gen. John M. 
Shalikashvili, the Combined Task Force PROVIDECOMFORTcommander. 
Colonel Graves was replaced by Col. Quentin W. Richardson a short 
time later. (Chart 14) 

Judge advocates initially serving in Army units of the combined 
task force included Capt. Alain C. Balmanno, the command judge 
advocate for the Combined Support Command, and Capt. Kevin H. 
Govern, the command judge advocate for Joint Task Force-A (10th 
Special Forces Group). Both were located in Silopi, Turkey, a small 
town approximately five kilometers north of the Iraqi-Turkish border. 
Across that border, in Zakhu, Iraq, Capt. Mitchell R. Chitwood served 
as command judge advocate for Joint Task Force-B (Security 
Operations). Other Army lawyers in the Zakhu area included Capt. 
William McQuade, who provided legal advice to the 3d Infantry 
Division's aviation brigade, and Capt. Corey L. Bradley, the judge 
advocate assigned to the 3d Battalion, 325th Infantry Regiment 
(Airborne Battalion Combat Team). Unlike his fellow judge advocates, 
who had deployed from Germany, Captain Bradley had flown to Iraq in 
July 1991 from his home station of Vicenza, Italy. Regardless of their 
normal place of duty, however, all found that living conditions in south-
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As relief operations continued, other Army lawyers deployed to 
Turkey and Iraq, replacing hose who had been part of the initial 
deployment. Thus, in mid-May 1991, Maj. Richard E. Gordon deployed 
to Silopi, replacing Captain Balmanno as the Combined Support 
Command's command judge advocate. Maj. Fred T.Pribble replaced. ., 
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Gordon in late June, and Pribble, in turn, was replaced by Capt. Charles 
N. Pede in August. 

The issues facing the judge advocates during PROVIDE COMFORT 
were varied. As had become common, drafting rules of engagement 
was the first order of business, even though PROVIDE COMFORTwas a 
humanitarian operation. This resulted from the fact that the relief effort 
was not conducted at the invitation of the Iraqi government. Rather, 
PROVIDECOMFORT separate the advanc- included a security mission-to 
ing Iraqi military forces from the personnel of the combined task force, 
international relief organization personnel, refugees, and other dis- 
placed persons. Additionally, once the Americans deployed into north- 
ern Iraq, the likelihood of armed conflict increased. Consequently, 
Colonel Richardson and his staff drafted rules that put into effect 
General Shalikashvili's guidance on the use of force. Applicable only to 
U.S. forces, and published on 1 May 1991, these rules of engagement 
stressed that Operation PROVIDE COMFORTwas "a humanitarian assis- 
tance operation [and that] the multinational forces are not at war." 
Combined task force personnel, however, always had "the right to use 
force in self-defense when responding to attacks or threats of imminent 
attack against the multinational forces, humanitarian relief personnel 
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and refugees." Finally, the rules of engagement specifically required 
task force personnel to "disarm and detain any Iraqi soldier or member 
of a paramilitary security force, or any civilian policeman . . . within a 
designated security area." In this regard, the minimum force necessary 
to disarm and detain was authorized, including the use of deadly force, 
if hostile intent was exhibited. 

The rules remained in effect for the duration of PROVIDE COMFORT; 
however, as a result of the multinational character of the operation, the 
British, French, Dutch, Australian, and other military participants 
employed their own rules of engagement.25 Some were markedly differ- 
ent. For example, some nations did not permit the use of deadly force 
in response to a demonstration of hostile intent, requiring instead that 
an individual or unit actually receive hostile fire before responding with 
fire. Fortunately, the existence of different rules of engagement never 
created problems in the combined task force, as the Iraqis never threat- 
ened the ~pera t ion .~~ 

Along with their work on rules of engagement, judge advocates 
also gave top priority to the drafting of General Order no. 1. Given the 
demonstrated success of a punitive general order in Operations DESERT 
SHIELDand DESERT STORM, General Shalikashvili sought a similar 
framework for PROVIDE COMFORTpersonnel. As had been the case dur- 
ing combat operations in Southwest Asia, the central prohibition in 
General Shalikashvili's general order was a ban on consuming alco- 
holic beverages. However, the presence of Turkish and Kurdish street 
vendors in Silopi and Zakhu, all of whom had large quantities of 
Turkish beer to sell, meant that violations of the ban on drinking alco- 
hol were somewhat routine. Army lawyers advised that such breaches 
of discipline should be handled with nonjudicial punishment under 
Article 15 of the Uniform Code.27 

Most legal issues-from administrative, fiscal, and contracting law 
to military justice and legal assistance-had been anticipated. The pay- 
ment of foreign claims, however, was a different matter. Major Gordon 
and other judge advocates, for example, soon discovered that Kurdish 
farmers were filing claims not only for the loss of crops and animals 
caused by U.S. forces, but also for the depreciated value of their land. 
The land around Zakhu had been chosen for these camps because it had 
a sufficient amount of clean well water, was flat, and was readily acces- 
sible by road. The proximity of the Tigris River also made the land very 
fertile: wheat, barley, and rye grew during the fall months, while 
cucumbers, tomatoes, and watermelons were produced in the spring 
and summer. Consequently, the Kurdish farmers owning land upon 
which refugee camps were built claimed that the value of their land had 
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For Army lawyers, the problem in adjudicating these claims result- 
ed from the fact that no Kurdish claimant could produce documents or 
papers proving land ownership, since, to assure loyalty to his regime, 
Saddam Hussein had confiscated all land titles and deeds. Investigating 
land claims thus required a certain degree of ingenuity. The eventual 
solution involved calling all interested farmers and Kurdish leaders 
together and then, in a group discussion, reaching an agreement among 
all concerned as to which farmer owned a particular plot of land. For 
some judge advocates, this claims work resulted in memorable experi- 
ences. Major Gordon, for example, left Zakhu one afternoon in a mili- 
tary vehicle. Driving alone, his mission was to inspect the property 
lines of a piece of land on which U.S. engineers were planning to build 
a refugee camp. The land was flooded, and Gordon's vehicle became 
mired in the mud. He was in Iraq, some six miles away from the near- 
est combined task force element. Suddenly, an old farmer riding a don- 
key came by. The man stopped, got off his .animal, pulled out a 
machete, and began cutting down stalks of grain to shove under the 
truck wheels. Within ten minutes the Kurd had cut a layer of grain, and 
Major Gordon was able to drive his vehicle back to the road. With a 
wave of his hand, the man got back on his donkey and rode off down 
the road.28 

While Army judge advocates like Colonel Richardson and Major 
Gordon advised the commanders and staffs of large organizations, 
Army lawyers such as Captain Bradley had very different experiences. 
Arriving in late June 1991 to assume duties as the command judge 
advocate for a 1,200-man airborne battalion combat team headquar- 
tered in Vicenza, Italy, Captain Bradley discovered that his unit had 
deployed to Iraq in May as part of PROVIDE COMFORT.Within days, 
however, the battalion commander, Lt. Col. John P. Abizaid, directed 
that all deployable soldiers remaining in his unit in Italy deploy to Iraq 
as soon as possible. Bradley was faced with a challenge that few judge 
advocates experience, for, as the senior officer, he was in charge of 
deploying this group of infantrymen from Italy to Turkey. He was 
responsible not only for some thirty infantrymen-a lieutenant, two 
junior noncommissioned officers, three specialists, and two dozen pri- 
vates, most of whom were fresh out of basic training-but also for their 
weapons. Arriving in Turkey, Captain Bradley not only discovered that 
there were no liaison personnel to assist the Americans through cus- 
toms but that the Turks were refusing entry to some soldiers and 
attempting to confiscate their weapons. Getting his soldiers through 
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customs "stands out as one of the most difficult and vital negotiations 
of my JAG career," remembers Bradley.29 

After successfully passing through customs, Captain Bradley and 
his contingent boarded a chartered bus in Incirlik. The bus was to take 
the Americans to Silopi, but during the thirteen-hour ride, Captain 
Bradley often wondered whether they would make it to their destina- 
tion. The Turkish bus driver had no map and spoke no English. In the 
end, however, Bradley and the paratroopers-and their weapons- 
arrived safely in Silopi and joined their unit in Iraq the next day. 

Over the next month, Captain Bradley advised on a variety of 
operational law issues, including the formulation of a war trophies 
policy, legal aspects of security checkpoints, and humanitarian oblig- 
ations toward Kurdish refugees. Bradley also provided legal assis- 
tance to American soldiers, processed military personnel and foreign 
claims, and advised Colonel Abizaid and his subordinate comman- 
ders on military justice matters. In addition to his busy legal work, 
Captain Bradley took part in airborne operations intended to demon- 
strate to Iraqi forces and Kurdish rebels that the Americans were both 
willing and able to project force in the region. In participating in this 
"show of force," Captain Bradley became one of the few Americans 
to parachute into Iraqi territory as part of a conventional military 
rnis~ion.'~ 

Although Operation PROVIDE COMFORT did not end until 31 
December 1996, direct Army Judge Advocate Corps participation 
ended with the departure of Captain Pede, who returned from Silopi to 
Germany in early October 1991. Between April and October, however, 
Army lawyers, along with Air Force, Navy, and Marine judge advo- 
cates, had fully supported task force commanders and had taken on a 
variety of challenges. 

Operation SEAANGEL,1991 

On the night of 29 April 1991, a killer cyclone with winds of 140 miles 
per hour, accompanied by a twenty- to thirty-foot-high tidal wave, 
struck Bangladesh. The destruction that the storm inflicted on this 
densely populated nation on the Indian subcontinent was immense. 
Within hours, the entire southeast countryside was under water. Trees 
were uprooted, villages leveled, and crops destroyed. Electricity and 
telephone services were eliminated, and roads washed away. 
Additionally, the bodies of some 139,000 men, women, and children 
and more than a million cattle were floating in water. The immediate 
problem was not repairing buildings, roads, and power grids. Rather, 
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famine and disease now threatened some 11.2 million people in the 
areas of Bangladesh most devastated by the cyclone." 

The United States, along with the rest of the international cornmu- 
nity, responded quickly. Recognizing that humanitarian relief was 
imperative, American Ambassador William B. Milam requested imme- 
diate assistance from the Department of State and the Agency for 
International Development, particularly the former's Office of Foreign 
Disaster Assistance. Within days, Milam also queried U.S. Pacific 
Command as to whether Marine or Navy assets in the area might assist 
in relief operations.I2 This request for military aid resulted in the cre- 
ation of Joint Task Force SEA ANGEL, and by 11 May, when President 
Bush formally issued the order dispatching American military person- 
nel to Bangladesh, the planning for humanitarian relief efforts was well 
under way. (Map 15) 

SEA ANGEL was primarily a Navy and Marine Corps operation, with 
significant Air Force participation in the form of C-5 Galaxy, C-130 
Hercules, and C-141 Starlifter aircraft and crews. The Army con-
tributed some UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters and Special Forces per- 
sonnel. (Chart 15) Given the substantial sea service composition of 
Task Force SEA ANGEL and the fact that its commander was Marine 
Maj. Gen. Henry C. Stackpole 111, it appeared to be somewhat unusual 
that Admiral Charles R. Larson, Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific 
Command, selected an Army judge advocate, Maj. Manuel E. F. 
Supervielle, as the legal adviser for the task force. Not only did 
Supervielle become the only Army officer on Stackpole's staff, he was 
also the only lawyer. Central to Admiral Larson's decision, however, 
was his recognition that no other judge advocate in the area of opera- 
tions was better qualified than Supervielle in view of his recent experi- 
ences with disaster relief operations in Western Samoa. 

After arriving in Bangladesh by air in early May 1991, Major 
Supervielle set up his cot and sleeping bag in an empty house rented by 
the U.S. embassy. He conducted his legal work there or at the task force 
headquarters, both of which were located in the capital city of Dhaka. 
Supervielle quickly established a personal relationship with the ambas- 
sador, his deputy chief of mission, and others on the embassy staff. A 
close rapport with these officials proved to be the key to resolving a 
number of legal issues, as direct access to these decision makers often 
was critical to mission success. 

Recognizing the importance of quickly establishing the legal status 
of all U.S. Pacific Command personnel present in Bangladesh, Major 
Supervielle spearheaded negotiations for a Status of Forces Agreement 
within days of arriving. On 14 May 1991, Ambassador Milam granted 
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Major Supervielle the authority to negotiate and conclude a temporary 
Status of Forces Agreement, and, working closely with high-level 
Bangladeshi government lawyers in Dhaka, Supervielle reached an 
agreement on 18 May. The president of Bangladesh approved the word- 
ing of the agreement the next day, and Ambassador Milam and the 
Bangladeshi foreign secretary signed it the following day. 

As he had done in Western Samoa, Major Supervielle negotiated a 
Status of Forces Agreement providing task force personnel with diplo- 
matic status equivalent to that provided members of the administrative 
and technical staff of the U.S. embassy in Bangladesh. These personnel 
thus enjoyed immunity from the jurisdiction of the civil and criminal 
courts of Bangladesh while performing their official duties. They were 
also permitted to enter and leave Bangladesh upon presentation of their 
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U.S. Armed Forces identification and were exempt from customs and 
taxation. Additionally, U.S. aircraft landing in or leaving Bangladesh 
were exempt from customs inspections. This temporary Status of 
Forces Agreement remained in effect for the duration of SEA ANGEL.^^ 

A second legal issue of critical importance to General Stackpole 
and the joint staff was the use of Department of Defense Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) funds. Since the Department of State, through its 
Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance, and the U.S. Agency for 
International Development were primarily responsible for fbnding dis- 
aster relief overseas, Major Supervielle realized that using Defense 
Department funds for SEA ANGEL initiatives posed a problem. After 
some research, however, he concluded that the department's O&M 
funds could be used if General Stackpole, as the on-the-scene com- 
mander, determined that "time is of the essence and . . . humanitarian 
considerations make it advisable to do so." Consequently, Major 
Supervielle advised that O&M monies might be used when the com- 
mander determined that immediate aid was required to save lives and 
property. However, he noted, when SEA ANGEL relief efforts assumed 
the look of rehabilitation work normally expected of a civil government 
rather than emergency life-saving missions, the joint task force would 
be required to seek Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance funding.34 

In addition to handling all legal issues associated with SEA ANGEL, 
Major Supervielle also assisted Marine Lt. Col. James R. Morris, the 
assistant chief of staff for personnel (J-I), in his work. This included 
recommending a course of action for the awarding of the Humanitarian 

I
Service Medal to disaster relief personnel and drafting and recom- 
mending a "liberty policy" for SEA ANGELforces. The liberty policy 
covered cultural matters (conservative attire in recognition of the 
Islamic religion), safety issues (no individual could take liberty alone), 
shopping (must be particularly polite and patient), and other common- 
sense matters. 

Major Supervielle left Dhaka's Zia International Airport, along 
with the rest of the joint task force command and staff, during the first 
week of June 1991. For him, SEA ANGEL'S biggest lesson was the fact 
that a judge advocate must insert himself into humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief planning from the very beginning of the operation. 
This was particularly important in the case of SEA ANGEL, as there had 
been no preexisting operations plan for disaster relief in Bangladesh. 
As a result, the plan was developed after the Americans were on the 
ground. Major Supervielle7s early involvement in political issues, such 
as the legal status of U.S. forces, and fiscal law issues made his work 
as task force staff judge advocate critical to mission success. 
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Additionally, his ability to work in resolving nonlegal problems illus- 
trated that judge advocates were well suited to handle a variety of tasks 
ordinarily handled by other staff principals. 

Migrant Camp Operations at Guantanarno Bay Naval 
Base, 199 1- 1 994 

Violence and economic hardship in Haiti led thousands of Haitians to 
flee their country in flimsy wooden vessels. Most headed toward the 
United States. A picket line consisting primarily of U.S. Coast Guard 
cutters intercepted many of these "boat people," and after "on ship" 
asylum screening the vast majority were repatriated to Haiti. This high 
seas repatriation came to a halt, however, when human rights activists 
filed suit in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New 
York and obtained a restraining order against on-board screening and 
repatriation. 

As a result of the federal judge's decision in Haitian Community 
Council, Inc. v. McNary, the Coast Guard began taking Haitian 
refugees intercepted at sea to Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba for 
immigration screening. While waiting for their immigration hearings, 
the men, women, and children lived in camps on the base. As the num- 
ber of refugees grew into the thousands, additional military personnel 
were required to run the camps and maintain security. The U.S. Atlantic 
Command, responsible for operations in the geographic area that 
included Guantanamo, established Joint Task Force GITMO to oversee 
Haitian refugee operations. Given that its commander, Brig. Gen. G. H. 
Walls, Jr., was a marine, the bulk of the task force personnel were also 
marines. Soldiers from the XVIII Airborne Corps, however, also joined 
the task force, and sailors and Coast Guard personnel participated in 
the operation in addition to carrying out their complementary maritime 
activities on the high seas. 

The first Army judge advocate involved in operations at Joint Task 
Force GITMO-a five-letter acronym for Guantanamo-was Maj. Allen 
K. Goshi. The operational law attorney at XVIII Airborne Corps, Goshi 
was part of a liaison team that traveled from Fort Bragg to Camp 
Lejeune, North Carolina, to coordinate Army participation in task force 
operations. A military police company from Fort Bragg was to provide 
security for the task force, and this Army involvement led the XVIII 
Airborne Corps staff judge advocate, Col. Fred E. Bryant, to recom- 
mend that a lawyer be included in the planning process. A judge advo- 
cate, he felt, would be particularly useful in formulating rules of 
engagement; writing guidance on the use of force became Major 
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Goshi's first task after he arrived in Cuba only a few days before 
Thanksgiving in 199 1.35 

Goshi drafted rules of engagement based on Department of 
Defense Civil Disturbance Plan GARDEN PLOT. After coordinating his 
efforts with joint task force operations (5-3), Major Goshi briefed 
General Walls, who approved the rules. Impressed with Goshi's work, 
Walls also decided to make him the joint task force staff judge advo- 
cate, and from that point on Major Goshi was fully integrated into the 
headquarters staff. During the roughly eighty days that he spent at 
Guantanamo Naval Base, Goshi dealt with a number of legal and non- 
legal problems. He drafted the joint task force disciplinary policy, 
which left the responsibility to administer military justice to each com- 
ponent commander in the force, while reserving to General Walls the 
authority to handle a particular case in unusual circumstances. At 
Walls' direction, Major Goshi also drafted a general order prohibiting 
fraternization between task force personnel and refugees and authored 
a policy letter on the wearing of military uniform items in the joint task 
force, ordinarily a personnel (J-1) issue. Finally, he was the joint task 
force point of contact for liaison with all nongovernmental organiza- 
tions. This meant that he worked closely with the United Nations high 
commissioner for refugees and international charity organizations with 
an interest in the Haitians. When the litigants involved in Haitian 
Community Council, Inc. traveled to Guantanamo to take depositions, 
Major Goshi was directly involved. 

By December 1991, six camps, each surrounded by triple-strand 
concertina wire and each containing 1,500 refugees, had been built on 
an unused airfield on the American base. Most Haitians living in the 
camps were well behaved, but there were some troublemakers. 
Consequently, General Walls directed that Major Goshi write a disci- 
plinary code to handle misdemeanor-level misconduct in the camps. 
Based on the commander's inherent authority over those under his con- 
trol, and using the applicable punitive provisions of the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice as a guide, Goshi wrote a disciplinary code applica- 
ble to all those living in the camps. Its provisions ranged from requir- 
ing obedience to the commands of security personnel to waiting in line 
to receive food. A refugee who violated the code faced an administra- 
tive penalty that could include being separated from the general camp 
population and placed in a segregated area. Due process was satisfied 
through the use of a hearing at which the camp commander-a Marine 
Corps major--decided guilt or innocence and imposed the appropriate 
penalty. An appeals process through superior commanders was also 
established; however, Goshi was careful to preserve an administrative 
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character for the disciplinary code so that there could be no contention 
that it was, in effect, a criminal code requiring additional due process. 

In mid-December 1991, the refugees in one camp rioted and 
demanded immediate passage to the United States. Making weapons 
out of tent stakes and the metal frames of their cots, the Haitians used 
these to drive the military police out of their camp. The refugees were 
prevented from leaving the camp by the military police; however, their 
violent behavior continued until they were informed that they would 
receive no food until the violence abated. Over the next few days Major 
Goshi assisted the joint task force chief of staff and the UN high com- 
missioner for refugees in negotiations with the Haitian agitators, 
putting his common sense to good use as a dipl~mat. '~ 

During these December riots, more U.S. troops were rushed to 
Cuba from the XVIII Airborne Corps at Fort Bragg and the 10th 
Mountain Division at Fort Drum. When the 10th Mountain Division 
was tasked with providing a battalion task force for this security oper- 
ation, Lt. Col. Gerard A. St. Amand, the division staff judge advocate, 
selected his operational law attorney, Capt. Norman F. J. Allen 111, to 
accompany the task force. As a result, Allen was immediately involved 
in planning for the deployment of the task force from Fort Drum. He 
focused most of his efforts on the rules of engagement, briefing those 
soldiers of the 2d Battalion, 14th Infantry, selected for deployment, as 
well as the commanding general and staff. Since this was a security 
rather than a combat operation, the rules on the use of force focused on 
warning shots and graduated responses in using force. Deadly force 
was permissible only for self-defense or force protection. After arriving 
in Cuba and setting up his operation, Captain Allen provided legal 
assistance to the roughly 600-person battalion task force and also pro- 
vided military justice and administrative law advice to Lt. Col. William 
C. David, the task force ~ommander.~' 

Army judge advocates at Guantanamo Naval Base faced one other 
unanticipated challenge: the forcible repatriation of refugees. The 
Immigration and Naturalization Service determined that a large num- 
ber of Haitians were not entitled to political asylum in the United States 
and should be returned to Haiti. Almost all of the refugees agreed to 
return voluntarily, but a few refused. Consequently, it was decided to 
forcibly repatriate them. As the Coast Guard wished to have military 
guards on board its cutters during the journey from Guantanamo to 
Port-au-Prince, Major Goshi advised that use-of-force rules were need- 
ed during these forcible repatriation operations. At General Walls' 
direction, Goshi drafted a rules of engagement annex to the repatriation 
operations plan, covering such matters as the amount of force permit-
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ted in carrying resisting refugees up a gangplank onto a ship, actions to 
be taken during any riot aboard a ship, and the circumstances under 
which deadly force could be used. Later, Goshi personally supervised 
the loading of refugees on each ship and briefed all troops and com- 
manders on the rules of engagement. As events unfolded, it was not 
necessary to use force in repatriating Haitian refugees. However, the 
possibility had been anticipated, and a practical and lawful solution had 
been prepared. 

After the departure of Captain Allen in January 1992 and of Major 
Goshi during the following month, other Army judge advocates fol- 
lowed. Maj. M. Tia Johnson, for example, deployed to Guantanamo as 
Joint Task Force GITMO'Sdeputy staff judge advocate in May 1992. 
Until her return to the United States in August, she worked at the direc- 
tion of the task force staff judge advocate, an Air Force colonel, in pro- 
viding legal support to the continuing mission of caring for the 
Haitians. Major Johnson focused most of her energy, however, on 
supervising the military attorneys complying with a discovery demand 
for nearly 100,000 military documents. This request, arising out of a 
civil suit filed against the United States in the U.S. District Court for 
the Southern District of New York, required the reading and analysis of 
thousands of pages of document^.'^ 

More than a year later, in May 1994, a new refugee crisis emerged 
after tens of thousands of Haitians and Cubans made their way to 
Florida in homemade rafts and rickety boats. The Haitians were fleeing 
the military dictatorship that ousted Jean Bertrand Aristide, while the 
Cubans were fleeing Fidel Castro's Communist regime. The Coast 
Guard, again manning a picket on the high seas, intercepted these 
refugees and took them to Guantanamo Bay. By the fall of 1994, some 
21,000 Haitians and 29,000 Cubans were living in some of the same 
tent cities built for Haitian refugees in 1991. But while there had been 
roughly 10,000 refugees in 1991, there now were five times that num- 
ber. As a result, new schools, churches, and basketball courts were 
erected, and telephones were installed. More than 8,000 soldiers, air- 
men, sailors, and marines participated in these new humanitarian relief 
operations, either as part of Operation SEA SIGNAL or as members of 
Joint Task Force 160, the task force established to oversee the refugee 
camps. 

Joint Task Force 160, popularly known as Joint Task Force GITMO, 
had five judge advocates. The staff judge advocate, Marine Lt. Col. 
John McAdams, was joined by an Air Force major, a Navy lieutenant, 
and a Marine captain. Rounding out the legal staff was an Army judge 
advocate, Capt. Stewart A. Moneyrnaker. While serving as the chief of 
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claims at the 1st Infantry Division, Fort Riley, Kansas, Moneymaker 
was selected to join the 81st Military Police Brigade deploying to 
Guantanamo from I11 Corps, Fort Hood, Texas. Captain Moneymaker 
arrived at Guantanamo in June 1994 and, until returning to the United 
States in November, was the sole Army judge advocate in Cuba.39 

During his deployment, Moneymaker provided legal assistance to 
members of the joint task force and also advised the command on mil- 
itary justice matters, while arranging with his Navy judge advocate col- 
leagues at Guantanamo for trial defense counsel for task force person- 
nel who required the services of a defense attorney. He also acted as a 
liaison to Amnesty International when that organization's members 
arrived in Cuba to speak with Haitian and Cuban refugees and to 
inspect their living condition^.^^ 

With Aristide's restoration to power following Operation UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY,most Haitians were denied political asylum, and the last 
Haitian departed the Guantanamo camp for Haiti on 1 November 1995. 
Most of the Cubans, however, were granted entry into the United 
States, and when the last Cuban refugee left Guantanamo Naval Base 
for Florida on 3 1 January 1996, refugee operations ended.4' 

Los Angeles Civil Disturbance Operations, 1992 

Late in the evening of 29 April 1992, following the acquittal of four 
white policemen charged with brutally beating a black motorist, Los 
Angeles erupted in violence. Governor Pete Wilson quickly ordered the 
mobilization and deployment of California National Guard troops. 
Despite a rapid National Guard response, however, the governor deter- 
mined that escalating violence and disorder made a request for federal 
troops imperative. As a result of this request, President George Bush 
issued a proclamation on 1 May directing that all persons cease com- 
mitting acts of violence and disorder. The president also signed an 
executive order providing for the federalization and use of National 
Guard troops and the deployment of active duty forces to Los Angeles. 
As a result, by 6 P.M. that day, Joint Task Force Los ANGELEShad begun 
operations at Los Alamitos Army Reserve Center. Commanded by Maj. 
Gen. Marvin L. Covault, the task force consisted of 9,800 members of 
the California National Guard's 40th Infantry Division (Mechanized) 
and its 49th Military Police Brigade; 1,500 marines from Camp 
Pendleton; and 1,700 soldiers from the 7th Infantry Division (Light), 
stationed at Fort Ord. At any given time between the 1st and 6th of May, 
some 2,600 National Guard troops, 440 marines, and 680 active duty 
soldiers patrolled the streets of Los Angeles. Their mission was to sup-
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press violence and to restore law and order in the City and County of 
Los Angele~.~' 

Since General Covault, the task force commander, was also the 
commander of the 7th Infantry Division (Light), the nucleus for the 
task force staff was drawn from the division assault command post. 
This resulted in the division deputy staff judge advocate, Maj. Scott C. 
Black, becoming the initial JTF staff judge advocate. Anticipating that 
the task force would operate on a 24-hour-a-day basis, Major Black rec- 
ognized that another judge advocate would be needed. Consequently, 
he selected Capt. Bradley D. Page, the chief of administrative and civil 
law at the 7th Infantry Division legal office, to join him in Los Angeles. 
Black and Page were joined a few days later by Marine Col. Richard G. 
Walls, the Marine Expeditionary Force staff judge advocate. As the 
senior ranking officer, Colonel Walls replaced Black as the task force 
staff judge advocate. Major Black thus became the deputy staff judge 
advocate, and Captain Page remained as the third judge advocate at the 
task force headquarters. A fourth judge advocate, Army Capt. Robert S. 
Bowers, also deployed from Fort Ord to Los Angeles, but did not join 
Walls, Black, and Page at the task force headquarters. Instead, he 
accompanied the division's brigade task force into the streets, providing 
both training and legal support. 

From the beginning, these judge advocates confronted a number of 
difficult legal issues. These included the impact of the Posse Comitatus 
Act on task force operations, the lawfulness of loaning U.S. military 
property to state and local authorities, the effect on both military and 
civil law of federalizing the California National Guard, and the legali- 
ty of arming orders and rules of engagement. 

While the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 generally prohibits federal 
troops from engaging or assisting in civilian law enforcement activities 
without a presidential mandate, the act does not restrict the president's 
authority to order U.S. troops to quell a civil disturbance. Consequently, 
Major Black immediately advised General Covault that there was no 
restriction on how his forces could be used. Thus, the Posse Comitatus 
Act never limited the decision-making process within the force head- 
quarters, and U.S. troops did perform typical law enforcement func- 
tions. But while the law permitted soldiers and marines to be employed 
"piecemeal" under the control of individual members of the Los 
Angeles Police Department, General Covault determined that it was a 
wiser course of action to employ U.S. troops only under the control of 
their military leaders. 

An issue related to Posse Comitatus, in the sense that it involved 
military assistance to law enforcement, was the legality of loaning and 
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leasing U.S. military property to civilian government agencies. The Los 
Angeles Police Department, for example, requested the loan of twenty- 
five night vision goggles. Other similar requests for military property 
were also made to the joint task force during the first few days of its 
operation. 

Using Army Regulations 500-51, Support to Civilian Law 
Enforcement, and 700-13 1,Loan andLease ofArmy Materiel, as guid- 
ance, the judge advocates advised that military equipment fell into 
three loan or lease categories. Determining the applicable category 
was critical, as the level of approval authority differed for each. 
General Covault, for example, had the authority to approve the loan or 
lease of so-called Group Two military property ("riot control agents, 
concertina wire, and other like equipment"), but higher approval 
authority was required for other items. Given the nature of the task 
force mission and the need for prompt decisions, and given the danger 
to the citizens of Los Angeles, the judge advocates advised that 
requested property be classified in Group Two to the fullest extent pos- 
sible. While this was expedient and necessary under the circum- 
stances, the need for this action convinced the attorneys involved that 
the regulations governing requests for military equipment were ill-
suited for civil disturbance situations. 

A second significant legal determination in this area was the 
requirement, under AR 700-1 3 1, that some "loaning" of equipment be 
effected by lease. As a result, the requesting civilian agency, as the 
lessee, would be required to pay fair market value for the use of such 
equipment. This not only required a valuation of the property, but also 
meant that any lease must be accompanied by a surety bond equal to the 
value of the equipment provided. In the case of night vision goggles, 
the Los Angeles Police Department would be required to post a bond in 
excess of $100,000. This obligation created a significant problem, and 
by the time the Police Department's request for the goggles was suc- 
cessfully processed, the need for the devices no longer existed. 

Although the federalization of the National Guard lasted but ten 
days, it also gave rise to a number of unanticipated legal issues. The 
most significant was that, in moving from a state status governed by 
Title 32, U.S. Code, to a federal status governed by Title 10, U.S. Code, 
National Guard personnel became subject to the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice. Thus, those soldiers who failed to report to their units 
after federalization were subject to prosecution only under the Uniform 
Code; they could not be disciplined under Title 32 or other state .laws. 
Additionally, criminal offenses committed by guardsmen during the 
period of federal service required disposition under the Code. This new 
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jurisdictional issue was an unanticipated-and unwelcome--conse-
quence of federalization, particularly as the task force commander and 
his judge advocates had neither the assets nor the desire to pursue rou- 
tine criminal proceedings against California National Guard soldiers. 
In any event, criminal misconduct by National Guard personnel would 
require quick action-ither resolution of the matter prior to defederal- 
ization or reassignment of the soldier to a Regular Army unit for dis- 
position of the pending charges. 

Additionally, when California National Guard personnel transi- 
tioned to federal service, they obtained the rights and protections 
afforded by the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act. Accordingly, 
federalization resulted in increased legal assistance issues, ranging 
from limitations on interest rates and court appearances to reemploy- 
ment and landlord-tenant rights. 

At the direction of Major Black, Captain Page began drafting joint 
rules of engagement, using Department of Defense Civil Disturbance 
Plan GARDEN PLOT,existing rules of engagement from the 7th and 40th 
Infantry Divisions, and Army Regulation 190- 14, Carrying of 
Firearms and Use of Force for Law Enforcement and Security Duties. 
Anticipating that street rioting would be the typical scenario facing task 
force personnel, yet concerned because the rioters would be American 
civilians, Captain Page's restrictions on the use of force included six 
levels of "arming ordersy'-features not ordinarily seen in rules of 
engagement. 

These arming orders provided specific arming guidance for sol- 
diers and marines in the task force, the idea being that any escalation 
in the level of force used would occur in a calculated and measured 
manner. Level One was the least, and Level Six the most, aggressive 
posture. This approach assisted the commander in maintaining a prop- 
er balance between the risk of an unnecessary discharge of a weapon 
and that of being caught unprepared in a dangerous situation. This was 
particularly true in the first few days in Los Angeles, when the level of 
tension was high. 

Very early on the morning of 2 May 1992, General Covault 
approved the final draft of the rules of engagement. Key issues includ- 
ed the proper uses of lethal and nonlethal force, warning requirements, 
limits on automatic fire of weapons, changes to arming orders, the use 
of sniper teams, and the employment of riot control agents.43 

General Covault implemented these rules by directing that 12,000 
"helmet cards" be printed (a card small enough to fit under the elastic 
band holding the cloth camouflage cover on a helmet) and provided to 
all personnel. Additionally, Covault directed that all joint task force sol- 
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diers and marines be at Level One during normal circumstances. But 
the rules also provided the authority to the officer or noncommissioned 
officer in charge to determine the appropriate level of arming. The 
rationale for this was that first-line leaders were best able to determine 
the threat to their personnel and to direct the appropriate response. As 
a practical matter, however, some first-line supervisors directed 
increased arming order levels based on erroneous perceptions of a 
threat. Consequently, soldiers could be postured, at the same time, at 
Level One (rifle at sling, bayonet in scabbard, ammunition in magazine 
in pouch) through Level Six (rifle at port, bayonet fixed, ammunition 
in magazine, locked and loaded), with no well-defined reason for these 
differences. On the other hand, some first-line leaders incorrectly 
believed that they had to endure casualties before they could move 
beyond Level One. Colonel Walls and Major Black concluded that 
these problems could be solved in any W r e  civil disturbance scenario 
with earlier dissemination of the rules of engagement and realistic 
threat training. This would produce a more consistent application of 
arming-order levels and result in a safer, more efficient military opera- 
tion. In the end, however, the Task Force Los ANGELESrules of engage- 
ment worked. The troops in the force carried some 350,000 rounds of 
ammunition and 3,700 tear gas grenades, yet they fired only twenty 
rounds during the course of the entire crisis.44 

Although Joint Task Force Los ANGELES operations lasted only ten 
days, their character as a tactical operation in a civil environment result- 
ed in Army judge advocates' facing issues unlike those ordmarily seen 
in operations other than war. Whether advising on rules of engagement 
or processing requests to borrow military equipment, these attorneys 
always had to consider the unique domestic aspect of the mission-that 
it involved the potential use of deadly force against American citizens. 

Hurricane Andrew, 1992 

At 5 A.M. on 24 August 1992, Hurricane Andrew struck south Florida 
near Miami. Its sustained winds of over 145 miles per hour wreaked 
havoc, leaving more than 30,000 homeless and an eventual clean-up 
cost exceeding $30 billion. Federal Emergency Management Agency 
and Florida officials, after assessing the disaster, advised Governor 
Lawton Chiles that local resources were inadequate to respond to the 
emergency. Consequently, Chiles requested federal assistance, and on 
24 August President Bush declared Dade, Monroe, and Broward 
Counties to be disaster areas. That same day, Secretary of the Army 
Michael Stone, as the executive agent for domestic disaster assistance 
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for the Department of Defense, directed that the military prepare to 
provide support for humanitarian relief operations in south Florida. 

On 25 August, Second U.S. Army commander Lt. Gen. Samuel 
Ebbesen deployed to Tallahassee, Florida, and linked up with civilian, 
federal, and state officials who were coordinating disaster relief. When 
on 27 August the president ordered an increased military role in the dis- 
aster zone, Joint Task Force ANDREW was created, with General 
Ebbesen as its commander. Its mission was to conduct humanitarian 
support and relief operations, and Ebbesen exercised operational con- 
trol of all Department of Defense forces supporting hurricane relief 
operations. The task force eventually grew to more than 24,000 active 
duty U.S. military personnel, including soldiers from the XVIII 
Airborne Corps, 82d Airborne Division, 1st Corps Support Command, 
10th Mountain Division, U.S. Army Materiel Command, and other 
active and reserve component units. Relief operations were also con- 
ducted by a significant number of Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps 
personnel, while a contingent of Canadian military engineers gave the 
task force a multinational character. Though Florida National Guard 
personnel also conducted relief efforts at all levels, they were not fed- 
eralized and consequently were not part of the task force.45 

Col. Vahan Moushegian, Jr., then the legal adviser to the surgeon 
general of the Army, was selected as task force staff judge advocate. 
With continuous service as an Army lawyer since the Vietnam War, 
Moushegian was an experienced judge advocate. His legal staff includ- 
ed Army Majs. Steven T. Strong, an administrative law expert, and 
Steven A. Lamb, an expert in operational law. Within eight hours of 
notification, Moushegian, Strong, and Lamb were on a civilian aircraft 
en route to Miami. 

Arriving on 31 August, they joined Army Maj. William M. Mayes, 
a veteran of Operation JUST CAUSE and now chief of administrative and 
civil law for the 101 st Airborne Division (Air Assault). Mayes was 
already in south Florida, having deployed a day earlier. Moushegian, 
Strong, Lamb, and Mayes recognized that they must not only provide 
timely and accurate legal advice, but also ensure that General Ebbesen, 
his staff, and all subordinate component commands understood the 
relationship between the task force and the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). As the latter was the lead federal 
agency in the operation, the task force had no authority to engage in 
relief activities other than those directed by FEMA. Consequently, in 
advising on the lawfulness of a particular military activity, the judge 
advocates emphasized that the starting point for any discussion was the 
fact that the military could lawfully perform only those relief missions 
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assigned them by FEMA. This was an important point: Joint Task Force 
ANDREWwould be reimbursed for monies spent in performing missions 
directed by FEMA. Generally, there would be no reimbursement for 
military activities conducted by the joint task force on its own initiative. 
Consequently, while it was essential that the task force be aggressive in 
its hurricane relief activities, it was necessary that there be a link 
between resource expenditures and mission taskings. 

Over the next few days, as elements of the Army component of the 
task force deployed, their judge advocates deployed with them. The 
deploying lawyers included Colonel Altenburg, staff judge advocate of 
the XVIII Airborne Corps; his administrative and civil law expert, Maj. 
Marjorie R. Mitchell; and Capts. Kurt D. Schmidt and Julie P. Schrank. 
Also deploying were Lt. Col. John M. Smith 111, staffjudge advocate of 
the 10th Mountain Division, and his deputy, Maj. Richard E. Gordon. 
Maj. Malinda E. Dunn, the deputy staff judge advocate for the 82d 
Airborne Division, headed the group of Army lawyers from that unit. 
Just as at task force headquarters, the operational tempo for judge advo- 
cates at the corps and divisions was high. In providing 24-hour-a-day 
legal support, however, these attorneys and their staffs maintained close 
contact with Army lawyers at the task force headquarters. Colonels 
Altenburg and Moushegian, for example, spoke daily to ensure that 
each was informed of current or potential problems, so that affirmative 
and coordinated action could be taken. Colonel Moushegian also con- 
ferred regularly with judge advocates assigned to other Army organiza- 
tions having personnel in south Florida, such as Maj. Alfred L. Faustino 
of Army Materiel Command, thus ensuring that uniform legal advice 
was provided.46 

As a variety of federal, state, and local laws regulate military 
actions that may be taken in disaster relief operations, Army lawyers 
advised on a range of diverse issues. Judge advocate guidance to the 
military police was critical during the early stages of disaster relief 
operations. The devastation caused by the hurricane left few traffic 
lights and signs standing. Many man-made landmarks used as naviga- 
tion aids by drivers had been destroyed or damaged. As a result, traf- 
fic control points were needed in the area, and a number of them were 
manned by military police. Provided these traffic control points had a 
military purpose, such as maintaining a military supply route or con- 
trolling military convoy traffic, they constituted permissible law 
enforcement under the Posse Comitatus Act. However, manning these 
traffic control points merely to assist civilian law enforcement offi- 
cials would violate the act. Additionally, active duty military police 
faced the practical question of how to deal with traffic violators, as 
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these soldiers could not issue citations to civilians or otherwise 
enforce Florida state law. Consequently, while the judge advocates 
advised that active duty soldiers could always be used at traffic control 
points that served a military purpose, they recommended that Florida 
National Guard troops be used for this duty. As this state force had not 
been federalized, the Posse Comitatus Act did not apply to the 
National Guard personnel and they could provide unrestricted support 
to civilian law enforcement effort^.^' 

Similarly, as civilians living in the area welcomed the security that 
came with a military presence, they supported the idea of soldiers 
patrolling in their communities. The Posse Comitatus Act, however, 
prohibited "patrolling" for the sole purpose of providing neighborhood 
security. Consequently, the judge advocates advised that if the 
patrolling undertaken for the security of military forces or in the exe- 
cution of relief missions had the incidental benefit of deterring law- 
breakers in civilian neighborhoods, it was legal. Again, however, they 
counseled that, as the Posse Comitatus Act applied only to the activities 
of federal troops, National Guard soldiers were not restricted fi-om 
patrolling in the civilian community. This judge advocate advice not 
only ensured compliance with the law, but also benefited the joint task 
force mission, as the efforts of active duty personnel could focus on the 
relief and recovery mission. 

Initially, Joint Task Force ANDREW personnel did not have disas- 
ter relief rules of engagement, and subordinate units received no 
guidance as to whether troops should carry their individual weapons 
while performing disaster relief operations. Within a short time, how- 
ever, the XVIII Airborne Corps developed rules of engagement that 
were subsequently adopted by the joint task force. While recognizing 
the inherent right of self-defense, the rules were defensive in nature. 
All troops who deployed with individual weapons carried them, but 
without ammunition. Generally, only the military police carried 
loaded weapons. Later, because of the potential for confrontations 
between task force personnel and armed gang members, the task force 
judge advocates prepared contingency rules of engagement for use if 
the force commander determined that ammunition should be issued to 
his personnel for their protection. These special rules were never 
implemented, however. 

Another legal question involved state and local taxation. Task force 
military and civilian personnel residing in local hotels were subject to 
a 10 percent "transient rental" tax. Recognizing that this would ulti- 
mately be borne by the government, Major Strong spearheaded efforts 
to obtain tax relief available under state law. With the assistance of 
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Army Reserve judge advocates at the 174th Military Law Center in 
Miami, who provided quick and expert advice on state and local law, a 
tax exemption certificate was prepared and distributed. All members of 
Joint Task Force ANDREWthus received relief from state and local taxes 
on their acc~mmodations.~~ 

Finally, Army lawyers faced an unanticipated question involving 
local elections. Two primary elections were scheduled to be held in 
the area of the disaster relief operation. Because of the massive 
destruction in the area, the Dade County Election Commission 
requested that the joint task force provide tents and electric genera- 
tors for eighty-six polling places. A federal statute, however, prohib- 
ited the positioning of troops "at any place where a general or special 
election is held." Could the requested support be provided, especially 
if this meant that military personnel would be near the sites providing 
support during the hours that voting occurred? Upon inquiry, the 
Department of Justice advised that providing Dade County with the 
tents and generators would not violate federal law, provided that the 
troops avoided any demonstration of military authority. As a result, 
Colonel Moushegian's staff prepared guidance for task force troops 
that ensured their absence from polling sites and minimized their 
presence in the surrounding areas. Thus, lawyers both ensured com- 
pliance with the applicable law and made possible the provision of 
badly needed support.49 

When relief efforts ended in south Florida in mid-October 1992, 
nearly 900,000 meals had been served, 67,000 civilian patients had 
received medical care, and more than 6.2 million cubic yards of debris 
had been removed. Roughly thirty judge advocates had deployed to 
south Florida during the six weeks that the task force had operated 
there, and their efforts as part of the largest peacetime deployment of 
Defense Department forces in the continental United States contributed 
significantly to the accomplishment of the task force mission. 

Operation SUPPORTHOPE,1994 

In March 1994, a surface-to-air missile struck an aircraft carrying the 
presidents of Rwanda and Burundi, lulling all aboard. Earlier that same 
day, the two presidents had signed an agreement supporting the civil 
rights of Tutsi tribesmen living in their two countries. Extremists among 
the Hutus, the majority group in the Rwandan population, with a long his- 
tory of antagonism toward the Tutsi, vigorously opposed the agreement. 

The Rwandan militia, dominated by Hutu extremists, publicly 
blamed Tutsi rebels for the downing of the plane, and within days they 
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began attacking and killing Tutsi citizens and politically moderate 
Hutus. By mid-April, over 500,000 men, women, and children were 
reported dead. A small group of UN peacekeepers in Rwanda, having 
failed to halt the bloodshed, was withdrawn. 

Tutsi rebels living in nearby Uganda now struck south toward 
Kigali, the capital of Rwanda, in an attempt to stem the genocide. In a 
series of pitched battles, they defeated the Hutu militia and overthrew 
the Rwandan government that had tolerated the militia's excesses. 
Fearing a Tutsi reprisal if they remained, many of the Hutus fled their 
homes for sanctuary in southwest Rwanda, Zaire, Burundi, and 
Tanzania. In Zaire, the area around Goma alone soon had a refugee 
population of between two and one-half and five million. This huge 
influx of displaced persons completely overwhelmed the United 
Nations and other nongovernmental organizations operating in Central 
Africa. Camps were short of food, clean water, shelter material, and 
medicine. In June a cholera epidemic erupted, and by mid-July approx- 
imately 500 deaths per day were occurring in the camps around Goma. 

The United Nations called on the international community for 
immediate aid, and the United States responded by sending a 
Department of State team to Zaire and alerting the Department of 
Defense that military assistance might be required. On 18 July 1994, 
U.S. European Command (USEUCOM) activated a joint task force at 
Kelly Barracks in Stuttgart, Germany, and it began planning for a pos- 
sible humanitarian deployment. 

Maj. Gen. Jack P. Nix, Jr., commander of the Army's Southern 
European Task Force in Vicenza, Italy, was named task force comman- 
der. Lt. Col. John P. Ley, Jr., his staff judge advocate, was selected as 
the force legal adviser. Ley, who had recently arrived from V Corps in 
Germany, had been in Italy for only eight days. Now, within four hours 
of learning of his designation as the force legal adviser, Colonel Ley 
found himself returning to Germany with ten other Southern European 
Task Force planners to join the USEUCOM crisis action team in plan- 
ning for operations in Central Africa. 

It was a daunting task. Just getting to Rwanda was challenging, as 
it was a small, landlocked country with few good roads and no contin- 
uous rail system. The one airport large enough to support jumbo-jet air- 
craft was not operating, as its administrators either had been killed or 
had fled. Internal conflict in Burundi and Zaire made any sustained 
operations in these two countries difficult and threatened the security 
of the refugees and anyone assisting them. Additionally, coordination 
with the new Rwandan government was difficult, as the United States 
had yet to grant it official recognition. Finally, and most important, 
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intelligence reports were confusing as to the extent of the disaster and 
the items necessary for relief purposes. 

To better gauge the situation, Army General George A. Joulwan, 
the USEUCOM commander, directed General Nix to deploy to Africa 
with an assessment team. Nix traveled to Entebbe, Uganda, where the 
U.S. ambassador had gained a commitment from the Ugandan govern- 
ment to establish an intermediate staging base, and then continued on 
to Goma. After meeting with UN officials, Nix learned that the most 
immediate need was for fresh water and medicine to combat cholera. 
General Joulwan then determined that Nix would remain in Goma and 
begin executing local operations. Lt. Gen. Daniel R. Schroeder, deputy 
commander of U.S. Army, Europe, assumed command of what was now 
named Joint Task Force SUPPORT HOPE.(Map 16) 

Colonel Ley, still at Kelly Barracks in Stuttgart, continued provid- 
ing legal advice. He and the USEUCOM legal adviser, Army Col. 
Raymond C. Ruppert, drafted a legal annex for inclusion in the joint 
task force operations plan. Central to their work was promulgating 
rules of engagement and arranging for the printing of pocket cards 
containing these rules. Colonel Ley also planned realistic training sce- 
narios on the use of force, scenarios which underscored the defensive 
nature of the task force rules of engagement. In one situation, for 
example, a soldier guarding a base perimeter at night observes an 
unidentified individual climbing over a barrier fence. When the soldier 
calls for the person to halt, the individual flees. The training scenario 
emphasized that force was not authorized once the unidentified indi- 
vidual no longer posed a threat to the perimeter. Consequently, no 
warning shot could be fired, nor could force be used to detain, injure, 
or kill the fleeing person. Another training scenario underscored that 
force could be used only to protect U.S. forces in Central Africa. Thus, 
if a Special Forces detachment observed a group of refugees preparing 
to ambush members of a rival clan, the detachment personnel could 
not use force to halt the ambush. But Colonels Ley and Ruppert also 
ensured that the overriding principle-that an American soldier always 
has the right of self-defense-was never diluted during rules of 
engagement training.50 

Other legal issues addressed in the legal annex to the operations 
plan were the requirement to report and investigate allegations of vio- 
lations of the Law of War and guidance on handling requests for polit- 
ical asylum and temporary refuge for humanitarian reasons." 

Colonel Ruppert, drawing upon the 1961 Vienna Convention on 
Diplomatic Relations, also requested that U.S. Joint Task Force 
SUPPORTHOPE personnel be accorded diplomatic status equivalent to 
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that provided members of the administrative and technical staff of the 
U.S. embassies in Rwanda, Uganda, and Zaire. This would provide U. S. 
forces operating in these areas with immunity from civil and criminal 
jurisdiction while performing their official duties. Colonel Ley also 
drafted a General Order no. 1 for the force commander's signature. 
Approved on 27 July 1994, this punitive general order was intended to 
promote good order and discipline. Its chief provision was a ban on the 
consumption of alcoholic beverage^.^^ 

On 28 July 1994, Colonel Ley flew to Entebbe, Uganda, and was 
soon joined by Air Force judge advocate Capt. Gregory E. Lang and an 
Air Force legal clerk. While the Air Force attorney remained in Uganda 
handling mostly contract issues, Colonel Ley traveled to Kigali and 
Goma. Shortly thereafter, Maj. Richard Pregent, the deputy staff judge 
advocate of the 3d Infantry Division, deployed from Germany in sup- 
port of Operation SUPPORT HOPE. Pregent dealt with a number of con- 
tract and command issues in Kigali, then returned to Entebbe before 
redeploying in September. 

Colonel Ley spent the majority of his time in Goma, living and 
working in the rear of the general purpose, medium tent used for com- 
mand briefings. He worked on a number of complex legal issues, 
including the legality of potentially using riot control chemical agents 
and pepper spray for crowd control purposes and the lawfulness of pro- 
viding military security, transportation, and other forms of logistical 
support to nongovernmental organizations. This last issue resulted from 
the fact that there were some forty agencies in the area, all desiring sup- 
port from the American military. Additionally, French soldiers and the 
forces of other North Atlantic Treaty Organization countries sought 
U.S. logistical support. Accordingly, Colonel Ley was repeatedly chal- 
lenged to establish legal authority for such support. A final issue con- 
cerned the legitimate transfer of U.S. property to United Nations forces 
under presidential drawdown authority. 

Overshadowing all of these legal questions was the larger question 
of "mission creep." Where did humanitarian relief end and nation 
building begin? Just as Colonel Supervielle had discovered in 
Operation SEA ANGEL, Operation and Maintenance monies could not 
be expended for the latter. Yet this presented a real-world problem, as 
virtually all of the economic infrastructure of Rwanda had been 
destr~yed.'~ 

Colonel Ley and Major Pregent redeployed with the rest of the joint 
task force in September, and Operation SUPPORT HOPE came to an end. 
There had been few U.S. troops involved, but the legal issues had been 
numerous and complicated. 
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Conclusion 


This brief look at judge advocates in military operations other than 
war from POWER PACK HOPE reflects--on to SUPPORT a smaller scale- 
the same transformation in the role of the Army lawyer that occurred 
between Vietnam and UPHOLD DEMOCRACY. PACK in During POWER 
1965 and 1966, judge advocates viewed their mission as providing 
legal services in the Dominican Republic in the same way that these 
services had been provided in garrison at Fort Bragg. While combat in 
and around Santo Domingo meant some involvement in Law of War 
matters, Army lawyers focused their energies on providing comman- 
ders and soldiers with the same form of legal support that they 
received in a peacetime environment. Judge advocates did not partici- 
pate in the planning and execution of military operations, and they 
played no role in providing advice on legal issues impacting on the 
conduct of such operations. 

By the mid-1980s, a number of factors, including the implementa- 
tion of the Department of Defense Law of War program, the experiences 
of judge advocates such as Major Graham in the Multinational Force 
and Observers, and the emergence of operational law as a legal disci- 
pline, had transformed the role of the judge advocate in the Army. As a 
result, by the time Major Supervielle deployed as the lone Army lawyer 
to Western Samoa and Bangladesh, judge advocates were expected to, 
and did, use their legal training and soldier skills to resolve both legal 
and nonlegal issues associated with operations other than war. Advice on 
military justice matters and processing foreign claims remained impor- 
tant components of judge advocate work, but Army lawyers were now 
called upon to negotiate Status of Forces Agreements, draft and develop 
training for rules of engagement, formulate policies on awards and war 
trophies, resolve fiscal law matters, and assist high-level military and 
civilian decision makers in arriving at solutions for numerous other 
issues arising in an operational environment. 

In sum, the metamorphosis in the role of judge advocates in the 
Army has not been restricted to one of resolving legal matters associat- 
ed with conventional combat operations; the role of the judge advocate 
extends to operations other than war as well. The lack of sustained com- 
bat does not moderate the complexity of legal and nonlegal issues fac- 
ing a judge advocate deployed on peacekeeping, humanitarian, and 
other forms of operations other than war. On the contrary, whether par- 
ticipating in civil disturbance operations in Los Angeles or in humani- 
tarian relief efforts such as PROVIDE COMFORT,every Army lawyer has 
quickly learned that at times these missions pose even greater legal 
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challenges than those arising during armed conflict. All available evi- 
dence indicates that the twenty-first century is unlikely to alter this 
state of affairs; the provision of timely legal support for operations 
other than war will continue to challenge Army judge advocates. 
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Conclusion 

This history of judge advocates in military operations from Vietnam to 
Haiti records the experiences of a multitude of talented and dedicated 
men and women. It captures their individual stories and answers the 
questions "Who was there?" and "What did they do?But the narrative 
also demonstrates that there was a metamorphosis in the role played by 
lawyers in the Army during this period. It was a remarkable transfor- 
mation, for the old concept that the role of a deployed judge advocate 
was to support the mission by delivering the same legal services offered 
in a peacetime garrison environment was supplanted by a new idea: 
that, while a judge advocate participating in a military operation might 
still prosecute and defend at courts-martial, adjudicate claims, and pro- 
vide legal assistance, an Army lawyer best enhanced mission success by 
integrating legal support into operations planning and execution at all 
levels. Since such integration meant that judge advocates identified and 
resolved a wide array of legal issues impacting directly on the conduct 
of an operation, they became increasingly important to mission success 
in the contingency-oriented Army of the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

In 1959, when the first judge advocate arrived in Saigon for duty, 
he was expected to support the Military Assistance Advisory Group in 
the same manner as judge advocates would support a commander and 
staff at a U.S. Army installation during peacetime-by administering 
the military justice system, advising on administrative and civil law 
issues, and providing counsel to soldiers needing assistance with their 
personal legal problems. By 1996, however, when the last judge advo- 
cates returned from Haiti, Army lawyers were expected to advise on a 
broad range of legal issues and, schooled in a new legal discipline 
called "operational law," were routinely using their knowledge of 
domestic, foreign, and international law to enhance mission success. 
These judge advocates also were advising on a variety of nonlegal mat- 
ters and were assuming nontraditional roles such as chief of staff in a 
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division assault command post, public affairs officer, and adviser in 
political-military negotiations ordinarily the province of professional 
diplomats. 

What caused the abandonment of the traditional perspective that 
judge advocates in combat simply continued with their same peacetime 
legal activities? What caused the Judge Advocate General's Corps' 
institutional recognition that judge advocates in a contingency-oriented 
Army must be fully prepared to advise on a broad range of legal and 
nonlegal issues? There were at least four causes. First, fundamental 
changes in the nature of warfare during the period from 1959 to 1996 
naturally led to changes in U.S. Army doctrine and force structure, and 
this Army-wide evolution inexorably led to a need for a different role 
for Army lawyers. Second, starting with the war in Vietnam, an increas- 
ing number of judge advocates took individual initiatives to enhance 
mission success in ways not ordinarily considered to be part of judge 
advocate duties. Because these individual efforts proved that judge 
advocates could use their abilities to enhance mission success in non- 
traditional ways, an institutional change in the role of lawyers in the 
Army was shown to be both feasible and desirable. Third, the Army's 
experiences at My Lai and the resulting establishment of the 
Department of Defense Law of War Program directly altered the role of 
judge advocates in the Army. This was because, in complying with this 
new DOD program, Army lawyers were required to integrate them- 
selves into military operations at all levels-a radical new role requir- 
ing knowledge of operational law. Fourth, and finally, were the experi- 
ences of judge advocates deploying to Grenada as part of Operation 
URGENTFURYin 1983, for this mission showed conclusively that Army 
lawyers must change the way they provided legal support if they were 
to meet the challenges of a contingency-based Army. 

The first reason-that fundamental changes in the nature of war- 
fare during the period 1959 to 1996 caused a change in the role of 
lawyers in the Army-is easily understood. The emergence of new 
technology on the battlefield, especially the explosive growth in the use 
of helicopters as weapons platforms and troop-carrying vehicles during 
Vietnam and after, naturally led to changes in U.S. Army doctrine and 
force structure. The end of the war in Vietnam also saw an end to "attri- 
tion" as the doctrine for combat success. In its place was a new AirLand 
Battle doctrine and a contingency-oriented Army characterized by an 
exceptionally high operational tempo. This new doctrine and force nec- 
essarily required uniformed lawyers who could do more than prosecute 
courts-martial, adjudicate claims, and instruct troops on the Law of 
War. Deployments for peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, and civil 



disturbance operations-in the United States and overseas-required 
judge advocates who were as adept at drafting rules of engagement as 
they were at advising on political-military matters. These deployments 
also required Army lawyers who understood the legal basis for trans- 
ferring U.S. property to United Nations forces and who recognized that 
certain U.S. fiscal and environmental laws might restrict ways to 
accomplish a mission. But, while changes in the nature of warfare and 
a corresponding reconfiguration of the Army effected changes in the 
role played by judge advocates in military operations, this was only a 
contributing influence. 

Of greater importance than this first reason was a second factor: 
that, starting with the war in Vietnam, an increasing number of judge 
advocates took individual initiatives to enhance mission success in 
ways not ordinarily considered to be part of normal judge advocate 
duties. Of course, there always have been Army lawyers who enhanced 
mission success in nontraditional ways. Shortly before America's entry 
into World War I, Maj. Gen. Enoch H. Crowder, then the Judge 
Advocate General, was appointed Provost Marshal General. In that 
capacity, Crowder prepared the Selective Service Act of 1917 and 
supervised the induction of nearly three million men into the armed ser- 
vices. Another World War I Army lawyer, Col. Blanton Winship, 
demonstrated a similar versatility while serving as First Army judge 
advocate: he commanded two infantry regiments in combat. Some 
twenty years later, Maj. Gen. Allen W. Gullion, while serving as the 
Judge Advocate General, assumed additional duties as the Army's 
Provost Marshal General-and continued serving as the Army's top 
military police officer after retiring as the Army's top lawyer. Another 
World War I1 judge advocate, 1st Lt. Samuel A. Spitzer, was awarded 
the Silver Star medal after a daring act of personal courage that result- 
ed in the capture of more than 500 German soldiers. Finally, during the 
Korean War Maj. Bruce C. Babbitt, then a judge advocate in the 2d 
Infantry Division, took command of a rear area perimeter defense afier 
the front collapsed during a Chinese attack. As a direct result of his 
leadership, an enemy attack on the position was successfully repulsed. 
But, while these deeds certainly enhanced mission success, the prevail- 
ing view was that what Crowder, Winship, Gullion, Spitzer, and Babbitt 
did was unique-and outside the sco,pe of a judge advocate's normal 
duties. 

The Vietnam War, however, saw an increasing number of judge 
advocates assuming nontraditional roles-and addressing issues ordi- 
narily handled by other staff principals-because these lawyers 
believed that the judge advocate's proper role in the Army was to use 
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the law and their talents as judge advocates to enhance mission success 
in as many ways as possible. 

From 1959 to 1962, while serving as the first judge advocates in 
Vietnam, Colonels Durbin and Eblen looked for ways in which the law 
could further the mission of their Military Assistance Advisory Group. 
Then Colonel Prugh, MACV staff judge advocate from 1964 to 1966, 
took even more far-reaching initiatives. Prugh led efforts to persuade 
the South Vietnamese military that their conflict with the Viet Cong and 
North Vietnamese was no longer an internal civil disorder. As a direct 
result of his work, the military-and later the government of South 
Vietnam-acceded to the American view that the insurgency was an 
armed conflict of an international character and that the benefits of the 
1949 Geneva Prisoners of War Convention should be given to all cap- 
tured Viet Cong and North Vietnamese soldiers. This was a public rela- 
tions coup for the South Vietnamese. At the same time, applying the 
benefits of the Geneva Convention to those combat captives held in 
South Vietnam also enhanced the opportunity for survival of U.S. ser- 
vicemen held by the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese. 

Colonel Prugh also reasoned that American lawyers under his 
authority could support U.S. military and political aims in Vietnam by 
helping to educate the Vietnamese about the beneficial effect of the rule 
of law in society. According to Prugh, "those who are familiar with the 
ways to combat insurgency have come to recognize that the law and 
lawyers have one of the most significant parts to play." That is, instill- 
ing a respect for law and order would support South Vietnam in its cam- 
paign against the terrorist activities of the Viet Cong and their North 
Vietnamese allies. 

Finally, Prugh established a unique legal advisory program that 
monitored the real-world operation of South Vietnam's military crimi- 
nal justice system. As a result, long after George Prugh's return to the 
United States, MACV judge advocate advisers used their legal talents 
to assist the Vietnamese military on issues ranging from desertion con- 
trol, resources control, and security operations to obtaining transporta- 
tion for Vietnamese judge advocates, providing storage for records of 
trial, and obtaining materiel for local prisons. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Army judge advocates continued 
to take individual initiatives in supporting combat operations in 
Vietnam. At MACV headquarters, Colonel Haughney and his staff pro- 
mulgated the first procedural framework for classifying combat cap- 
tives, using so-called Article 5 tribunals. While the MACV provost 
marshal was primarily responsible for advising the Vietnamese on pris- 
oner of war issues, judge advocates spearheaded efforts in this area- 
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and also took the initiative in establishing a records system identifying 
and listing all prisoners of war. Similarly, while investigating and 
reporting war crimes was not a judge advocate responsibility, MACV 
lawyers took the lead in formulating guidance on investigating and 
reporting such crimes. By 1968 the Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam, had decided, as a matter of policy, that judge advocates would 
be the primary focal point for all war crimes issues. 

Judge advocates also enhanced mission success by providing legal 
support to decision makers outside the Army and the Department of 
Defense. Like his predecessors, Colonel Williams, MACV staff judge 
advocate from August 1969 to July 1970, provided legal advice to the 
U.S. ambassador and his staff. As the senior government lawyer in 
Vietnam, it was only natural for the MACV staff judge advocate to 
respond directly to inquiries from the top State Department officer in 
the country. In addition to meeting at least weekly with the U.S. ambas- 
sador, however, Colonel Williams expanded his role as an adviser and 
counselor while a member of the Irregular Practices Committee. This 
committee was composed of civilian representatives of the U.S. 
Overseas Mission and officers from MACV staff sections, including 
Colonel Williams as the MACV staff judge advocate. While officially 
tasked with coordinating the suppression of black marketing, currency 
manipulation, and other illegal activities affecting the Vietnamese 
economy, the committee's composition naturally made it a clearing- 
house for a variety of policy issues-and a point of contact for Saigon 
government officials seeking assistance. As a result, by the time he 
departed Vietnam in 1970 Colonel Williams was conferring weekly 
with the Vietnamese minister of finance, director of customs, and min- 
ister of economy and with representatives of the U.S. Agency for 
International Development and the U.S. embassy. 

Meanwhile, Army lawyers outside Saigon used their individual tal- 
ents and abilities in a variety of nontraditional ways. At USARV head- 
quarters in Long Binh, for example, Major Suter reviewed the Fire 
Support Base MARY ANN investigation, determined who was responsi- 
ble for the disaster, and recommended an appropriate course of action. 
Lt. Gen. William J. McCaffrey, the USARV deputy commander, 
approved all of Suter's recommendations. 

Army lawyers at brigades and divisions in the field took similar ini- 
tiatives. At the 1st Cavalry Division, the Army's new airmobile experi- 
ment, Colonel Holdaway's innovative approach to practicing law 
enhanced mission success. With about 450 helicopters, the division had 
a very large area of operations, and this meant that Holdaway and his 
lawyers had to take their legal services to the field. As a result, the divi- 
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sion's military attorneys were often airborne, flying out to base camps 
and fire bases on the "lawbird" to confer with and advise comman- 
ders-as well as provide personal legal assistance to their soldiers. 

Finally, after the signing of the Paris Peace Accords, judge advo- 
cates serving on the Four Party Joint Military Commission and Four 
Party Joint Military Team between 1973 and 1975 did more than tradi- 
tional lawyering. Thus, Captain Moushegian served as the U.S. delega- 
tion's expert on the peace treaty's provisions and also assumed the 
duties of principal liaison officer-meeting regularly with his Viet 
Cong, South Vietnamese, and North Vietnamese counterparts in what 
was essentially a diplomatic role. Similarly, Captain Scanlon, one of the 
last Army lawyers to serve in Vietnam, advised the chief of the U.S. del- 
egation on the rights and obligations of all parties under the Paris Peace 
Accords. But Scanlon also assisted in gathering information on 
Americans still missing in action-which meant traveling to Hanoi, 
touring the infamous "Hanoi Hilton," and malung contact with North 
Vietnamese government officials who might provide information about 
missing or dead Americans. 

What was the reason for this significant number of individual ini- 
tiatives? Certainly the nature of the Vietnam War itself encouraged non- 
traditional approaches to mission accomplishment. The unconvention- 
al nature of the guerrilla insurgency required responses that were novel, 
if not radical. The Army experimented with an airmobile division and 
created new combat units-Special Forces-adept at both combat and 
"winning hearts and minds." Seen from this perspective, efforts like 
Prugh's advisory program were a perfect complement to initiatives in 
the Army generally. 

Another reason for increased individual initiative, however, certain- 
ly resulted fi-om the reality that there were more lawyers in the Army 
than ever before. During World War 11, for example, an armored division 
of 11,000 soldiers was authorized one judge advocate on its table of 
manpower. As other divisions were similarly structured, judge advocates 
participating in the fighting in Europe or the Pacific had little time for 
issues outside the established areas of military justice, claims, legal 
assistance, and administrative law. But as the Judge Advocate General's 
Corps increased in size during the Vietnam buildup-an expansion that 
accelerated when more lawyers were needed to satisfy the new require- 
ments of the Military Justice Act of 1968-there simply were more 
judge advocates in the corps. Many were not content to adhere to the tra- 
ditional concept of the role of lawyers in uniform. Better educated, 
exceptionally energetic, and unfettered by old approaches to lawyering, 
these judge advocates looked for new ways to serve. 
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The changing nature of warfare and the emergence of a contin- 
gency-oriented Army, combined with the multitude of individual judge 
advocate initiatives to enhance mission success in nontraditional ways, 
however, do not fully account for this metamorphosis in the role of the 
Army lawyer. There was a third factor: the promulgation of Department 
of Defense Directive 5100.77. Published in November 1974, this new 
directive tasked Army lawyers with ensuring that all U.S. military oper- 
ations strictly complied with the Law of War. 

This Department of Defense policy decision-and a subsequent and 
complementary Joint Chiefs of Staff directive requiring the chairman's 
legal counsel to review all operations plans-was a direct result of My 
Lai. After Lieutenant Calley and his men murdered more than a hundred 
Vietnamese men, women, and children in My Lai and the surrounding 
area, the Defense Department recognized that preventing similar inci- 
dents required a new approach to ensuring obedience to the Law of War. 
Requiring the Army's legal corps to take primary responsibility for 
implementing a DOD Law of War Program that would ensure that "the 
Armed Forces of the United States shall comply with the law of war in 
the conduct of military operations and related activities in armed con- 
flict" was considered to be the best way to accomplish this goal. 

A few perceptive Army lawyers realized that this meant judge 
advocates must review all operations plans, concept plans, rules of 
engagement, execution orders, deployment orders, policies, and direc- 
tives to ensure compliance with the Law of War, as well as with domes- 
tic and international law. These same military lawyers also recognized 
that this could best be accomplished if judge advocates were integrated 
into operations at all levels and, while Army lawyers were not routine- 
ly to perform nonlegal duties, effective integration would sometimes 
require judge advocates to take on nonlegal tasks. 

Interestingly, there was a direct link between the institutional 
change caused by the 1974 DOD directive and the individual initiatives 
of the Vietnam era. Colonel Prugh, who while serving as MACV staff 
judge advocate had developed new strategies for using the law to sup- 
port the war effort in Vietnam, served as the Judge Advocate General 
from 1971 to 1975. It was during his tenure that Colonel Solf, then 
chief of the International Law Division, Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, proposed that the Army suggest that a DOD-level Law of War 
Program be created. Not surprisingly, General Prugh concurred, and 
Colonel Solf began the process which culminated in the new directive. 
Thus, Prugh's belief that the law and lawyers must support military 
operations in new ways now was influencing an institutional shift in the 
role of the judge advocate. 

http:5100.77
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To sum up, the first two factors-the emergence of a contingency- 
oriented Army and individual initiatives to use the law and legal skills 
to enhance mission success in novel ways-along with a third factor, 
the Army's experiences at My Lai and the resulting DOD directive, 
combined to move the Judge Advocate General's Corps toward an insti- 
tutional recognition that the role of the judge advocate must change. As 
a result, the Corps took some steps to integrate itself into military oper- 
ations-but these were fragmented. Moreover, the pace of change 
between 1974 and 1983 was too slow-as evidenced by the "wake-up 
call" the Corps received in October 1983: Operation URGENT FURY. 
This deployment to Grenada was the fourth factor-and certainly the 
catalyst--causing the metamorphosis in the role of the Army lawyer. 

URGENTFURY truly was a watershed event, for the Corps now rec- 
ognized, as an institution, that it must reconfigure to meet the chal- 
lenges of a contingency-oriented Army. Failure to do so would keep the 
Corps on the periphery of the Army, if not render it increasingly irrel- 
evant in military operations. As Colonel Richardson, the 82d Airborne 
Division staff judge advocate during URGENT FURY,observed: "You can 
only tell the CO [commanding officer] that he can't shoot the prisoners 
so many times. You reach a certain point at which, when the boss has 
run out of beans and bullets, has certain equipment requirements, and 
has the locals clamoring to be paid for property damage, you have to be 
prepared to provide the best possible legal advice concerning these 
issues as well."' 

Fortunately, in the last hours of planning for URGENT FURY,Colonel 
Richardson had prevailed on the division chief of staff to let him 
accompany the assault command post into Grenada. Consequently, he 
was at the right place at the right time to deal with a variety of nontra- 
ditional issues ranging from the status of Cuban diplomats and condi- 
tions in detainee camps to drafting rules of engagement and advising 
civilian authorities on the content of a preventive detention ordinance. 
Had Richardson not taken the individual initiative to secure a place on 
the lead aircraft deploying to Grenada, no Army lawyer would have 
been available to advise the commander on these extremely important 
matters. 

Providing effective judge advocate support to military operations, 
however, could no longer be based on such individual initiative. As a 
result, the evolution in the role of the Army lawyer accelerated after 
1983, with the Corps-as an institution-focusing its efforts on the 
development of operational law as a concept and a legal practice. This 
included a new recognition that, in order to be good lawyers giving 
good advice, judge advocates had to be located with commanders dur-
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ing a deployment. And to be with commanders, judge advocates had to 
be "operations smartw-able to understand and appreciate AirLand 
Battle and its maneuver warfare progeny. They also had to be able to 
use the law to enhance mission success at the tactical and operational 
levels of military operations. 

Six years later, when U.S. forces deployed to Panama in Operation 
JUST CAUSE, Colonel Smith, the 82d Airborne Division staff judge 
advocate, parachuted into combat along with the rest of the division's 
assault command post. This put him on the ground with the command 
group from the very beginning and ensured that he was immediately 
available to give timely, accurate advice. When asked by the division 
logistics officer (G-4), for example, whether privately owned automo- 
biles and trucks could be used to transport the 7,000 paratroopers now 
on the ground, Colonel Smith was able to correctly advise him that the 
Law of War permitted the immediate seizure of such property if neces- 
sary for mission success. Since the 82d Airborne Division needed these 
vehicles if it was to move rapidly in the next hours and days, seizing 
and using them were key to mission success-and therefore lawful. 

Over the following days and weeks, Colonel Smith and his fellow 
judge advocates at the 7th Infantry Division, XVIII Airborne Corps, 
and Special Operations Command handled a variety of issues, includ- 
ing those involving detainees and prisoners of war, law and order, for- 
eign claims, and military justice. Colonel Bozeman, the XVIII 
Airborne Corps staff judge advocate, was increasingly involved in 
political-military matters. For example, television news programming 
in the United States trumpeted that a "money for guns" program was 
under way in Panama--even though no such program yet existed. 
Although Bozeman thought the issue might be a corps logistics (G4) ,  
or provost marshal, or even a joint task force intelligence (J-2) issue, 
he stepped into the vacuum and wrote a "guns for cash" policy for the 
corps and task force. By the end of JUST CAUSE, more than 8,800 
weapons had been turned in at a cost of some $81 1,000. In addition to 
his work with guns for cash, Bozeman also drafted a war trophy policy 
for the joint task force. Again, while the issue was not a judge advocate 
responsibility, Colonel Bozeman authored a comprehensive joint poli- 
cy, and before soldiers redeployed from Panama to the United States 
clear guidance had been published. 

With the experiences of URGENT FURY and JUST CAUSE behind 
them, the members of the Judge Advocate General's Corps were ready 
for Operation DESERT SHIELD,the largest overseas deployment since 
Vietnam. The evolution of the role of the judge advocate in military 
operations was now virtually complete. The development of, and focus 
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on, a comprehensive operational law program had paid tremendous div- 
idends. The import of operational law was the fact that it was based on 
an incontrovertible premise: that judge advocates deploying on military 
operations are faced with a wide range of legal issues uniquely associ-
ated with the conduct of such operations. Judge advocates confront 
international law, administrative and civil law (including contract, fis- 
cal, and environmental law), claims, and military justice issues that 
arise from, and impact on, the manner in which military activities are 
conducted across the entire operational spectrum. After Grenada and 
Panama, the Corps had identified these issues, collected and placed 
them under a common terminological umbrella, developed an extensive 
academic curriculum and training program focusing on them, and com- 
piled comprehensive resource materials for use by judge advocates 
deploying on military operations. The result was that Army lawyers 
going to the field no longer needed to "reinvent the wheel." On the con- 
trary, armed with operational law, the judge advocate became a key 
member of the commander's staff, and the Judge Advocate General's 
Corps, as a whole, emerged as a more relevant and essential organiza- 
tion in a contingency-oriented Army. 

The Army's Law of War training program, an essential part of the 
operational law effort, also had taken hold. Commanders at all levels 
insisted that their operations be conducted in strict compliance with the 
requirements of the law. Thus, Army lawyers were integrated into oper- 
ations at all levels-and were working more closely with commanders 
and operators than ever before. For example, CENTCOM judge advo- 
cates-along with their counterparts at VII Corps and XVIII Airborne 
Corps-took an active role in developing rules of engagement. Those 
planning operations were still responsible for formulating rules gov- 
erning the use of force; however, they sought the involvement of 
lawyers from the beginning of the process. As a result, judge advocates 
at all levels did more than simply advise on and review rules of engage- 
ment-they also wrote them. 

As DESERT SHIELD'S buildup of men and materiel began, Army 
lawyers were called upon to use their talents in some very new ways. 
Thus, at the direction of General Schwarzkopf, judge advocates at U.S. 
Central Command drafted a general order regulating the behavior of all 
CENTCOM forces in the Persian Gulf. For the first time, certain activ- 
ities lawhl in the United States were prohibited in order to preserve 
good U.S.-host nation relations. Thus, as intoxicating beverages were 
illegal under Saudi law, judge advocates included a ban on alcohol con- 
sumption in the order. Similarly, Saudi cultural sensibilities in the area 
of sexually suggestive literature led to a regulatory prohibition on pos- 
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sessing these items. Both of these prohibitions were radical steps, as 
U.S. forces had never before had such restrictions placed upon their 
conduct. But subsequent events demonstrated that the general order 
drafted by Army lawyers and their other service colleagues greatly 
enhanced good order and discipline among U.S. troops. So successful 
was the alcohol ban in ensuring mission focus and safety of the force 
that it has been included in every similar general order promulgated 
since DESERT STORM. 

Army lawyers used their operational law expertise in other areas as 
well. Because U.S. forces needed far more equipment and supplies than 
they brought with them, they negotiated a multitude of contracts for 
supplies and services. Colonel Hagan's contract and fiscal law experts 
at 22d Support Command, for example, provided advice and support on 
such matters. An early fiscal law issue was whether Army O&M funds 
could be used to fund the construction of a heliports critical opera- 
tional need since the Saudis did not have adequate airfield space to 
accommodate the huge number of attack, scout, transport, and utility 
helicopters arriving daily. The problem was that a $200,000 limit on 
spending such monies for "unspecified minor construction" seemed to 
preclude building a heliport estimated to cost $1 million or more. The 
SUPCOM judge advocates researched and wrote a fiscal law opinion 
setting forth the facts and the law. They concluded that limits on spend- 
ing O&M funds did not apply to real-world operations or to combat- 
related construction and advised General Pagonis, the SUPCOM com- 
mander, that there was no fiscal law bar to building the heliport. When 
the chief counsel of the Corps of Engineers concurred in this legal 
opinion, the authority for the heliport-and other similar projects-was 
established. Also settled was General Pagonis' confidence in the judge 
advocates in his command. 

By the time Operation DESERT STORMstarted, judge advocates were 
combining their practice of law with building fighting positions, man- 
ning perimeters, and supervising soldiers pulling guard duty. In line 
with their new training as operational lawyers, they were also accom- 
panying their commanders to the front to ensure that legal advice was 
consistently timely, accurate, and available. At VII Corps, for example, 
Colonel Huffman, the staff judge advocate, was in the tactical opera- 
tions center and close to General Franks. Thus when, during the initial 
breaching of Iraqi defensive fortifications, Franks queried whether it 
was permissible under the Law of War for U.S. forces to use their com- 
bat earthmovers to bury Iraqi soldiers alive in their fighting positions, 
Colonel Huffman was able to assure General Franks that the breaching 
operations were entirely lawful. 
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Similarly, as VII Corps continued its advance, crushing Iraqi units 
and capturing thousands of the enemy, the volume of prisoners was so 
great that it threatened to slow the American advance. Because they did 
not want to give up vehicles to transport these Iraqis to rear holding 
areas or to assign soldiers to guard them, some recommended that the 
captives simply be given some food and water and instructed to start 
walking south. Colonel Huffinan, over the protest of some combat com- 
manders, answered that this was not possible under the Law of War and 
the 1949 Geneva Prisoners of War Convention. The VII Corps was 
responsible for the safety of the prisoners. There were minefields to the 
south, and Iraqi prisoners might be killed or injured if they inadver- 
tently walked through such fields. Additionally, groups of Iraqi sol- 
diers, traveling on foot behind the front lines, might be targeted by U.S. 
soldiers or aircraft. Were they killed or injured, VII Corps would bear 
responsibility for violating the Law of War. Colonel Huffman recog- 
nized that the large number of prisoners was hampering the forward 
progress of VII Corps units, but advised that the requirements of the 
law left no alternative. As a result of his timely and accurate advice, 
prisoners were safeguarded and moved under escort to the rear. 

After the campaign in Southwest Asia there was much reflection 
and analysis about integrating judge advocates more fully into opera- 
tions at all levels. Thus, at some Army units, like the 10th Mountain 
Division and XVIII Airborne Corps, a judge advocate with operational 
law experience sat at a desk alongside division or corps operations 
(G-3) personnel, rather than working in the Office of the Staff Judge 
Advocate. 

This increasingly close working relationship between lawyers and 
operators paid big dividends when U.S. forces deployed to Somalia for 
Operation RESTORE HOPE in 1992. At the 10th Mountain Division, for 
example, Army lawyers developed rules of engagement only after 
close coordination with judge advocates at U.S. Central Command and 
the Unified Task Force. This practical approach ensured that no rules 
on the use of force were made in a vacuum and guaranteed smooth 
implementation of rules based on threatening conduct rather than sta- 
tus-a distinction critical to mission accomplishment in Somalia given 
the lack of an enemy and the essentially humanitarian nature of the 
deployment. 

By the time 10th Mountain troopers boarded aircraft for 
Mogadishu, the division commander had such confidence in his legal 
support that he chose Colonel Smith, the staff judge advocate, to be the 
chief of staff for the 25-man advance party deploying to Somalia a few 
days before the main body of troops. Thus, in addition to providing 
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legal advice to General Magruder, the assault command post comman- 
der, a judge advocate also supervised and coordinated the work of 
Magruder's principal staff (G-1 through G-5), as well as the activities 
of the engineers, communications cell, and security force. 

During Operation RESTORE HOPE and the United Nations mission 
that followed, Army lawyers continued to enhance mission success in a 
variety of areas. Especially noteworthy was the leading role played in 
the area of law enforcement, particularly the formulation of a detainee 
policy. Somalia had no police and no prisons, much less a judicial sys- 
tem. Yet the establishment of law and order was required if RESTORE 
HOPE'S humanitarian mission was to succeed. After researching the 
issue, Army judge advocates advised that Somalis who committed seri- 
ous criminal offenses or attacked military personnel could be detained. 
Additionally, Somalis could be detained if their continued freedom 
likely would endanger UN and U.S. forces or innocent third parties. 
Using this legal basis, and recognizing that all detainee procedures 
must have minimum due process standards, judge advocates then draft- 
ed rules for detainee treatment. As a result, each Somali detainee lived 
in facilities, was provided food, and received medical care constituting 
a minimum standard of humane treatment. Later, when International 
Committee of the Red Cross representatives inspected these detainee 
facilities, they voiced approval of the operation. 

Less than a year after U.S. forces returned from Somalia, judge 
advocates deployed to Haiti in Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY.During 
that operation and the United Nations mission that followed, these 
lawyers used the law and their legal talents in a number of novel areas. 
At the direction of General Shelton, the task force commander, Colonel 
Altenburg, the top lawyer at XVlII Airborne Corps, drafted a document 
for Shelton to use in convincing Haitian strongman Raoul Cedras that 
the Haitian military should accept a peaceful entry by U.S. forces into 
Haiti. But this did not end Altenburg's involvement, for General 
Shelton further directed Altenburg to sit with him at the face-to-face 
meeting with Cedras in Port-au-Prince; if a political-military issue 
arose, General Shelton wanted a judge advocate nearby who would be 
able to advise him. In addition to this unusual role as diplomatic advis- 
er, Colonel Altenburg later also served as a public affairs officer for the 
task force when the officer organizing a conference for the internation- 
al news media determined his skills as a judge advocate made him the 
best choice for answering questions about Operation UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY. 

By 1996, when the last Army lawyers returned from Haiti, the 

judge advocate's new role was firmly in place. The large-scale deploy-
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ments to Panama, the Persian Gulf, Somalia, and Haiti, like the small- 
er military operations to Bangladesh, Western Samoa, and Rwanda, 
demonstrated that operational law was now the essence of the military 
legal practice. Judge advocates were using every source of law-inter- 
national, foreign, and domestic-in the operational context. They were 
succeeding in this new role not only because they were good lawyers, 
but also because they were competent in military skills and understood 
the military unit and mission they were supporting. 

The evolution of the role of the Army lawyer in military operations, 
however, is not at an end. On the contrary, this evolution continues. The 
International and Operational Law Department at the Judge Advocate 
General's School will continue to provide the intellectual foundation 
for operational law. Its work, combined with the greatly expanded role 
of the Center for Law and Military Operations located at the school, as 
well as realistic training at the Army's combat training centers, will 
ensure that Army lawyers continue developing their sklls at the tacti- 
cal and operational levels. 

More significant developments, however, likely will occur at the 
strategic level. As Colonels Altenburg, Bozeman, Graham, and 
Supervielle's experiences in Haiti, Panama, the Sinai, Western Samoa, 
and Bangladesh demonstrate, judge advocates will be increasingly 
called upon to serve as political-military advisers. Whether serving as 
an adviser in political negotiations, creating a "money for muskets" 
program, drafting a turn-over document for the Multinational Force and 
Observers, or negotiating a Status of Forces Agreement, judge advo- 
cates will need the training and experience to be first-class soldiers, 
outstanding lawyers, and polished diplomats. 

Judge advocates at the tactical level ensure that soldiers do not 
shoot prisoners. At the operational level, they use their talents and abil- 
ities to draft and implement rules of engagement. At the strategic level, 
they must use their skills as operational lawyers to enhance mission 
success as negotiators and advisers to those making political-military 
decisions. Given that judge advocates now are fully integrated into 
operations at the tactical and operational levels, it seems likely that the 
most significant hture developments in the role of the Army lawyer 
will occur at the strategic level. Certainly this will mean a greater inter- 
est in training judge advocates in how to coordinate successfully with 
agencies and departments outside the Department of Defense. Thus, 
while current operational doctrine emphasizes "jointness" within the 
Defense Department, Army lawyers of the twenty-first century are like- 
ly to increasingly focus on interagency coordination and cooperation 
with "operators" at other government departments. 
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An examination of judge advocates in military operations from 
Vietnam to Haiti demonstrates that the role of lawyers in the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps has undergone a revolutionary transforma- 
tion. As a result, there is today virtually no limit on what judge advo- 
cates may properly do-and are expected by commanders to do-to 
enhance mission success. Provided judge advocates continue their 
close working relationship with operators, they will continue to demon- 
strate that there are no defining limits on the role of the judge advocate. 
As the Army enters the twenty-first century, it is apparent that the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps will continue to be an integral part of the 
Army-providing important and valuable service to soldiers and the 
nation. 

' As previously cited in Chapter 2, note 52. 



Biographical Notes on Army 
Lawyers 

While more than three hundred judge advocates are mentioned by name 
in this work, there are only about ninety biographical sketches in this 
appendix. As a general rule, the decision to include information on a 
particular individual was based on whether his or her experiences in a 
particular military operation were examined in the narrative; judge 
advocates mentioned in passing are not included. 

Official personnel records maintained by the National Personnel 
Records Center, St. Louis, Missouri, along with data cards and person- 
nel directories on file at the Personnel, Plans, and Training Office, 
Office of the Judge Advocate General, were the principal sources for 
biographical information on retired or deceased judge advocates. 
Department of the Army Officer Record Briefs provided the biograph- 
ical data for judge advocates in the active and reserve components and 
the National Guard. While all information is believed accurate, any 
errors of commission or omission are the responsibility of the author. 
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Rules of Engagement 

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 
(Given to VII Corps Troops in SouthwestAsia) 

DO: 

1. BE FRIENDLY AND COURTEOUS. A handshake accompanied 
with the phrase Al-Salaama' Alaykum (Peace be upon you) is the most 
common form of greeting. 

2. IF YOU SMOKE (Most Arab men do). Offer to share cigarettes with 
those present. 

3. SIT PROPERLY IN CHAIRS, UPRIGHT WITH FEET ON THE 
GROUND. 

4. WHEN IN DOUBT, OBSERVE LOCALS AND IMITATE THEIR 
BEHAVIOR. 

5. AVOID CONTACT WITH ARAB WOMEN. If introduced, be polite 
but do not stare or engage in any lengthy conversation. 

6. REMAIN AT THE SCENE IF INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT. Be 
polite but say nothing about the circumstances until US authorities 
arrive. Host Nation police determine liability at the scene, and an offer 
to pay the other driver is taken as an admission that you are at fault. 

DON'T: 

1. MAKE CRITICAL COMPARISONS of your religion to Islam. Most 
Arabs speak English and understand what you are saying. 
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4. USE ALCOHOL. 
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6. USE YOUR LEFT HAND TO EAT OR PASS FOOD. 
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PEACE TIME RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
(For VII Corps Troops During Operation DESERTSHIELD) 

THE UNITED STATES IS NOT AT WAR. 

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO USE FORCE TO DEFEND 
YOURSELF against attacks or threats of attack. 

COMMANDERS are authorized to use force in self-defense 
when responding to attacks or threats of imminent attack 
against US or host nation forces, citizens, property, or com- 
mercial assets. 

Unless directed by your chain of command, YOU MAY NOT 
ENTER THE LAND, SEA, OR AIRSPACE OF OTHER 
COUNTRIES besides the Host nation. 

IFYOU ACCIDENTALLY ENTER the land, sea, or airspace of 
another country, withdraw quickly and use force only to pre- 
vent harm to yourself during the withdrawal. 

You may NOT SEIZE THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS to 
accomplish your mission. 

You must FOLLOW NORMAL CONTRACTING PROCE- 
DURES to secure supplies to accomplish your mission. 

TREAT ALL PEOPLE AND PROPERTY WITH DIGNITY 
AND RESPECT. 

FOLLOW HOST NATION LAW and obey Host nation officials. 

IF HOSTILITIES BEGIN, follow the War Time Rules of 
Engagement. 
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WAR TIME RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
(For VII Corps Troops During Operation DESERTSTORM) 

ATTACK all enemy soldiers, vehicles, positions, supplies, and equip- 
ment using these rules: 

A. DO NOT ATTACK anyone who has surrendered, is out of battle due 
to sickness or wounds, is shipwrecked, or is an aircrew member para- 
chuting from a disabled aircraft. 

B. DO NOT HARM CIVILIANS unless it is necessary to save US 
lives. Do not fire into civilian populated areas or buildings which are 
not being defended or being used for a military purpose. 

C. THE USE OF BOOBY TRAPS IS LIMITED. Traps that are likely 
to kill or injure unsuspecting people performing an innocent act are 
prohibited. Devices that protect friendly positions or slow down enemy 
forces are authorized. Booby traps may not be used on civilian person- 
al property. All traps must be recovered or destroyed when they are no 
longer needed. 

D. DO NOT ATTACK CHURCHES, Mosques, Shrines, Schools, 
Museums, National Monuments, or any other historical or cultural site 
except in self-defense. 

E. HOSPITALS will be given special protection. Do not attack hospi- 
tals unless the enemy uses the hospital to commit acts harmful to US 
forces, and then only after giving a warning and allowing a reasonable 
time to pass before engaging, if the tactical situation permits. 

F. LOOTING AND TAKING WAR TROPHIES ARE PROHIBITED. 

G. DO NOT ATTACK CIVILIAN PROPERTY unless it is necessary to 
protect US forces or the civilian property is being used by the enemy 
for military purposes and the accomplishment of the mission depends 
on it. 

H. TREAT ALL CIVILIANS AND THEIR PROPERTY WITH 
RESPECT AND DIGNITY. Before using privately owned property, see 
if government owned property can substitute. Do not requisition civil- 
ian property, including vehicles, without permission of a commander 
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and without giving a receipt. If an ordering officer can contract the 
property, then do not requisition it. 

I. Treat all PRISONERS and DETAINEES humanely and with respect 
and dignity. You are responsible for their protection. 

J. FIRE ONLY THE MINIMUM amount and type of ammunition nec- 
essary to accomplish the mission. 

K. PREVENT UNNECESSARY SUFFERING and restrict destruction 
to what the mission requires. 

REMEMBER 

1. FIGHT ONLY COMBATANTS AND ATTACK ONLY MILITARY 
TARGETS. 
2. SPARE CIVILIAN PERSONS AND OBJECTS. 
3.  RESTRICT DESTRUCTION TO WHAT YOUR MISSION 
REQUIRES. 
4. REPORT VIOLATIONS OF THESE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
THROUGH YOUR CHAIN OF COMMAND. 
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Rules of Engagement 
Operation RESTOREHOPE 

JTF for Somalia Relief Operation 

Ground Forces Rules of Engagement 


Nothing in these rules of engagement limits your right to take appro- 
priate action to defend yourself and your unit. 

A. 	 You have the right to use force to defend yourself against 
attacks or threats of attack. 

B. 	 Hostile fire may be returned effectively and promptly to stop a 
hostile act. 

C. 	 When U.S. forces are attacked by unarmed hostile elements, 
mobs, andlor rioters, U.S. forces should use the minimum force 
necessary under the circumstances and proportional to the 
threat. 

D. 	 You may not seize the property of others to accomplish your 
mission. 

E. 	 Detention of civilians is authorized for security reasons or in 
self-defense. 

REMEMBER 

1 .  	 The United States is not at war. 

2. 	 Treat all persons with dignity and respect. 

3. 	 Use minimum force to carry out mission. 

4. 	 Always be prepared to act in self-defense. 
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Rules of Engagement 
United Nations Operation in Somalia I1 

General Bir's approved rules of engagement, published in the UNOSOM 
I1 Operations Plan were: 

1. UNOSOM PERSONNEL MAY USE DEADLY FORCE: 
a. To defend themselves, other U.N. personnel, or persons and 

areas under their protection against hostile acts or hostile intent. 
b. To resist attempts by forceful means to prevent the Force 

from discharging its duties. 

2. CHALLENGING. 
a. Whenever practicable, a challenge should be given before 

using deadly force. 
b. Challenging is done by: 

(1) Shouting in English: "U.N., STOP OR I WILL 
FIRE," or; 

(2) Shouting in Somali: "U.N., KA HANAGA JOOGO 
AMA WAA GUBAN," or; 

(3) firing warning shots in the air. 

3. PRINCIPLES FOR USE OF FORCE. When it becomes necessary to 
use force, the following principles apply: 

a. Action which may reasonably be expected to cause excessive 
collateral damage is prohibited. 

b. Reprisals are prohibited. 
c. Minimum force is to be used at all times. 

4. SPECIFIC RULES. 
a. UNOSOM Forces may use deadly force in response to a hos- 

tile act or when there is clear evidence of hostile intent. 
b. Crew-served weapons are considered a threat to UNOSOM 

Forces and the relief effort whether or not the crew demonstrates hos- 
tile intent. Commanders are authorized to use all necessary force to 
confiscate and demilitarize crew-served weapons in their area of oper- 
ations. 

c. Within those areas under the control of UNOSOM Forces 
armed individuals may be considered a threat to UNOSOM and the 
relief efforts whether or not the individual demonstrates hostile intent. 
Commanders are authorized to use all necessary force to disarm and 
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demilitarize groups or individuals in those areas under the control of 
UNOSOM. Absent a hostile or criminal act, individuals and associated 
vehicles will be released after any weapons are removed/demilitarized. 

d. If UNOSOM Forces are attacked or threatened by unarmed 
hostile elements, mobs and/or rioters, UNOSOM Forces are authorized 
to employ reasonable minimum force to repel the attacks or threats. 
UNOSOM Forces may also employ the following procedures: verbal 
warnings to demonstrators, shows of force including use of riot control 
formations, and warning shots. 

e. UNATTENDED MEANS OF FORCE. Unattended means of 
force, including booby traps, mines, and trip guns, are not authorized. 

f. DETENTION OF PERSONNEL. Personnel who interfere 
with the accomplishment of the mission or who otherwise use or threat- 
en deadly force against UNOSOM, U.N. or relief material, distribution 
sites, or convoys may be detained. Persons who commit criminal acts in 
areas under the control of U.N. Forces may likewise be detained. 
Detained personnel will be evacuated to a designated location for 
turnover to military police. 

5. DEFINITIONS. The following definitions are used: 
a. SELF DEFENSE. Action to protect oneself or one's unit 

against a hostile act or hostile intent. 
b. HOSTILE ACT. The use of force against UNOSOM person- 

nel or mission-essential property, or against personnel in an area under 
UNOSOM responsibility. 

c. HOSTILE INTENT. The threat of imminent use of force 
against UNOSOM Forces or other persons in those areas under the con- 
trol of UNOSOM. 

d. MINIMUM FORCE. The minimum authorized degree of 
force which is necessary, reasonable and lawhl in the circumstances. 

6. Only the Force Commander, UNOSOM, may approve changes to 
these ROE. 
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The complete Rules of Engagement published and distributed on the 
ROE card were: 

Cfront of card] 
NOTHING IN THESE ROE LIMITS YOUR RIGHT TO TAKE ALL 
NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE ACTION TO DEFEND YOUR- 
SELF AND YOUR UNIT. 

1. Use all necessary force, including deadly force: 
a. To defend yourself, other U.N. personnel, or persons and area 

under your protection against the use of force or clear evidence of 
intent to use force. 

b. To confiscate and demilitarize crew-served weapons. 
c. To disarm and demilitarize individuals in areas under 

UNOSOM control. 

2. Always use the minimum force necessary under the circumstances 
and proportional to the threat. 

3. If the tactical situation permits, you should give a challenge before 
using deadly force. Challenge by: 

a. Shouting in English: "U.N., STOP OR I WILL FIRE,"or 
b. Shouting in Somali: "U.N., KA HANAGA JOOGO AMA 

WAA GUBAN," or 
c. Firing warning shots in the air. 

[reverse of card] 
4 .  Unattended weapons, such as booby traps, mines, and trip guns, are 
prohibited. 

5. Detain individuals who interfere with your mission, who use or clear- 
ly threaten deadly force, or who commit criminal acts in areas under 
UNOSOM control. Evacuate detainees to a designated location for 
turnover to military police. Treat all detainees humanely. 

6. Do not seize civilian property without your commander's authoriza- 
tion. 

7. Treat all persons with dignity and respect. 
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Human Rights GuideJjnes 
Operation UPHOLDDEMOCRACY 

Ten Commandments of Human Rights for Soldiers 

THOU SHALL: 

1 .  	 Honor the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

2. 	 Give and obey only lawful orders. 

3. 	 Report crimes and human rights violations to proper authori- 
ties. 

4. 	 Respect individual integrity and human dignity. 

5 .  	 Abide by the military code of honor, be professional, and tell 
the whole truth in human rights investigations. 

6.  	 Spread the word: order depends on respect for human rights. 

THOU SHALL NOT COMMIT NOR TOLERATE: 

7. 	 Murder, rape, torture, or the excessive use of force. 

8. 	 Disappearances. 

9. 	 The unnecessary destruction of property. 

10. 	 Extrajudicial punishment. 
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Rules of Engagement 
Operation UPHOLDDEMOCRACY 

Each soldier in the Combined Joint Task Force was issued an ROE card 
containing the following: 

Combined JTF Haiti 

Rules of Engagement (ROE) Card 1 


6 September 1994 


Nothing in the ROE limits your right to use necessary force to defend 
yourself, your fellow service members, your unit, other JTF personnel, 
key facilities, and property designated by your commander. 

1. Repel hostile acts with necessary force, including deadly force. Use 
only the amount of force needed to protect liveslproperty and accom- 
plish mission. Engage targets with observed, direct, deliberately aimed 
fire. 

2. Do not hesitate to respond with force against hostile acts and signs 
of hostile intent. 

3. You may use necessary force to stop, disarm, and detain members of 
the Haitian military, police, other armed persons, or other persons com- 
mitting hostile acts or showing hostile intent. Stop and detain other per- 
sons who interfere with your mission. Evacuate detainees to a desig- 
nated location for release to proper authorities. Treat all detainees 
humanely. 

4. When a tactical situation permits, you should give a challenge before 
using deadly forcme. Challenge by: 

a. Shouting in English "U.S. STOP OR I WILL FIRE!" 
b. Shouting in Creole "U.S. KANPE OUBIEN MAP TIRE!" 

Phonetic: "U.S. kaHJnpey oobeeEH(n) mahp tEErey! 
c. Fire warning shots into the air. 

5. Treat all persons with dignity and respect. 

6. Do not take private property without commander's permission. 

7. Remember: no force has been declared hostile, including the Haitian 
Army and police. Use of deadly force must be based on hostile acts or 
clear indicators ofhostile intent. 
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The modified rules of engagement follow: 

COMBINED JTF HAITI 

PEACETIME RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 


CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS IN HAITI 


NOTHING IN THESE ROE LIMITS YOUR OBLIGATION TO 

TAKE ALL NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE ACTION TO 


DEFEND YOURSELF AND YOUR UNIT 

21 September 1994 


1. No forces have been declared hostile. Offensive military operations 
(raids, assaults, etc.) require CJTF 190 approval. 

2. Treat all persons with dignity and respect. 

3. Use all necessary force, up to and including deadly force, to defend 
U.S. forces, U.S. citizens, or designated foreign nationals against an 
attack or threat of imminent attack. When deadly force is employed, 
engage targets with observed, deliberately aimed fire. 

4. Members of the military, police, or other armed persons may be 
stopped, detained, and if necessary, disarmed if they appear to threaten 
essential civic order. 

5. Civilians may be stopped if they appear to be a threat to U.S. forces, 
protected persons, key facilities, or property designated mission essen- 
tial by CJTF 190. If determined to be a threat, they may be hrther 
detained. If not, they will be released. 

6. Necessary and proportional force is authorized to control distur- 
bances and disperse crowds threatening essential civic order. 

7. Persons observed committing serious criminal acts will be detained 
using minimal force necessary up to and including deadly force. 
Serious criminal acts include: homicide, aggravated assault, rape, arson 
and robbery. Non-lethal force is authorized to detain persons observed 
committing burglary or larceny. Release persons suspected of serious 
criminal acts to Haitian law enforcement officerslother appropriate 
authorities as soon as possible. 

8. Civilian vehicles may be stopped and their occupants' identities 
checked for security purposes. If a civilian vehicle does not stop on 
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9. Do not enter the Dominican Republic without permission from CINC-
USACOM. 

10. Deadly force is not authorized to disarm Haitians, enforce curfews, 
or stop looting, unless those individuals involved engage in hostile acts 
or demonstrate hostile intent. 

11. Possession of a weapon in public by any individual does not, by 
itself, constitute a hostile act or demonstrate hostile intent. 

12. U.S. forces are not authorized to grant political asylum. Temporary 
refuge will be granted only if necessary to protect human life. 

13. Respect diplomatic personnel, residences, facilities, and property. 
Do not enter diplomatic residencedfacilities unless invited by appro- 
priate diplomatic officials or approved by CINCUSACOM. 
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Rules of Engagement 
Operation PROVIDECOMFORT 

Each coalition soldier received a pocket-size card printed with the fol- 
lowing: 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 

1.All military operations will be conducted in accordance with the Law 
of War. 

2. The use of armed force will be utilized as a measure of last resort 
only. 

3. Nothing in these rules negates or otherwise overrides a commander's 
obligation to take all necessary and appropriate actions for his unit's 
self-defense. 

4. U.S. forces will not fire unless fired upon, unless there is clear evi- 
dence of hostile intent. 

a. HOSTILE INTENT. The threat of imminent use of force by 
an Iraqi or other foreign force, terrorist group, or individual against the 
United States, U.S. forces, U.S. citizens, or Kurdish or other refugees 
located within a U.S. or allied safe haven refugee area. When the on- 
scene commander determines, based on convincing evidence, that 
HOSTILE INTENT is present, the right exists to use proportional force 
to deter or neutralize the threat. 

b. HOSTILE ACT. Includes armed force directly to preclude or 
impede the missions andlor duties of U.S. or allied forces. 

5. Response to hostile fire directly threatening U.S. or allied care shall 
be rapid and directed at the source of fire using only the force neces- 
sary to eliminate the threat. Other foreign forces (such as reconnais- 
sance aircraft) that have shown an active integration with the attacking 
force may be engaged. Use minimum amount of force necessary to 
control the situation. 

6. You may fire into Iraqi territory in response to hostile fire. 

7. You may fire into another nation's territory in response to hostile fire 
only if the cognizant government is unable or unwilling to stop that 
force's hostile acts effectively or promptly. 
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8. Surface-to-air missiles will engage hostile aircraft flying north of the 
36th Parallel. 

9. Surface-to-air missiles will engage hostile aircraft south of the 36th 
Parallel only when they demonstrate hostile intent or commit hostile 
acts. Except in cases of self-defense, authorization for such engage- 
ment rests with the designated air defense commander. Warning bursts 
may be fired ahead of foreign aircraft to deter hostile acts. 

10. In the event U.S. forces are attacked or threatened by unarmed hos- 
tile elements, mobs, or rioters, the responsibility for the protection of 
U.S. force rests with the U.S. commanding officer. On-scene comman- 
der will employ the following measures to overcome the threat: 

a. Warning to demonstrators. 
b. Show of force, including use of riot control formations. 
c. Warning shots fired over the heads of hostile elements. 
d. Other reasonable use of force necessary under the circum- 

stances and proportional to the threat. 

11. Use the following guidelines when applying these rules: 
a. Use of force only to protect lives. 
b. Use of minimum force necessary. 
c. Pursuit will not be taken to retaliate; however, immediate 

pursuit may begin and continue for as long as there is an immediate 
threat to U.S. forces. In the absence of JCS approval, U.S. forces should 
not pursue any hostile force into another nation's territory. 

d. If necessary and proportional, use all available weapons to 
deter, neutralize, or destroy the threat as required. 
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control agents and sniper teams. 

C. Arming orders: 

Arming Bayonet/ 
Order Rife Scabbard Bayonet 

AO-1 Sling On Belt Scabbarc 

AO-2 Port On Belt Scabbarc 

AO-3 Sling On Belt Fixed 

A 0 4  Port On Belt Fixed 

AO-5 Port On Belt Fixed 

A 0 4  Port On Belt Fixed 

Rules of Engagement 

Los Angeles Civil Disturbance 

Joint Task Force L.A. 


(as of 020100 May 1992) 


A. Every serviceman has the right under law to use reasonable and nec- 
essary force to defend himself against violent and dangerous personal 
attack. The limitations described below are not intended to infringe on 
this right, but to prevent indiscriminate use of force. 

B. Force will never be used unless necessary, and then only the mini- 
mum force will be used. 

(1) Use nondeadly force to: 
(a) control the disturbance; 
(b) prevent crimes; 
(c) apprehend or detain persons who have committed 

crimes. 
(2) Use deadly force only when: 

(a) lesser means of force exhausted or unavailable; 
(b) risk of death or serious bodily harm to innocent 

persons is not significantly increased by the use; and 
(c) purpose of use 

1- self defense, to avoid death or serious bodily 
harm; 

2- prevention of crime involving death or 
serious bodily harm; 

3- prevention of destruction of public utilities 
that have been determined vital by the TF commander; or 

4-detention, or prevention of escape, of persons 
who present a clear threat of loss of life. 

(3) When possible, the use of deadly force should be preceded 
by a clear warning that such force is contemplated or imminent. 

(4) Warning shots will not be used. 
(5) When firing, shots will be aimed to wound, if possible, 

rather than kill. 
(6) Weapons will not be fired on automatic. 
(7) When possible, let civilian police arrest lawbreakers. 
(8) Allow properly identified news reporters freedom of move- 

ment, so long as they do not interfere with your mission. 
(9) Do not talk about this operation, or pass on information or 
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news reporters freedom of move- 
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:ration, or pass on information or 

rumors about it, to unauthorized persons; refer them to your commander. 
(10) The JTF commander withholds authority for use of riot 

control agents and sniper teams. 

C. Arming orders: 

Arming Bayonet/ Magazine/ 
Order Rifle Scabbard Bavonet Pistol Baton Chamber Control 

AO-1 Sling On Belt Scabbard Holstered Belt In Pouch! OICI 
Empty NCOIC 

AO-2 Port On Belt Scabbard Holstered Belt In Pouch/ OICI 
Empty NCOIC 

AO-3 Sling On Belt Fixed Holstered Hand In Pouch/ OICI 
Empty NCOIC 

A 0 4  Port On Belt Fixed Holstered Hand In Pouch/ OICI 
Empty NCOIC 

AO-5 Port On Belt Fixed Holstered Hand Weapon/ OICI 
Empty NCOIC 

AO-6 Port On Belt Fixed In Hand Belt Weapon/ OIC 
Locked 
& Loaded 
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Romans, Capt. Scott F.: 188 

Rose, Maj. J. Lewis: 5 1 

Rudisill, Capt. Michael T.: 94, 11 1 

Rules of engagement 


and adherence to Law of War: 96, 

97, 167,322 


briefings for soldiers: 14748, 221, 

294-95 


for British forces: 159-60 

cards: 97-98, 148, 159, 208, 


219-20,23941,261,299-300, 

307 


for clearing buildings: 108 

for diplomatic sites and personnel: 


109 

for disaster relief operations: 303 

for forcible repatriation operations: 


294-95 

and Fragmentary Order 39: 220 

and Haitian-on-Haitian violence: 


23940,261 

for Joint Task Force GITMO: 


292-93,294 

for Joint Task Force Los ANGELES: 


297,299 

lack of uniformity of in area of 


operations: 159-60, 285 


Rules of engagement-Continued 

for the Multinational Force and 


Observers: 275, 276 

for naval interceptions: 132-33 

need for uniformity of in area of 


operations: 133-34, 159-60, 

201,207-08 


for Operation DESERT STORM: 

132-34, 14748,15940,322 


for Operation HAWKEYE:277 

for Operation JUST CAUSE: 95-98, 


107, 117, 118n13,272 

for Operation MAINTAIN 


DEMOCRACY:
238-39 

for Operation POWER PACK: 271-72 

for Operation PROVIDE 
COMFORT: 


284-85 

for Operation RESTOREHOPE: 20 1, 


20748,212-13,324 

for Operation SUPPORT 
HOPE: 307 

for Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY: 


238-39,240,242 

for Operation URGENT FURY: 62, 


69-70,72-73 

peacetime: 133,147-48, 159 

predeployment dissemination of: 


133-34, 159,239 

prosecutions for violations of: 


212-13 

and right of self-defense: 96, 


219-20,276,284-85,303,307 

for roadblocks: 107-08,240 

threat-based: 207-08,219, 220-21, 


239,307 

training on: 159, 208-09, 214, 


220-21,23941,261,276,307, 

309 


for UNOSOM 11: 220-22 

for UN peace enforcement units: 


218-19,220,26041 

for U.S. Southern Command: 


95-96,107 

for use in Somalia: 207-08, 


212-13,218-20 

warning requirements: 96, 107, 108, 


220,299 

Ruppert, Col. Raymond C.: 123, 125, 


128-33, 137, 167, 170, 171, 

19495,307-08 


Russelburg, Maj. Joseph A,: 98 
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for U.S. Southern Command: 

95-96, 107 
for use in Somalia: 207-08, 

212-13,218-20 
warning requirements: 96, 107, 108, 

220,299 
%uppert, Col. Raymond C.: 123, 125, 

128-33, 137, 167, 170, 171, 
194-95,307-08 

Zusselburg, Maj. Joseph A.: 98 

Russell, Lt. Col. James S.: 90, 104 

Rwanda: 304-08 

Ryan, Lt. Timothy J.: 227n3 

Ryker, Lt. Col. George C.: 32 


Safwan region of Iraq: 172-73 

Saigon, Vietnam: 7, 9, 16, 18, 25,42,48 

Sainsbury, Capt. Michael E.: 94, 101 

St. Amand, Lt. Col. Gerald A,: 294 

St. Croix, Virgin Islands: 276-78 

St. George's, Grenada: 75 

St. George's University Medical 


School, Grenada: 59, 68 

St. Kitts: 83n7, 83n17 

St. Lucia: 83n7, 83n17 

St. Vincent: 241 

San Isidro Air Base, Dominican 


Republic: 268, 270 

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic: 


26869,27 1-72 

SaudiArabia: 121, 123, 129-32, 133, 


134-35, 136-37, 138, 148-49, 

150-52, 153-55, 157, 161, 

172-73, 175, 187 


Saudi Red Crescent: 137 

Savoie, Lt. Col. Philip A.: 246 

Sawi, Capt. Tarek: 161 

Scanlon, Capt. Jerome W., Jr.: 49-5 1, 


318 

Schill, Capt. John A.: 204-05, 220-21, 


222,224 

Schmidt, Capt. Kurt D.: 302 

Schofield Barracks, Hawaii: 8 

Schrank, Capt. Julie l?: 302 

Schroeder, Lt. Gen. Daniel R.: 307 

Schwarzkopf, General H. Norman: 


121-23,125,129, 130-31, 132, 

133, 134, 136-37, 165, 166, 

167, 171, 185,322 


Scoon, Paul: 61-62,69,78 

Security missions: 28485,294 

Security operations for UN forces in 


Haiti: 25 8-59 

Seibold, Lt. Col. Paul: 79 

Self-defense, right of: 96, 219-20, 276, 


284-85, 303, 307 

Sexually explicit materials, ban on: 


130, 131-32,322-23 

Shalikashvili, Lt. Gen. John M.: 282, 


284,285 


Sharp, Maj. Walter G.: 201, 217-18 

Shelton, Lt. Gen. Henry H.: 231, 233, 


24142,243,325 

Shi'ites: 172, 281-82 

Shull, Lt. Col. David A.: 94, 95-96, 


101, 117 

Silopi, Turkey: 282-83, 285,287 

Sinai Peninsula: 274-76 

Smith, Lt. Col. James J.: 87, 94, 95-96, 


98,99-101, 110, 117, 125, 161, 

163n45,321 


Smith, Lt. Col. John M. 111: 94-95, 

201,203,207-08,209-10,276, 

302,324-25 


Smith, Maj. Kyle D.: 233 

Smith, Capt. Michael E.: 188 

Snipes, Capt. Michael R.: 276 

Solatia payments: 24,4445,  21 1, 225, 


253 

Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act: 


146, 152-53,299 

Solf, Col. Waldemar A,: 30-3 1, 3 19 

Solomon, Brig. Gen. Billy K.: 203,214 

Somalia: 199-226,324-25 

South Vietnam. See Vietnam, Republic 


of. 

Special Operations Task Force: 234 

Special operations units: 89 

Spitzer, Lt. Samuel A.: 315 

Sposato, Maj. Mark P.: 236, 240, 253 

Squires, Col. Malcolm H., Jr.: 125 

Stackpole, Maj. Gen. Henry C. 111: 


288,291 

Stai, Maj. Bradley I?: 219,233, 238-39 

Standards of conduct for CENTCOM 


personnel: 130-32 

Starling, Maj. Shelby L.: 146 

State, U.S. Department of: 66, 78, 79, 


112-13 

Office of Foreign Disaster 


Assistance: 288, 291 

Status of Forces Agreements 


with Bangladesh: 288, 290-91 

with Grenada: 78, 85n45 

with Haiti: 262 

in Operation SUPPORT 
HOPE: 307-08 

in Vietnam: 6,53n7 

with Western Samoa: 279-8 1 


Stiner, Lt. Gen. Carl W.: 88-89, 9G91, 

94,96-97, 109, 117 




United Kingdom 
and Operation DESERT SHIELD: 

122-23, 132-33,137 
and Operation DESERT STORM: 17 1 
and prisoners of war: 171,178 
rules of engagement: 159-60 

United Nations 
claims policy for: 225 
high commissioner for refugees: 

293,294 
Logistics Support Command: 

204-05,220-2 1,224 
United Nations forces 

judge advocates as advisers to: 
236-37 

transfers of U.S. property to: 308 
U.S. military officers in command 

of: 255-56 
United Nations General Assembly: 12 1 
United Nations Mission in Haiti Force: 

233,236,249,254-62 
United Nations Multinational Force: 

200 
United Nations Operation in Somalia 

(UNOSOM): 199 
United Nations Operation in Somalia 

11: 200-20 1,205,218-25,226, 
325 

United Nations Participation Act: 256 
United Nations peacekeeping forces: 

200-201,203,218-25,254-62 
United Nations Security Council: 12 1, 

199,200-20 1 
and Haiti: 229 
and Iraq: 28 1-82 
and peacekeeping force for the 

Sinai Peninsula: 274 
United Nations Security Council reso- 

lutions 
661: 132-33 
687: 173 
794: 200,206,215,217,226 
873: 230 
940: 230,24142,243 

U.S. Agency for International 
Development: 10, 76, 79, 252, 
288,291,317 

U.S. Air Force: 90, 210, 212 
U.S. Army, Europe: 307 
U.S. Army, Pacific: 44 

Stone, Capt. Frank R.: 3 1 

Stone, Michael: 300-301 

Strong, Maj. Steven T.: 301, 303-04 

Sullivan, Brig. Gen. Julian A,, Jr.: 249, 


250 

Supervielle, Lt. Col. Manuel E. F.: 267, 


279-81,288,290-92,308,309, 

326 


Support Commands 

21st: 177 

22d: 138, 14346, 151, 170-71, 


174-75, 177-80,323 

Suter, Maj. William K.: 45, 3 17 

Swam, Maj. Robert L.: 16 1 

Syrian forces: 165 


Tables of distribution and allowances: 

156 


Tables of organization and equipment: 

31, 156, 157-58, 186 


Tactical operations centers, judge advo- 

cates in: 181, 193, 221, 323 


Targeting issues: 167, 170 

Task Force MOUNTAIN: 
203,234 

Task Force RANGER: 205,227n3 

Tate, Capt. CIyde J.: 64 

Tax programs: 137-38, 146, 153 

Taxation, state and local: 303-04 

Taylor, Capt. Arthur H.: 9-10 

Team of Ministerial Advisors to Haiti: 


246 

Temple of Ur: 167, 194 

"Ten Commandments of Human Rights 


for Soldiers": 24041 

Tenhet, Col. Joseph: 48 

Theater Area Command (Continental 


U.S. Augmentation), 21st: 

144-45 


Thompson, Fred: 184 

Thomson, Maj. George B., Jr.: 158, 180 

Thurman, General Maxwell R.: 87-89, 


90-9 1,96 

Tombaugh, Col. William W.: 50 

Tommepuu, Col. Tonu: 125, 138 

Torrijos-Tocumen Airfield, Panama: 


89,99, 101, 102, 111 

Training 


in human rights: 24041 

for judge advocates: 8 1-82,95,98, 


117, 147,322,323,326 


Training--Continued 

Law of War: 30-31,51, 161, 


24041,322 

for non-U.S. troops: 24041 

rules of engagement: 159,208-09, 


214,220-21,23941,261 

Transportation resources for judge 


advocates: 9-10, 75, 149, 151, 

158, 188-89, 193,255 


Trant, Lt. Col. Charles E.: 156-58, 

160, 180, 194 


Travis Air Force Base, California: 

98-99 


Treasury, U.S. secretary of the: 134 

Trobaugh, Maj. Gen. Edward L.: 61, 


64,68 

Truman, Harry S.: 3 

Turkey: 281,282,283,285,286-87 

Tutsis: 304-08 

Typhoon Ofa: 279-8 1 

Tyrrell, Maj. David R.: 135-36 


Uganda: 305,307-08 

Ulmer, Col. Walter F.: 4 8 4 9  

Unified Task Force (Somalia): 200, 


201,204,20&18,324-25 

Uniform Code of Military Justice 


1962 amendments: 9-10 

1968 amendments: 33 

application of in National Guard 


units: 298-99 

application of in Operation DESERT 


STORM:189-91 

application of in Operation POWER 


PACK:271 

application of in Vietnam: 6, 9-10, 


29-30 

Article 2: 23, 191 

Article 15 offenses: 7, 9-10, 29, 33, 


36, 77, 141, 188, 209,223, 247, 

273,276,285 


Article 23: 38 

Article 32 investigations: 8, 115, 


143,214 

Article 85: 142 

and confiscation of private proper- 


ty: 76 

and prisoners of war: 179-80 

and violations of General Orders 


no. 1: 130-31,247 
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United Kingdom 
and Operation DESERT SHIELD: 

122-23, 132-33, 137 

and Operation DESERT STORM: 17 1 

and prisoners of war: 17 1, 178 

rules of engagement: 159-60 


United Nations 

claims policy for: 225 

high commissioner for refugees: 


293,294 

Logistics Support Command: 


204-05,220-21,224 

United Nations forces 


judge advocates as advisers to: 

236-37 


transfers of U.S. property to: 308 

U.S. military officers in command 

of  255-56 

United Nations General Assembly: 12 1 

United Nations Mission in Haiti Force: 


233,236,249,254-62 

United Nations Multinational Force: 


200 

United Nations Operation in Somalia 


(UNOSOM): 199 

United Nations Operation in Somalia 


11: 200-201,205,218-25,226, 
325 


United Nations Participation Act: 256 

United Nations peacekeeping forces: 


200-201,203,2 18-25,254-62 

United Nations Security Council: 121, 


199,20&201 

and Haiti: 229 

and Iraq: 281-82 

and peacekeeping force for the 


Sinai Peninsula: 274 

United Nations Security Council reso- 


lutions 

661: 132-33 

687: 173 

794: 200,206,215,217,226 
873: 230 

940: 230,24142,243 

U.S. Agency for International 

Development: 10, 76, 79, 252, 

288,291,317 


U.S. Air Force: 90,210,212 
U.S. Army, Europe: 307 

U.S. Army, Pacific: 44 


U.S. Army, Third: 138-39 

U.S. Army, Vietnam: 15, 26-31, 38, 


4142,44,317-18 

U.S. Army Claims Service: 75, 79, 


85n46, 11 1, 113, 140,252 

U.S. Army Criminal Investigation 

Command: 71, 193,259-60 
U.S. Army Forces, Somalia: 201, 203, 


204,209-10 

U.S. Army Forces Central Command 


(ARCENT): 123, 125, 128, 

13846 ,  171, 177 


U.S. Army Rangers 

court-martialed: 46-47 

in Operation JUST CAUSE: 89, 102 

in Operation RESTOREHOPE: 205 

in Operation URGENT FURY: 59, 65, 


68 

U.S. Army South (USARSO): 90-91, 


94, 103, 111, 112 

U.S. Army Support Group, Vietnam: 9 

U.S. Army Trial Defense Service: 77, 


94, 128, 192-93,203,236,237, 

275 


US.  Atlantic Command: 238, 239, 292 

U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) 


judge advocates in operations cen- 

ter: 166, 170, 322, 324 


and Operation DESERT SHIELD: 

121-61 


and Operation DESERT STORM: 

166-73 


and Operation RESTOREHOPE: 201, 

20548,324 


staff judge advocate's office respon- 

sibilities: 123, 125, 130, 133-34 


and Task Force FREEDOM: 173 

and UNOSOM 11: 220 


U.S. Coast Guard: 230,292, 294-95 

U.S. Congress 


and legislation regarding donations 

of money and property: 134 


and participation of U.S. forces in 

UN peacekeeping operations: 

256 


U.S. Court of Military Appeals: 24, 30, 

311n5 


U.S. Customs Service: 216-17 

U.S. District Court for the Southern 


District of New York: 292, 295 




War crimes, judge advocate responsi- 
bility for investigating: 8, 11, 
12-13,16, 18-19,21,30, 
71-72,135-36, 178, 192, 
316-17,319 

War crimes, U.S. 
courts-martial for: 22, 29-30, 

54n41 
in Vietnam: 12-13, 21-22, 29-30, 

54n41,316-17 
War Crimes Documentation Center 

(Judge Advocate General's 
Office): 135-36 

War trophies 
bayonets: 76, 116, 132, 185 
and CENTCOM: 130, 132, 185, 

193-94 
and customs regulations: 194 
and Haiti: 247 
in Operation DESERT SHIELD: 132 
in Operation DESERT STORM: 132, 

185-86, 193-94 
in Operation JUST CAUSE: 115-17, 

321 
in Operation RESTORE HOPE: 

216-17 
in Operation URGENT FURY: 7 6 7 7  
policy development: 76-77, 

115-16, 132 
souvenirs: 76, 1 15-17, 132, 185, 

193-94,216 
tanks: 186 
for unit museums: 85n42, 116, 186, 

21617 
weapons: 76,84n40, 115-17, 186, 

193-94,209,216-17 
Warner, Lt. Col. Karl K.: 234, 236, 

237-38,24344,24546,252-53 
Warren, Capt. Marc L.: 69, 73, 75 
Weapons 

buy-back programs: 108-09, 215, 
244-45,321 

for judge advocates: 9, 64, 67,99 

U.S. European Command: 282, 305 

U.S. Forces. Grenada: 61. 73 

U.S. ~orces; Somalia: 203, 204, 205, 


218,223 

U.S. Forces Haiti: 237, 257-58, 


264n7 

U.S.-host nation relations in Saudi 


Arabia: 130-32,134-35, 150-52 

U.S. Information Service: 10 

U.S. magistrate's courts: 274 

U.S. Marine Corps 


in the Dominican Republic: 268 

in Haiti: 23 1-33 

and Joint Task Force GITMO: 292 

and Joint Task Force Los ANGELES: 


29697,299-300 

in Operation DESERT STORM:165 

in Operation JUST CAUSE: 90 

in Operation RESTORE
HOPE: 208, 


212-13,215 

in Operation SEA ANGEL: 288, 


290-92 

in Operation URGENT FURY: 59, 


7 1-72 

and UNOSOM 11: 220-21 

in Vietnam: 13, 14, 44-45 


U.S. Marshals Service: 106 

U.S. military facilities, use of by non- 

U.S. military personnel: 16, 23, 

257 


U.S. Military Assistance Advisory 

Group, Indochina: 3 


U.S. Military Assistance Command, 

Vietnam (MACV): 5, 9, 10-13, 

16, 18-26,36,38,316-17 


U.S. Military Police Corps: 38 

U.S. Pacific Command: 279,288 
U.S. Quick Reaction Force: 205, 


220-2 1,224,227n3 

U.S. Southern Command (SOUTH- 


COM): 87-88,90-91,94, 

95-96, 107, 110 


U.S. Special Operations Command 

(Somalia): 204 


U.S. Support Group, Haiti: 233, 237, 

262,264n7 


USS America: 243 

USS Mount Whitney: 233-34, 242 

United States v. Brewer: 223-24 

United States v. Brown: 190-9 1 


United States v. Conde: 2 13 

United States v. Byan: 1 13-14 

United States v. Moore: 3 1 In5 

United States v. Mowris: 213-14 

United States v. Pacheco: 248 

United States v. Puesbury: 189 

United States v. Wiggins: 143 

U.S. Virgin Islands: 276-78 


Valentino, Capt. Christopher B.: 234, 

237-38 


Vandalism against soldiers' stored 

property: 8 


Vessey, General John W., Jr.: 63 

"Victory Base," Somalia: 224 

Vienna Convention on Diplomatic 


Relations: 72, 110, 281, 

307-08 


Vietnam, Republic of (South): 3 

currency and black market issues: 


16,22-23,24,317 

and diplomatic status of U.S. mili- 


tary personnel: 6 

judge advocate assistance to civil 


justice system: 13, 17-18, 

25-26,36,316 


Military Justice Corps: 38, 3 16 

military prison system: 37-38 

and payment of claims: 24-25 

and prisoners of war: 11, 19, 


316-17 

Vietnam War: 3-52, 3 15-1 8 

Virgin Islands National Guard: 276 


Walczak, Col. Alexander M.: 203 

Walker, Capt. Devin A.: 237,255 

Wallace, Col. John K. 111: 90, 106 

Wallace, Capt. Walter S.: 188-89 

Walls, Brig. Gen. G. H., Jr.: 292, 293, 
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Walls, Col. Richard G.: 297, 300 

Walsh, Maj. Gary L.: 59, 67, 73, 77, 


81,205 
Wansley, Maj. Ann: 56n75 
War crimes, enemy 

environmental: 173 

by Iraq: 135-36, 173, 178, 191-92 

in Operation URGENT 71-72
FURY: 

in Vietnam: 11, 12-13,21-22, 


316-17 
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